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AROUND THE CAMPFIRE

Two things happened to me in the sum
mer of 1986 when I spent a week at a fishing
camp in British Columbia with my wife's
family. The first was pleasant; the seoond
dreadful. I happily got hooked on flyfIshing.
But, sadly, the destruction ofsouthern Canada
smacked me between the eyes with the fury
of a rogue Moose. In ''The Dark Side of the
Return of the Wolf' (in Confessions ofan £Co
Warrior) Iwrote about the three-hundred-mile
wide swath of destruction acroSs southern
Canada and how that "development" is cutting
off the wild lands in Washington, Idaho,
Montana, Minnesota, and New England from
the great northern wilderness running to the
Arct ic Ocean.

Despite the logging, plowing, damming,
roading, and citifying that has occurred in
southern Canada, the boreal forest and tundra
to the north has remained a great refuge for
wildness and for the human spirit. Canada,
more than any other nation with the possible
exception of Russia, has the opportunity to
preserve true eoological wilderness with all
nat ive species and natural processes intact.

At least so I thought until Ivisited Calgary
and Edmonton, Alberta, last fall to speak at
several oolleges. Afterwards, over the man
datory beers (but they are better in Canada than
the US), I was privileged to talk to a number
of grassroots wilderness activists who are
fighting to keep Alberta Alberta. I was dis
mayed to learn that the great northern wild is
not secure, that the boreal forest stretching
from Alaska to the Atlantic is under an indus
trial assault rivaling the dismemberment oflhe
tropical rainforests of Brazil, Indonesia, and
Malaysia.

How can this be? Canada? Good, grey,
dull, peaceful, progressive Canada. Canada
the civilized and middle-class. It has univer
sities, scientists, wealth; it is a champion of
reason in world affairs. How can it be making
the same awful mistakes earlier made by the

United States and currently being made in the
poverty-stricken tropics?

As you read this issue of Wild Earth with
its theme ofwilderness destruction in Canada,
you will realize why I call Canada "Brazil
North." Nowhere else on Earth today is wil
derness-biodiversity with integrity-being
ripped apart, shredded, and hammered into the
tawdry articles of international oommerce as
quickly and intensely as in Canada. Yes, it's
also happening in Irian Jaya, Sarawak, and
Rondonia, but what is going on at the end of
the road in British Columbia, Alberta,
Manitoba, and Quebec is unmatched for its
sheer magnitude and stupidity.

It is time that international pressure be
brought on the national and provincial gov
ernments and on the business leaders of
Canada, as pressure has been applied on Third
World nations. It is time that oonservationists
around the world raise such a hue and cry that
when Canada is mentioned, images afforests
falling and native people being driven from
their homes spring to mind just as they do
when we hear the word '~azon."

Yet, Canada remains the paramount hope
for significant wilderness preservation on this
planet. Canada has some of the most visionary,
effective, committed, and intransigent con
servationists in the world. The ecological
fabric ofthe bulk of the oountry remains intact.
If the destruct ion can be stopped, if the boreal
forests of Alberta and Manitoba can be saved,
if the nightmarish James Bay project can be
terminated, if the last great coastal forests of
British Columbia can be spared the chainsaw,

if the mining threat to the Tat is thwarted, if..
.. If self-conscious restraint can come to
Canada, Canada can bless the world with true
wilderness.

•
I sometimes have to believe that certain

ideas float around in the air like circling birds
and find lodgment in several brains at the same
time. Such an idea is the notion of using the
principles of conservation biology to devise
eoological preserve systems that connect is0
lated Wilderness Areas and National Par1ts into
larger functioning ecosystems that are able to
maintain their natural integrity. Wild Earth
magazine is a childof that ootion--particularty
of its more grandiose sibling which is to plan
a connected and buffered wilderness preserve
system for the entire continent of North
America.

Ideas, however, are just ideas, no matter
how many people pluck them out ofthe air and
nod enthusiastically. For one of these airy
ideas to become reality, an individual is needed
who can push others out of inertia. Doug
Tompkins is the man who just pushed a bunch
ofus off the precipice. You can read the dela~
in David Johns's report in this issue of how a
dozen of us have fonned a steering committee
to begin pulling together wilderness restoratixl
and biological corridor proposals for all of
North America. Rod Mandt and I are esla~

lishing a clearing house in Tucson for ~hat

purpose. But it was, frankly, Doug Tompkins
with his boundless energy, enthusiasm, and
prodding who got us offour bulls to organize
the meeting, and who provided the where
withal and gracious hospitality to hold it.
Thanks, Doug. We needed the push.

This tying together of a comprehensive
North American Wilderness Recovery Strat
egy is one of the two main focal points of Wild
Earth (the other is providing a voice and fo
rum for the New Conservation Movement).
You will read much about the recovery effort
in coming issues.

Happy Trails
Dave Foreman

Wl1d Earth 1
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Island Civilization

A Vision For Planet Earth in the Year 2992

Guest Editorial

by Roderick Frazier Nash

It is no news today that Planet Earth is
not well. The problem, in a nutshell, is that
one species out of thirty-odd million is grow
ing in hath its numbers and iL<; impact on the
environment to levels that are unsustainable
on the finite spaceship that carries the only life
of which we are aware through the cosmos.
In the larger community, the global ecosystem,
Homo sapie11S is no longer a good neighbor.
Our ability to co-exist responsibly with other
life forms began to disappear about 15,000
years ago, when we tumed from hunting and
gathering to herding and agriculture. Since
then, through technological civilization we
have carried environmental modification to
dangemus extremes. Now there are signs that
in our tendency toward uncontrolled gmwth,
humans are a kind of cancer in the Earth or
ganism. Like cancerce]Js, we destroy normal
systems. Like cancer, we are very good at
growth. We both do well in frontier-like
conlexts where expansion is a virtue. But ul
timately, and ironically, we fail fmm our own
success. It is well to remember that at the
moment ofa cancer's greatest achievement, its
host organism is near death, but so is the
cancer. Humans too will go down with the
ecological ship unless we cultivate the capacity
for self-restraint.

We are presently in the midst of the most
powerful environmental movement in history.
There is talk in the 19905 of a green decade
and a coming green century. And we are
starting to do some things reasonably well.
Recycling, non-polluting production, and en
ergy effICiency are more than slogans. But
most oftoday's environmentalists lack vision.
I mean long-term vision: a conception of what
we want civilization to be like in a thousand

years. Without it, we have no compass to guide
us through what will certainly be rough eco
logical seas ahead. Lacking long-term vision,
we are like a skier whose focus is fifty feet
down the hill. Ibe short-term performance
(contemporary conservation) may be impres
sive. But up ahead there is a cliff (the thresh
olds of irreversible change in the planet's
life-support systems), and the myopic skier
runs the risk ofcarving perfecttums right into
the abyss! We need bifocal vision. We must
operate in the day-to-day and year-to-year
arena, but at the same time, we must keep an
eye on the big, long-range picture. Weare now
playing God. For beller, but probably for
worse, the future of the planet is in our often
clumsy hands.

The vision I am about to advance will be
controversial because I am addressing the big,
tough issucs that entail subordination ofhuman
interests to the interests of the biotic whole.
Even biocentrists and "deep ecologists" will
disagree with parts ofmy proposal. But before
the fur flie.<;, let me urge the importance of
futuristic thinking in general. If you don't like
some or all of my dream of Island CiviliZation,
create your own. The essential thing is that
we occasionally lift our eyes from everyday
details to the far horizons of planetary possi
bility. Where do we want our species;and
nature in general, to be in a millennium?
Without such goals there can be no direction.
And without direction we drift into an in
creasingly frightening environmental abyss.

I will begin with four hopes or objectives
that I entertain for the future of the human
endeavor on Earth. The adjustments I then
propose are designed to assist their realization.
First, I hope our presence on this planet can
be sustained for many thousands of years. I
do not share the misanthropy of the most
radical deep ecologists whose extreme
biocentrism persuades them that the best
course for Homo sapiens is species suicide.
Neither am I among the futurists who expect

that Earth will no longer be our principal
habitat in a thousand years. Regardless of
whether expansion into space works or not, it
seems to me that we are morally obligated to
care for our first home. To abandon a ravaged
Earth for greener planetary pastures would be,
at minimum, the height of ingratitude.

Second, I believe in the existence rights
of all species and of normal ecosystemic pro
cesses. I further believe that these rights trump
the rights ofhumans to increase their numbers,
their affluence and their claim to habitat. I
hope that the avalanche ofspecies extinctions
occurring presently can be curtailed and that
environmental ethics will guide future people
planet relationships. The moral community
should eventually be identical with the eco
logical one. I anticipate natural rights ex
panding to embrace the rights ofnature. I hope
that in a thousand years not only all human
beings, but four-fooled beings and rooted be
ings and Dying beings and microbiotic beings
will aU join together in an expanded ecologi
cal brotherhood. Building on Martin Luther
King's 1963 rhetoric, I say let freedom ring
not only from but for Stone Mountain in
Georgia and also for oceans, rivers, and for
estseverywhere.

Third, I hope that a meaningful amount
of wilderness will remain on this planet for
ever. I do not applaud a totally humanized,
homogenized environment, no mailer how
beneficent or benign. Wtlderness preservation
is essential, not merely for human recreation,
but as a gesture of planetary modesty on the
part of a species that desperately needs to be
reminded that it is a member and not the master
of the ecosystem. AIda Leopold understood
this in the 1940s when he warned that the first
law of successful tinkering is to save all the
parts. The second law, we could now add, is
to save the instructions, and these are contained
in healthy wild ecosystems.

Finally (and here I expect to part com
pany with respected colleagues on the more
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radical frontiers of environmentalism), I hope
for full development of the human intellectual
and technological potential. The st icker "Back
to the Pleistocene" does not appear on my
bumper. I regard many characteristics of
mcx:lem civilization as worthy of protection
and extension. What's wrong with sympho
nies, universities and modern medical tech
nology? Computers, television, and nuclear
power are marvelous tools-if we only knew 
how to use them responsibly. And in a thou-

sand years what wonders might exist? Tech
nology, you see, is not the basic problem.
Machines only express human values. Change
these values and you can alter the most basic
pollution of all: mind pollution. And, since
we are in control here, profound change is
theoretically possible. The trick, as Henry
David Thoreau recognized a century and a half
ago, is "to secure all the advantages" ofcivili
zation "without suffering any of the disad
vantages." Moreover, don't a reasonable

number of humans have as much right to ful
fill their evolutionary potential as any other
form of life? The essential proviso is that in
doing so they don't compromise, or elimi
nate, the chances ofother species to do the
same.

My thousand-year vision starts with the
assumption that on a finite planet, shared with
other species, only limited numbers of humans
can enjoy unlimited opportunities. Restraint,
in other words, is the key to progress. Less is

indeed more. The first es
sentiallimitation must be in
our numbers. We are now
5.3 billion and growing
fast. Demographers think
that between one and two
billion humans, living care
fully and efficiently, is a
sustainable population. So,
in 2992, I call for about 1.5
billion human beings maxi
mizing their potential while
respecting the potentials of
other beings. Wouldn't Ihis
be preferable to fourteen or
forty billion barely clinging
to a pathetic existence on a
biologically impoverished
planet?

The other majQr appli
cation of restraint that my
proposal demands concerns
living space. From the point
ofview ofother species, one
of the worst characteristics
of contemporary human
civilization is its tendency to
sprawl. In the past five hun
dred years in the temperate
latitudes, we have witnessed
a frightening explosion of
the human-modified envi
ronment. In Europe and
large parts of Asia, Africa
and North America we ap
proach saturation.
Unchecked, this expansion
could affect every part of the
planet. Remember, we are
facing in the next thousand
years an extrapolation of
technical abilities beyond
our wildest imaginings.
Domed cities covering the
poles and undersea subdivi
sions are very conceivable.
Instead of this explosion, I
call for implosion. My
dream for the next millen-
nium envisions most of the

continued next page
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1.5 billion human beings living in five hun
dred concentrated habitats. Integrated into
each one would be the means of food and
material production and energy generation. In
the vast spaces between these habitats would
be the habitats of other species. Most of the
planet in 2992 should be returned to a wil
derness condition. Instead of dominating the
globe, mankind and its works should occupy
small niches in a continuous wild ecosystem.
Instead of iSlands of wildness in a matrix of
civiliZation, as presently exists, we would have
lslandCivilization.

I use "habitats" rather than "cities" to
imply that these future human environments
will be unlike anything with which we are
familiar. Accommodating about three million
people each, they could be a mile high, both·
above and below ground or, perhaps, the sur
face of the sea. The 1echnology of 2992 would
pennit habitats to exist anywhere on the planet.
Civilization could be expected to expand on
the poles, but it would shrink radically in the
temperate latitudes. To more fully understand
what I have in mind consider that legally
designated Wilderness Areas amount in 1992
to about 2% of the contiguous forty-eight
American states. In 2992 the ratio would be
reversed; Island Civilization would need no
more than 2% ofAmerican soil. This is a much
bigger "Outside" than even Dave Foreman has
envisioned. It needs some explanation.

First, bear in mind that in a thousand years
the 1.5 billion people on Earth will be using
technology inconceivable today. Forexample,
there will be no need to cut trees in 2992; wood
will have been outmoded as a building and
printing material (along, perhaps, with news
papers and books!). With energy, water, ma
terials and foodstuffs produced inside or close
by the habitats, dams and aqueducts are gone
and with them all long-distance pipelines,
cables and transmission wires. Freeways and
railroads no longer exist. All transportation in
2992 is in the air and, more likely, instanta
neous. Science fiction, you say? Well, con
sider what was thought in the 18905 about a
moon landing. I think that if humans can keep
the planet habitable, they have unlimited
technological potentials. Tum our best minds
loose on Ihe technical challenges of Island·
Civilization (rather than repairing the old,
unsustainable paths) and it is not necessary to
go back to the Pleistocene for a model oflow
impact living.

What would living in Island Civilization
be like? In addressing this important consid
eration it is necessary to put aside the tennite
mound apartment house image. I am
confident that architects of the future, building
on the ideas of visionarips like Paolo Soleri,
will be capable of designi 19 very dense but

very appealing single-structure habitats. Of
course there will be sacrifices. What will be
gone completely in the imploded habitat of
2992 is the '~erican Dream": single family
homes on half-acre lots widely separated from
business and cultural centers and linked with
networks of roads into a nearly continuous
fabric of civilization. But while I have in mind
an intensely urban culture, I envision far more
possibilities for contact with high-quality
wilderness than exist at present. Just a few
miles from the civilized islands will be where
the wild things are: bears and wolves and el
ephants and tigers but also the full complement
of the more humble species whose presence
defines biodiversity and ecological health.
Those who venture into this paradoxically
wilder wilderness of a higher-technological
culture must take it on its own terms. This will
mean restraint in how people get into and what
[hey take into wilderness. It will mean training
and licensing in responsible wilderness eti
quette. But as I see it back-country skills
would be commonplace in 2992 because every
able-bodied citizen would have attended the
University of the Wilderness. This educational
interlude would be required between second
ary schooling and college or career at the age
ofaoouttwenty. I am not talking about two
week Outward Bound courses here but several
years of subsistence hunting and gathering
completely out of contact with the civilized
islands. Here is where we do go back to the
Pleistocene! Young people, organized in tribal
groups, follow the caribou through the
mountain passes and fi<>h for the salmon whose
runs have been restored to the free-flowing
rivers. They learn the ancient and primitive
skills and, more importantly, the land wisdom
and reverence of indigenous peoples.

Could someone live off the land a thou
sand years from now? You bet, considering
that the numbers of eighteen to twenty-one
year-olds doing so would be approximately
equal to human population in the Pleistocene,
and also considering that ecological integrity
(especially healthy populations of edible ani·
mals) would have been restored. Forexample,
in 2992, the Great Plains of the United States
would, according to my scepario, consist of
three habitats occupying a few dazen square
miles and 100,000 square miles ofwild prairie.
The buffalo would be back along with the wolf
and the grizzly. Humans could take their place
along with the other predators.. Southern
California would have its several habitats, but
on the hundreds of miles of wild shoreline,
foraging opportunities would be as good as
they were for the ancient Chumash. Also as
good as ever would be the chance to acquire
an environmental ethic which underlies the
ecological responsibility of Island Civilization.

How to make the dream of Island Civili
zation come true is beyond the scope of this
outline proposal. Suffice it to observe that if
the refonn route proves ineffective the radical
option of force or revolution will make in
creasing sense and particularly to a population
shocked and frightened by the early-warning
signs ofecological catastrophe. Violence, after
all, has figured frequently in human history as
a way to change paradigms; One thinks ofthe
American Revolution and the Civil War. The
Abolitionist movement led in the 1860s to a
violent solution to the problem of slavery in
the United States. Environmentalism could
similarly rationalize the use of force for the
liberation of nature. Or, as some are starting
to argue, the violence may come from nature,
striking back and purging itself of the threat
ening human cancer. But whether by choice,
coercion or catastrophe, there will be an end to
the present unsustainable levels ofgrowth and
devastation. It may be closer than we think.
The 21st century could well be the last one
with the option to correct the course of civili
zat ion in a mood of deliberation.

I am an historian, and from my perspec
tive mankind now stands at a crossroads not
merely of human history but of the entire
evolutionary process. Life has evolved from
stardust over billions of years until one species
has developed the capacity to disrupt the whole
biological miracle. But amidst the fear to
which this thought leads there is one comfort.
We are not threatened, like the ecosystem of
the dinosaurs, by a death star. We are the
death star. We could also be the star of eco
logical salvation. This is simply the greatest
challenge life on Earth has ever faced. Will
the vision of Island Civilization help?

Roderick Frazier Nash is a Professor of
History and Environmental Studies at the
University ofCalifornia Santa Barbara. He
is the author of Wilderness and the American
Mind (1982), The Rights of Nature: A History
of Environmental Ethics (1989), and Ameri
can Environmentalism (1990).
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A Minority View

I cannot resist an editor's rejoinder to the
foregoing. First, though, let me stress the im
portance of Professor Nash's article, whatever
the merits or demerits of his specific sugges
tions. Rod Nash has made a profound sug
gestion: People need to begin to plan in
accordance with the needs of life forms-all
life forms-lOoo and more years hence. We
encourage responses to his provocative essay.
midEarth will probably only be able to print
a small proportion of them, so please send
copies to Roderick Nash, Environmental
Studies, UCSB, Santa Barbara, CA 93106.

I agree with about 98% of Rod Nash's
vision but fmd the other 2% troubling. I offer
the following objections to "Island Civiliza
tion" with the utmost respect for Professor
Nash-one of the premier historians and en
vironmental ethicists today. No one else as
sociated with Wild Earth should be held
accountable for what follows. These objections
emanate from the perspective of a walking
anachronism.

1) To speak of Earth as a "spaceship" or
"ecological ship" is to heave insults at the only
biologically diverse orb we know. This may
seem a minor point, but the metaphors we use
strongly influence the way we think about and
relate to the natural world.

2) As Jerry Mander argues in his brilliant
new book (In the Absence of the Sacred), it's
time we disabuse ourselves of the notion that
technology is neutral. Technologies developed
in the last 10,000 years have almost invariably
led to exploitatioo ofNature, centralized power
structures, and biological impoverishment.
History does not lend itself to the view that
pait-Paleolithic technologies are likely to be
used in a benign and sustainable fashion. As
our ancestors developed tools and precursors
to technology, they should have rested content
with earthen cookware, spears (perhaps),
and-most important-flI'e. We could have
spent happy millennia contemplating, telling
stories about, weaving myths around, and
perfecting appropriate uses of the tremendous
power we know as fire.

3) Professor Nash used 3 too many zeros
in his recommended population: 1.5 billion
would almost certainly be incompatible with
a full flowering of biodiversity; 1.5 million is

plenty. Some will say the idea that we can
peacefully reduce our population to 1.5 million
is laughable. Not so. If, starting now, we all
simply refrain from giving birth, we can reduce
our numbers by 3 orders of magnitude in less
than 100 years. (Admittedly, implementing a
birth moratorium will be problematic.)
Moreover, 1.5 million far exceeds what most
conservation biologists consider a minimum
viable population for a large mammal. Ifhu
man migration corridors were maintained (e.g.,
paths along what once were highways), a
global human population of under 1 million
could easily preserve its genetic diversity.

4) We may now be "playing God," but
we shouldn't be. Conservationists should
oppose such hubris at every tum. The thought
of biological evolution being directed by a
bunch of bumbling naked apes-some of
whom wear thick glasses and pointy shoes
is, at best, distasteful.

5) Islands of civilization would almost
inevitably cause extinctions, thus violating the
existence rights of other beings. If we take
seriously the idea of intrinsic, inalienable rights
for all life forms, we cannot justly consign any
sizeable portion of the biosphere to human
domination. Every area has unique life forms.
Biologists are continually raising their esti
mates of the number of species on the planet
(as well as the number going extinct every
day).' Recent studies suggest that even the
ocean floor (which Nash says might someday
be inhabited by humans) has indescribably
great biodiversity. As scientists do more in
tensive studies ofocean sediments, forest soils,
stream bottoms, caves and other relatively
unknown environments, they may well find
such high and localized diversity oforganisms
that we'll be forced to concede that any thor
oughly humanized landscape will extinguish
singular life forms-each with as much right
to exist as Honw sapiens.

6) Island civilization would perpetuate
our alienation from Nature. Ifwe spend most
of our lives in humanized environments, and
especially if we don't experience the Big
Outside until the age of 18, we will not gain
Earth wisdom or knowledge of place. We'll
be bleary-eyed dweebs.

7) Unless we accept the old Judeo-

Christian idea of creatio ex nihilo (creation
from nothing, an ability historically attributed
only to God and capitalists), it's hard to see
how large concentrations of people could
sustain themselves without exploiting outside
regions. Humans cannot persistently flout the
laws of Nature, in particular the 2nd law of
thermodynamics (the entropy law).

8) Again, humans wUl remain essentially
at odds with Nature as long as they employ
high technology and live in artificial environ
ments, as long as they refuse to be regular
members of the biotic community. Moreover,
as long as the human habitats are at odds with
Nature, they will remain like a cancer. It seems
wildly improbable that a living organism can
long play host to 500 benign tumors. Sooner
or later, a tumor will turn malignant.
Metastasis will follow; and before long, we'll
be back to 1991.

To conclude these rough and hasty ob
jections, Roderick Nash has done us a great
service by making us look ahead, and has
given us an enticing glimpse of a paiSible
world 1000 years hence. However, I suggest
that about 2% of Rod's vision needs radical
modification. We are indeed like skiers headed
blindly toward an abyss. Let us, then, stop,
shed these plastic appendages, climb back up
the mountain while we still remember the way,
and glissade gracefully down the side from
whence we came ... back to the Pleistocene.

•
Before descending, though, I'll return to

the present for a moment, albeit still from a
recidivist's perspective: David Johns gives a
good overview in this issue of the recent North
American wilderness recovery strategy meet
ing. I believe, however, that one idea discussed
at that gathering needs more emphasis-ex
panding wilderness. Continental wilderness

. recovery not only entails an ongoing proress
of refming maps and such, but is in itself (or
will be if we succeed) an ongoing proress.

We would be unwise to pronounce a
limited wilderness preserve system as an ul
timate goal. 1be work of rewilding this con
tinent is the work of many generations. Any

continued next page
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preserve system of the type generally dis
cussed by conservationists must be seen as a
stop-gap measure. A system of bounded pre
serves and corridors in a developed matrix is
a threadbare garment. It's like a sieve. Most
species with large populations might be caught
by such a sieve, but many rare, sensitive and
imperiled species could faJlthrough the gaps.
Instead, let the matrix be wild!

Also, it's a bit disingenuous for us to
claim to be taking a biocentric perspective
when we simply propose a preserve system
sufficient to preserve viable populations of all
native species. Biocentrism means more than
mere existence rights for all species; and ifwe
truly accord equal rights or equal worth to all
species, then we must allow all species to
flourish throughout their entire natural range.
It is not biocentric to protect Grizzly Bears
only in the Northern Rockies, Canada, and
Alaska. It is biocentric to allow Grizzlies to
repopulate the whole of their original range,
from the West Coast to the Mississippi River
and thence to continue eastward if they will,
perhaps someday to prowl the ghosltown of
Washington, DC.

By espousing expanding wilderness, we
also make our proposals more realistic. Per
haps we cannot within our lifetimes restore
wilderness to 95% of the continent, but we can
begin a restoration process whose end will not
be declared by any now living. The prevailing
economies of the last 500 years on this conti
nent have been based on destroying Nature.
The economies of the next 500 years should
be based on helping Nature heal.

Another reason why deep ecologists and
their ilk need to acknowledge the ultimate
incompatibility between industrial civilization
and Nature has to do with vital needs. If we
would limit our exploitation of the natural
world to what is necessary to fulfill our vital
needs (Deep Ecology principle #3 "Humans
have no right to reduce this richness and di
versity except to satisfy vital needs." Naess
and Sessions), we would thereby allow wil
derness to reclaim most of this and all conti
nents. Our vital needs are food, water, shelter,
and clothing. Wild Earth hopes soon to pub
lish rough calculations of the proportion of
North America's land base needed to provide
food, water, shelter, and clothing to sustain its
present human population-a population
conservationists recognize as far too large.
(Results, of course, will vary, depending on
what modes of production one assumes.) I'll
wager that the figures will be less thanlO%.

-John Davis

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

WildEilrth is a non-profitperiodical serving the biocentricgrassroots elements
within the conservation movement, and advocating the restoration and protection
of all natural elements of biodiversity. Our effort to strengthen the conservation
movement involves the following:

• We shall prOVide a voice for the many effective but little-known regional
and ad hoc wilderness groups and coalitions in North America.

• We shall serve as a networking tool for grassroots wilderness activists.

• We shall help develop and publish wilderness proposals from through
out the continent.

·We shall aim to complete, and subsequently publish in book form, a
comprehensive proposal for a North American Wilderness Recovery
Strategy.

• We shall render accessible the teachings of conservation biology, that
activists may employ them in defense of biodiversity.

• We shall expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and offer activists means
of combatting the threats.

• We shall facilitate discussion on ways to end and reverse the human
population explosion.

• We will defend wilderness both as concept and as place.
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North American Wilderness
Recovery Strategy

by David Johns

Ecoccntric activists are all too familiar
with the frustration that comes from constantly
fighting local developments while the bio
sphere as a whole continues to deteriorate. An
important step in overcoming that frustration
was taken in San Francisco on November 20
1 when 15 activists met to begin developing a
comprehensive North American Wilderness
Recovery Strategy.* 'The vision emerging from
that meeting is of a North America once again
rich with widespread and healthy populations
of all native species; a North America where
evolution continues free from overriding hu
man interference. It is a vision that can cata
lyze similar visions on other continents, so
restoring the fierce green fire that once uni
versally animated this planet.

Ensuring that all extant native species of
North America can thrive and evolve is a radical
propa;al which takes us reck to or own deepest
roots. C..alling for anything less than is needed
to save 4 billion years ofevolution is not "being
rea.'iOllable"-it is a betrayal of the planet that
gave us birth. Ours is the agenda needed by
wolves and salmon and rivers and lichen.

The vision that inspired the meeting in
San Francisco was not the property of those
attending but the outcome ofyears ofstruggle
by thousands of people. The focus of this
initial brainstorming session was on realizing
the vision: from developing a comprehensive
continental wilderness proposal to strategizing
on the initial steps of implementation. Re
storing wilderness L<; a long term proposition.
The Recovery Strategy and its implementation
will be the work of many throughout the
continent: activists, conservation biologists
and others. It will evolve with our experience
and with the generations. The vision of a
continent restored will provide a yardstick
against which to measure our efforts in re
claiming the Earth for life. It is a vision to keep
alive in ourselves and rekindle in others love
of Earth and pl~ce.

Numerou'3 elements of preserving

biodiversity and the evolutionary process were
broadly addressed: what sort of preserve
system is necessary; how to determine the size
of reserves; how to integrate regionally de
veloped plans into a cont inental proposal; how
to identify the people critical in developing the
proposal; how to build support for the proposal
within the environmental movement and
among the general population and policy
makers.

The discussions were only a beginning,
but much was achieved. To preserve the
biodiversity of the continent a system of large
core reserves, adequate to provide for genetic,
species and ecosystem diversity, linked by
broad corridors and surrounded by buffers,
must be established. Such core reserves and
corridors would be large enough to provide for
species and ecosystem resiliency in the face
of natural disturbances and global change,
including climatological change. Proposed

core areas and corridors would build on exist
ing wilderness areas and be free from agricul
tural and industrial enterprise. Buffer areas
would allow gradations of human economic
activity, with degree of intensisty decreasing
toward the core. Exotics would be eliminated
where possible.

The meeting recognized that both devel
opment and implementation of the Wilderness
Recovery Strategy depends primarily on the
work of regional efforts, such as PAW in the
East and the Greater Ecosystem Alliance in the
Pacific Northwest. A structure for coordina
tion among the regions will be needed. The
role of those meeting-a group that will ex
pand over time-is to provide that necessary
coordination. This entails identifying areas
where regional proposals need to be devel
oped, bringing proposals from the various re
gions together with the support of those who
develop them, and producing a document
embodying the whole. The process is one of
uniting the pieces from an existing grass roots
movement for the protection of the wild. It is
a matter of complementing and combining
not supplanting-----efforts already under way in
many parts ofNorth America and encouraging
them in the rest. People from northern Canada
south to the Caribbean and Central America
will be essential to the process.

After the proposal is developed into a
document it must be disseminated to deep
ecology and environmental activists and or
ganizations and to selected media. A call for
what is really needed to preserve biodiversity
and evolutionary processes will change the
direction and focus of the conservation
movement. The timidity of many mainstream
organizations in the face of industrial civili
zation and population growth is killing the
Earth. lbat must be made clear. mId Earth
will be a source of news on the development
of the Wilderness Recovery Strategy, and will

continued riext page
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Guest Editorial

An Opportunity to Enshrine Ecocentrism
in InternationalLaw

United Nations
Earth Charter:

law directly; or call for strong enforcement
mechanisms now in response to the global
emergency, recognizing that a concomitantly
weaker statement ofprinciples would emerge.

Other areas of debate among those try
ing to influence their government's position at
the "Earth Summit" are North-South relations,
gender and class relations, and the role of
stewardship. Moot Earth proponents agree that
preservation of biodiversity will require fun
damental changes in human social structure,
but deep ecology brings a particular perspec
tive to the debate: that preservation of
biodiversity is our central value and must not
wait upon the implementation ofsocial change
(no peoples agree on what human social
change should occur in any event). Programs
aimed at structural transformation or state
ments on human-human relations in the Earth
charter should flow from the central goal
which is to preserve biodiversity and the
evolutionary integrity of the planet.

North-South relations will be a central
focus at the conference. The North, with some
significant exceptions, can be expected to call
for protecting "resources" it considers impor
tant (such as rainforests) and for population
control, notwithstanding the primary role the
Northern Hemisphere nations play in footering
both overpopulation and clearing of
rainforests. Third World elites consider the
conference another chance to press their de
velopment agenda. They will argue that their
eConomies must grow so that their people
reach a decent standard of living. The North
has exploited the earth ruthlessly to obtain the
wealth it enjoys and the South willoot accept
limits on its development for environmental
reasons. Just as the North's rhetoric does not
really reflect concern for the forest, the South's
does not reflect real concern for the poor. The
elites of both North and South are over
whelmingly concerned with protecting their
own privilege. The bargain that may emerge

In June 1992 the United Nations will
hold a conference in Rio de Janeiro to adopt
an Earth charter. The Earth charter-ealled
for by the Secretary General of the UN
Conference on Environment and Develop
ment (UNCED}-will prescribe a framework
for the relationship between humans and the
rest of nature.

Of what concern is the content of an
Earth charter to grassroots North American
activists? The UN would remain powerless,
even if a strong Earth charter is adopted, to
act contrary to the interests of the powerful
and wealthy, especially in the overdeveloped
countries. However, adoption of an
ecocentric Earth charter could serve as a tool
in the struggle to preserve biodiversity and
wildemess in much the same way the Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights has over
the decades served to discourage human
rights abuses. Once adopted the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, though not
directly enforceable, gained legitimacy
among much of the world's population.
Movements were able to use the Declaration,
to which governments had~bed, to point
out their failings and push for reform. It can
be used to embarrass and hammer at states
and corporations for their oppressiveness.

The U.s. and most other governments
willoot willingly support an ecocentric Earth
charter. They might, however, acquiesce to
a strong statement of principle if it lacks
specific enforcement mechanisms. Much
debate among conservationists has centered
on whether it is best to strive for a strong but
unenforceable charter, with the understanding
we would go back later to get enforcement,
or in the spirit of Sea Shepherd, enforce the

by David Johns

• PARTICIPANTS

John Davis, mldEarth editor
Bill Devall, Deep Ecology co-author
Jim Eaton, California Wilderness Coali-

tion executive director
Dave Foreman, Wild Earth executive

editor
Mitch Freedman, Greater Ecosystem

Alliance president
Monte Hummel, World Wildlife Fund

Canada president
David Johns, mIdEarth consultant
Jerry Mander, IRA-Hm Foundation for

Deep Ecology; III the Absence ofthe Sacred
author

Roz McClellan, University of Colorado
Environmental Center

Rod Mondt, Ned Ludd Books
Reed Noss, Ulild Earth science editor;

Comervation Biology editorial board
Jamie Sayen, Preserve Appalachian

Wildemess founder
Michael Soule Society for Conservation

Biology founder
Doug Tompkins, IRA-Hill Foundation

for Deep Ecology founder
George Wuerthner, widely published

wilderness author and photographer

run regional recovery plans as they are devel-
oped.

Taking the Wilderness Recovery Proposal
to the public and educating policy makers is
the next step. A clearinghouse to share infor
mation, organize meetings, develop and dis
seminate publications and coordinate efforts
for implementation of the Recovery Plan has
been established in Tucson. Its role will evolve
with the input of those all over the continent
working on the plan.

The time has come for the North Ameri
can Wilderness Recovery Strategy. We must
take our vision of an Earth rich with life and
embody it in concerted action. Just as surely
as tree farms must again become forests and
the Grizzly must again be free to roam, we
ml.5t put our heads and hearts together in a c0

ordinated etIat before more is irreparably loot.
For further information contact Rod

Mandt, POB 5784, Tucson, AZ 85703 (602
578-3682).
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Letters to the Editors
Wild Earth invites letters from readers, We can neitherprint nor respond to all of them,

and tJwse printed may be edited down for space, but we will strive to print a representative
cross-section. Expressed opinions. no matter heterodox, do not necessarily reflect tlwse ofthe
editors or any other contributors to these pages.

from such an amalgamation of interests would
at best protect some ecosystems in the South
that the North considers valuable provided the
North is willing to pay for such preservation
and address internatiorial economic inequality.

Some nerthern countries, sensitive to both
the acute nature of the ecological crisis and the
political realities of the United Nations, are
attempting to fashion a compromise that rec
ognizes the need for a halt to wholesale eeo- .
logical destruction while winning broad
support. Positions put forward in preparatory
meetings by Canada, Sweden, and New
Zealand offer hope for obtaining an ecocentric
charter. For these proposals to succeed there
must be effective mobilization around the
world. The US, Britain, Japan and other
wealthy countries are most concerned with
their continued access to resources and mar
kets. Pressure on these governments from
activists is critical. The US in particular is in
a position, through disinterest or active oppo
sition, to block the emergence ofa meaningful
document. To gain Third World support for
protection of the wild it must be made clear
that preservation will not be undertaken at the
expense of the South while the North contin
ues to receive huge transfers ofwealth. There
is a need to link the issues of population growth
in all areas of the globe with overconsumption
among elites and wealthy nations.

Much of the debate around North-South
relations will focus on notions of "sustainable
development." Sustainable development rep-

BEYOND FAMILY PLANNING

The two articles about excessive global
human population in the WILD EARTII Fall
1991 issue by McCormick & Sallonstall (there
arc two fUle New England surnames), had they
been written and printed about the time I
founded ZPG Inc. in 1968, might have been
good perhaps even great.

But as B,i11 notes much has happened in
recent years. Our human gloooltotal gelS more
& more. In 1968 best estimates ofour human
global total were some 3.5 billion of us
whereas by mid 1991 mast agree our earth total

resents both a cynical lie, cloaking continued
accUmulation by a few in the guise of a higher
standard of living for all, and a dangerous
ecological delusion. Development in the sense
of ever higher levels of material consumption

. cannot be sustained. It is a path that threatens
millions of species with extinction. Creating
human communities that can be sustained
within the framework of the larger biological
community is the only hope for an end to
ecocide. An Earth charter must distinguish
between "sustainable development" and sus
tainable communities, and affirm the latter:

It is also necessary to dispel fantasies of
stewardship as a solution to the problem of
ecocide. CalIs for stewardship, or enlightened
management of the Earth, reflect the arrogance
of reason (that we are smart enough to man
age nature) and the denial of limits. The goal
of the preservation/deep ecology!biodiversity
movement is to limit human meddling and
allow the planet to heal. This means that much
if not most of the Earth should be free from
large human numbers and post-neolithic
technologies. Thn'>e who decry wilderness as
anti-human ignore the absurdity of claiming
all the Earth for one species. We must expect
them to throw a serious tantrum when we ask
for at least half the earth back.

A parallel conference is being organized
by religious groufl', indigenous peoples and
ecological and social justice activists, to be
held in Rio at the same timc as the UN confer
ence. It is not yet clear what the agenda of

was well over 5.3 billion. Perhaps up to and
even some over55 billioo? Who knowsexactly?

When I called the first ZPG Inc. board of
directors meeting in NYC in Spring 1969 I
accepted the majority "family planning" view
which basically was voluntarism. With the
benefit of hindsight I now believe Iwas wrong.
ZPG Inc. should have then started advocacy
of coercion as a minority of the board mem
bers such as Garrell Hardin and one or two
others urged. Their fears have been proven
too accurate. They feared family planning or
voluntarism would turn out to be TOO
UTI1EANDIDO lATE FOR TOO MANY
MILUONS. And that considers only human-

this grassroots conference will be, nor what
effect it will have on the official meetings.
What is clear is that the best chance US ac
tivists have of influencing the outcome of the
UN meetings is lobbying Congress, encour
aging support for the Canadian, Swedish and
New Zealand positions, and encouraging or
ganizations in other developed countries to do
the same with their governments. This needs
to be done now, before positions become
locked in, as they will be by early 1992.

Representatives Jim Jontz, sponsor ofthe
Ancient Forest Protection Act, and George
Miller, member of the House Subcommittee
on Energy and Environment, have shown an
interest in the US taking an ecologically sound
position at the Earth charter conference. Let
them know your views. Ambassador Robert
Ryan, Head of US UNCED Coordination, has
been reported to be willing to listen to envi
ronmental groups, but it may be only the usuaJ
empty ritual.

It is possible that members of Congress
and even Mr. George "Wetlands" Bush him
self, might support-under pressure-a
somewhat ecocentric earth charter if they were
convinced it would buy them some votes and
couldn't be enforced. Such a charter, once in
place could take on a life of its own and grow
some teeth.

David Jolms is a defender of Oregon:SO
desert and a participant in planning for the
Earih Summit,

kind without thinking of wildlife losses.
Coercion to limit family size by birth to

two remains a NO NO among most (nearly
all?) committed to family planning. ~ can aD

.tici~te family planners will publicly or at least
privately 'cut us down' as fully as they can.

Al least we wildlife advocates ought to
understand that even if 'gradualism' might re
duce-say-US births (4.1 million) in 1991
down to the number ofUS deaths (2.2 millm in
1990) by early in the 21st century the time scale
of some wildlife habitat losses will be like 'foc-
ever'.

Now I personally favor Garrett Hardin's
view that we humans must use "mutual coer
cion mutually agreed upon" even for
humankind'ssake. He was correct back: in the
late 1960's. More so now as the '90's unfold;
humane coercion is needed and the sooner the
belleI' for humankind and more so for wild
life. Those who ask for such and send a SASE
to lessen my out-of-pocket expenses will be
sent a copy ofmy six page memo on statewide

cOfItinued natpage
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voting to force surgical contraception on anti
social couples (yes both) who after two births
do not do thatthemseives.

-Richard M. Bowers, Rt 1, Box 28,
Deli1n.cey, NY 13752

PENNIES FOR WILDERNESS

In the pursuit of wildness, the Penny
Drive has begun in the heart of the Wild
Northern Rockies-Pennies for Wilderness!
After only eight months, the Missoula, MT
penny drive has generated $1000 for the edu
cational and lobbying efforts of the Wild
Rockies Legislative Action Fund (WRLAF).
This fund works for the introduction and
passage of the comprehensive proposal, the
Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act .

We can help preserve our Natural Heri
tage by using Common Cents! Missoula
businesses have set-up penny jars with
uniquely designed labels on their counter-tops,
helping spread the word about saving this
pristine mountain region. Pennies for Wil
derness must spread throughout America, be
cause wildlands in the northem Rockies beloog
toeadl and every ooe of us (including wildlife).

To date, more than 140 businesses and
organizations, representing over 3 million
people have endorsed the biU. Just think, if
all of those caring wildlands advocates pitched
in their two cenls worth to this grassroots
fundraiser, that would add up to $60,000. This
money would greatly aid the Rockies by
heightening awareness and pushing for the
enactment ofNREPA.

Ifyou are interested in starting up a penny
drive in your community, please call or write:
Pennies for WildemesslWRAP, POB 8395,
Missoula, MT 59807; 406-721-5420.

We'll send you labels with simple steps
on the back Of] how to get a drive going.

We can counteract industrial greed with
jillions of pennies!

-JamieLennox, Bonner, MT

mE DEEP ECOLOGY FOOD FIGHT,
DAYlWO

I'm not one to rant on the work of others
as long as iI's biocentric and responsible. I do
have 10 comment Of] the letter by Ed Detrixhie,
Deep Ecology and Overpopulation, Wild
FArth, Rill 91. We do need on ocmsion to refme
and restale the fOlmdatKln from which we build.
That defmes our objectives. In this light [ com
ment, constructively I hope, not 10 lear down
bullo build and refine, as a talmudic sidebar.

" ... Deep Ecologists come offas a severe
and grim lot who would forbid gourmet food
and jazz. No kidding, I've heard such fears
only half jokingly expressed."

Food eaten with a toothpick should be
banned. Gourmet foods are at the root of too
many ecologically destructive, inhuman, and
abusive activities to be allowed. Deep
Ecologists should act to eliminate the gourmet
food industry. I'm sorry I sound like [am "half
joking." This is my spealcing style that allows
me to say these things without crying,
screaming, smashing the podium, and starting
a food fight. I'm dead serious. We, as eco
logically responsible activists, should do ev
erything we can to eliminate gourmet foods
and a lot of common food sources as weU. We
should evaluate the source ofthe products we,
as a culture, consume. [avoid oxymorons like
responsible consumerism, but we do need to
do some introspection on occasion. Common
products, such as tofu, cotton, domestic meats,
tuna, silk, and fruits, are bad enough.

When I think of gourmet foods, [ think
of toothpick foods like salmon, clam, oyster,
snail, octopus, shrimp, lobster, whale meat,
olives, shark fm, turtle, monkey, crab, figs,
whelk, sole, and veal. I'm not talking about
the evils of the food eaten by the masses, such
as apples, beans, peanut butter, or even pine
apples, bananas, oranges, or meat. I'm talking
about the side dishesDfthe rich. Foods eaten
because of their novelty and expense. I doubt
that many midEarth readers would buy veal,
shark fin, monkey, tuna, or shrimp, and you
probably do what you can to stop these obvi-

. ously abusive markets, but we tend to overlook
such markets as the salmon induslry. I'll use
this romanticized industry as my .first model.

Standing 00 the shore of British Columbia
al nighl, you wiU see the lights of abou: 20-25
salmon fIShing boats constantly moving across
the haizon, like toy carnival ducks. IColee found
a baby whale that had been killed by the prop of
one of these salmon boats. This whale was one
of how many? What are scme of the other ex
temalities of this industry's long-lines, gillnets,
huge by-catches, Native Rights issues, fish
hatcheries, noise and light pollution, fuel spills?
Where do the huge piles ofnets along the rocks
and beaches cane fran? How many miles of
these are stiD fIShing as they wash untelhered
along the bottan ofour occam? And fer what?
So that oome rich pukes can demonstrate their
ex~. Salmon meat is good stuff. It's rich,
sweet. But who gets to eat it? Salmon is not a
mainstay ofthe diet of the human horde. It is the
product of highly suooidized and very abusive
industries that cater to the rich. Salmon does not
settle well in an em~y belly. As ecologists/ac
tivists, we should do our best to stop salmon
marketing. Salmon flSherman are no beller than
the loggers culling the last of the Old Growth.
SaIrnoo hatcheries are similar to tree farms. They
are develcping new strains ofnon-native fish thaI
did not co-evolve with the traditional enViron-

ment. Hatcheries are chemical dependent. The
over-crowded conditions of a hatchery demand
use oftoxins. These chemicals drain out into the
environment along with Ions of fISh waste, fecal
maller, ammonia, nitrites, nitrates, ooeteria, dis
ease, herbicides, and pesticides. All these act to
unravel downstream systems wherever there are
salmon farms.

And where do shrimp come from? Acan?
No! They are the product of massive aquatic
Gear CUlling. The nets used to coUect these
delicate prawn are very unselective. If you've
been to Earth before, you know aboutturtIe ex
clusion devises (lEDs), and how rarely they are
used, and how ineffectual they are. Beyond the
charismatic sea turtles, billions of other critters
are kiIled and washed ovet1Joord fer relatively few
shrimp. And what of the shrimp themselves?
Can the ocean ecosystems withstand the
overharvesting of this keystone zooplankton?

Oams? Out of respect for antiquity I'll
mention lhat oome O1errystonesare 75 years old
or older. Grandmother 00 the half shell? Oyster
fanns dominate some estuaries. Loooter flSher
men fight regulations thaI allow these ctUStaceans
to reproduce before being of legal marlceting size.
As it is now, they are sold at least one instar be
fore reproduction, thereby jeopardizing the
pqJulation. Population dynamics indicative of
this problem unfortunalely bolster the market for
smaller Lot6ter, thereby empowering the greedy
lobstemien. The good news here is that Lobster
from the coast of British Columbia and New
England are highly toxic. As detritus scavengers
they bioocrumulate dioxin, PCB, pesticides, etc..
Parts of the BC fISheries have been closed but
New England will not acknowledge the {XOblem.

Thousands of shark are being killed for
the toothpick class by having their extremities
hacked off and being thrown overboard Into a
bloody froth of fellow sharks, or to die a mis
erable death as they sink to the bottom.

There's terrible news aoout the drought out
in Califomia-- it may be ending. Many of lbe
rivers redirected to agricultural land in the
American Southwest are being drained to grrNI,

not wheat, not rice, but figs and olives. Ifwe built
an equation ba<;ed on our "individual anthrqx>
centric index" with fig'> on one side and a river
on the other, how many figs equal the worth ofa
free flowing river? When those little olives are
staring back up al you from the bottom of your
lasl martini, ask yourself if the buzz is that much
better lxcause the rivers are dammed.

How do you like your Mrican savanna
and rainforest tea? With a slice of Costa Rican
rainforest lemon? One lump of Everglades
sugar, or two?

"Hey Buddy, Can ya spare a dime for a
salmon sleak?"

JeffELliot~ 81 Middle Stree~ Lancaster,
NH03584
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CLAW addendum: This is a rare occurrencel
maybe this gift horse has no teeth. Th "strategy"
recognized th impacts of th human herd (as a
given) but refused to discuss de-population
measures/hmm...haven't we seen this moyie?
Does FWS wanna "cooperate" with Jasper? Does
F'Dale (sic)wanna "facilitate" th PAW Proposal?
Will state "game" commissions listen to anybody
thatdoesn't kill for pleasure? Whoknows..maybe
it's "New Perspectives"...again. Loki got th ball
rollin with a "no net gain" for roads. These people
were amazed that activists exist without head
quarters. They have their hearts in th right places;
it's up to us to help them help us help th planet.

For information or comments (please do)
contact: Susan McDowell, TEPI Coordinator, &1

vironmental Planning Section, US EPA, Region Ill,
841 Chestnut Building, Philadelphia, PA19107.

tionwide planning and reguIatOl)' applications.
Region III identifies its overall goals in

the mission to protect terrestrial habitats as: (1)
to facilitate 'and coordinate intra-/inter- agency
cooperation; (2) author a Regional Policy
Statement that will serve to enhance existing
habitat protection opponunities and provide
the basis for innovative approaches for resto
ration and conservation; and (3) conduct, di
rect, sponsor, and/or fund ecological acti."ities
at the national and regional levels.

-Loki (another neighborhood
biophiliac for Ragnarok) .
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the Terrestrial Ecosystem Protection Initiative
(TEPl) Task Force. On November 14 and 15,
1991, they hosted a preliminary strategy
workshop in Harper's Ferry, West Virginia.
Invited to this initial meeting were represen
tatives for the EPA, US Forest Servia:, US Fish
and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engi-

, neers, National Park Service, various state
agencies, Sierra Club, Wilderness Society,
Audubon Society, The Nature Conservancy,
the scientific/academic community, and one
grassroots NCM (new conservation move
ment) group-Virginians for Wilderness. Prob
lems were identified; ideas for their resolution
were propcsed. Asubtext to the discussions was
a vision of habitat integrity that included es
tablishment of landscape linkages, environ
mentally-sensitive land-use planning, habitat
augmentation and restoration, and no net loss
ofbiodiversity (emphasis theirs!)

To effectuate this vision, future EPAac
tivities will include a public outreach program,
development and implementation of regional
and national ecosystem protection stra'tegies,
and participation of the Agency in formulating
local andregional land-use plans. The Agency
would also like to act as a clearinghouse for
applied research efforts on habitat. Data would
be compiled and accessed through a univer
sally-adopted database system. A comprehen
sive computer model, based on Gap Analysis
(identifying remnant habitats at risk), has na-

WILD EARTH!ERS:

Ecosystem components, including wet
lands, riverine and terrestrial habitat, are in
terrelated and interdependent. These mosaics
of communities require strong commitments
for their protection and rehabilitation. The role
of the Environmental Protection Agency in
preserving aquatic habitats is well established.
However, the Agency's Region III 01A, WV,
MD, PA, DE, DoC) recenlly identified the
adverse physical modification of terrestrial
habitat as one of the foremost ecological issues
in the Region; yet, these areas have been re
ceiving little Agency emphasis. In recognition
of this, the EPA has decided to strengthen its
broad environmental protection mandate and
commit itself to preventing further degradation
of terrestrial habitat and promoting habitat
restoration.

The EPA is not restricted by land-man-
'agement ooundaries as are other land-based
federal and state agencies. The inadequacies
of current efforts in assuring long-term vi
ability of the Eanh's ecosystems has prompted
some progressive Region III personnel to form

Thank you for printing the best conser
vation publication I have ever read. I read in
Wild Earth of logging and road building all
over the country. Well here in the Bronx the
opposite is happening. The Bronx is famous
for its social problems. Yet the Bronx has
thousands of acres of wilderness and most
conservationists are not aware of it. Actually,
25% of the land of the Bronx is city park lands.
And within the last 20 years wilderness has
greatly increa5ed in the oorough, mainly recause
of the New York City Department of Parks.

The Parks Department has helped by
planting thousands ofEastern White Pine trees
and other native species in the Bronx Parks.
Some areas have old-growth type conditions.
I regard myself as a pioneer in ecological
restoration for the Bronx. Since I started
planting Eastern White Pine, etc. on my own
in 1975 from the New York State Depanment
of Environmental Conservation (DEC) plants
I purchased, I have planted several groves of
White Pine. Foreign plants such as Oriental
Bittersweet vines and Porcelainrerry vines are
a serious problem. The Parks Depanment has
greatly helped the parks by clcsing offmany back
roads that car thieves used. I recently discovered
a large Tulip Tree that measured 14 feet around
at chest height, give or take an inch. It is the
second largest Tulip Tree in New York City.
There have been a few losses in Bronx Park
wilderness, but there have been far more gains.

Mr. Jeny Kirwan, Bronx, NY

THE BRONX GETS WILDER
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Whither
Wilderness in Canada?

by Monte Hummel

Not many Canadians appreciate the fact
that Aldo Leopold often turned his thoughts
toward our country when he considered the
future of wilderness in North America. For
example, over forty years ago, in A Sand
County Almanac he wrote,"In Canada... a
representative system ofwilderness areas can
and should be kept. It will be contended, of
course, that no deliberate planning to this end
is necessary; that adequate areas will survive
anyhow. All recent history belies so com
forting an assumption. To what extent Cana
dians will be able to see and grasp their
opportunities is anybody 's guess."

Tcxlay, we Canadians are finally coming
to realize that it's not good enough to leave
the future of wilderness up to "anybody's
guess." In fact, if we want to protect even
representative samples of biological diversity
in our country, it will only be accomplished
through deliberate planning. Already we have
lost a great deal, and if we let things drift, or
put our trust in somehow "muddling through,"
the wilderness lost will be global in signifi
cance, and irreparable.

Canada in no way deserves the reputation
we have as a world leader in establishing
protected areas. Over sixty countries have set
aside a greater percentage of their land mass
in national parks than Canada. In the last 100
years, we have legally protected only 3.4% of

our land area from logging, min ing and hydro
electric development through all federal, pro
vincial and territorial protected areas. Of our
350 or so natural regions,less than one-quarter
are judged to be adequately represented by
protected areas. And we've lost the option to
establish a minimum protected area of 50,000
hectares in 91 natural regions. The original
tallgrass prairie (in Manitoba) is over 99%
gone, shortgrass and mixedgrass prairie (in
Saskatchewan and Alberta) over 80% lost, as
pen-parkland (in all three prairie provinces)
75% reduced, Carolinian flora and fauna (in
Ontario) over 90% reduced, and Acadian
hardwood forests (in Nova Scotia) over 90%
eliminated. Our wetlands, our Old-growth for
ests, and even our e~nsive boreal forest are
under siege. So far, 211 species are listed by the
Canmittee on the Status of Fndangered Wild
life in Canada, and not surprisingly, there is a
clustering ofendangered species around endan
gered habitats such as those outlined above.

In light of this, in 1989, World Wildlife
Fund Canada launched our "Endangered
Spaces" campaign, with the release of our
book by the same name. The purpose of the
campaign is to establish a network ofprotected
areas in Canada, representing all our natural
regions, and adding up to at least 12% of the
lands and waters of our country, by the year
2000. The 12% guideline was drawn from the
UN "Brundtland Commission" (World Com
mission on Environment and Development,
chaired by former Norwegian Prime Minister
Gro Harlem Brundtland). The Commission's
report, Our Common Future, suggested that
the existing 4% of the world set aside in pro
tected areas should be tripled "to Constitute a
representative sample of the earth's ecosys
tems." Notice, however, that the Endangered
Spaces goal is to adequately represent the
natural regions or biological diversity of
Canada, not to simply establish a big park in
the Arctic representing 12% of our country!

When we launched our ten-year cam-

paign, we promised to publish an annual report
on Canada's progress toward the Endangered
Spaces goal. These WWF reports eschew
rhetorical commitments in favour of a no
nonsense, quantitative assessment ofwhether
or not we are actually chalking up more at:Ca
on the ground, and adequately representing
natural regions hitherto judged to be inad
equately represented by protected areas. Since
we have just published our Second Annual
Progress Report, and promoted it through an
18-day tour across Canada, I can report to the
readers of midEarth on where we now stand.

On the positive side, we have donea great
job in recruiting support from Canadians.
Simply put, the Endangered Spaces campaign
has catalyzed the largest coalition of interests
ever assembled around a conservation concern
in Canada. Over 350,000 citizens and 230
organizations have endorsed our campaign
centerpiece,The Canadian Wilderness Charter.

Our book, Endangered Spaces: The Fu
ture of Canada 3" Wilderness, has become a
bestseller four-times over, and has been dis
tributed to all 1050 elected members of pro
vincial, territorial and federal governments.
Cross-country media support tbroogh editCX"i$
interviews, feature articles, letters to the editcrand
television coverage has been mountainous.

The federal government has committed
to completing the terrestrial component of our
National Parks system by the year 2000. It has
supported the campaign goal of protecting at
least 12% of Canada's lands and waters in its
$3 billion six-year Green Plan. And a motion
to this effect received unanimous all-party
support in our federal House of Commons.

Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Brit·
ish Columbia, and Yukon have each formally
committed to completing a network of pro
tected areas representing all their natural re
gions by the year 2000. We're now working
out not whether, but how to accomplish this in
these jurisdictions.

cOtltinued ncct page
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Canadian

Charter
Wilderness

1 Whereas humankind is but one
of millions of species sharing

planet Earth and whereas the future of
the Earth is severely thre.alened by
the acth~ties of this single species,

2\\nere~s our planet has alrc~dy

lost much of its former "ildemcss
characte~ thereby endangering Inany
species and ecosystems,

3 Whereas Canadians still have the
opportunity to complete a net·

work of protected areas representing
the biological diversity of our counoy,

JI Whereas Canada's remaining
"'+' wild places, be they land or
".lte~ merit protection for their
inherent ,'alue,

5 v..nercas the protection of wilder·
ness also meets an intrinsic
human need for spiritual

rekindling and artistic inspimtion,

6 \\nereas Canada's once "ast
"ildemess has deeply shaped

the national identity and continues

to profoundly infiuence how we
view ourselves as Canadians,

7 \Nhereas, Canada's aboriginal
peoples hold deep and direct ties

to "ilderne.ss areas throughout
Canada and seck to maintain options
for traditional ..-ildeme.ss use, ,

8 Whereas protected areas can
serve a variel)' of purposes

including:

a1preserving a genetic reser
~ voir of ",ild plants and

animals for funtre use and

appreciation by citizens of
Canada and the world,

b1producing economic benefIts
'J from enVIronmentally

sensitive tourism,

C1offering opportunities for
:/ research and environmental

education,

9 \>,ncreas the opportunity to
completc a national network of

protected areas must be grasped
and acted upon during the ncxt ten
years, or be lost,

1We agtte and urge:
That governments, industries

environmental groups and indio
vidual Canadians commit themselves
to a national effort to establish atle3St
one representative protected area in
each of the natural regions of Canada
by the year 2000,

2 That the total area thereby pro
tected comprise atle3St 12%ofthe

lands and waters ofCanada as recom·
mended in the World Commission
on Environment and Development's
report, Our Common Future,

3 That public and private agencies
at international, national, pni\~n

cial, territorial and locallC"e1s
rigorously monitor progress to"ard
meeting these goals in Canada and
ensure that they are fully achiC"ed, and

JI That federal, prmincial and
"'+' territorial government conser·
vation agcncies on behalfof all
Canadians develop action pI.tns by
1990 for achiC'ing these goals by
the year 2000,

Chambers of Commerce and Bar Ass0
ciations have formally endorsed the Charter.
Even natural resource industries are cautiously
supportive. For example, Noranda Forest and
McMillan Bloedel have endorsed completion
of the federal and provincial park systems and
ecological reserves network in Be. The
Mining Association ofCanada now recognizes
our mission, and is talking about how we might
work together. Other major corporations such
as Canada Life, Canadian Airlines, COnsumers
Distributing, The Body Shop and the Canadian
Printing Industries Association have also be
come welcome allies.

But most compelling of all, the Endan
gered Spaces campaign has truly gone
grassroots. Right across Canada, "Wilderness
Crusaders" are walking, pedaling, paddling,
marching, running, baking, swimming,
hulahooping, roller-blading and even playing
marathon billiards to support wilderness pro
tection. We broke all attendance records and
raised $8O,<XKJ on Earth Day alone through the
efforts of kids, mother, fathers and grandpar
ents climbing the 17«:1 Sleps of the CN Tower
in Toronto.

So, what tangible results have all this
hope and energy generated? Noteven enough
increase in the amount or Canadian wil
derness protected to change the number

from 3.4% last year. It's still 3.4%.
The most optimistic interpretation of this

stark reality would be,that governments have
been gearing up, through planning and getting
the machinery in place, to expand their net
works of protected areas. If so, we are justi
fied in expecting some dramatic increases
soon. And if so, we're nOI sure how this will
come about when jurisdictionssuch as Alberta
are reducing their parks acquisition budget by
60%. In fact, most provinces are spending less
than 75 cents per person per year on new
protected areas.

A more pessimistic interpretation would
be that the Canadian political system is just
incapable of moving beyond blather. But it
has certainly shown formidable action on the
development side, by promoting some of the
largest darns (Quebec), pulp mills (Alberta)
and copper mines (BC) anywhere in the world.
Where, we ask, are the parallel commitments
to protected areas? And, without these com
mitments why should Canadians approve
large-scale industrial proposals which further
reduce our wilderness options.

With all this in mind, the 1991 annual
report includes specific action steps which
should be taken over the next year by each
province and territory. When these action steJlS
are amalgamated, they constitute a blueprint

for wilderness in Canada over the next year
(see attached). We will be measuring progress
in-each jurisdiction against these action steps
in next year's progress report. We're not go
ingaway.

The Endangered Spaces campaign has
been careful1y positioned as a reasonable sci-

.ence-based, bare minimum, wilderness bot
tom-line below which we cannot sink. It is
not a demanding or radical proposal in the best
tradition of Dave Foreman, but has been de
lIberately crafted to pragmatically nourish an
agenda set by governments themselves. It sets
a deadline for getting the job done. It appeals
to moderate Canadians who are simply con
rerned about protecting their natural heritage.
And it provides an unprecedented national
coalition as watchdog.

Yet, despite its responsible tone, so far the
Endangered Spares objective appears to·be
challenging the Canadian political system
beyond its capability 10 act. Perhaps this is a
measure of just how far all of us have yel to
travel.

Monte Hummel is the President of WJW
CanadiI, afounderofnumerousgrassroots con
servationgroupS, andacarnivorebiologist
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SPECIFIC ACTIONS REQUIRED TO
PROTECT WILDERNESS IN
CANADA OVER THE NEXT YEAR
(BY MAY (992)

YUKON

-Approve a new parks policy and system
plan by January 1992, including criteria for
representing Yukon's natural regions with
protected areas.

-Establish Territorial Parks at Carcross
Dunes, Kusawa Lake, and Lazulite Deposits.

NORTHWESt TERRITORIES

-Make Government commitment to the
Endangered Spaces goal.

-Confirm natural regions map and pro
tected area targets for NWr in action plan for
Sustainable Development Policy.

-Establish territorial parks at Campbell
Lake, near lnuvik, and Kuujuag in South Baffin.

-Designate Kazan and Thelon Rivers as
Canadian Heritage Rivers.

BRll1SH COLUMBIA

-Make Cabinet decision on Parks Plan '<Xl
recommendations by end of 1991.

-Designate the Tatshenshini Wilderness
as a protected area.

-Designate protected areas in the South
Chilcotin.

-Increase protection of Clayoquot Sound,
including expansion of Strathcona Park and
designation of Flores Island.

-Set targets for representation of the 10
coastal landscape units.

ALBERTA

-Malee.Government commitment to the
Endanger:ed Spaces goal.

-Initiate protection of wilderness areas
within the Prairie, Foothills, Rocky Mountains,
Parkland, Boreal and Canadian Shield natural
regions.

-Establish Lakeland Provincial Parle, en
compassing all presently reserved lands and
waters.

-Participate in the Canadian Heritage
Rivers Program, and nominate the Christina
and Clearwater Rivers.

-Release the task force report on protected
areas prepared jointly by the Parks and For
estry departments.

-Make Government commitment to un
dertake comprehensive assessments to ident ify
candidate protected areas for the Boreal and
Foothills natural regions of the northern half

of Alberta.
-Develop an action plan for the province's

Ecological Reserves program.

SASKATCHEWAN

-Implement schedule of Parks System
Plan by fall 1991, with completion by 2000.

-Establish Matador Grasslands and
Wildcat Hills wilderness parks.

-Establish the prime protection areas
identified in the Great Sand Hills Land Use
Strategy. .

-Implement protected areas provisions of
the Prairie Conservation Action Plan.

-Act on remaining proposed ecological
reserves.

-Designate Churchill River as a Canadian
Heritage River.

MANITOBA

-Establish a National Park at Churchill.
-Purchase 640 acres of Tallgrass Prairie.
-Identify candidate sites for protected

areas in the Northern Transition Zone.
-Add Roaring River Canyon, Teepee

Creek Ravine, and Shell River Valley as a
Wilderness Zone in Duck Mountain Provincial
Park.

-Establish a protected area in Manitoba
Lowlands region.

-Identify possible sites for protection in
Souris Till Plain natural region.

ONTARiO

-Identify candidate sites to represent at
least 5 site districts by 1993.

-Set agenda to represent all remaining
unrepresented site districts by 2000.

-Defer logging on all identified old
growth forests until protection targets in the
old-growth policy are met. '

-Initiate protection of the Madawaska
Highlands.

-Evaluate wilderness protection options
for the A1neau Peninsula.

-Renew funding the Carolinian Canada
program for site protection.

-Obtain final Cabinet approval of the
provincial wetlands policy.

QUEBEC

-No construction on James Bay II until a
combined environmental assessment is com
plete and the government protects representa
tive wilderness areas in northern Quebec.

-Remove the moratorium on creating new
parks in place since 1986.

-Announce boundaries for all 20 park

reserves north of the 49th parallel.
-Develop an action plan for protected

areas in the five unrepresented natural regions
in southern Quebec.

-Prepare a biodiversity strategy for Que
bec integrating existing protected areas system.

NEW BRUNSWICK

-Amend the Endangered Species Act to
strengthen habitat preservation.

-Develop a natural regions map for New
Brunswick.

-Obtain Cabinet approval for a represen
tative parks system and representation criteria.

-Amend the Parks Act to prohibit resource
extraction.

-Develop incentives for private steward
ship of natural areas:

-Create a public advisory committee on
natural areas.

NOVA SCOTIA

-Make Government commitment to the
Endangered Spaces campaign goal.

-Complete revisions to the definition of
natural regions in Nova Scotia.

-Designate at least 5 Nature Reserves
under the Special Places Act.

-Designate the class and assess the con
tribution of existing provincial parks to rep
resenting Nova Scotia's natural regions.

-Develop mechanisms for private stew
ardship.

PRlNCE EDWARD ISLAND

-Develop an action plan to protect sand
dunes, wellands and estuaries.

-Establish a Significant Environmental
Areas Program.

-Preserve the Greenwich Dunes under
public ownership.

-Designate 5 natural areas, including 3 00gs.

NEWFOUNDLAND

-Make Government commitment to the
Endangered Spaces goal.

-Finalize protected areas targets and
identify gaps in natural region representation,
including marine areas.

-Map existing land use designations and re
source interests for Newfoundland and Labrador.

-Identify candidate protected areas
through consultation.

-Achieve sufficient progress on native
land claims to enable protection of natural
areas in Labrador.

Wild Earth lS



Devastation
in the North

Canadian Wilderness Law:
Problems and Prospects

by Bronwen Boulton

When the British North America Act
(lBQ1lwas drawn up at the time of Canada's
confederation, its designers saw no need for
wildemess protection. If you could survive in
the wilds you might get rich, but woe to the
unwary who learned too late that a human
being far from the trappings of culture is a
puny thing. Canada was then an inviolate
northern majesty, cloaked in forests that
mantled all horizons and ribboned with rivers
that coursed wildly for endless miles; she
hoarded untold mineral wealth beneath slum
bering hills and dizzying peaks and was
guarded fiercely by bear, wolf and big cat.
Wilderness was something to be conquered
and plundered, not protected.

In 1991, significant federal environmental
legislation is scant at best. At its base lies the
Fisheries Act, which predates the BNAAct by
ten years.(I) This lends authority to the
Fisheries Act. making it strong and exclu
sively federal. Because fisheries protection
was, from the beginning, a major federal re
sponsibility, Parliament has been able to enact
strong water laws and enforce (though hap
hazardly) strong water pollution legislation.
Jurisdiction over navigable waters gi'{es the
federal government power over oceans and
freshwater courses; thus, oil spills, ocean
dumping, and dams are federalresponsibilities.
Authority regarding international and
interprovincial affairs allows federal action on
such issues on out-Qf-province water diversion
and Great Lakes water'luality. Water "ap
portionment, conservation and development"
were concerns when the International Joint
Commission, the oldest of Canadian-Ameri
can intergovernmental organizations, was es
tablished with the 1909 Boundary Waters

Treaty. The Commission is still active today,
producing decisions on water diversion and air
pollution. "It can also act as a final court of
arbitration on any issue between Canada and
the US, but has never been used thus."(2)

American and Canadian negotiators have
debated issues related to economic and envi
ronmental interdependence since the late 19th
century, when the US put up cash and the
manufacturing markets, and Canada staked her
wilderness capital.(3) Continuing US com
mercial and industrial dominance entrenched
a system wherein Canada offered the fruits of
her wilderness for a share in the booming
American continental enterprise. But this
economic system ignores environmental
degradation and, though the Canadian wil
derness is needed for American economic
development, the US has no direct stake in
Canadian ecological integrity. Now, pristine
rivers and valleys are viewed as prizes in a
heightened competition for a declining in
ventory. American (and other foreign) demand
for Canadian resources will likely continue
until Canada has no more to offer, or until
Canada decides to protect what wilderness
remains. We must adopt a less abusive system
before Canada's "resource base" is depleted
and both Canada and the US are irretrievably
polluted.

The federal government can merely set
policy, not enact legislation dealing with air,
wildlife, land use, forests, or habitat protection.
Wildlife and wildlife habitats fall under pro
vincial jurisdiction, govemed by such legis
lation as fish and game parks, ecological
reserves, migratory bird, pesticide and forest
acts. Historically evident and especially ap
parent today, are federal/provincial disputes

over legislative rights and responsibilities. The
provinces possess a greater range of jurisdic
tion over land and environmental affairs than
does the federal government, and they guard
their rights fiercely, jabbing and feinting while
federal bureaucrats vainly try to pummel a
ponderous, baltered and confused body of
federal legislation into a show of legitimate
authority.(4)

Conservation groups in both Canada and
the United States have long called for the
prese_rvation of unique ecological areas, as
logging, mining, agriculture, industry, and
cities encroached upon "the vanishing wil
derness."(S) Luckily, when the provinces
confederated in 1867, though transfer agree
ments conferred much Crown land to the
provinces, the Dominion of Canada retained
a considerable amount of land, including the
Yukon and Northwest Territories. Some land
was eventually set aside in a national parks
system, with the first national park designated
in 1887, near Banff. Early emphasis in siting
national parks was on scenic areas with rec
reational potential for tourism. Later, to pre
serve "unique or fragile habitats or to protect
endangered species," isolated areas were saved
in what Parks Canada termed the "natural re
gion concept," to "protect for all time repre
sentative natural areas of Canadian
significance."(6)

But in many cases, wilderness set aside
is no longer wilderness. Human culture has
encroached and impacted so much, with mi
gration trails interrupted, water sources di
verted and boundary feeding areas usurped,
that some areas no longer function as part of
the wide natural scheme.

Hoping to rectify the lack of a coherent,
connected wilderness system, Canada's Par
liament, on 17 June 1991, unanimously passed
a motion to preserve and protect in its natural
state by the year 2000, at least 12% of
Canada.(7) A motion is not a law, however,
and federal/provincial cooperation is needed
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When edges of color
sink under the palm of earth
and a universal gray unites grass with
trees
and trees with trees

to complete this system of "protected area
networks." Good intention could easily be
thwarted by one or more provinces, which
allow mining, recreational vehicles, logging
and grazing within some provincial parks. We
also need to ask "which 12%'?" Canada is vast
and our definition of wilderness is vague.
Although the use of the term "networks" in the
motion is reassuring, it is misleading. If we
wish to retain country-wide, interconnecting
ecosystems, we will need to set aside far more
than 12% of our total area.

The solution to "vanishing wilderness"
lies in a reversal of current thinking, so that
we do not view wilderness as a part within the
greater national organization, but, instead, as
an organic framework recognizing no political
boundaries. Setting aside more "parkland" is
the least we can do. The people and Parliament
of Canada must recognize, however, that
segregated wild places do not function as
wilderness, and that wilderness is not a dis
pensable luxury. Until we acknowledge the
immanent value of undisturbed ecosystems,
helter-skelter development and provincial and
transitional self-interest will continue to dictate
policy detrimental to Canadian wilderness
survival.

71lOmpsoll Watershed Coalition.
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Bronwen Boulton is a member of the
like fingers spreading wide,
finding they have webs

the frogs pull out from their horded banks
of day
and celebrate the mud-dark reach of pond

into sky
and trees.
At night these frogs fly with their song
trailing them like a lifeline,
curling into the trees and moving
into the leaves and sky
on the crest of the pond's
secret explosion.

The men and women in the cabin
hunch under the shoulders of the forest
and listen to the night revolutions
as they stare at their fingers of light,

their lifeline,
watching
for webs.

-Chris Schimmoeller
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€anadian National Parks:
Losing Ground

by David Orton

. Aldo Leopold, in his bOok of essays A
Sand County Alma/wc (1949), noted "In
Canada and Alaska there are still large ex
panses of virgin country." He also pointed
out that "Wilderness is a resource which can
shrink but not grow"; that "intellectual hu
mility" is the "cultural value" of wilderness;
and that "raw wilderness gives definition and
meaning to the human enterprise." Apart from
the use of the word "resource," which enjoys
widespread but not uncontested currency in
Canadian writings about wildlife and the parks
systems, any biocentrist/ecocentrist could only
endorse Leopold's sentiments -while perhaps
focusing more on the necessity to defend what
is left of the natural world in Canada, for its
own sake. Modem industrial capitalist soci
ety promotes economic growth and, as part of
this growth, consumerism as the fountain of
self identity. Yet deep ecology, with its concept
of self-realization, puts forward the view that
how we relate to Nature, where Nature is not
an object but a subject, is an alternative basis
for self identity, and will, ifgrasped by enough
people, mean the preservation of wild Earth.
But it is necessary for Earth defenders, unless
they want to confine their efforts to utopian
dreaming, to seek the political human appeal,.
which can mobilize the wide coalition of forces
now needed for wilderness defense in Canada.
This they must do in addition to examining and
putting forward the demands of conservation
biology as they relate to wildlife and parks. In
my view, it is also important that large numbers
of people experience, in the tradition of
treading lightly, the national parks system, if
park values are to survive.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

From the perspective of conserving
biodiversity, Canada is a young country bio
logically. About 12,000 years ago the country
was covered by the most recent ice sheet. A
species loss here (over a dozen species so far),
"may be as damaging as the loss of several
hundred in a smaller, more highly specialized
ecosystem elsewhere," according to a State of
the Environment Report by Environment
Canada, On The Brink: Endangered Species
in Canada, 1989.ll1is book reports, "Canada's
flora and fauna may still be rich in numbers,
but they are poor in diversity of species, and
getting poorer."

The Committee on the Status of Endan
gered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) con
sists of representatives from wildlife bodies in
the federal, provincial and territorial govern
ments; plus delegates from the Canadian Na
ture Federation (naturalists), the Canadian
Wildlife Federation (hunters), and World
Wildlife Fund Omada. Aboriginal peoples are
not part of this Committee. COSEWIC pro
duces an Annual List of animals and plants
classified as "extinct," "extirpated," "endan
gered," "threatened," and "vulnerable." The
latest lists 213 plant and animal species as
endangered,. threatened or vulnerable. The
number increases each year. Reports from this
Committee, which ·meets annually, comment
that many plants, reptiles and amphibians have
not been investigated, nor have practically all
of the insects and other invertebrates. The
Annual List is thus very selective, reflecting
the historical domination of "game biology."
The most serious designation is "endangered,"
defined as any native species "111reatened with
imminent extirpation or extinction in all or much
of its Canadiiin range because ofhuman action."

There have been a few successful iDter
ventions to arrest species loss. The White
Pelican, now removed from the COSEWIC
list, and the Peregrine Falcon, Wood Bison,

Whooping Crane, Trumpeter Swan, and Swift
Fox have all had their situations improved by
interventionist wildlife programs. The role of
human intervention in ecosystems for "good"
causes, if one believes that Nature knows best,
remains a nagging issue. Such interventions
as captive breeding releases, habitat manipu
lations for waterfowl, wildlife transplants to
the United States from Canada, radio collars,
banding and wing tagging are now part of
conventional "wildlife management,"

An idea of the jurisdictional wildlife
complexity in Canada is conveyed in the fol
lowing quotation from On the Brink:

Care ofnondomesticflora andfaufUl in this
country is a concern of all len provinces, two
territories, {md tIre federal government. Provin
cial and territorial authorities are responsible
for terrestrialpla!l/s and animals, for example,
except for those bird species named in the Mi
gratory Birds C01l1'enti01~ a treaty signed with
the United States in 1916 to give protection to a
wide range ofbirds including waterfowl, shore
birds, sea birds, andpasserines (perching birds).
ll1ese species fall under the jurisdiction of the
Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment
Canada. All marine species, including whales,
seals, and other mammals, as well as fish, in
vertebrates, Glu! plants found in salt-water, are
theconcernofthefederalDepartmentofFisheries
and Oceans (DFO). Jurisdiction overfreshwa
ter fish is also vested in DFO, but in certain in
stances particular aspeCIS offisheries manage
ment have been delegated to the provinces.
COlISequently the responsibilityfor endangered
fish I'Gries across the fUltion.

Finally, protection and management of
wildlife speciesonfederal lands (natiofUllparks,
wildlife refuges, military reservations, etc.) are
the responsibility offederal agencies such as
Parks Canada, theNationalCapitalCommission,
the Canadian Wildlife Service, and the Depart
mentofPublic Works. Theendresult? More than
25 government departments and agencies have
some degree of involvement with wildlife and
habitatprotection in Canada, nollomention the
volwuaryprogramsofdozensofllOngovernmen
talconservation organizations.
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self does not protect ecosystems anyway. For
example, if enforced, the federal Fisheries Act,
Section 33, covering the deposit of "deleteri
ous substances," could shut down every pulp
and paper mill in Canada for polluting fresh
water and marine ecosystems. A legislative
faetorluuieml;JlmgwiIdlife protection in Canada
is the promotion by provincial governments of
"game farming"-with the accompanying
commercial sale of meat, selling of various
animal body parts for the overseas aphrodisiac
trade, etc. Game farming reinfcrces the idea that
wildlife is a commodity and in this sense un
dermines wildlife and wilderness.

The federal parks system is ahead ofany
provincial parks system regarding a conser-

National Park f\liatural Regions

Another Canadian committee, similar in
structure to COSEWIC, is called RENEW
(Recovery of Nationally Endangered Wild
life). It works with terrestrial vertebrates -land
mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians
listed as endangered, threatened and vulnerable.

vation ethic. "Resource"
extraction has been much
more prevalent in pro
vincial parks. British
Columbia and Ontario
have the best and most
extensive of the provin
cial parks systems. Des
ignated areas outside of
the parks system, e.g.
federal migratory bird
sanctuaries and national
wildlife areas, offer some
protection to wildlife.

Two quotations
from the National Parks
Act give the basic orien
tation of park manage
ment, and show the
contradiction between
human use of the parks
and upholding ecological
integrity:

(A) '''The National
Parks of Canada are
hereby dedicated to the
people ofCanada for their
benefit, education and
enjoyment, subject to this
Act and the regulations,
and the National Parks
shall be maintained and
made use ofso as .to leave
them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future gen
erations."

(B) "Maintenance of
ecological integrity
through the protection of
natural resources shall be
the first priority when
considering park zoning
and visitor use in a man
agement plan."

The ecological in
tegrity statement, an

amendment added in 1988, is often cited in
parks literature as embodying the soul of the
national parlcs system. However, the Parks
Service's State OfThe Parks 1990Report (Part
1) tells us that '''The ideal national park: pro
posal provides fU'St an outstanding example of
the natural environment plus economic and
social benefits to its adjoining regions."

The national parks use a five zone land
use system: "special preservation," "wilder
ness," "natural environment," "outdoor recre
ation," and "park: services." According to a
March 1990report by William Watkins, for the
FederaVProvincial Parks Council, A Survey Of
Resource Extroction And Land Use Policies
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PARKS OVERVIEW

The federal govemment has responsibil
ity for over 40% of the land mass of Canada,
if the Yukon and Northwest Territories-the

. homelands of many aboriginal peoples, and
potential sites for wilderness parks-are in
cluded. The legislative base for wilderness is
weak in Canada. Of course, legislation in it-
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The fundamental question here is whether corpora
tions are part of the solution, a view pushed by all
levels of government in Canada and industry itself, or
part of the problem? Is the existing economic system
ecologically viable?

In Canada's Park Systems, special preserva
tion and wilderness zones make up 97% of
federal park lands. Yet despite such percent
ages, extensive logging is taking place in Wood
Buffalo National Park, the country's second
largest wildemess preserve (Alberta and the
Northwest Territories); hunting was only
phased out in Point Pelee (Ontario) in 1989;
the aquatic life of Pacific Rim (British Co
lumbia) is threatened by commercial fishing
operations; fuelwood CUlling is ongoing in
Gros Morne (Newfoundland); in
Kouchibouguac (New Brunswick) a com
mercial fishery in park streams for ga<>pereaux,
smelt and eel is allowed; private airstrips are
used within Banffand Jasper park boundaries
(Alberta) by local flying clubs; there are golf

courses --with their pesticides -- in 11 national
parks, and downhill ski areas in 3 parks (in
cluding Banff and Jasper). Also, land uses
outside park borders-e.g. c1earcutting, pes
ticide sprayil)g in forestry or agriculture, and
roads for logging, mines, and oil wells-have
negative reflections within the IXlrks. Predators
such as Grizzly Bears, Gray Wolves, Cougars
and Wolverines crossing a national park
boundary, which they do not recognize, can
literally be entering another world. Con
straints are needed on human activities around
national parks: bans on hunt ing, only selection
logging, etc.

Parks should not be islands. There is
some lip service to conservation biology and
biocentric values in some Canadian Park
Service documents. However, I have yet to see
the needed advocacy of measures like moving
the towns of Banff and Jasper outside of park
boundaries and strict speed limits on existing
highways and railways that cross national
parks...Iet alone extensive buffer zones around
parks; the creation of wildlife corridors for
migration and genetic exchange; the roll back
of human use of lands around IXlrks like Elk
Island (Alberta) (fenced!), Point Pelee or
Riding Mountain (Manitoba). The present
trend is loss of wildlife and wilderness by at
trition, despite park zoning.

The Parks Service, which is part of En
vironment Canada, looks after historic sites
and historic canal systems, in addition to the

national parks. Combining natural and cultural
heritage within Parks Canada has encouraged
a focus on the human, at the expense of the
ecological integrity of the parks. Lack of funds
and staff to implement programs is a common
theme in internal park literature.

NATURAL REGIONS, LAND BASED

Parks Canada divides the country into 39
Terrestrial Natural Regions and 29 Marine
Natural Regions (see maps).

In determining Terrestrial Natural Re
gions, characteristics such as geology, land
form, vegetation, fauna and climate are con
sidered. However, political considerations, not
ecological, ultimately determine park bound-

aries. At present, 21 Terrestrial Natural Re
gions have representation in the federal parks
system, though there are 34 National Parks.
Some of the IXlrks are classed as National Park
Reserves: Kluane (Yukon Territory), Nahanni
(Northwest Territories), Auyuittuq (Northwest
Territories), Mingan Archipelago (Quebec),
Ellesmere Island (Northwest Territories), Pa
cific Rim and South Moresby/Gwaii Haanas
(British Columbia). Unresolved native land
claims are usually the reason for the estab
lishment of a National Park Reserve, so thaI
traditional hunting/fishing/trapping by ab
original peoples can take place. The Northern
Yukon National Park (yukon Territory) does
not have Reserve status, as it was the result of
a selllement of a land claim. While wilderness
and wildlife advocates need to keep the dis
tinction between native rights and the rights
of Nature clear, it is important to ally with
native peoples in Canada, from a social justice
perspective. Support for the settlement of land
claims is, moreover, a condition for the es
tablishment of additional federal parks in
northern Canada.

To complete the federal land park system,
with representation in each Natural Region, 18
additional parks are required. The federal
government's Green Plan, released in De
cember 1990, aims to complete the land based
park system by the year 2000. The Plan further
promises to reserve 12% of Canada as "pro
tected space," following the BrundtJand

Report's recommendation, and to promote the
concept of parks as "models of sustainable
development management." The concept sees
conserving ecosystems and species diversity
as prerequisites for so-called sustainable de
velopment-increased economic growth. For
the Green Plan, this concept applies inside and
outside the national parks. Monte Hummel,
of World Wildlife Fund Canada, in his con
cluding essay in the book Endangered
Spaces: The Future For Canada's Wilderness,
says sustainable development is fine outside
park boundaries: "II is an entirely admirable
philosophy applied 10 that portion of our land
and waters that will be developed, but it fails
to appreciate the value of leaving at least 12
per cent in as 'unmanaged' a state as paiSible."

Perhaps such a perspective, explains the
"enlightened" corporate support for the
WWFC Endangered Spaces campaign. The
Canadian Parks And Wilderness Society,
which supports the 12% campaign and sus
tainable development, in the Summer 1991
issue of its magazine Borealis, ran full page
advertisements from Shell Canada and the
Canadian Petroleum Association. The Society
lists corporate donors giving $1000 or more
as including Alberta Natural Gas, Dow
Chemicals, Irving Oil, and Shell. Shell has
given $5000 grants to the Western Canada
Wilderness Commiuee, the BC Environmen
tal Network and other environmental organi
zations in Canada. The fundamental question
here is whether corporations are part of the
solution, a view pushed by all levels of gov
ernment in Canada and industry itself, or part
of the problem. Is the existing economic sys
tem ecologically viable? If not, what is the
alternative? Corporate support of environ
mental groups or corporate funds for Wood
land Caribou and Mountain Goat studies,
Trumpeter Swan recovery programs, etc. make
it hard for the public to face such questions and
the need for a basic shift in values.

The "natural regions" perspective was intro
duced by Parks Canada in 1971. Apart from the
problem Gf deciding the "representativeness" of one
area in an extensive natural region, natural areas are
defined in anumberofdifferent ways in Canada. This
becomes importan~ because a common perspective
is necessary for public wilderness campaigns. For
example, On the Brink: Endangered Species in
Canadil, divides Canada into 7 "Habitat Regions."
Environment Canada, in its 1986 State of th£ blvi
ronment Report, suggests 15 ecazones. An updated
version of this RejX>rt will be published this year, and
will further refine the 15 ecozones into 40
ecoprovinces, 177 ecoregiollS and 5400 eaxlistricts,
acrording to the Canadian Environmental Advisory
Council publication, A Protected Areas J1sion for
Canadil (Augus~ 1991). The Council claims that the
ecoprovinces "closely approximate" the natural re-
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ARCTIC OCEAN

Marine Regions of Canada

ticular tidal conditions like the Bay of Fundy,
where fish, marine mammals, seabirds, and
fIShing people, can congregate. Yet generally,
the water column is the vehicle oflife and it is
strongly influenced by activities outside any
marine park's boundaries. Much new thinking
will be required before any ecologically viable
marine ecosystems preservation policy, re
flected in a marine parks system, can be put in
place. But it would be~ for activists to begin ar
ticulating !he pa;ition of dasing large areas of the
oceans within Canadian jurisdiction to aU extractive

continued next page
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than terrestrial parks, with more subservience
to doctrines ofexisting "resource" use. On the
East and West Coasts, past studies (e.g.1982
Report of the Task Force on Atlantic Fisher
ies, Navigating Troubled Waters) have argued
for the need to privatize the fishery commons
in order to "manage" it! That is, to give "each
fISherman some form of property right to a
certain amount of fISh." No allocations of fISh
for non human species are considered.

Marine ecosystems tend to be very large.
There are biological hot spots, like spawning
banks or extremely productive areas with par-

o Beaufort Sea

o
o
••o•o•CD

gions used by Parks Canada. WWFC now
bel ieves there are aoout 350 natural or em
logical regions in Canada. WWFC seeks to
have these regions defined by the provinces
and territories, which are themselves politi
cal bodies, and "adequa1ely represented."

NATURAL REGIONS, MA
RINEBASED

Marine parks are in their infancy
in Canada. The first National Marine
Park was Fathom Five in Lake
Huron's Georgian Bay, to protect
shipwrecks and a number of islands.

;There will be a marine park compo
nent to the Pacific Rim National Park
Reserve. The federal government's
Green Plan states Canada will estab
lish 3 new marine parks by 1996: two
marine components to South
MoresbyIGwai iHaanas and a park at
the Saguenay (Quebec) home of the
Sl. Lawrence Beluga Whales. The
Plan says that by the year 2000, three
additional marine parks will be cre
ated. Aquaculture pressures are re
stricting marine park opportunities in
British Columbia and the Atlantic
Region. In the Great Lakes areas,
people pressures are restricting the
establishment of freshwater (and ter
restrial) parks. Given that there are 29
Marine Natural Regions, each requir
ing a national marine park, one can
hardly call the present goals lofty.

Parks Canada is now reviewing
its policies. National meetin~ across
Canada have been organized, and a
document, Canadian Parks Service
Policy (no date), embodies the pro
posed thinking. As a mailer of policy,
marine parks are not to .conflict with
commercial fishing: "Fisheries will
continue in marine parks, subject to
protecting the park',:; ecosystem, to
maintaining viable ftsh stocks and to
attaining the purpose and objectives of
the park." "Fish" are defmed as in the
FJsheriesAd, "to mean fic;h, invertebrntes, marine'
mammals and marine plants." Predatcrs offish,
e.g. seals, which cause economic~ to the fish
ery, will be "managed," ''subject to the require
ment to maintain a viable population of the
species." In-park support facilities for com
mercial fishing are also permitted. A zoning
system, not yet finalized, will apply to water
and land areas·of marine parks.

From my perspective, the present think
ing on marine parks should be abandoned be
cause the proposed marine parks will offer
much weaker protection for the natural world
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activities. Such closures would even have a positive
effect on the commercial fishery, once the short-tenn
pain was absorbed.

Devastation
in the North

Northern Rivers

Copper Mine
Threatens Wild

CONCLUSION

A thoughtful article by Mike McIvor in
Wilderness Albena, "National Parks Policy Review
-I Can't Bear It" (Summer 1990), accompanied by
the picture ofadead (?) Grizzly in the oock of a pick
up truck, asks why Canada's National Park Policy is
being reviewed, when attention should be focused on
completing the national [llrk system. Mcivor notes
in the article the recommendation of the federal
Neilson Task Force of 1985, which called for a major
park policy review bealUse "The park's regulations
present an insunnountable obstacle to economic de
velopment"

My response to his question is that the Re
view has to do with implementing the
government's policies of sustainable development
in the Canadian parks system. A further recent
straw in the wind would be the recommendation
of the House ofCommons Standing Committee on
Fisheries and Forestry (Forests of Canadn: The
Federal Role, November 1990) that the operations
of the Canadian Parks Service and the Canadian
Wildlife Service be transferred from Environment
Canada to Forestry Canada, all in the name of
sustainable development. The Standing C.ommit
tee also advocated that Indian Reserve forests be
transferred from the Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development to Forestry Canada.
For forestry, the frightening future goal is shown
in the federal government's Green Plan: "to Shift
the Management of our Forests from Sustained
Yield to Sustainable Development." If we trans
late this, it means moving from sustained yield
supposedly a provincially decided upon balance
between annual growth and what is allowed to be
cut-to cutting based on a projected expanded
forest growth, essentially without limit. What is
being signaled is that Canada's forest ecosystems
are open to the world for conversion into pulp and
paper and other forest products.

There is no ethical challenge to a human
centered universe, if sustainable development is
accepted. This is the basic ethical flaw for those
groups who seek an expanded parks system but
who endorse a linkage of the 12% Endangered
Spaces campaign in Canada with sustainable de
velopment. While we may support any new park
initiatives in Canada, it is the direction of Cana
dian society itself, and the impact of the expand
ing, international capitalist economy on Canada,
that is undennining existing park systems. This is
why we are ultimately losing ground.

David Orton works with Green Web in Nova
Scotia.

by Peter Enticknap and Kntya Kirsch

Today a struggle is being fought to pro
tect "North America's Wildest Rivers," the
Tatshenshini (Tat-shen-she-nee) and Alsek. In
a region ofsnowy peaks and the world's largest
non-polar ice fields, only in the thin green
ribbon of these lush river valleys is abundant
wildlife found. These rivers form the bio
logical heart of a magnificent wilderness
through which each year thousands of salmon
bring the seells of life's renewal-and so it has
been for thousands of years.

The Tatshenshini and Alsek Rivers
originate in the dry Canadian interior and meet
the Pacific Ocean at the Gulf of Alaska in
Glacier Bay National Park. They are the only
rivers to bisect the world's second highest
coastal range between Glacier Bay and the
Copper River. The AJsek is over one mile wide
after being joined by the Tatshenshini just
above the US border. Here over 20 glaciers
can be seen from one spot, as massive icebergs
calve at the river's edge.

Conservationists' goal is simple: to pre
serve the Tatshenshini and AIsek in British
Columbia and connect the protected portions
of the largest contiguous wilderness ecosystem
of its type in the world. Twenty-five million
acres of protectell wilderness would stretch
from Admiralty Island National Monument in
the Tongass National Forest north to Glacier
Bay National Park, past the Yakutat Forelands
and Russell Fiord Wilderness to KJuane Na
tional Park and Wrangell-Saint Elias National
Park.

Bou,nded by Glacier Bay National Park
to the west in Southeast Alaska and KJuane
National Park to the north in Canada's Yukon,
the 2.3 million acres of wilderness in British
Columbia through which the l1ltshenshinil

Alsek flows is unprotected. Guides say that
the 8-12 lIay float on the Tatshenshini and
Alsek Rivers is one of the best wilderness trips
in the world. Gliding amidst the sparkling
glaciers and snow-capped peaks of the St:Elias
and Fairweather Mountains, river runners
share the brief summers with Grizzly Bears,
Gray Wolves, Mountain Goats, DaII Sheep,
Moose, the rare silver-blue glacier bear [a
variety of Black Bear], Bald Eagles, Gyrfal
cons, five species of salmon and a multitude
of other wild creatures. Rafters and kayakers
have heen about the only human visitors to this
area until recently.

The Tatshensh in ifAlsck are now rated the
second most endangered rivers on the conti
nent by American Rivers of Washington, DC
due to a proposed copper mine in Canada.
Near the confluence of the Tatshenshini and
Alsek Rivers, under the 6200 foot Windy
Craggy Mountain, lies one of the largest de
posits of copper ore in North America. Geddes
Resources Limited of Toronto hOpes to slice
off the top of Windy Craggy Mountain, cre
ating a pit 1/2 mile deep and one mile wide, to
extract over 100 m~lion tons of copper as well
as gold, silver, and cobalt. Gedlles wants to
begin construction immediately on the mine,
roads and a small city for 600 workers. They
hope for full production in 1994.

Because of the ore's high sulfide contenl,
sulfuric acid would form from expooed rock.
Acid mine drainage would concentrate heavy
metals as it leached through the ground, carried
by an annual rainfall of 75 inches. The mine
tailings would need to be stored indefinitely
to prevent poisoning ofthe Tatshenshini/AJsek
Rivers and massive fish kills. Geddes Presi
dent Gerald Harper says the toxic tailings will
be contained "forever" under a man-made lake
2.5 miles long by one-half mile wide. How
ever, the US Department of the Interior ex
pressed concerns 10 the Canadian government
that Windy Craggy could pollute the wilder-
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site. US Geological Survey scientists predict
another great quake in the area of the proposed
mine in the next 30 years.

Geddes would build 70 miles of roads and
11 bridges in the wilderness from the Haines
Highway; about 20 miles of this would be
along the banks of the Tatshenshini River.
Recent studies revealed the highest concen
tration of Grizzly Bear dens in Canada along
the Tat's banks, where the mine haul road is·
planned.

Geddes has proposed trucking the copper
concentrate 150 miles south to the Port of
Haines, Alaska. Daily, up to 225 giant ore
trucks would roar down the Haines Highway
along the Chilkat River and through the Alaska
Chilkat Bald Eagle Preserve. Each fall 3000
to 4000 eagles migrate to the "Council
Grounds" in the Preserve, to feed on a late run
ofsalmon, the largest gathering of Bald Eagles
in the world.

Haines is home to one of the strongest
wild Sockeye Salmon runs in Southeast
Alaska. Geddes's plan includes shipping 31
million gallons of fuel and thousands of tons
of toxic chemicals and explosives through
Alaskan waters and Haines each year. Because
of local opposition to large-scale trucking,
Geddes is now considering a slurry pipeline
from the mine site to Haines. They would
dump 361,000 gallons of toxic mine waste
water each day into the salmon rich inlet near
Haines. A loophole in EPA regulations may
permit Geddes to dump toxic waste water from
the pipeline into the Lynn Canal. Under
Alaska's new Governor Wally Hickel, state
water quality standards are being gutted to
accommodate the oil and mining industry.

Residents of Haines, Alaska (pop. 2400)
are divided over the project. Some say it
would be good for the economy. Others worry
about the environmental destruction. The
impacts of ore, fuel or chemical spills on the
pure waters of the Chilkat River and Lynn
Canal could devastate the local economy de
pendent on commercial fishing and tourism.
The leaders of both the Chilkat and Chilkoot
llingits have spoken out against the mine plan,
fearing it would destroy a subsistence way of
life still followed by many residents.

The previous Government of British
Columbia was secretive in reviewing the
project. The Ministry of Mines was pushing
for a "Mining District" in the Tatshenshini
Valley before public outrage forced them to be
more discrete in their plans to destroy this
wilderness treasure. Gerald Harper admitted
in a news interview, "If Windy Craggy gets
established as·a mine, then it could very well
be the first ofa group of two, three, or four or
maybe even five mines."

Marine Fisheries Service said, "We believe the
long-term environmental degradation likely to
result from the proposed Windy Craggy Mine
outweighs any short-term economic gains."
The US Fish and Wildlife Service was more
to the point in stating, "We recommend it not
be permitted..."

Geddes proposes to build a 360 foot high
tailings dam, one of the world's largest earthen
dams. It must be able to withstand some of
North America's biggest earthquakes to pre
vent an avalanche of toxic waste from de
stroying the Tatshenshini and Alsek. In
September of 1899, three "Great Quakes"
rocked the region, including the largest ever
documented in North America, measuring 8.6
on the Richter scale. Along the infamous
Fairweather Fault, just 30 miles from Windy
Craggy Mountain, the Fairweather Range leapt
47 feet in seconds. In the past 100 years there
have been 45% more major quakes within 300
miles of Windy Craggy than along the entire
Sa,1 Andreas Fault. Though seismologists say
little is known about this remote region, a new
fault zone was l'l1cently discovered at the mine
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ness waters of Glacier Bay National Park.
Even minute quantities of copper and

other heavy metals are highly toxic to salmon
and affect migration, behavior and fry devel
opment. The Bureau of Mines recently issued
a report entitled '~cid Mine Drainage" stat
ing that 12,000 miles of rivers and streams and
over 180,000 acres of lakes and reservoirs are
now poisoned in the United S.tates from coal
and metal mining acid waste piles. Mines in
Great Britain developed during Roman times
are, to this day, spewing acid mine drainage. .

Both Canadian and US agencies were
asked to comment on the proposed mine plan
in 1990. It was subsequently rejected by the
Canadian government on the grounds that the
proposed technology, including that for stor
ing mine tailings on glaciers, was unproven.
"To have a 350 million ton waste rock ex
periment on top ofa glacier was unacceptable.
It was too high a risk," said Lisa Cox, project
engineer for Environment Canada, the Cana
dian version of the US Environmental Pro
tection Agency. Also commenting on
Geddes's initial proposal, the US National



Though the Ministry promised to publish
a compendium of comments from the review
of the mine proposal in August 1990, all letters
and Provincial reports were kept under wraps.
The Ministry at first refused to even send
Geddes's Revised Mine Plan (RMP) to the
public, claiming it was just a "technical"
document. The revised plan calls for a 50%
increase in daily production to 30,000 tons per
day. The Ministry of Mines is stone-walling
the public by refusing to admit that acid mine
drainage is a problem despite concerns from
US agencies to the contrary. To date, thou
sands of letters from people concerned about
protecting this wilderness have been sent to the
Provincial government, according to inside
sources. No decision based on government
review of Geddes's Revised Mine Plan has
been made public.

This spring, over 60 supporters of the
Tatshenshini Wilderness paddled the Chilkat
River in Haines to demonstrate their opposi
tion to the proposed mineo Four hardy Yukon
kayakers continued their journey on both the
Alsek and Tatshenshini this summer for a total
of over 300 miles to continue raising aware
ness of the issue. They are among a handful
to successfUlly paddle Tumback Canyon on
the A1sek River, once called "unpaddleable"

by the late Dr. Walt Blackadar who barely
survived his solo descent.

Now more than 50 groups representing
over ten million people in Canada and the
United States are calling for protection of the
Tatshenshini and A1sek Rivers. The Interna
tional Union for the Conservation of Nature,
including the Sierra Club, the US National
Park Service, the Canadian Nature Federation,
World Wildlife Fund Canada and the National
Audubon Society, recently recommended that
the governments of British Columbia and
Canada consider the Tatshenshini and Alsek
Rivers for National Park status. IUCN re
quested the United States and Canada to ex
amine potential adverse impacts of mining on
these transboundary waters through the bi
national International Joint Commission (UC).
A similar review by the IJC of a propa;ed
Canadian coal mine on the Flathead River,
upstream of Glacier National Park in Montana,
resulted in the project being scrapped.

Over 30 activists from around the conti
nent met in Vancouver, BC this fall to map out
an international strategy for permanent pro
tection of the TatshenshiniJAlsek. Folks from
the YUkon, Washington, DC, Ottawa and
Alaska spent four days designing an action
plan and lobbying the newly elected Provincial

government. The New Democratic Party
(NDP) was swept to victory in October with a
51 seat majority in the 75 member legislature.
"It's the best thing, from an environmental
standpoint, to happen in 20 years," said Ric
Careless, Executive Director of Tatshenshini
Wild.

Now we must turn the promise into ac
tion. For the time being, all work at Windy
Craggy Mountain has been stopped. And so
it shall be for thousands of years.

Peter Elltickllap alld Kiltya Kirsch are
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council
(SEACC) Boardmembers who live ill Haines,
Alaska and are helpulg to coordinate the Ul
temational campaign to save the Tatshenshini.
SEACC was named Organization oftire Year
by the National Wildlife Federation in 1991
in recognition ofyears ofwork culminating in
the Tongass Tunber RefomlAct of1990. LCC
is an all volunteer SEACC member group, a
IlOnprofit tax exempt 501 (c)(3) incorporated
in Alaska in 1970.

Make your views on the status of the
Tatshenshini and Alsek known to the new
Premier of British Columbia, the Honor·
able Mike Harcourt, Legislative Buildings,
Victoria, BC V8V lX4, Canada ($0.40
stamp required). For more information
contact: (in the United States) Lynn Canal
Conservation, Inc., POB 964, Haines, AK
99827; 907·766·2240 or (in Canada)
Thtshenshini Wild, 843-810 West Broadway,
Vancouver, BC V5Z 4C9.

Your donations to LCe are tax de
ductible and will go toward work on the
Thtshenshini Wilderness.
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Canada's Phantom
Population
by Connie Harris

PREFACE

This paper examines the numhers of
people Canada provides for at present; i.e. it
is striclly an anthropocentric discussion. This
does not mean the author accepts the anthro
pocentric philaiophy but simply that it was
unnecessary to include the wilderness and
wildlife in this particular narrow topic. Any
discussion of how many humans the country
should support would include bears, trees,
ground squirrels, grasslands, prairie dogs,
tundra, fish ofall species, and more.

"CAnada is such a large country," some
foreigners say, "you could support many more
people." Some elected representatives agree
wholeheartedly and all agree to a certain extent.
Barbara McDougall, when Minister of Immi
gration, stated that the population should rise to
Im,OOO,OOO as rapidly as rnssib1e, then stop.

Two misconceptions are involved in the
Canada-should-have-more-people complaint.
One is the population myth and one is the area
myth.

TIlE POPUlATION MYTH

All countries export and import food or
materials to maintain their lifestyle. The
number of people living elsewhere but main
tained by a country through resource export
can be considered part of the exporting
country's population. This could be called the
phantom population. II is analogous to phan
tom acreage-the area of other countries
necessary to support the population of an im
porting nation. Canada's own human popu
lation is about 27 million-only about
one-tenth that of the United States-but it has
a huge phantom population.

Canada exports large quantities ofnatural
gas, pulp, newsprint, lumber, metals, and much
of the food it produces. Many manufactured
products are imported, as well as fresh fruit
and vegetables in winter. A precise determi-

nation of the numbers that Canada maintains
would require considering imports as well as
exports, but if food alone is considered, it can
be shown that the basic food needs of many
people outside the country are supplied by
Canada's farmlands.

Statistics Canada provides data on nu
merous aspects of life in Canada, including
agricullural production, consumption, exports
and imports. Depending on the product, data
for 1988, 89, or 89/90 were used here and a
domestic population of 25,900,000 tor 1988
and 26,200,000 for 1989. From these data, the
number of people supported by food exports
can be roughly calculated. The figures below
assume that consumers in the purchasing
countries use the commodities at about the
same rate as Canadians. Ifconsumption rates
arc significantly lower in the importing
countries, the population estimates will be low.
For grains, Canadians' consumption rate is
probably higher than the importers', but fish
consumption is likely higher in other countries.

These statistics show that Canada's arable
land and marine waters support several times
the population living in the country. The wheat
fields supply 79 to 100 million in addition to
the 26 million of Canada. Fish from adjacent
ocean waters feed 2 to 3 times Canada's own
people. Peas and beans feed from 1.2X to 3X
depending on the year. Flax seed provides for
4X the domestic consumption. Other products
are not exported in such large quantities but
still support millions of people; canola in 89/
90 fed an additional 37 million, oats 7.5 mil
lion, and barley 15 million. Omada exported
enough powdered skim milk for 21,400,000
and concentrated whole milk for 10,700,000.
Potatoes fed the equivalent of 1/3 Canada's
population. These exports would supply the
needs of some of the world's countries, e.g.
the Netherlands at 15,000,000, Iraq at
18,500,000 and Cuba at 11,000,000 or the
wheat and fish requirements for the United
Kingdom at 57,000,000.

To argue, then, that Canada's population
should increase because the country can sup
port more people ignores Canada's phantom
population: Canada already, in effect, feeds
several countries.

Before addressing the area myth, it's

worth briefly considering immigration, which
the Mulroney government considers good.
Population data for the past six years, the du
rat ion of the present Conservative government,
shows that Canada's growth rate is steadily
increasing. In this period, births as a percent
age declined, then increased. From this short
period il is not pa;sible 10 say if Ihis is a trend.
Immigration has increased dramatically in
numbers and as a percentage of total popula
tion. In 1991 immigration was 2.6 times that
of 1985 and accounted for almait 1% of the
total population, or 56% of the population in
crease, whereas the 1984/85 immigration ac
countcd for 46% of population increase.
Although the number of immigrants each year
is a small percenlage of the total population,
the cumulative effect becomes high, especially
since the immigrants concentrate in the already
populous parts of the country. For example,
22% of the people in British Columbia were
horn outside Canada. It seems that the new
comers are not too wilJing to populate allihat
vast cmpty space the politicians believe needs
people! The increase in immigration is a result
of deliberate national policy by the present
government.

THE AREA MYTH

Canada is now the largest country in the
world. The apparent vast areas available for
human habitation, however, are an artifact of
maps, of failing to analyze the features of the
country. Canada's area is 3,852,000 sqUare
miles, from 41 to 83 degrees north latitude;
292,000 square miles of it (7.5%) covered by
fresh water. The geology, p~ysiography and
climate of mait of this land present problems
for continuous human habitation.

Canada is divided into 4 to 6 regions,
depending on how the Arctic is sectioned.
These are the Canadian Shield, the Appala
chian region, the St. Lawrence Lowlands, the
Arctic, the Interior Plains, and the Cordillera.

The Canadian Shield covers 56% of the
country; 13% of this region is fresh water. The
surface is Precambrian igneous and metamor
phic rocks, heavily eroded by Pleistocene
glaciers. This has resulted in a surface ofex-

continued next page
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pa<>ed rocks, thin soils and depressions filled
with bogs, swamps, and lakes of many sizes.
Different kinds of forest have established
themselves, but the thin soils prevent any vi
able agriculture. Thus, over half of Canada
cannot support any more humans than are al
ready there; though forests, which re-grow
very slowly, and minerals do provide a liveli
hood for the people present.

The Appalachian region, 1.5% ofCanada,
is a glacial region with a mix of highlands and
valleys, lowlands and fjords. People are
maintained by the forest, mines, pockets of
good arable land and the adjacent ocean. Most
of the food from this region is fish from the
Atlantic Ocean, the stocks of which are cur
rently declining.

The St. Lawrence Lowlands, also 1.5%
ofCanada 's area, has the most people, the most
industry, the most pollution and the most
productive agricultural land. This area is
overdeveloped and needs ecological resto
ration and fewer people.

The Arctic covers 8% of the country. It
is too far north for any prolific plant growth
and cannot be counted as a place for any more
humans than are already there.

The Interior Plains cover 20% of the
country. Prior to agricultural development, the
plains, with a thick cover of glacial drift, had
several types of grasslands in the south, then
boreal forests (taiga) and tundra northward.
About half of this region supports agriculture
and 75% of Canada's farmland is here. The'
northern half has too short a growing season

Canada

for agriculture. Along with a small part of the
adjacent Cordillera, the Plains region is the
source of Canada's petroleum. The southern
parts are desirable places to live, but more
people here would have to live off expanded
industry, not agriculture. Larger towns or cities
would be situated on agricultural land or on
wildlife habitat.

The Cordillera is the mountainous region
between the Plains and the Pacific Ocean,
about 13% of Canada. Four percent of this
region (i.e. 0.5% of Canada) is arable; the re
mainder is temperate rainforests in the west,
boreal forests in the north, alpine tundra, rock
and glaciers at high elevations, and mineral
deposits throughout. Resource depletion and
automation mean fewer and fewer people
supported by the economic mainstays: forestry,
mining, farming and fishing. More people
would be accommodated by secondary in
dustries, but these would undoubtedly locate
on productive valley bottoms, which are the
sites of the only agricultural land.

SUMMARY

Close analysis belies the idea of Canada
as an underdeveloped country with few people
and vast areas awaiting more population.
Agricultural exports already feed many more
than Canada's own population and increasing
numbers at home would necessitate decreasing
these exports.

The empty spaces available for produc
tive activity do not exist. Only 5% of the

country is arable. Most is too rocky, too steep,
covered with water, or too cold to support
agriculture or even much forestry. Other
economic activities, such as mining, are local
due 10 the nature of the resources. Increasing
Canada's population will create problems,
rather than solve them. Canada should begin
a programme of population stabilization now.
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I:=~I
and the Greenhouse Effect
An Interview With Jim Fulton

by Mary Byrd Davis

Articles appearing in the US media have
portrayed Canada as a future beneficiary of
global warming. Not so, says New Democrat
Jim Fulton, a member of the Standing Com
mittee on the Environment of the Canadian
House ofCommons.

In March 1991 the committee published
"Out of Balance," a report on global warming.
The report was based on extensive hearings at
which scientists from government, universi
ties, and the private sector testified. The "most
staggering conclusion" in the report is that "the
entire boreal forest will cease to exist in our
lifetime" as a result of warming, Fulton told
WIlD EARlli. Rising temperatures will have
a catastrophic impact on the peat and muskeg

lands of the boreal region. The boreal forest
is not programmed genetically and biologi
cally to march northward when the ground in
its homeland dries.

. Furthermore, the most productiv'e
grainlands in Canada, those in southem Alberta
and southern Saskatchewan, will face "mas
sive cyclical and surface erosion," i.e., during
some periods of the year no matter what is
planted on the land, soil will blow away.
"Grainland losses are expected to begin to ac
celerate before the tum ofthe century," Fulton
says. Small pockets of larxl may produce more
food than previously, but the overall impact
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of warming on Canadian agriculture will be
decidedly bad.

Asked whether the impend ing loss of the
boreal forest to warming means that the forest
may as well be logged now, Fulton acknowl
edged that the forest industry has sometimes
tried to use the committee's report. He stated,
however, that preservation efforts are still
necessary. Cutting the forests would displace
tens of thousands of aboriginal people and
entail enormous losses in wildlife. Further
more, he is convinced that "mature and semi
mature forests as carbon sinks are the most
valuable use" for land at present. At least as
long as the boreal-forest is left standing, its
"bridging C02 fIXing capacity is running full tilt."

The committee believes that the first ob
vious, serious results of the greenhouse effect
will be storms. Fulton hopes that when winds
of 70 mph wreck houses situated where only
20 mph winds had previously been experi
enced, people will wake up and take the dm.;;t ic
steps necessary to save the boreal forest.

The committee recommended a 20% re
duction in production of all families of
greenhouse gases. Fulton notes this is an all
pmy committee controlled by the Conservatives.

For further information, obtain a copy of
"Out of Balance" by writing to Norm Radford,
Clerk of the Standing Committee on the En
vironment, House of Commons, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA OA6, Canada. Jim Fulton will
respond to questions (613-995-1127).

FOR BRlAN DAMIEN

Coyote, running ahead of us

Soil forgives compaction,
slowly it
furthers one to have

,somewhere to go
Young cedar, sweet fern,
flowers and moss
(what feeds them)
bitter sweet along rock walls,
water cuts through, carries away
old road, turning soft.

I think of other culverts,
other roads,
to take them out,
allow the water its way,
watching the road go back.

-Gary Lawless
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the world in the Declaration of Independence, for those who are not
afraid of truth and responsibility and love, for those who like to watch
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who know the best is yet to come.
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and Justice. It is therefore about Thomas Jefferson and Democracy and
human/environmental rights, and reclaimin~ the freedom to act on
what we know and what we care about, reclaiming the freedom to be
human.

ONE VOICE is published bimonthly. Subscription rates are $16 for
one year and $30 for two years. Carpe Diem. (608) 735-4686

ONE VOICE • Route 2, Gays Mills, Wisconsin 54631
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Devastation
in the NorthIL.=====.

The Hidden Costs ofDeveloping
andExporting Natural Gas Reserves
Impacts On Wildlife, Wildlands and the
Democratic Process in Western Canada

This paper is a discussion ofthe impoct on wildlife and wildlands ofoil and natural
gas exploration, production, and e"port; and the absence ofa democraticprocess through which
the people ofCanada can control decisiol1S influencing the quality oftheir environment. Oil
and gas development has decisively affectedpublic land, wildlifepopulatiol1S and habitat, and
the lives ofall Canadilll1S.

by Dr. Brian L. Horejsi

INlRODUCIlON

1be natuml gas industry identifies them
as upstream effects and, in Canada, both the
industry and the regulators of that industry
consider them to be "insignificant or mitigable
with known technology" (National Energy
Board 199Oa). The upstream part refers to the
petroleum and natural gas (pNG) fields in the
provinces of Alberta, British Columbia,
Saskatchewan, and the Yukon Territory, and
the effects referred to are thooe of exploring
for, developing, and transporting natural gas
from thooe fields.

The exploitation of the western prov
inces' PNG resources, led by American cor
porations or their Canadian subsidiaries, has
intensified in the last 30 years. What amounts
to one genemtion ofCanadians and Americans
has consumed 51% of the total established
marketable conventional natural gas reserves
(estimated) in the provinces of Alberta and
British O>Iumbia (3598 billion m3 initial, 1837
billion m3 remaining) (National Energy Board
1991). These provinces contain 88% of
Canada's estimated remaining conventional
gas reserves, with mC6t of the rest found in the
arctic and offshore. 1be Canadian Petroleum

Association estimates that, as of the end of
1989, western Canada had 19.8 years of pro
duction left at current mtes. Not considered
in the estimate are the huge export volumes
approved in 1990 (WGM 1991).

Alberta is the heart of the petroleum and
natural gas industry in Canada. In that prov
ince alone, 174,000 wells have been drilled
since the first bit chewed into the ground in
1890 (Beach and Irwin 1939). An average of
2 miles (2.9 kID) ofaccess road is built for each
well drilled (Horejsi 1987). Seismic explora
tion precedes drilling and takes place on
straight lines bulldozed through the land.
Those lines on public land are authorized by
the Alberta Forest Service or Public Lands
Division and crisscrO'iS all but a small fraction
ofAlberta's wildlands and wildlife habitat.

In addition, unknown thousands of
kilometres of pipeline right-of-way have been
slashed through Alberta's wildlife habitat. As
with seismic lines, the industry has argued
successfully that pipeline right-of-ways must
be as straight as possible, regardless of termin
or environmental values, presumably to
minimize construction and operating costs.

GAS RESERVES AND EXPORTS

Natural gas exports from Canada to the
United States, begun in the mid 19608, are
under the jurisdiction of the National Energy

Board (NEB). Its American equivalent is the
federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC). Although never with an environ
mental conscience, the NEB was at one time
a powerful regulalor. However, in the 1980s,
even as environmental issues were beginning
to bear heavily on the minds of Canadians, the
NEB was hamstrung by industry and politi
cians working in concert.

Prior to 1985, exports of gas were par
tially controlled by a 25 year "setback" rule
which reserved a 25 year supply of gas for
Canadians. In 1985 a two pronged attack by
industry-lobbying of fedeml and provincial
politicians and a challenge of the NEB in
court-succeeded in eliminating the mainte
nance of a reserve pool of gas for Canadians.
The corporate agenda, to deregulate the in
dustry and increase sales to American con
sumers, could now be implemented. Industry
takeover of Canadian energy policy and
regulation was nearing completion.

One other irritant to exporters remained.
As of 1989 export applications were subject
to a> very-superficial cost-benefit analysis 
superficial in the sense that environmental
costs, social costs, and the cost in terms of the
"democmtic process," were never considered.
Four gas marketing companies challenged the
cost-benefit ratio test in court. In March 1990,
ther'lEB, perceived watchdog of the public
interest, capitulated to industry and scrapped
the cost-benefit test requirement.

The decision put Canadians and the NEB
even more at the mercy of largely US con
trolled industry giants like Amoco and Esso
(an Exxon subsidiary), whooe intent appears
to be to sell Canada's inexpensive gas as
quickly as possible. Canadian gas is selling
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in the eastern United States for 50 cents less vironmental screening regulations" (Nelson
per 1000 ft3 than US produced gas. 1990). The Chairman of the NEB stepped down

In December of 1989, 15 American/Ca- after it became public knowledge that he had
nadian corporations/consortia applied to the been meeting secretly with the pipeline company
NEB to export 45.5 billion m3 of gas, almost that was to transport the gas from west to east
all from Alberta and British Columbia, to along what was to be an expanded TransCanada
eastem North America, 80% of it going to New Pipeline (Fagan 1990). Approval for that ex
York, Massachusetts, Tennessee, Pennsy lva- pansion was granted in spring of 1991.
nia, New Jersey, and Rhode Island (National The Minister of Energy responsible for the
Energy Board 199Oc). Most of the gas will be NEB, Jake Epp, on 25 January 1990, told a
burned to generate electricity, a process con- mee.ting of the Canadian Petroleum Association,
sidered inefficient and wasteful until Ronald - that "greens will not be allowed to set Ottawa's
Reagan came to power. Applications to export agenda of new environmental policies at the
an additional 35.4 billion m3 to Midwestern expense of industry and jobs" (Jaremko 1990).
states and California will be considered in 1991. Soon after, the National Energy Board rejected

It will initially require between 2000 and the Department of Environment's suggestion

4000 gas wells to supply these volume..<;; the
high est imate may even be conservative, since
companies have already exploited the most
productive fields and automatically put high
volume wells on production first. In essence,
producers have high graded the resource and
are now working on the middle to low runge
reserves.

THE REGULATQRY PROCESS??

The 1989 applications to export more gas
were never seriously challenged on the basis
ofenvironmental im~cts. Byron Homer, NEB
member, said that federal guidelines allow for
automatic exclusion of projects that can im
mediately be seen to have little or no adverse
effects on the environment, concluding that
"it's my personal hope that gas exports will
fall into this category" (Calgary Sun 199Od).
As a C..algary, Alberta, energy commentator
summed up, "The National Energy Board has
asked the Federal Environment Minister to
exempt all future gas pipelines and export sales
from Western Canada from absurd federal en-

that the application be subjected to full hearings
under the Federal Environmental Assessment
Review Process (EARP).

The NEB, relenting somewhat to outside
pressure, did agree to an "environmental
screening" of the applications. The hearing, held
only in the city of Ottawa, Ontario, in mid sum
mer 1990, ostensibly reviewed the environ
mental documents submitted by the applicants.
The only public defenders to submit a po5ition
were the Great Bear Foundation (GBF) of
Missoula, Montana, and the Speak Up for
Wildlife Foundation (SUFW) of Calgary,
Alberta, who filed brief positions flagging the
significant impact of upstream PNG activity on
Gri:zzly Bear ecosystems in Alberta and Mon
tana. There were no interveners speaking in the
public's environmental interest and no govern
ment agencies made submissions on environ
mental matters.

The NEB does not provide intervener costs,
effectively stifling public participation, particu
larly when only one hearing location is sched
uled in a country the size of Canada. The
outcome of the "environmental screening" pro-

cess was predictable. All applications were
approved.

The Alberta Petroleum Marketing Con;t
mission (APMC), a provincial government
body funded by Alberta taxpayers but dedi
cated to promoting PNG industry interests,
filed an objection to the GBF and SUFW
"letters of comment." Representing the gov
ernment ofAlberta, the commission endorsed
the provincial regulators' (Energy Resources
Conservation Board - ERCB) right to review
and license oil and gas drilling applications.
Unfortunately, as is common also in the US,
applications to drill for oil or gas in Alberta
come after a lease has been purchased by a
company. With the issuance ofa lease come
common law rights constituting an irreversible
and irretrievable commitment of the resource,
hence, leasing guarantees drilling if the lease
holder decides to proceed. Unless there is full
public involvement and environmental impact
assessment prior to leasing, which has not yet
happened in Canada but is beginning to take
place in the US (US Forest Service 1991),
government agencies and boards, such as the
Energy Resources Conservation Board, are
(knowingly) powerless to prevent roading and
drilling of an area, and have never done so in
Alberta.

NO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACf
ASSESSMENT

The provincial Department of the Envi
ronment does have EIA authority but bas never
done one. II has restricted itself to reviews of

I

proponents' EIAs. Between July 1973 and
January 1990, of 91 EIAs submitted to the
department, only 14 related to the conventional
oil and gas industry. EIAs DO NOT receive
public review.

Further to the ERCB's unwillingness and
inability to control the impacts of oil and gas
activity in Alberta, is its reliance on the Alberta
Forest Service to make determinations re
garding surface access. The Alberta Forest
Service, which has NO mandate to conduct
Environmental Impact Assessments, and has
abidingly never done one, is responsible for
almost all the lands that support Alberta's
Gri:zzly Bear, Black Bear, Elk, Mountain Goat,
Mountain Sheep, and Caribou populations. It
is an "old" agency, in the mold (or should I
say mould) of the 1950-608, and simply put.
its modus operandi is to prevent erosion and
protect trees from fire, not from logging. Af
ter years of escaping puplic accountability it
has developed a bias favouring the timber and
oil and gas industries, a bias far more pro
nounced than is evident in the US Forest Ser
vice (Twight and Lyden 1989). As an agency

continued next page
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characterized by "group think," it has become
increasingly alienated from the public and
considers the people to be the "opposition."
Yet the Energy Resources Conservation Board
relies almost exclusively on Forest Service
recommendations in decisions regarding ac
cess construction.

The end product of this entire "system"
is that wildlife and wilderness have been
abandoned in the rush to extract oil and gas.
The whole process i<; a tribute to the art of buck
passing - the Alberta Forest Service is not ac
countable to the public and has no mandate to
manage for hab}tat integrity; the Energy Re
sources Conservation Board relies on the
Alberta Forest Service; the National Energy
Board relies on the ERCB; and industry jus
tifies its'actions by pointing to these regulators
as scrutinizers of its actions.

ALBERTA'S ECOSYSTEMS

The total failure of the system is evident
in all of Alberta's ecosystems. For example,
in the Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem
in far southwest Alberta, including Waterton
Lakes National Park, and just north of Glacier
National Park in Montana, no valley is without
road access. Roads in these narrow mountain
valleys destroy shoestring riparian habitats
(Horejsi 1989). Once a stronghold of Elk and
Gri:zzly Bears, the area is now a complex of
roads, wells, and processing plants, and pipe
lines. Remnant Elk and bear populations are
dependent on the neighbouring relatively un
inhabited southeast comer of British Columbia
and Glacier National Park, Montana.

In central Alberta, Shell Canada Limited
is developing the Caroline gas field. Road and
right-of-way densities in parts of this field
presently exceed 8 mi/mi2 (5krn!km2) (Horejsi
1990).

Documented occurrence of Grizzly Bear
in the Caroline gas field area is now erratic and
infrequent and the'changing dynamics of
Moose, Elk, and Mule Deer populations reflect
the high level of industrial and human activity.
Only the White-tailed Deer, the large mammal
species that acts as an indicator of badly frac
tured wildlife ecosystems, is thriving.

Alberta has between 12,000 and 16,000
Elk, yet it is larger in land mass than any
Western state, six of which support Elk
populations numbering over 50,000 animals
(Bryant and Maser 1982). The Alberta Fish
and Wildlife Division estimates the province
may have two to three times as much Elk
"habitat" as any of those six states (peek et al.
1982).

With habitat effectiveness for Elk, in
heavily forested areas, being only 40% of pre
road effectiveness at a road density of 2 mil
mF(Lyon et al. 1985) we am clearly envision
the impact of oil and gas field right-of-way
densities on Elk. These ungulates are dis
placed from heavily forested drainages as large
as 75 km2 (29 mi2) at the onset of human ac
tivity (Irwin and Peek 1979). When stressed
by human activity, Elk will abandon parts of
their home range, perhaps even shifting home
ranges (Boyd 1970).

Lyon (1983), drew attention to the serious
ramifications of road access on Elk habitat
effectiveness. In single road situations, the
area within 200 feet of a road (100 feet on ei
ther side) received only 18% of potential use.
Calculations to one mile distant from a single
road predict habitat effectiveness losses of
from 220 to 360 acres per 640 acres. The
impact of the age of a road on Elk habi,tat ef
fectiveness has also been measured. In areas
with two or more linear miles of road per
section of land, habitat effectiveness was only

59% following the year ofconstruction; it de
clined to half that in three years, and to 20%
in five years (Lyon 1983). This indicates that
Elk learn to avoid roads and as this awareness
is passed from mother to young, the impact on
a populaiion after 20 years of extensive
roading and human use; as is common to the
oil and gas industry, should be obvious.

Grizily Bears may be even more behav
iorally sensitive to habitat fragmentation than
Elk, although the two appear to be equally
susceptible to direct impacts of human pres
ence (sport/native hunting, poaching). Griz
zlies reproduce more slowly than do Elk,
people employed in the natural resource in
dustries interact more negatively with bears
than with ungulates, and activities associated
with these industries draw bears into conflict
situations.

Both Black and Grizzly BearS are drawn
into conflicts with industry camps and em
ployees and the oil and gas industry leads all
others in this respect (Grant 1980; Hunter and
Gunson 1980; Horejsi 1988). Bears die or are
removed from an ecosystem as a consequence.

Resource roads into bear habitat bring
people who hunt, poach, trap and poison.
Practices that result in deliberate killing of
bears can eradicate bear populations but before
doing so they commonly cause dramatic re
ductions in bear density and disrupt the sex and
age dynamics of a population (Miller 1988):
there are fewer stable, knowledgeable old
animals; and as hunting pressure increases, the
most critical members of any bear population,
adult females, are more readily killed. Grizzly
Bears avoid lands adjacent to roads, but even
so, they die at a disproportionate rate near
roads. In Montana's Northern Continental
Divide Ecosystem, a relatively lightly roaded
area, bears killed within 1 kID of a road rep-
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resented 62.8% of the total kill (Aune and
Kasworm 1989). lIJegal hunting can take a
heavy toll, as it does in the gas fields of
northwest Alberta. Known illegal kill is a
consistent source of mortality, even in such
relatively protected areas as the Yellowstone
Ecosystem (Povilitis 1987; Craighead et al.
1988) and known mortality of all forms in
Grizzly Bears may only be one-half to two
thirds of actual mortality (Interagency Grizzly
Bear Committee 1989).

Habitat fragmentation and loss ofsecurity
may be even more significant to beats than
direct mortality resulting from human activity.
For Grizzly Bears in heavy (thick) forest
habitat with very low traffic levels «5 ve
hicJes/h), a road r;Iensity ofonly .7 km!km2 (1.1
mi/mi2) resulted in a very conservatively es
timated day time habitat loss of 8.7%
(Mclellan and Shackleton 1988). Higher
levels of traffic and/or less densely vegetated
habitats probably result in greater degrees of
habitat avoidance. In more open habitat,
Grizzly Bears avoid areas within 500 meters
of roads but the influence of those roads may
extend up to one km from road edge; preferred
habitat will not be used (Aune and Stivers
1987). In one study, use oftbe area within 500
m of an open road was reduced by 78% and
87% in spring and fall, respectively (Kasworm
and Manley 1988). The end result of these
cumulative impacts can devastate a bear
population long before the life of a gas field
(20 to 40 years) terminates.

Alberta now has between 300 and 700
Grizzly Bears. Population simulation analy
ses suggest that Brown Bear (Ursus arctos)
populations reduced by half require 40 years
to recover if conditions are optimal (Miller
1990), i.e. habitat is unimpaired, reproductive
rates are generous, natural mortality is low"and
human harvest is at least 25% below sustained
yield. The time required by a Black Bear
population to recover from a similar position
is 17 years.

THE INDUSTRY'S LEGACY

Such is tbe legacy of the oil and gas in
dustry, and those who claim to regulate it. The
industry's impact on Alberta, in terms of
wildlife, wilderness, social stability, and the
democratic process, has exceeded the impact
of the Exxon Valdez on Alaska, but it crept up
insidiously, well by well, year by year. As the
20th century winds down, and the industry and
regulators begin to worry about the prospects
ofCanadians questioning where their gas went
and what happened to the land, the spectre of
a rush to uncontrolled coal bed methane de
velopment, with its tight well spacing and bigh
level of roading, looms as the final and fatal

blow to remaining Western ecosystems.
Without wholesale changes in the regulation
of industry and the legislation of a publicly
driven democratic process, including the in
stitutionalization of ecosystem and
biodiversity conservation efforts, both in
Western Canada and the United States, the oil
and gas industry will continue to decimate the
West's wildlife and wildlands.

Brian Horejsi is a conservation biologist
and the founder of Speak Up for Wildlife
Foun.dation, Box 506, Station G, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T3A 2G4.
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Devasta ti011

ill the North

Temagami's Future
Still Uncertain

EAR.THR.OOTS

OffICial<> who will detennine the future
of Temagami are Hon. Bob Rae, Premier of
Ontario, Queen's Park, Toronto, OntarioM7A
lAl and Don Yananton, District Manager,
Ministry of Natural Resources, Temagami,
Ontario POH 2HO.

For further information, contact
Earthroots, 19 Mercer Street, Suite 307,
Toronto, Ontario MSV IH2 (416-599-0152).

I~ co ", ., Wilderness under legal caution

_ Non-wilderness lands
under legal caution

Bob Rae, who was elected on a platfonn that
included protection ofold-growth ecosystems
across the province. They arc asking him to
pennanentIy protect the Temagami wilderness
and the old-growth forest. A specifIC concern
is that the land caution preventing mining not
be lifted. Earthroots fears lhat the government
is using the Temagami issue to test public re
action to renewed development. Without
sufficient opposition, the government may
place the interests of industry ahead of envi
ronmental protection.

Ontario's Temagami wilderness in 1991
is more environmentally secure than it has
been since mechanized logging and
clearcutting began in the 1960s. Although
some cleanup operations have taken place, no
new Jogging roads have been built. The land
caution (i.e., the legal notice that the title of
the land is in dispute) filed by the Terne
Augama Anishnabai in 1973 stopped new
mining and staking in the area. Tourism to the
area has been increasing steadily as people
become aware of this old-growth wilderness
ecosystem. '

Nevertheless, threats remain. This past
summer two events once again fueled concern
for Temagami 's future.

On 15 August 1991 the Supreme Court
of Canada ruled against the Teme-Augama
Anishnabai land claim appeal. This decision
means that the land caution could be lifted at
any lime. The government has admitted that
it is under tremendous pressure to do so. Soon
after the Supreme Court decision, the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources filed public
notice that it is creating a new Jogging plan
for the area to be instituted by 1 April 1992.
M<reover, the current Ontario Government has
implemented no new wilderness protection
policies.

Earthroots, a national wilderness preser
vation group that grew out of the Temagami
Wilderness Society, has launched a letter
writing campaign aimed at Ontario Premier
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A Viewof James
Bay From Quebec

I~::==,jl

The follawing is condensed from a tabloid, No Thank You Hydro Quebec, produced by grassroots activists in Canada
and the U.S .. The tabloid is available by contacting the clearinghouses listed at the end ofthe article, for US$2.50. For
background on Hydro-Quebec's past and planned plunderingofJames Bay, see the article by Elizabeth May and Farley
Mawat in Wild Earth #3, as well as the tabloid.

by Philip Raphals and Thomas
Holzinger

The end of this summer brought a series
ofvictories for the movement to stop the James
Bay nProject, including the New York Power
Authority (NYPA) decision to reronsider its
Hydro-Quebec (HQ) contract, Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa's announcement of a one
year delay in the construction of Great Whale,
and the Rouleau decision setting in motion a
federal review under the James Bay and
Northern Quebec Agreement. The
megaproject is badly wounded, but it is far
from dead.

Perhaps the most important development,
however, is that the first cracks have begun to
appear in the ranks of the Quebec elite con
cerning further hydro-electric expansion.
Important sectors of mainstream Quebec so
ciety, including most of the key editorialists
in both French- and English-language news
papers, are now arguing for a full, public de
bate on energy and a moratorium on new
construction, a position that, until recently, was
held only by the opposition Coalition pour un
Debat Public sur I'Energie. Even at the highest
levels inside and outside the government,
voices are saying that megaprojects, electric
ity exports, and cheap electricity for energy
intensive industry will not lead Quebec to its
long-desired goal of economic autonomy.

The American oppositipn to the dams has
battled for the hearts and minds of New
Yorkers and New Englanders with striking
success, enough to frighten not only HQ and

the Quebec government, but the entire Que
bec establishment. Quebec's leaders know that
more than electricity exports are at stake. They
fear that if international public opinion turns
against Quebec, it will jeopardize the enor
mous bond issues that must be sold to finance
the megaprojects and also Quebec's ability to
survive as an independent state.

Public opinion haS also begun to change.
The leaking of the Norsk-Hydro aluminum
contract this spring kept the issue on Quebec's
front pages for weeks.

As important as these victories are, they
also should raise a serious concern. It is all
too clear that popular opinion within Quebec
played little part in bringing them about. De
spite a widely shared perception that the Great
Whale project was being pushed too fast, both
business leaders and the public remain at
tached to the basic premise that more electric
ity generation and consumption are essential
to economic growth and job creatioll-a cru
cial issue when the unemployment rate is over
12%.

In the long run, the battle against James
Bay II can only be won in Quebec. Delays
may be granted, but unless both ordinary
people and opinion makers tum decisively
against the projects, eventually the dams will
be built. New York State cannot kill the
project, nor can the Canadian government in
Ottawa, nor can the Crees. The final decision
will come from Quebecers.

This has important implications for the
international movement to'protect James Bay.
Pressure from outside the province can be ef
fective, but it can also backfire. When the
majority aspirations for increased self- deter·
mination in Quebec are under sustained attack

by English-speaking Canadians, any criticism
that can be read as stemming from ignorance
or hostility to Quebec touches a very sensitive
nerve. 1fthe stop the dams forces are perreived
as aligned with those hostile to Quebec, it can
only play into the hands of those woo would
build the dams.

Quebec media have highlighted aspects
of the American opposition movement that
many Quebecers flOd disquieting. The accu
sation of"genocide," for instance, is perceived
as an uninfonned exaggeration by most Que
becers, including many who are5:ritical of HQ.
Quebec opponents ofthe Great Whale project
are usually either ignored or portrayed as tools
of the Crees and their American allies. The
underlying ~«ssage is that· the project is so
obviously in' Quebec's interest that no real
Quebecers oppose it, and that Quebec must
stand finn against outside interference.

Quebecers may still believe that the
province needs the dams, but many are con
vinced that HQ's haste to build them is un
seemly, at best. The task facing the Quebec
opposition is twofold: to mobiliB: the large
segment or'the population that is already
questioning HQ's plan, and turn it into a p0

litical force that the government cannot ignore;
and to sow doubt in the minds of those woo
still uncritically support HQ.

Support for HQ is deeply rooted in the
unique place the govemment-owned corpo
ration occupies in Quebec's history. It is just
30 years since Quebec began to emerge as a
modem industrial society, and it was HQ that
led the way, symbolizing technical prowess
much as the Apollo space project did in the
U.S. The product ofQuebec's nationalization

cOfItinued nat page .
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of the (English-Canadian-owned) electric
companies in the late 196os, HQ also repre
sents Quebec's rebellion against British and
English-Canadian colonialism, an old and deep
resentment. At the same time, HQis widely
seen to have been the motor behind the
province's tremendous economic growth in the
1960sand 1970s.

Many activists in and out of Quebec feel
frustrated by the unhurried pace of the local
oppa;ilion movement. Unlike the U.S., where
already existing networks have been quickly
and effectively activated around James Bay,
this kind of citizen activism is still relatively
young in Quebec. Nevertheless, oppa;ition is
growing. The Coalition pour un Debat Public
sur l'Energie now counts 60 member organi
zations representing almost 500,000 members.
Some of the groups include: AQLPA, which
is organizing a province-wide concert tour in
late October featuring artists who strongly
identify with Quebec's cultural identity and the
independence movement; Environnment
Jeunesse, which is carrying an educational
campaign to high schools and colleges across
the province, to be followed by a province
wide student referendum on the James Bay
development; The Mouvement Au Courant
and IheJames Bay Committee, which present
detailed briefs at public hearings on energy
policy; Action Baie James, which loosely co
ordinates several grassroots initiatives in the
Montreal area, including the "Lights Out"
campaign.

The Grand Council of the Crees remains
dead-set against the development, as do groups
organizing in solidarity with aboriginal
peoples. A few radical ecologists and wil
derness defenders have also begun to appear.
Quebec politics in 1992 will certainly be full
of fireworks. Under pressure from the Parti
Quebecois, the oppa;ition political party to
Bourassa's liberals and tile leading advocates
of independence, Premier Bourassa consented
to hold a referendum on independence next
fall, though .he left himself plenty of escape
hatches. Such a referendum might well suc
ceed: recent polls show about 59% support for
sovereignty, and an only somewhat smaller
lead for the PQ in a general election. Even if
Bourassa manages to avoid holding a refer
endum, a heated public debate on Quebec's.
future will continue, with both provincial and
federal elections expected in 1993. The PQ's
pa;ition is not entirely clear. It demands a full,
publicdebate and stops just short of calling for
a moratorium, but important elements remain
convinced that further James Bay development
is essential to Quebec's prosperity. The on
going debate within the PQ will seriously af
fectthe future of the project.

The James Bay question and the inde-

pendence question will undoubtedly interact
in complicated and unpredictable ways.
Bourassa, whose political trademark is main
taining control over the timing of key deci
sions, had clearly hoped that the Great Whale
project would be well under construction be
fore the constitutional question became a
preoccupation. But he could yet tum confu
sion to his advantage, if opposition to James
Bay II development can be equated with op
position to a strengthened Quebec. And then
there is that wildest of all wild cards, the
emerging Cree demand for full self-govern
ment and/or sovereignty. To the extent that the
question becomes "Who owns the North?,"
there is no doubt that Quebecers would stand
firm against the Crees.

Thanks to the Crees' success in the courts
and the American success in Albany and
elsewhere, the movement against James Bay
II development suddenly finds itself in a better
position than it could have hoped for even
months ago. By the time all the appeal courts
and environmental review boards have been
heard from, the political and economic con
texts are likely to be quite different from
today's-much less favorable to debt-laden
megaprojects.

Now the goal is to prepare for the up
coming debate in Quebec. It is essential that
strategies undertaken outside the province
support and complement those in Quebec. The
James Bay II megaproject has been seriously
wounded. It is time to give it the coup de grace.

Make your views on James Bay known
to your utility, your newspaper, and your
government representatives at the local, state,
provincial, and federal levels.

Learn about energy; how it is produced
and delivered. Join other ratepayers and work
with your utility to establish a citizen's advi
sory board. Support grassroots efforts
throughout the northeastern United States,
Quebec, and Canada by sending financial
contributions and volunteering your skills.
Write letters of support to the Crees and Inuit.

Grand Council ortbe Crees (orQuebec)
24 Bayswater Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario K1 Y 2E4 Canada
James Bay 'Thsk Force (Crees)
Box 390
Whapmagoostui,Quebec
JOM IGO Canada
Tbe Municipal Corporation of

Kuujjuaraapik (Inuit)
Box 360
Kuujjuaraapik, Quebec
JOM lGO Canada

Grand Council of the Crees ofQuebec
(Namaska Crees)
2 Lakeshore Road
James Bay, Quebec
JOY 380 Canada
Richard Drouin, Chair
Hydro-Quebec
75 Blvd Rene Levesque Ouest
Montreal, Quebec
H2Z 1M Canada
The Right Honourable Brian Mulroney
Prime Minister ofCanada
House of Commons, Room 30-S,
Center Block
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OA6 Canada
Robert Bourassa
Premier of Quebec
885 Grande-Allee East
Building J Third Floor
Quebec City, Quebec
GlA lA2 Canada

The NortheastAlliance toProteetJamesBay
is a network of activists who are encouraging
citizen participation in development of regional
national energy planning. Contact the following
clearinghouses for infonnation, to order copies
of this tabloid, and to make donations.

James Bay Action
812 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 473-2630
PROTECT
Box 82
Campbell Hall, NY 10916
(914)-496-5334
Connecticut Save James Bay
142 S. Whittlesey Avenue
Wallingford, cr 06492
(203) 269-0529
Massachusetts Save James Bay, Inc.
Box 917
Worcester, MA 01610
(617)491-5531
Vermont Coalition to SaveJames Bay
21 Church Street
Burlington, vr 05401
(802) 863-2532
No Thank Q Hydro-Quebec
Box 33
Andover, ME 04216
StudentEnvironmentaI Action Coalition
(SEAC)

32 Ossipee Street Apt. 1
Somerville,MA02144
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North America's I I
Biggest Intact Forest Slated for
Clearcutting
by Mary Byrd Davis

Canada's boreal forest is slated for destruc
tion-ali of it. "Basically every tree is committed
to c1earcut logging," Colleen McCrory, co-founder
of Canada's Future Forest Alliance, says. This is
not to say that every tree can be cut immediately.
In Canada logging involves two levels of permis
sion. Companies first lease timber rights; and then
they apply for authorization to cut. Leases now
cover the entire boreal forest, Jim Fulton, amember
of the federal parliament from British Columbia
explains; but cutting permits, which are good for
five years, have been granted for only 25% of the
forest so far.

Canada's northern boreal forest is North
America's largest remaining intact forest. Boreal
forests, or taiga, comprise about one-fourth of the
world's remaining forests, or more than 2.5 billion
acres. Alm~t one-fourth of the world's boreal
forest is in Canada. There the forest begins in the
southern Yukon and, dipping south, sweeps from
northern Alberta across the provinces to northern
Quebec, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland, includ
ing Labrador.

Canadian environmentalists liken the logging
of their boreal forest to the razing of Brazil's
rainforest. Statistics support the comparison, as
pointed out by Christie Mclaren in an article in
EQUINOX. The total area of Canada is 9.4 million
square kilometers; that of Brazil, 8.5 million. The
boreal forest occupies 34% of Canada or 3.3 mil
lion square kilometers; the rainforest covered 41%
of Brazil or 3.5 million square kilometers. An
estimated 100,000 indigenous people inhabit the
boreal forest; an estimated 170,000 the Amazon
rainforest. Fulton claims that Canada as a whole
is I~ing an acre of forest every five seconds to fires
or logging, a rate that he compares to the loss in
the tropical rainforest.

In Canada, as in Brazil, the government is
virtually giving away the nation's natural heritage
to foreign multinationals. During the past two
years, the governments of the Canadian provinces,
supported, by the federal government, have signed

timber leases for the supposed economic benefits.
Actually the benefit is virtually all on the side of
the multinationals. Canada not only loses its re
source, but often pays to do so.

The government of Alberta, for instance, has
granted timber rights covering 15% of the province
to two Japanese companies alone, Alberta-Pacific
Forest Industries (ALPAC), a subsidiary of
Mitsubishi and Honshu Paper, and Daishowa
Canada Ltd. Along with the rights to timber the
province has provided the companies with $1 bil
lion in loans, loan guarantees, and infrastructure
improvements.

The boreal forest itself has similarities with
the tropical rainforest. The nutrient-poor soils of
the rainforest make regeneration ofac1earcut forest
extremely difficult if not im~ible. In the boreal
forest the subarctic climate allows only a short
growing season and thin, sensitive &ils. "Once cut,
the boreal forest may never return." Any regenerntion
may take acentury or more, McCrory says.

The Brazilian rainforest is being cut before sci
entists have studied much of it. Canada's boreal
forest will, it seems, suffer the same fate. Cana
dians "are just beginning to learn about our tem
perate rainforest," Joe Foy of the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee says. "On the boreal for
est we know next to nothing."

The cutting of the forests will be a disaster
for wildlife but the full extent of the impact will
not be gauged for lack of baseline data. The forests
are home to Moose, Wolverine, Great Gray Owl .
... Red, White, and Jack Pine, Black and White
Spruce, aspen, Tamarack, and alder grow amid
bogs, marshes, and lakes. Such is obvious, but the
finer details may forever escape us.

The inability of the timber industry until re
cently to use aspen long saved the boreal forest
from cutting, except in Ontario. Aspen will make
up the bulk of the harvest in northern Alberta.

In Canada as a whole 13.2 billion dollars
worth of new pulp mills are being planned or built.
With the exception of British Columbia where they
will be scattered through the province, the mills
will be in the boreal forest. Some of the largest
pulp mills in the world are being built on the Peace
and Athabasca Rivers in northern Alberta. Since

they will employ chlorine for bleaching, they will
discharge toxic organochlorines into the rivers. A
government mill at The Pas in Manitoba, which
Repap bought from the Canadian government,
used to produce unbleached paper; but Repap is
converting it to tum out bleached products. No
environmental impact assessments for the mills
have been made.

Many of the boreal forest rivers drain into the
Arctic Ocean. The pulp mills represent the first
instance of industries located in North America
directly impacting the Arctic Ocean, Foy says.

Cutting the forests will increase erosion and
flooding. It will also accelerate the greenhouse
effect. Peat and humous in the forest lock up huge
amounts of carbon. When logging exposes them
to air and sunlight, they release carbon dioxide, the
primary greenhouse gas. Furthermore, c1earcutting
may modify climate by removing trees that take
moisture from the air and by increasing albedo.

Some one million Canadians in 110 groups
that are fighting the logging of the boreal and other
Canadian forests have formed Canada's Future
Forest Alliance. The alliance is seeking full pro
tection from industrial use of "12%-30% of the
forest land."

A"major international effort" will be neces
sary to save Canadian forests, McCrory says.
Needed immediately are letters to the Canadian
government, articles in the foreign press, and fi·
nancial support. Canada's forestry industry is de
pendent on overseas marlcets. The nation produces
about 16% of the world's supply of pulp and about
31%of its supply of newsprint, David Orton notes.
Therefore, w.hat people outside Canada say and do
can have a direct impact on the industry.

For more information contact Colleen
McCrory, Canada's Future Forest Alliance c/o
Valhalla Society, Box 224, New Denver, British
Columbia VOG ISO (604-358-2333). The
Saskatchewan Environmental Society, Box 1372,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3N9, produced
Exploring the Boreal Forest: Understanding an
Ecosystem. ($10 Canadian). Sixth-level classes
throughout the province will study the book; it is
also worthwhile for adults.
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I~===..ICanada:
Will The Wild Survive?

by Trudy Frisk

"Canada"; the very name evokes visions of
a vast country renowned for its natural beauty,
embracing avariety ofbiogeoclimatic zones, home
to an abundance ofspecies. This, the largest nation
in the world, is also portrayed as rich in "re
Sources," welcoming immigrants to augment its
small (zero growth apart from immigration)
population. Surely this spacious cOuntry prOvides
ample room for humans to coexist with Gray
Wolves, Boreal Owls, Grizzly Bears, Tundra
Swans, MOOIe, Sandhill Cranes and Wolverines?
Wilderness is still withi na few hours drive for m~t
urban dwellers. Space, distance, solitude and the
self-reliance these compel are daily experiences.
The Canadian character and image have been
sh3ped and defined by the land itself.

That identity and image are undergoing se
rious alterations as Canadians struggle to redefine
their internal political boundaries and alliances,
preserve their autonomy against trans-national
corporate pressures, and protect the wilderness .
integral to their country. Ours is the last generation
to'have the luxury of deciding to set aside land as
wilderness. Already, back-country travelers know
just how deceptive is the vision of large, untouched
landscapes. My exhilaration during the first ascent
of Cupola Mountain in the Monash~s of British
Columbia was diminished by the number of
dearcuts visible from its summit. Doug Sherriff,
ecosysiem mapper in Ullooet, Be, tells of a trip
to the Arctic during which seismic lines were vis- .
ible every minute of his flight. Almost every
hectare of Canada's "wilderneSs" has been sur
veyed, mapped, explored and slated for resource
extraction or development.

Sadly, neither the government industriously
selling Canada's wilderness nor the activists de
fending it have a vision of the future that includes
intact, functioning erosystems. Neither appears to
know they are necessary.

CONSUMERS & CORPORATIONS

Small though it is, Canada's human popula
tion (under 27 million), has occupied m~t arable
land along the 49th parallel. Settlement in river

valleys and estuaries has effectively denied their
use as corridors to migrating species. Draining and
paving of wetlands and marshes continues. As
human numbers iilcrease through immigration, the
roads and structures to accommodate them take
more habitat from other species. A larger popula
tion of consumers is welcomed as contributing to
economic growth. That it also contributes to eco
logical destruction is a topic both government and
wilderness activists prefer, for their own reasons,
toavoid..

Exploitation of Canadian "resources" fuels
the economies ofothercountries. Japan (Daishowa
and Mitsubishi), New Zealand (Fletcher-Chal
lenge), U:S. (Stone Container and Weyerhaeuser)
and the government of Mainland China are only a
few benefitling from despoliation of Canadian
ecosystems. Activists generally focus on the local
mill or mine, reluctant to challenge the foreign
corporation behind it, as though to do so would be
xenophobic, somehow "unCanadian." Only Dr.
David Suzuki, Canadian geneticist and environ
mentalist, has had the courage, opposing their
companies' influence, to call the Japanese the
"pirates of the Earth."·

The malevolent influence of trans-national
corporations on Canada's wilderness cannot be
over-stated. John Kenneth Galbraith wrote "The
modern large corporation ... functions increasingly
as an independent force -- as an instrument for the
exercise of power in whicb there is responsibility
primarily to itself. And tbis power is independent
of, perbap; even above, the modem state."l So it
is in Canada. BC has been characterized as a
"wholly owned subsidiary of the multinational
forest companies," so strongly do they dictate its
forest policy and management.3 The Alberta
Government's action in conceding much of the
northern part of the province to the pulp mills of
Diasbowa and Mitsubisbi is as shameful as tbe
Government of Quebec subsidizing power from
James Bay. Governments at all levels are complicil
in selling out the erosystems of Canada.

GOVERNMENTS AND WHY WE CAN'T
TRUSTTIlEM

Canada's lack of wilderness legislation
compounds the difficulty of persuading govern
ments to protect species and habitat. Governments

at all levels bave blatantly disregarded their re
sponsibility to enforce existing environmental
legislation; preferring instead to issue variances of
permits, or allow companies to do their own
monitoring and reporting. Proposed Constitutional
revisions giving more power to the Provinces
would make this deplorable situation worse. Under
the Canadian Constitution, natural resources are a
Provincial responsibility. Occasionally (e.g., the
Albe.rta pulp mills), an appeal to the Federal gov
ernment has resulted in a mandatory Environ
mental Impact Statement, when the Province had
refused to require one prior to the project pro
ceeding. But, one cannot count on tbe Feds.

When the Rivers Defence Coalition of Be
fougbt construction of Kemano Dam #2 on the
Skeena River, demanding a thorougb environ
mental review, opposing them was the mighty
Aluminum Company of Canada ami the Federal
government, the very one cbarged with protecting
waterways. On 16 May 1991, Justice 'Mllsh of the
Federal Court ordered an environmental review
process because "it was patently obvious that
construction of the Kemano II dam would have an
environmental impact." In doing so, he struck
down a federal order in Council, agreed to by the
Federal Ministers of Fisberies, Transport and En
vironment, to exempt Alcan from such a review.
The order in Council had been passed under the
Environmental Act. Justice 'Mllsh pointed out that
tbe Act gives Cabinet only the power to set up a
comprehensive review process to determine the
environmental impacts of projects the Federal
government is involved with, JlQlto exempt them.
In this precedent-setting decision Justice Walsb
awarded costs to the Rivers Defense Coalition and
the Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council.

ECOLOGY VS. ECONOMICS

Wben ecology meets economics, ecology
loses. The emphasis on quick economic return
rather than ecological sustainability is especially
evident iii the Free Trade Agreement. The original
agreement, signed in 1988 by Canada and the
United States, effectively put the resources of
Canada, particularly water, at the dispaW of US
consumers and corporations. When inexpensive
Mexican labour costs are factored into the conti
nental market promoted by the pending Trilateral
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Free Trade Agreement, the prospects for either
ecological or economic stability in Canada are
grim.

The Free Trade Agreemenr is an instrument
of the Federal Conservative government. Envi
rornnentalists have trusted that a government run
by the socialist New Democratic Party would be
more responsive to their cause. On such topics as
recycling and toxics they may be right. But when
it comes to wilderness, both parties favour the
continued economic growth which, inevitably will.
destroy it. They merely disagree over whether
business or labour should profit most fl'OOl that de
struction.

In Ontario the newly elected NOP, despite a
pre-election commitment to protect old-growth
forests, has opened an ancient pine stand to loggers.
In the first conflict under NOP between wilderness
and jobs, wilderness lost. The fledging Green Party
has, as yet, no elected members in either Provincial
or Federal governments.

HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?

Across the country well organized groups
have formed to protect watersheds or such special
places as the Temagami forest in Ontario or the
Stein River in British Columbia. Some, such as the
Alliance for the Wild Rockies (AWR), opponents
of the lames Bay project, the Green Web, and the
Greater Ecosystem Alliance (GEA), work in con
cert with activists in the US. Of these, AWR and
GEA are US initiatives. Most Canadian groups
focus on local issues and actions without consid
ering the implications for the larger landscape or
ecosystem. It's understandable: these are dedicated
volunteers, lacking money and time, desperately
fighting to preserve areas they love.

Less understandable, and less easilyforgi ven,
are major regional and national organizations
which do have funds, staff, and access to scientific
research but which have decided to lobby for the
minimum, the 12% wilderness specified by the
Brundtland Report, rather than the intact, complex
ecosystems connected by broad corridors, neces
sary to protect biodiversity in Canada. [The
Brundtland Report recommended that each nation
protect at least 12% of Its land.]

It is no consolation to anyone familiar with
studies in island biogeography and species ex
tinction to read that the NOP and the International
Woodworkers of America support the Western
Canada Wilderness Committee and the Valhalla
Society map of the 13% of Be they ask to be set
aside (13% of the province with the greatest di
versity of ecosystems in Canada - containing at
least 14 different biogeoclimatic zones!); or that
the Mining Association of Canada "does not op
pose" the World Wildlife Fund's "Endangered
Spaces" proposal delineating the 12% ofCanadian
landscapes required to meet the criteria of the
Brundtland Commission. Canadians should not be

bound by what was recommended as a minimum.
We must ask, not for what we think we can

get, but for the amount other species need. The
biological diversity of North America is being
decimated by conversion of natural ecosystems to
human-modified landscapes. Habitat fragmenta
tion and destruction combine to isolate flora and
fauna to the point where populations are no longer
large enough or genetically diverse enough to
survive. Wilderness and park designations must be
based on ecosystem requirements, not political
expediency. They must not only preserve the ex
isting gene pool; they must be large enough to al
low for evolution and speciation. They must
consider long-term climate change. Fragmented
islands only delay the inevitable extinctions. Parks
must preserve processes. Ecosystems and their
wild inhabitants know nothing of human bound
aries. We cannot map Canada as though it were an
ecological island. "The conservation of
biodiversity," states conservation biologist Dr.
Reed Noss, "demands that we deal with the whole
Earth as one system."

Canada is home to globally significant
populations within that system. These are not our
property to dispose of as we will. Unfortunately
conservation in Canada is, mostly, at the pharma
ceuticallrecreationaVscenic postcard level. Con
cepts of ecosystem and landscape preservation are
unfamiliar to the public. The Deep Ecological
proclamation thai humans have a duty to ensure
that other species continue to thrive is only faintly
heard.

ABORIGINAL CLAIMS

No allocation of land in Canada can occur
without consideration of aboriginal land claims. In
Be only two treaties have been signed. Native
people are contemplating re-opening those already
negotiated elsewhere in Canada. The help of ab
original people has been crucial in protecting
Temagami, the Stein, Meares Island, Be; and the
Old Man River in Alberta. In fact, most wilderness
proposals have been joined with a land claim as
though the two were indistinguishable. As native
people achieve sovereignty over their land and
emphasize economic stability for their people, that
situation may change.

TIlE FUTIJRE?

The future for Canadian wilderness seems
bleak. Few Canadians have the courage to defy
the multi-national corporations and their tame
politicians. Of those, fewer still realize that 12%
is not enough; that true wilderness requires core
conservation areas, buffer zones, and corridors.
Nor do they understand that humans must live
differently-ecologically-that "multiple use"
should be replaced by designations of "dominant
use" and that the dominant user may be a Gri7Zly

Bear or a family of Winter Wrens.
Still, we should not surrender. Canada is the

country where Greenpeace was founded. Paul
Watson and Sea Shepherd were born here. The tirst .
Green Party on the continent began in Be. Among
a people cynical toward charismatic "stars," David
Suzuki is a national hero.

Campaigns for wilderness have heightened
public awareness of what's at stake. When asked
which group they most trusted, Canadians an
swered "Environmentalists." And the voices for
ecosystems are growing stronger. Canadians are a
tenacious people. Preceding all human claims to
the land is the claim of that land, itself, upon us.

Trudy Fisk is a km:kr of the British Colum
bia Green Party and of the Greater Ecosystem
Alliance.

NOTES

1. Dr David Suzuki, public meeting, New
Denver, Be, 24 August 1991.

2. lohn Kenneth Galbraith: "Annals of An
Abiding Liberal" Houghton Miffiin Co. 1979,
p.74.

3. John Weinard, (retired) Operations Man
ager, Kamloops Forest District, personal commu
nication, 4 October 1991.

4. Dr. Reed Noss, personal communication,
March 1991.

ScIENCE EDITOR'S NOTE: CONSDVATION

BIOLOGY CANNCYr SAY WITII CERTAINTY HOW

MUCH LANn OR WHAT PERCENTAGE or A

COUNTRY's LAND AREA IS NEEDED TO

MAINTAIN NATIVE BIODIVERSITY. I HAVE

ESTIMATED TIlAT PERHAPS 50% OR MORE

MUST B~.STRJcrLY PRon:crm, BASED ON A

ROUGH IDEA or TIlE LAND NEEDED TO

MAINTAIN VIABLE POPUUt.TIONS or LARGE

CARNIVORES AND NATIJRAL DISTURBANCE

REGIMES IN EACH MAJOR VEGEI'ATION TYPE

IN NORTH AMERICA. FOR nus TO WORK,

TIlE REMAINING 50% WOULD HAVE TO BE

MANAGED ALSO WITII TIlE OBJECTIVE or

MAINTAINING BIODIVDSrrv, BlIT WITII

COMPATIBLE HUMAN USES PERMITllJ).

-R.N.

CANADA'S GREEN PLAN
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Devastatioll
in the North

ACCESS TO THE NORTH
by Mary Byrd Davis

In this issue, we look in depth at only a few
of the many giant threats looming over the wilds
ofCanada. Our pages simply serve as an invitation
to everyone to join the overworked wilderness
defenders in Canada trying to halt the onslaught
on what may be the wildest but most imperiled
industrialized nation on Earth. Below are listed
some of the key issues, groups, and publications,
for those ready to become more involved.

ANCIENT FOREST FELLING

In British Columbia, MacMillan Bloedel,
Fletcher Challenge, and other multinational timber
companies are destroying old-growth forest at the
rate of about 75 to 91 million cubic meters a year.
Only about 2.6 percent of the ancient temperate
rainforest has been permanently protected, and
virtually all the unprotected, usable timber has been
leased to logging companies. Pollution from pulp
mills has put an end to commercial shell fishing in
bays along Vancouver Island and in Howe Sound
near the city of Vancouver.

Nevertheless, environmentalists and natives
are fighting valiantly to save the remaining forest.
British Columbia's new premier, Mike Harcourt
of the New Democratic Party, was elected on a pro
environment platform; and the whole BC forest
issue seems to be approaching a climax. Two of
the environmental groups iIi the tbick of the
struggle are Friends of the Clayoquot Sound, POB
489, Tofino, British Columbia VOR 2W (604
725-4218), whicb is trying to protect the largest
remnant of temperate rainforest left on Vancouver
Island, and Friends of the Tsitika, 479 4th Street,
Upstairs, Courtenay, British Columbia V9N IG9;
604-338-9242), wbicb is working on the area
around the Tsitika River and Robson Bite into
which it flows.

Also to be contacted for information are the
Sierra Club of Western Canada, 314-626 View
Street, Victoria, British Columbia V8W 114 (604
386-5255) and the Western Canada Wilderness
Committee, 20 Water Street, Vancouver, British
Columbia V6B 1A4 (604-669-9453).

EASTERN CANADA FOREST ABUSE

Across Canada from BC, in New Brunswick,
almost all the forest was cut long ago, primarily
for ship building. Much of the land has been re
forested with plantations of single species of
softwood. Foresters spray pesticides to try to keep
the resulting insects and disease under control.
Pulp mills pour pollution into the Bay of Fundy.
Nevertheless, amid the havoc, small areas of old
growth forest remain. The Conservation Council
of New Brunswick is trying to locate these old
growth areas and also to determine who in the
province owns land and what owners are doing
with their holdings. The Council is mapping the
details with the assistance of satellite photography
and hopes to release a report in the spring.

The Council is also working on another re
source problem concerning plants-the collection
of rockweed, a kind of seaweed. It was harvested
sustainably in Nova Scotia for 20 years, but the
supply there became exhausted after big companies
came in. These companies are now seeking li
censes to control harvesting in the Bay of Fundy.
The Council is trying to convince local commu
nities to assert control of resources in their areas.

For further information on New Brunswick
contact David Coon, Conservation Council of New
Brunswick, 180 St John St., Fredericton, New
Brunswick E3B 4A9 (506-458-8747). On tree plan
tations, the use of pesticides, and marine resources in
neighboring Nova Scotia, contact Green Web, RR #3,
Saltsprings, Pictou County, Nova Scotia BOK 1PO.

HYDRO·POWER

As far as Canadian dams are concerned, US
activists are focusing on the James Bay develop
ment, but unfortunately this project is only one of
many issues centering in darns. Hydro Quebec has
additional projects in the offing, and utilities in
other provinces are also fond of killing rivers. [n
Saskatchewan tbe Rafferty-Alameda Dam, de
signed to provide cooling water for a power plan~

is the subject of protests. The dam has been con
structed, but it is not yet clear that sufficient water
will ever be available to fill the reservoir, accord
ing to Larry Morris of the Saskatchewan Environ
mental Society (Box 1372, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan S7K 3N9;306-665-1915). British
Colurn bia Hydro proposes to build a series ofdams
on the Stikine River in northern Be, the Western
Canada Wilderness Committee reports (address

above under Be forests). Projects in three other
provinces are sampled below.

In response to a question about hydroelectric
projects in Ontario, Thomas Adams, a utility ana
lyst with Energy Probe, told WILD EARTH that
we "bave been flooding native peoples off their
land for a hundred years." Ontario Hydro has
proposed a large number of new facilities, all but
three above 50 degrees latitude and all except two
on disputed aboriginal territory. The utility would
like to build a dam on the Little Jackfish River in
northwest Ontario. Past human activity has already
resulted in severe degradation of tbe river, because
of erosion and mercury contamination, and a new
dam would exacerbate tbe situation, Adams says.
In tbe northeast proposed dams would be in the
Moose River drainage basin. Ontario Hydro now
allows the Mattagami River to flow between 9am
and 5pm, five days a week, but would like to re
duce this flow.

Most of the proposed dams may never be
built, but the provincial government has instructed
ODtario Hydro to construct Patten Post, one of the
proposed facilities in the south. Adams cbarac
terizes tbis dam as the "most stupid" of the pro
posed projects, from the point of view of
economics as well as the environment. The site
has the misfortune of being near uranium mines
in Ontario that are closing. There "will be unem
ployment so the government's solution is to kill a
river."

For further information contact Energy
Probe, 225 Brunswick Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
MSS 2M6 (416-978-7014).

Manitoba has several big dams, and Manitoba
Hydro is planning up to six more, according to
Anne Undsey of the Environment Coalition on
Conawapa. Diversion of 75% of the flow of tbe
Churchill River into tbe Nelson River basin
flooded an enormous area.

Conawapa is the most likely of Manitoba's
proposed dams to be built. Manitoba Hydro bas
signed a contract to supply electricity from this
dam to Ontario. No environmental assessment has
been undertaken, yet Manitoba Hydro has received
a permit to construct a road to the dam site and
has built a highway providing access to the Lower
Nelson, until tben remote, because of large rapids
on the Nelson, thick boreal fores~ and the scarcity of
trails. The Nelson enters Hudson Bay, and its estu
ary isan important calvingground for BelugaWbales.
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Among the many negative aspects of con
structing Conawapa would be the closeness of the
facility to Polar Bear denning territory. Last year
a bear was shot in the community built for workers
constructing the Limestone Dam, also close to
denning territory. The bears seem to be attracted
to the communities by the smells.

For further information on the dams and on
other issues in Manitoba, contact the Manitoba
Eco-Network Resource Center, PO Box 3125,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4E6 (204-956-1468)..

[n Alberta the Three Rivers Dam will be the
subject of a Supreme Court decision that could
affect new environmentally damaging projects
across Canada, Martha Kostuch, vice president of
Friends of the Old Man River reports. Construc
tion of the dam is virtually complete, and 65% of
the 5800 acres that the dam will inundate were
temporarily flooded during construction. Never
theless, the dam's fate depends on federal court and
panel decisions, expected to be handed down in
February. The Supreme Court will rule on whether
the federal government has the constitutional au
thority to conduct environmental impact studies of
provincial projects.

Friends of the Old Man River, as well as
Milton Born-With-A-Tooth and other members of
the Lone Fighter group of the Peigan Nation, have
lead opposition to the dam. The Friends seek fi
nancial support, and letters about the dam to the
Canadian prime minister. They can be contacted
through Martha Kostuch (403-845-4667) and Cliff
Wallis (403-271-1408) at Box 1288, Rocky
Mountain House, Alberta TOM ITO.

Transmission lines are among the environ
mental problems associated with large hydroelec
tric facilities. One of the worst on the drawing
boards is a line that would run from Conawapa
Dam in northern Manitoba, down the east side of
Lake Winnipeg. Just short of Winnipeg it would
join a connector line that would send currerit to
Sudbury and, through an additional connector, to
Toronto. The 500 kilovolt line would run through

/ a pristine area. Only in the southern part of the
terrain that the line would cross are there roads or
powerlines of any sort. Caribou herds migrate
through the wild area, and humans live in remote
villages. For further information contactEnergy Probe
or the Manitoba ~Network (addresses aoove).

GREAT LAKES POLLUTION

The Great Lakes ant! the Saint Lawrence
Seaway are areas on which environmentalists from
Canada work alongside US activists. The inflows
of toxic chemicals and untreated sewage are of
immediate concern. Unlike the United States,
Canada has no toxic release inventory. The federal
agency, Environment Canada, is scheduled to
publish the first in 1994. Meanwhile, nobody
knows how much toxic material Canada is putting
into lakes and rivers, although the results of poi-

soning are evident. [n the Saint Lawrence, the
Beluga Whale suffers from tumors, growth defects,
and a decline in population, Burkhard Mausberg
of Pollution Probe warns. To help keep chemicals
out of the lakes, Poll ution Probe is putting together
a scientifically based list of chemicals that should
never be generated.

The Union Quebecoise pour la Conservation
de la Nature, a network of 110 environmental or
ganizations in Quebec, is making the Saint
Lawrence Seaway a top priority. Members are
working community by community in public
commjttees to facilitate implementation of federal
and provincial programs. In part because of the
efforts of activists, more than 40% of used water
flowing into the Saint Lawrence River is now
clean, Christian Simard of the federation reports.
Among the concerns ofvarious member grou~ are
buying wetlands, cleaning beaches, and making the
river safe for transportation. Each year some
16,000 ships, many of them carrying petroleum
and other hazardous materials, use the seaway.
"We want to prevent an Exxon Valdez-type acci
dent here," Simard says.

Mausberg predicts that land use in the Great
Lakes basin will be an important issue in the 1990s.
People will begin to realize the relationship be
tween deforestation and the condition of the lakes,
particularly Lake Superior.

For further information on Great Lakes is
sues, contact Pollution Probe, 12 Madison Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario M5R 251 (416-926-1907) and
Center for the Great Lakes, 35 East Wacker Drive,
Suite 1807, Chicago, IL 60601 (312-263-0708).
Pollution Probe puts out the environmental peri
odical Probe Pos~ but publication has been tem
porarily suspended because of the recession. The
Center for the Great Lakes publishes the Great
Lakes Reporter, which concerns the relationship
between economics and the environment.

For information on the Saint Lawrence River
and other issues pertaining to Quebec, contact the
Union Quebecoise pour la Conservation de la Nature,
160 76th Street East, Charlesbourg, Quebec G1W
2G5 (418.Q28-9600). Its periodical is Franc Vert.

URANIUM MINING

Uranium mining is a hot issue in northern
Saskatchewan, which has not been affected by the
dimming fortunes of the nuclear industry world
wide. Deposits in Saskatchewan are unusually
rich, and the inhabitants of the area are mostly
indigenous people with little political clout. Mills
at Key Lake, Cluff Lake, and Rabbit Lake continue
to contaminate land, air, and water with radionu
clides, heavy metals, and chemicals used in pre
cessing; but no studies of the cumulative impact
of the mills and mines on the environment have
been made. Four new mills and eight new mines
are in the process of being licensed. Two panels
picked by the federal and provincial governments

are reviewing the environmental, health, safety, and
socio-economic impacts of the proposed facilities.
They need input. For information or to help,
contact Phillip Penna of the Inter-Church Uranium
Committee Educational Co-operative, Box 7724,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 4R4 (306-244
5387); Pokebusters Citizen's Coalition, same ad
dress (306-242-3138) or Jim Harding, International
Uranium Congress, 2138 Mcintyre Street, Regina,
Saskatchewan S4P 2R7 (306-585-4034).

The Canadian nuclear industry as a whole
refuses to die. Ontario Hydro is proposing addi
tional nuclear power plants; and the Saskatchewan
power authority is discussing with Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd. construction ofa model Candu-300
reactor in Saskatchewan. Nuclear waste is in
Canada, as elsewhere, an issue. For more infor
mation on Saskatchewan contact the Saskatchewan
Environmental Society (address above, under
dams) and on Ontario, the Nuclear Awareness
Project, Box 2331, Oshawa, Ontario LlH 7V4
(416-725-1565). The latter sells a Great Lakes
Nuclear Hot.spots [poster] Map for $5 Canadian.

GRAY WOLF KILLING

Canada has a relatively stable Gray Wolf
population of 50,000 to 65,000 animals, but even
in Canada wolves do need protection. The gov
ernment ofAIberta operates awolfcontrol program
using lethal means; and, though at present the
government of British Columbia is not killing
wolves, farmers poison, trap, and shoot wolves
illegally and are pressing the Be government to
commence an official program of poisoning. For
information, contact the educational organization
Northwest Wildlife Preservation Society, PO Box
34129, Station D, Vancouver, British Columbia
V6J 4N3 (604-736-8750) or Trudy Frisk, 6009
Dallas Drive, Kamloo~, British Columbia V2C
5Z9 (604-573-5196).

MILITARY INVASIONS

Low-altitude and/or supersonic military
flights shatter the silence of what should be
"acoustic wilderness" in many areas of Canada.
The notorious low-level NATO training flights
from Goose Bay in Labrador, Newfoundland,
continue, alth9ugh plans for enlarging the base
were not realized. For 1992, according to Peter
Armitage, the military plans 8,400 sorties, with 60
planes per sortie, up from 45. The flights disrupt the
traditional hunting of the Innu and severely impact
wildlife. Another indigenous people, the Dene, mllSt
endure military ovetflights through Alberta.

Most of the military flight routes through
Canada are dedicated to planes of the US Strate
gic Air Command (SAC), which requests them for
training in the name of the North American Aero
space Defense Command (NORAD), accOrding to

continued next page
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Richard Bargen, a physician and pilot who stud
ies military flight patterns. Arecently established
SAC route passes from the Dakotas, up through
Manitoba, angles through Saskatchewan, and goes
into the Cold Lake installation in Alberta, which
is used for air force training and testing missiles.
The flight route became operational without any
public announcement or environmental impact
study, Bargen charges.

One of many examples of military en
croachment on natural areas is Tweedsmuir Park
in British Columbia. According to Bargen, the
military has gradually encircled the park with the
Comox MOA (military operations area) for air
combat training.

Bargen anticipates that in the future, civilian
flights across Canada will become "as noxious or
worse than the military." Three types of civilian
supersonic planes are under development. The
largest of these, the High Speed Civilian Transport, .
a second generation Concord, will fly between
Europe and North America over the Arctic. The
other two, a supersonic business jet and a small
supersonic aircraft for private civilian pilots, are
also likely to cross otherwise quiet areas. Industry
is avoiding media coverage until the planes near
completion so as not to share the fate of the Su
personic Transport (the SSl), Bargen says.

For further information contact Richard
Bargen, 50 Fifth Ave., Pointe Oaire, Quebec H95
5EI (514-695-3297).

Another military issue that impacts wildlife
is the Canadian Forces Maritime Experimental and
Test Ranges at Nanoo;e Bay in British Columbia,
the site of nuclear submarines and anti-submarine
warfare tests. For information contact Laurie
MacBride, RR #2, Arlington Rd., Box 6, Nanoose
Bay, British Columbia V04 l1U (604-468-7335).

LAND DISPUTES

In all of Canada's provinces and territories the
native human residents have been robbed of land, but
not so thoroughly as in the United States. Numerous
native land claims remain unsettled, and tbese claims
often become interwoven with wilderness issues. Two
organizations that can put readers in touch with indig
eoollil peoples to learn their point of view are Cultural
Survival, Suite 420, 1Nicholas Street Ottawa KIN 7B7
(613-2334653); and the Mother Earth Healing Society.
8631-109 Stree~ Suite 211. Edmonlon, Alberta TOO
lE8 (403439-6132), which is working to make con
nections between aboriginal rights and environmental
issues.

WOOD BUFFALO KILLING

Wood Buffalo National Park in Alberta and
the Northwest Territories epitomizes the devasta
tion occurring in Canada. Though a national park,
the area suffers from loggingand an upstream dam,
and may soon experience a huge wildlife slaughter.

In the past the park had harmful connections with
the military and with the nuclear industry.

According 10 Stephen Woodley of Environment
Canada's Parks Service, logging, which is contrary to
the National Parks Ac~ began in Wood Buffalo in the
1940s before it became a national plrk Qelter of 10-11
91 to Green Web). The logging was to provide wood
for the construction of Uranium City, a matter of "na
tional security." A revised agreement allowing lum
bering to continue on the 50,000 hectare lease until the
year 2002 was signed in 1957, Woodley says. Accord
ing to the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
(CPWS), the agreement could have been v.:ithdrawn
when it came up for review in 1982, but it was not. The
JaplDCSC multinational Daishowa now has the lease. A
document obtained by CPWS under the Access to In
formation Act indicates that logging will end by 1995
because all harvestable timber will likely be cut by then.
It is boreal forest with stands of old-growth White
Spruce.

The dam in question is British Columbia Hydro
and Power Authority's Bennett Dam, constructed in the
late 196& on the Peace River. The delta of this river
was the largest fresh water delta system in the world,
according to Foy of the Western Canada Wilderness
Committee. The dam put an end to ice jams and the
resulting ll00ding that provided nutrients to adjacent
wetlands; now the wetlands themselves are drying up.
An unpublished satellite study by the Canadian Parks

. Service says that if present conditions continue, the Peoce
Athabasca delta will be completely dry within 50 years.
CPWS says that the area is a key nesti~ and staging area
for half a miltion migratory birds.

The wildlife that may be slaughtered are the
thousands of Wood Bison in the park. In the 1940s
Prairie Bison were moved to Wood Buffalo Park, when
asouthern park was turned into a military base, Foy says.
:rile Prairie Bison brought with them brucellosis, and
they bred with the Wood Bison. Ranchers want the Bi
son in the plrk killed to prevent the spread of brucellosis
to cattle; and tbe Park Service speaks of the need to kill
the bison to keep the brucellosis from contaminating pure
Wood Bison north of the park. The Western Canada
Wilderness Committee and the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society oppose the slaughter. The herd in
the park seems to be doing well, despite the brucellosis,
Foy says.

For more information contact Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society, Suite 1150, 160 Bloor Street East,
Toronto, Ontario M4W IB9 (416-972-0868) or the
Western Canada Wilderness Committee (address under
dams above). The Parks and Wilderness Society pub
lishes Borealis.

PUBLICATIONS

Several publications are listed above with the or
ganizations thaI produce them; Here we give asal1!p1ing
of other Canadian magazines of interest to environ
mentalists. Opinions on their respective meri t vary
from Canadian to Canadian, but all have been
praised by some.

Alternatives (Faculty of Environmental
Studies, University ofWaterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
N2L 3G1), not for all as it prints articles on sustainable
development and alternate technologies.

B C Environmental Report (B C Environmental
Network, 2150 Maple Street, Vancouver, British Co
lumbia V6J Jf3; 604-733-2400), good on Be issues.

Earthkeeper (99 Edinburgh Rd. South, Guelph,
Ontario NIH 5P5).

Endnngered Spaces Newsletter (World Wildlife
Fund, 90 Eglinton Ave. East, Suite 504, Toronto M4P
2Z7; 416-489-88(0).

Equinox ([elemedia Publishing, 7Queen Victoria
Rd, Camden Eas~ Ontario KOK DO).

Forest Planning Canadn (pO Box 6234, Sin C,
Victoria, British Columbia V8P 5LS), purports to cover
all of Canada but mostly British Columbia, good source
of statistics.

Greenpeace CantuliJ Action (published quarterly
by Greenpeace, 185 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ontario,
M5T2C6) covers Canadian Greenpeace issues/cam
paigns.

Milieu (Environnement Canada, CP 6060, Quebec,
Canada GlR 4VT), published in French and in English.

Seasons (Federation of Ontario Naturalists, 355
Lesmill Rd, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2W8).

The New Catalyst (Catalyst Education Society, PO
Box 99, Lillooet, British Columbia VOK IVO), shows
connections between environmental and social issues.

The Trumpeter (pOB 5853 Stn B, Victoria, Brit
ish Columbia V8R 6S8), publishes North America's
premier deep ecology theorists.

Wilderness Alberta (Alberta Wlldemess Associa
tion, Box 6398, Station D, Calgary, Alberta TIP 2El;
403-283-2025).

Wildflower (Canadian Wildflower Society, 90
Wolfrey Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4K lK8).

The Media Foundation uses its quarterly magazine,
Adbusters,to launch media campaigns which can assist
activists in the United States as well as in Canada.
Among the issues on which it is working are protection
of the rainforest of the Pacific Northwest and excessive
consumption in North America (the High on the Hog
campaign). The foundation offers free of charge,
broadcast quality, 3D-second, three-fourths or one inch
tapes to people who can get the spots onto television
(1243 West 7th Ave., Vancouver, British Columbia V6H
1B7; 604-736-9401).

The Green List: A Guide /.0 Canadian Organiza
tions and Agencies lists some 2700 addresses. It was
published in the spring of 1991 and is available from
the Canadian Environmental Network, PO Box 1289,
Station B, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIP 5R3 (613-563
2078) for $50 Canadian plus 7% tax.

The Canadian Periodical Index, published
monthly by the Canadian Library Association in Ottawa,
indexes some. Canadian environmenlal periodicals. The
Canadimr News index, published by Micromedia in
Toronto, also monthly, indexes many Canadian
newspapers. Large libraries may subscribe to
microfiche that reproduce a selection of the in
dexed articles.
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MACAQUES IN THE SKY

Walking the trail with Wang Ch'ing-hua, Red Pine, Lo Ch'ing, and
Carole from Nanren lake, we see a clear spot in the jungle canopy of .
leaves-a high point arch of heavy limbs, a lookout on the forest
slope-

A mother monkey sits and nurses,

A couple perching si~e by side,

A face peeks from another leaf-screen, pink cheeks,
shining eyes.

An old male, silver belly, furrowed face,
laid back in a crotch

harsh little cough-calls echo

faces among the leaves,
being ears and eyes of trees

soft hands and haunches pressed on boughs and vines

Then-wha!-she leaps out in the air
the baby dangling from her belly,

they float there,

-she fetches up along another limb
and settles in.

Her
arching like the milky way,
mother of the heavens,

crossing realm to realm
full of stars

as we hang on beneath with all we have

and drink her light.
enjoy her flight.

Rhesus macaque.

From Mountains and Rivers Without end
South Taiwan, September'9O

-Gary Snyder
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BIODIVERSITY REPORTS

Mt. Graham Saga: Part XXVIII

Biodiversity

editor's note: For background information on efforts to stop the proposed astrophysical project atop southeast Arizona's Mt. Graham,
in the Coronado National Forest, see Wild Earth #2 and most issues of Earth .First! Journal from 1985 to 1990.

. . ••.. ,..... ~-. ·.:;.:~....... l .•.

.." ..~ .' ........"" ....
."'--

Sunday morning, November 3: Slept
under the stars on the Tribe's holy ground in
Bylas, Arizona. Woke to a cold sky, pale blue.
There will be weather today. Yesterday the San
Carlos Apache spiritual leader conducted a
holy ceremony on the mountain-top. We all
danced. If it didn't snow on top·last nighl, it
will today. Acold stiff wind blows acrOSs the
plain toward us. Winter has begun; the
mountain has spoken.

The fight for the preservation of Mt.
Graham has taken a new twist. Mike D'Amiro
likes to welcome folks to the Mt. Graham
rollercoaster. Up and down and all around, the

effort to keep the top of Mt. Graham free and
wild spins and weaves and changes daily. This
time around there's definitely woo-woo in
volved. Good woo-woo, as Peg Millet would
say. The mountain is speaking and folks are
coming to her aid. The University ofArizona
is pouring the concrete for the foundations of
the frrst two telescopes, but as Robin Silver (a
long time Mt. Graham activist) says, "what
goes in can come back out."

The Apache Survival Coalition filed a
lawsuit in August against the Forest Service
contending that the Forest Service did not
adequately look at the cultural and religious

importance of the mountain to the tribe. The
suit is a response to failure by the Forest Ser
vice to abide by the Indian Religious Freedom
Act, the Constitution, the National Environ
mental Policy Act and the National Forest
Management Act. In short, the Forest Service
should have known the religious significance
the mountain has to the San Carlos Apache
Tribe and the Zuni Nation. The University of
Arizona had proof of the significance of the
mountain to the Apache tribe. Back in 1968,
a fellow by the name of Goodwin, who had
studied the tribe for years, donated his col
lection of papers to the U of A. Th~y docu-
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ment clearly that the mountain was most holy
to the Apache. Yet now, as the case gets closer
to lrial, the U of A has threatened to intervene
on the side of the government. If this happens,
it will be the frrst time an American university
uses public money to block a tribe from
practicing its religion.

The U ofAnow has no American partners
in the project. On September 7, Ohio ·State
University pulled out. This victory was
brought about by many folks; the final cO]JP
de grace was administered by the Ohio SEAC
[Student Environmental Action Coalition1and
a few outside agitators from Arizona. Ohio
State's official reason for pulling out was fi
nancial. They claimed they couldn't raise the
money. The real reason may have been the
endless pressure many people applied.

The U of A is scrambling to find other
partners since it can barely afford its own fi
nancial commitments. With the school in fi
nancial hot water and endless unexpected legal
and other bills appearing, even the overly
generous AZ Board of Regents are becoming
nervous about the U of A throwing money
down a telescope hole. The U of A is negoti
ating with the University ofToronto, which is
interested in the Columbus telescope. The U
ofT was hit with a demonstration against the
project before even having a chance to an
nounce the idea! A student coalition fighting
racism at U of T has joined the effort to save
Mt. Graham. The U of A claims to be nego
tiating with four more possible partners.
Anyone Irnow who they are?

The foreign partners in the project have
been the hardest for us to reach. We've long
suspected that the U of A has not been telling
them the whole truth. As with Smithsonian
Institute, we've had to send a messenger' with
the truth about what a university is doing to a
mountain. Now, Max Plank Institute in Ger
many is being barraged with calls and letters,
asking them what the hell they are doing.
Arcetri Observatory in florence, Italy, is also
starting to feel the heat. It doesn't help them
to be the only other partner involved in the
Columbus project, and to be in Italy, on the
eve of the hoopla about Columbus. The
Vatican has had over a thousand years to de
velop an impenetrable bureaucracy, but we are
finding the weak links. we have been meeting
with the Tucson bishop and other Church of
fICials. Bob Witzeman, a party to a meeting
with the bishop, notes, "it's a strange feeling
to be talking to a bishop about being ethical."
Several folks are preparing for another edu
cational blitz on the Catholic churches to ask
the parishioners to help stop their church's
errant behavior. '

The University of Arizona keeps hoping
for us to go away, so they can scheme in peace.

We keep coming back stronger. SEAC is be
coming more involved and the university fac
ulty are starting to speak out. A few weeks
ago, the Faculty Senate passed a unanimous
resolution asking for a forum to discuss the
issue. The university PR people are earning
their money these days. Mr. Pacheco, the new
university president, is facing particular heat.
As a member of a minority group, he talks a
good line about the minority position, but as
proclaimed by a banner raised behind him at
the o.pening of Native American Awareness
Week, "Pacheco still speaks with forked
tongue."

The Forest Service has (reluctantly) re
leased the annual monitoring report on the
Mount Graham Red Squirrel. It has evidence
that the squirrel population is being disturbed
by construction. This would hardly seem a
surprise, but the U ofA biologists who wrote
the report are falling all over each other trying
to explain away their own research. In pe
rusing their document it is evident that they
are looking for no impact. With biostitute Paul
Young in charge of the monitoring, even the
Forest Service is asking (quietly) for a new
monitoring report. If the project continues, UA
biostitutes will find it harder and harder to
cloak the damage done to the squirrels and
their habit. The cone crop on the mountain
has failed again, and it will be a tough winter
for the Red Squirrel population. Remember,
the U ofA promised to quit if they discovered
any evidence of negative impact on the squirrel
population.

Crews on the mountain have stopped
construction for the winter. This gives us un
til spring to stop the project. "Endless pressure,
applied endlessly" on all the collaborators is
the key. Several new lawsuits are in the works.
We can also look for new legisla.tion to be in
troduced to repeal title six ofthe Arizona-Idaho
Conservation Act. This legislation (which we
hope to see introduced by the time you read
this) will propose the mountain-top as a Wil
derness Recovery Area and the mountain as a
Native American Sacred Site.

In closing, I wish to announce a new
fund-raising drive for the restoration of Mt.
Graham. It won't take a lot of money, just
enough to buy four wheelbarrows, four sledge
hammers, four star-drills and four hacksaws.
One set each for Cusonovich, Beigel, Emerine
and BUddy Powell. Ifwe raise enough, we can
also provide a bullhorn for Pacheco to sing
chain gang songs to the crew as they chip out
those foundations and wheel the concrete back
down the mountain. That's all the mitigation
we need. '

WHAT CAN YOU DO BESIDES
BUYING WHEELBARROWS?

WRITE LETIERS:

Max Plank University: President, Max
Plank Institute, Residenz Strasse #lA, 8 0 0
Munich 2, Germany 089-21

Arcetri Observatory: Franco Pacini, Di
rector,ArcetriAstrophysical Observatory,
Largo E Fermi 5, 1-50125 Firenze, florence,
Italy

The Vatican: Archbishop Popio Laghi,
apostolic Nunciature, 3339 Massachusetts
Ave NW, Washington, DC 20009 (202-333
7121)

Bishop Moreno: Bishop Manuel Moreno,
Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson, 1 9 2
South Stone Ave, Tucson, AZ 85701 (602-7cn.
3410)

Office of the President, University of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario MSS lA3
Canada

AZ Board of Regents: Donald Pitt,
President, Arizona Board of Regents, 3030
N. Central, Phoenix, AZ85102

Governor Rose Mofford, State Capitol,
1700 W Washington, Phoenix. AZ
85007

Supervisor, Coronado National Forest,
300 W Congress, Tucson, AZ 85701

Call some of these folks, especially
Bishop Moreno, with specific questions about
the Vatican's involvement. Students, get in
volved in the SEAC commillee working on
Mt.Graham.

-Roger Featherstone, GreenFire
Project
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BUT mE TREES KEEP FALLING

Thirty eight arrests. The logging contin
ues. By the first of the year, at this rate, the
courts in Durango will be full and the forests
empty. Over the past three months, Ancient
Forest Rescue activists and other concerned
residents ·of Colorado have been arrested in
Forest Service office occupations and in the
forest. Some say that the old-growth issue in
Colorado will never be the Same again. But
the trees keep falling.

Although Sandbench, in the San Juan
National Forest, is one of the few ancient
ecosystems that has been studied, industry
forester Sam Scanga chose to ignore the report
filed by plant ecologists Bill Romme and
David Jamieson because, in Scanga's opinion,
"our biologists tell me that there are similar
benches on the next ridge and the next ridge
and the one beyond."

Support for our claims that the National
Forests are grossly mismanaged comes now
even from mainstream sources. The New York
Times, Newsweek and The Atlantic Monthly
have recently run articles exposing Forest
Serv.ice mismanagement. Yet the logging
contmues. Senator Tim Wirth questions the
San Juan Forest Management Plan Amend
ment and refutes the claims by the Forest
Service that its roads are for recreation. And
the logging continues.

The grassroots group, Ancient Forest
Rescue grows impatient. Reforming the For
est Service, though necessary, is too slow. The
politicia~s may come around...eventually.
MeanwhIle Stone Forest Industries appeals the
reduction in the annual allowable cut in the Rio
Grand~ National Forest (well on its way to
becommg a desert). Ancient Forest Rescue
decides that the only way to STOP STONE
COLD, before they bid successfully (they are
often the sole bidder) on the rest ofColorado's
last 1% of commercially viable old-growth
forests, is to hit them where they hurt. They
log the National Forest because it is given to
them. Ancient Forest Rescue is detennined to
take away their profits through a boycott of
sales from their parent company, the multina
tional, Stone Container.

Although picketing and office take-overs
~~ain a part of the agenda, to play hard ball,
illS necessary to become amateur economists.
Stone C.-ontainer has to lose more money in
Colorado than Stone Forest makes. The main
target is King Soopers, the Front Range su
penn~rket chain. They_buy paper products
from Stone. But they won't come around,
despite their green image, without a great deal
of pressure. Both the Boulder City Council
and the Boulder County Commissioners en
dorsed a boycott ofStone Container products.

It is a start. But such a campaign must spread
beyond the bolder People's Republic of Boulder.
Patagonia has joined up; REI is considering.

As always, letters and calls are needed.
Region 2 Forester Gary Carghill could stop the
logging of Sandbench and he could approve
reducing the annual allowable cut. Tell him
what you think about giving these priceless
ecosystems to Stone. His number is 303-236
9427. Tell the President of King Soopers that
ancient forests are more important than paper
bags. Call Don Gallegos at 303-778-3292.

-NaomiRiu:he~AFR,Box 1309, Lyons,
CO 80540

PROTECTION IS CONSIDERED FOR
AMERICA'S LARGEST PARK

The Adirondack Park is an embattled re
gion of upstate New York covering more than
6,000,000 acres ofmountains, lakes, rivers and
wildlife. The largest Park in the lower 48
states, Adirondack Park contains approxi
mately 130,000 pennanent residents, over 100
local governments, and ofcourse, the accom
panying business and industries. Ironically the
State Park's tremendous acreage, which allows
for its wealth of diversity, is also a source of .
seemingly unresolvable political controversy.

Conflicts exist among Park residents:
owners of private property-58% of the Park's
acreage-often do not want the government's
"heavy handed" Adirondack Park Agency
(APA) dictating allowable construction and lot
division for personal property; environmental
advocates want protection for areas not already
protected by the State (i.e. private holdings);
local governments crave more year-round in
dustries in their towns to provide jobs for
seasonally unemployed residents. With such
diverse demands on Park land-use, a compre
hensive, long-term land-use proposal has yet
to make it to a negotiable fonn. At present,
progress for the Park would entail a simple but
crucial commitment by officials (local, state
and federal) and residents (pennanent and
seasonal) to preserve the Adirondack Park's
biological integrity.

In the past few years, New Yorkers have
sent mixed messages about their concerns for
the Park to elected officials. Last year's re
jection of the Environmental Quality Bond Act
said, in effect, that further state land acquisition
in the Park: is not worth the cost. The rejection,
however, must not be taken oul ofcontext. The
intent of the Bond Act became incredibly
clouded after the release of suggestions by the
Governor's Commission on the Adirondacks
in the 21st Century. Park residents reacted
angrily to the Commission's report, fearing
eminent domain and severe land restrictions.
Whether these fears were justified or not, New

York Governor Mario Cuomo later admitted
that it was untimely to reveal the
Commission's controversial proposals six
months before the state-wide vote on the Bond
Act,. eve? though the report was non-binding.
While different regions of New York voted
down the Bond Act for different financial
reasons, it seems obvious that the high
Adirondack voter tum-out was to condemn the
Commission's report; nine out of ten
Adirondack voters rejected the Bond Act in
tended to help their region.

Now, more than a year after defeat of the
Bond Act, common ground for the
Adirondacks is still being sought. In early
October, Governor Cuomo released his latest
Proposals for the Adirondat:ks. The stated
purpose of the Governor's proposals is to
"encourage and provide for the protection of
the unique resources of the Adirondack Park
at the State and local level; to provide for more
local representation on the Adirondack Park
Agency; and to promote compatible develop
ment in the Park." The final form of the pro
posals will be submitted to the legislature in
January. If any or all of the proposals are en
acted, they will go into effect 1 June 1993.
The proposals would offer landowners tax
incentives to preserve their back-country
holdings. Conservation groups fear that the
proposals are not strong enough to save the
privately owned back-country.

I.n general, the proposals look like very
timid compromises, begging to sneak by New
York State Senator Ron Stafford (R-Peru).
Senator Stafford long ago stated that he would
not consider legislation that in any way might
impede economic growth in Adirondack Park.
The Governor is obviously trying to avoid
ruffling Stafford's conservative feathers. A
"no" from Stafford on Adirondack legislation
usually means a "no" from the Senate. In a
sense, Cuomo's proposals simply reiterate the
fact that there is no general consensus to pre
serve the Adirondacks. Once again, environ
mentalists are trying to strengthen Adirondack
proposals while pro-development advocates
are trying to weaken them.

According to Assemblyman Chris Ortloff
(R-Plattsburg), the proposals·will probably not
make it through the Senate or Assembly.
Ortloff objects to the proposals, suggesting
that: (1) they shift the responsibility from the
APA to prove a new construction project
would have an environmental impact, to the
private land owner who must prove it would
not; (2) !hey have vague tenninology such as
"biodiversity" and "land bridges"; and (3) they
have no guarantees for existing business and
industries. It does not appear, then, that help
for the Adirondacks will come from elected
officials, who do not understand the concept,
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much less the importance, of biodiversity.
If indeed Adirondack Park's integrity is

to be preserved, sacrifices will have to be
made. It appears, as usual, that the Adirondack
issue boils down to money. A fund needs to
be established for the State to purchase parcels
of land when they are put up for sale. Envi
ronmental groups have suggested imposing a
"users fee" on boat launchings, parking and
the like to create such a fund. Another idea is
to include on the New York State tax fonTIS a
donation option earmarked for the Park.

Over half of the Adirondack Park,
much of this open space, is private property
which is not protected. While the APA has
some degree of control over land use, there is
currently no economic or political guarantee
to prevent hundreds of thousands of acres of
roodless backcountry from being devastated.
Now is a pivotal time for the Adirondack Park.
While Gov. Cuomo's proposals are not strong
enough, they are a small step in the right di
rection. The question remains whether the
proposals will be strengthened, or dragged
down by pro-development legislators.

Comments regarding the Adirondacks
can be sent to: Gov. Mario Cuomo, Executive
Chamber, State CapitOl, Albany, NY 12224.
Hopefully the Governor will not have such a
hard time makingadecision for Adirondack Park.

-Andrea Freeman

ADIRONDACK PARK AGENCY:
WHY IT DOESN'T WORK

It is purely by political accident that here
in New York State the creation of the
Adirondack Park and its wilderness occurred
at all. In a modest manner, certain wild lands
of northern New York were put beyond the
immediate use of self-interest groups that
wanted to get at its timber. A group of in
sightful thinkers in New York State were able
to get a Forever Wild clause placed in the
State's highest govemment document, namely
its Constitution. "Forever Wild" meant that
there was to be no human intrusion, building
or cutting on any of the lands so designated.
The reasons for this, at least in my reading of
the facts, were highly commercial. The folks
in charge of running the Erie Canal, in trying
to protect the watersheds that supplied the
canal, feared that the c1earcutting of the forests
in the Adirondacks (the source of five or six
watersheds, depending on how you count)
would dry up the transportation spine that
nineteenth century New York State commerce
depended upon. Over the years, more lands
were added to the Forever Wild lands, some
by falling off the tax rolls, some by gift and
acquisition, and over the course of time the
Adirondack Park grew to its current six mil-

lion acre size, 46% of which land is deemed
Forever Wild.

In our time, some of us have come to
tern1S with an important science-the science
ofecology. This includes systems, population,
hierarchical, and evolutionary ecology. Under
the testable hypotheses of these sciences, land
can no longer simply be viewed as a com
modity-as a distributive good. Wild lands
are the very source of life, rich geobiological
habitats containing not only species, but im
portant geochemical and meteorological
cycles, vital energy cycling complexes that are
important as ends in themselves or for their
own sake. What ecology has taught is that the
biotic environment, ranging all the way from
niche, to ecosystem, to biome, to biosphere,
is of inherent ethical worth, containing as it
does the very source (not resource) of the life
giving and sustaining ingredients that enable
this planet to be "alive." Land is not simply
useful or instrumental to some lesser good; it
belongs on a plane essential to the very sus
tenance of the planet and to bios itself as a
higher good. To put it another way, land should
no longer be considered simply a resource for
various human uses, but instead should be
known as a source-as the very confluence of
processes eons old which has enabled the
evolution of all species, including Homo sa
piens, to even be present on planet Earth.

It has been my learning experience over
the years that all levels of government, in
cluding State Government, even with a marvel
like the Forever Wild clause in its Constitution,
cannot deal with preserving inherent ethical
values or higher goods. Because of the
dominance of a liberalism which exiles in
herent worth from politics, and because of the
political priority given to the market place, to
the production and sale of commodities, and
because of the perceived prime function of
government as providing for "the common
good" or the equitable and fair distribution.of
such goods to citizens, agencies such as the
Adirondack Park Agency are doomed 10 fail.

. Government, which is the crealure of
politics, has to deal with constituencies in the
private lands sector of the Park. The
Adirondack Park Agency deals with individual
home builders, with project developers, and
even with those who purchase land as a means
of profit as they do with corporate stock. The
Agency currently does not look at the land in
any other way than its diverse human uses.
Restrictions are placed on some kinds of
building, but these are primarily for landscape
reasons rather than as a result of a direct in
terest in the inherent biotic value of the lands
themselves. Even in its policy-making re
garding nearly three million acres of State
lands, the State Land Master Plan simply

outlines or parcels out lands based on various
kinds of recreational uses, ranging all the way
from the so-called pure wilderness lands
which are for hunting, hiking, camping, and
aesthetic inspiration to people-to very in
tensive uses such as State Government facili
ties, public camp grounds, and ski centers. 'The
watertxxlies and rivers are also available for a
range of uses from fishing, swimming, ca
noeing. to speed boats, jet skis and pontoon
airplanes. The key words in all of this are
"human uses" of the land. The Adirondack
Park Agency, even though it has had some
success in preventing larger monstrosities from
appearing in the Park, such as large theme
parks, fails in its task because it has no control
over the constant and ever growing stream of
small development which accumulates month
by month and year by year. The Agency does
not really deal with Adirondack land as ec0

logical habitats or ecosystems, and it is easy
to see why. Ecosystems have no political
status. Transpiration, photosynthesis, trees,
and loons don't vote. Unfortunately, even the
Forever Wild lands in the Adirondack Parle
suffer greatly each year from human misuse
and overuse. I will never forget my fll'Sl im
pression of Mount Marcy on the Fourth ofJuly
with its campers and hikers. Flying over
Mount Marcy, the highest peak in New York,
reminded a friend of the crowds that visit
Coney Island. Currently there is interest in
finding out how the limited alpine vegetation
on such mountain pea~ in the Park can even
survive under such human pressures.

So the major problem we face for any
government land use program is how to deal
with citizen prioritizing of commercial value
on wild lands, on seeing only distributive good
rather than inherent good in the land'scomplex
biotic systems which are so important for their
own sake, and.... for our planet's sake.

Can this view be turned around? Is a
"land ethic" such as Aldo Leopold's even
possible? Not as I see it. Human consumers
neither learn from the past nor prepare for the
future. We do not even take the time to wisely
comprehelld the inherent values in nature.
Let's hope we can change before all ofEarth's
wild biomes are lost.

byHerman i'Woody"Cole, APA Owirman

Woody Cole Iws been the Clulirmon offlu!
Adirondm:kPark Agency in Ray Brook, NYfor
16years. He recentlyfiled suit againsttheAPA
for conducting pond reclamations in the
Adirondack Park. Woody has aJlIlOUIl(;ed his
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Biodiversity

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE THE
YELLOWSTONE E,COSYSTEM

by Bill Willers and]asper Carlton

As land managemellt agencies alld
mainstream ellviroitmental groups fail to pro
tect Yellowstone:S biological diversity, it S time
to ask: lfnot Yellowstone, where'?

In the northwestern corner of Wyoming,
and extending into Idaho and Montana, is an
area known as the Greater Yellowstone Eco
system. It encompasses the rugged Teton
Mountains, Wind River Mountains, Absaroka
Mountains, alpine meadows, deep canyons,
blasting geysers, plateaus, foresis, lakes,
crystal clear rivers, and one of the most daz
zling arrays of megafauna left on Earth.

Greater Yellowstone supports the largest
Elk herds and provides the major wildemess
stronghold for free-roaming Bison in the
United States. Grizzly and Black Bears,
Mountain Lions, Bighorn Sheep, Mule and
White-tailed Deer, River Otters: Bald and
Golden Eagles, Trumpeter Swans, Peregrine
Falcons, and Whooping Cranes are among the
"popular" species of the area; while many less
known species such as the Wolverine, Lynx,
Boreal Owl, Fluvial Arctic Grayling,
Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout, Preble's Shrew,

_and Ross Bentgrass are among the growing
number of sensitive and biologically threat
ened species. North America's smallest
mammal, the Dwarf Shrew, and largest land
mammal, the Moose, are both found within the
Ecosystem. Almost a' full complement of na
tive carnivores survives there, the exception
being the Gray Wolf which was exterminated
by the 19405.

When seen on a contour map, the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) stands oul
from the rest of the Rocky Mountain chain. Its
outline is obvious; it is a raised volcanic pla-

leau with a number of mounlain ranges radi
ating outward. It covers roughly 18-19 million
acres, within which-in total disregard of its
natural flows and rhythms--we have drawn a
2 million acre rectangle called Yellowstone
National Park. Yellowstone Park is simply a
chunk of the Ecosystem's center. The rest of
the Ecosystem is broken down, patchwork
quilt fashion, into another National Park
(Grand Teton), seven National Forests, three
National Wildlife Refuges, BLM land, and

, private holdings. The parks are overseen by
the National Park Service (Department ofln
terior), while the National forests are under
the control of the U.S. Forest Service (De
partment of Agriculture). BLM land, of
course, is administered by the Bureau of Land
Management, and Refuges by the Fish and
Wildlife Service (both in the Interior Depart
ment). Bureaucratically speaking, then,
Greater Yellowstone has been divided, each

'part tended according to the agenda of its ad
ministration. Although stale and federal
agency rhetoric would lead us to believe oth
erwise, the Ecosystem is not being cared for
as a single unit.

Because the seven National Forests
compose roughly three-fourths of the GYE,
Forest Service (FS) policy is a primary concem
of environmentalists. The FS employs a
"multiple use" philosophy (often referred to
as "multiple abuse" by environmentalists)
which allows a forest to be used for mining,
timber harvest, grazing, a wide range of rec
reational activiljes~and for wilderness.
Herein lies a problem, for although commer
cial activities may exist together, biologically
intact wilderness tan coexist with none of
them. Wilderness, by definition, is free of

industrial and commercial enterprise and op
erates solely according to the dictates of natural
processes.

Although certain areas in some National
Forests (usually high elevation terrain of little
or no commercial value) have been "pro
tected" as Wilderness, domestic livestock
graze in much of that Wilderness. Livestock
graze in every National Forest of the GYE,
competing with and displacing native fauna.
For example, the Targhee National Forest,just
west of Yellowstone Park, sponsors sheep
grazing in critical, occupied Grizzly Bear
habitat.

Commercial timbering has been espe
ciallydestructive. When viewed from the air
the Targhee and Gallatin National Forests ap
pear as patchworks of clearcuts, so many of
which abut Yellowstone Park that it looks like
the Park's western boundary was drawn with
a giant ruler-trees to the east, ruin to the west.

The administrations of Greater
Yellowstone have come together in recent
years in an attempt to produce a coherent
management plan for the Ecosystem. Their
joint working group, the Greater Yellowstone
Coordinating Committee (GYCC), produced
Vision for the Future, a draft of which, re
leased in 1990, generated a huge negative re
action from regional industrial resource users.
This so-called "Vision Plan," industry could
see, placed the multiple-use philosophy in
jeopardy and, by extension, their "access" to
public lands. Powerful resource extraction
industries were the dominant voices at public
hearings held in Wyoming, Montana, and
Idaho. This small minority influences the fu
ture of Gi-eater Yellowstone to a degree way
out of proportion to its size, for it is the col
lective voice of industry that the managers of
our public lands hear on a daily basis.

A principlt; fear of the industrial "mul
tiple-use groups" is that the boundaries of
Yellowstone Park may be extended (as clearly
they should be). Thi~ would 'make a sizable

I'
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chunk of land unavailable for commercial'
ventures, which prospect prompted letter
writing campaigns to combat what industry
called, ironically, a "land grab." One indus
trial group, the Yellowstone Regional Citizen's
Coalition, circulated a statement that the Vi
sion Plan would lead to "...anti-development
land use..." and would hamper citizens' rights
to "snowmobiling...off highway vehicle
use...mining, grazing and timber harvesting."
[Apparently as a result of interference from'
Bush sChiefofStaffJohn Sununu alUiseveral
western Congressmen, the "Vision" was
completely rewritten, to uphold the interests
ofthe resource extraclion ilUiustries. The fir
ing of the Regional Director of the National
Park Service, Lorraine Mintzmyer, was inpart
due to her work on the Draft Vzsion.-ed.]

There is an odd inconsistency in the psy
chological make up of Western "resource us
ers." Although they see themselves as highly
independent holdovers from the frontier, they
are among the country's principal welfare re
cipients. The logging industry in Yellowstone,
for example, exists only because of taxpayer
support. A 1986 accounting by an indepen
dent firm revealed that loggers' jobs in
Yellowstone cost the government (read tax
payers) from $5000 to $70,000 per job. The

Western livestock industry, its romantic cow
boy imagery notwithstanding, exists in its
present form only because it is able to lease
millions of acres-the bulk of our BLM
lands-for a small fraction of market value.
Cattle and sheep displace native game species
in much of Greater Yellowstone--even in
some areas designated as Wilderness. All the
John Wayne look-alikes out there who com
plain endlessly about government intervention
are living in a dream world, but they make up
enough of a voting majority in the Yellowstone
area'that they can elect D.C. congressional
delegations who will fight to keep the public
lands open to them. So Americans continue to
fund the destruction of their premier wilderness.

A 1989 listing of rare, sensitive, and
threatened species in the GYE, published by
a coalition of independent conservation organi
zations, indicates that certainly dozens, pema(:6
hundreds, are in serious trouble and many should
be listed and protected under the Endangered
SpeciesAct, including the Trumpeter Swan, the
Fluvial Arctic Grayling and a number of rare
plants. No comprehensive floral and faunal
survey has ever been undertaken in any ofthe
GYE's seven Nat ional Forests.

There are pressures on the US Fish and
Wildlife Service to refrain from listing, not

only because each new listing would require
time and resources for a recovery program, but
also because any resultant habitat protection
would restrict access for industry. [See article
on ESA lawsuit, this issue.-ed.] As a result of
this bureaucraticfoot-dragging, the number of
nat,ive species managed by the Forest Service
as sensitive, threatened or endangered is seri-
ously understated. .

The Grizzly Bear, being a symbol of
American wilderness, has high visibility in the
public mind and was listed as Threatened in
1974, though with fewer than 1000 remaining'
in the lower 48 states, it clearly shoulci be
classified as Endangered. That same year the
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee (lGBC)
was established with members from the Forest
Service, the Pqrk Service, the Fish and Wildlife
Service, and from the states of Wyoming,
Montana, and Idaho. The IGBC coordinates
Grizzly research in the lower 48, but it has
never really functioned as an advocate for the
full recovery of the Grizzly Bear in the wild.
It's just too stacked with economic interests.

In 1986 a very telling article was pub
lished by Wyoming's then representative to the
IGBC in a magazine distributed by the Wyo
ming Department ofFish and Game. In it the
author, Dale Strickland, an administrator,
wrote that"...the days of naivete when I con
sidered the bear as an interesting and integral
part ofa natural ecosystem have passed...," that
"...the bear has often become an obstacle to
managers ofother natural resources.:." and that
"...setting aside vast wilderness for nothing but
the bear is simply not feasible nor desirable."
In Strickland's view, the key to the survival of
the Grizzly Bear " .. .is not protection, but
management."

The point of any recovery program for an
Endangered or Threatened species is to create
a situation in which habitat quality and popu
lation size are sufficient to allow the species
to sustain itself in perpetuity. Only when thao;e
conditions are met is "delisting" ofthe species
in order. In 1990, the IGBC released its fll'Sl
revisions of the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan,
in which it stated that " ...remaining reserves
will become small isolated fragments." Nev
ertheless-and incredibly-the Committee
stated that its intention was to make"...live
stock grazing... timber harvest...road
building...mineral and oil and gas
exploration...compatible with grizzly bear
habitat requirements." The plan is bell-clear
in its revelation that a biOlogical problem is
being dealt with not by independent biologists
but by a complex of economic and political
interests, and that the fragmentation, degra
dation and destruction of Grizzly Bear.habitat
will be allowed to continue.

continued next page
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In 1987 a young bioiogist named William
Newmark published a paper in which, by
tracing the extinctions of mammalian species
in national parks, he concluded that virtually
all parks, isolated as they are in seas of de
velopment, are too small to maintain "an intact
mammalian fauna." Newmark's paper has
done much to generate awareness of island
biogeography, which concems the relationship
between tpe size of an area and the number of
species it can support.

This field of study is very relevant to the
Grizzly Bear, with roughly 800 individuals
presently in the lower 48 states divided among
seven geographically separated populations,
one ofwhich is the Yellowstone populat ion of
perhaps 200-250. And although the phenom
enon of inbreeding is well understood in bio
logical circles, the IGBC recovery plan fails
to acknowledge that inbreeding, in the long
haul, would ensure the genet ic deterioration of
the isolated populations and the eventual ex
tinction of the Grizzly in the lower 48.

A population of 2000 Grizzly Bears,
which is a biologically realistic estimate of
what would be required to inhibit genetic de
cline through inbreeding, would need roughly
forty million acres, given the range require
ments of Grizzlies. This would necessitate
preserving multiple and connected ecosys
tems. Protecting the GYE, then, is necessary
but not sufficient. For the sake of the Grizzly
Bear, Gray Wolf, and other Wide-ranging
species, broad wildlife corridors must be es
tablished between the GYE, the Northern
Continental Divide Ecosystem, the Central
Idaho Wildlands Complex, and other intact
ecosystems.

The IGBC is composed not of indepen
dent biologists but of bureaucrats being pres
sured by resource-using industries to delist the
Gri7Zly Bear prematurely. Those industries,
knowing that an effective recovery program
for the bear would mean the loss of their access
to thousands of square miles of public lands,
are using all means at their dispa>al to achieve
their ends, including political help from the
congressional delegations of Wyoming,
Montana, and Idaho, whose election cam
paigns they generously support. Decisions of
biological importance, then, are being made
by officials under the control of regional eco
nomic interests. And now, fuel is being added
to the fires of conflict as advocates for the re
establishment of the Gray Wolf in Greater
Yellowstooe grow in numbers andstrength, much
to the chagrin of the livestock industry there.

Any adequate plan for an intact Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem would include an
active program of acquiring private lands that
come up for sale. So far, there has been in
adequate protect ion of valleys and low eleva-

tion lands, which are particularly important
wildlife habitats but are typically sold to de
velopers.

Also needed are rood clC!iures, since roads
are among the most destructive of human
disturbances. Roads are barriers to the
movements ofwildlife, and they encourage the
introduction of the motorized crowds and the
pollution and development the crowds inevi
tably bring. Roads create "edge effects" and
allow the entry of generalist (weed) species,
which then compete with natives.

Even now Greater Yellowstone has more
people and more industrial activity than can
be tolerated by wilderness dependent species.
The Park itself has over 300 miles of roads,
villages built in prime Gri7Zly Bear habitat,
dumps, powerline corridors, sewage lagoons,
and God knows how many hookups for those
gigantic recreational vehicles. Although most
Americans don't know it, snowmobiles now
frolic through the Park each winter. In the ten
years or so since they gained access to
Yellowstone Park, their numbers have sky
rocketed. In the winter of 1990-91, about
100,000 snowmobilers invaded Yellowstone
Park, producing noise and fumes during what
until recently was a period of rest for wildlife.
All of this, of course, has been filling the cash
registers of the local tourist industry.

Landsat photos taken from space over the
last decade and a half show that Greater
Yellowstone is breaking apart. Supervisors of
units within the Ecosystem have made plans
for development within their respective chunks
without regard to what was taking place in
other chunks-and, therefore, without regard
Jor the well-being of the Ecosystem as whole.

What is absolutely necessary now is a
system for cumulative-effects analysis and for
the protection of wilderness and ecosystem
integrity. Merely "holding on" to what wil
derness remains won't be enough; Greater
Yellowstone at present is not healthy. Con
siderable restoration is needed if extinctions
are 10 be stemmed. All roads in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem should be closed to
motor vehicles. Snowmobiles should be
banned from the GYE. Rather than luxurious
villages and hookup complexes, accommo
dat ions should be primitive, natural,
unobtrusive, and located well away from areas
heavily used by wildlife.

The ecosystem approach to the manage
ment of our public lands is a concept long
overdue. Good biology demands it. With re
gard to Greater Yellowstone, David Challinor
put it well when he wrote that " ...we in the U.S.
have as clear a responsibility to maintain
[Yellowstone] intact as. do the East African
countries to maintain their vast savannahs, and
the Amazonian nations their tropical forests."

As it is, though-and despite the fact that the
Endangered Species Act places biological
considerations above all others for agencies
making decisions that may affect Threatened
or Endangered species-conservation in
Greater Yellowstone is taking a back seat to
development. And, oddly, the big-name and
well-heeled Washington and New York-based
environmental organizations are failing to use
the full force of environmental law. Only a
fraction of destructive Forest Service activities
are being challenged in court. Moreover, the
Park Service has failed to sue the administra
tions of neighboring National Forests whose
policies have been damaging to Yellowstone
Park.

It is well-known that the Forest Service
is under the control of resource-using indus
tries and that it has betrayed public trust. The
agency's image is so tarnished that it has re
sorted to Madison Avenue public relations
programs to make itselfappear respectable. Its
personnel are not biologists with a broad and
deep understanding ofecosystems. WIlderness
as repository of genetic diversity and natural
processes is foreign to their training. All Na
tional Forests within the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem, therefore, should be removed from
the land base of the Forest Service.

Greater Yellowstone represents a last
chance to save an ecosystem ofsignifICant size
in the planet's temperate zones. Because the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is unique in
all the world it should be made a world bio
logical preserve with a future determined
strictly by biologists who are absolutely free
of industrial and political pressures. The ex
isting National Park is known globally, and a
Yellowstone World Biological Preserve would
become a model for other preserves. For such
a preserve to become reality, though, the
Ecosystem's future must be made a national
issue of high visibility. The fight to save
Yellowstone is, in reality, the fight for all
wilderness. All of the players are there, and
all of the politics, media manipulation, and
invective. If we lose Yellowstone, with its
name so much a part of the American scene, it
is doubtful that big wilderness anywhere can
be preserved.

Bill Willers is a professor ofbiology at
the University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh, and is
editor of Listening to the Land (Island Press
Books, 1991).

Jasper Carlton is Director of the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation and is involved
in the legal defense ofthe elements ofnatural
diversity throughout the country.
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Biodiversity Proponents
Prepare Multiple-Species Suit

by Mary Byrd Davis

November 4 Jasper Carlton, the Fund for
Animals, and eight grassroots conservation
activists provided notice of intent to sue the
US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) for fail
ing to adequately implement the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). Their suit will be "the first
broad-based generic lawsuit, involving hun
dreds, if not thousands of species across the
country," Carlton says. Up until now suits on
failure to implement the ESA have concerned
only single species or, rarely, multiple species
in a narrow geographic region.

The grassroots conservationists fittingly
represent all regions of the country. Jasper
Carlton is director of the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation (BLF), a non-profit organization
that monitors habitat degradation throughout
the United States and advocates protection and
restoration of habitat for the benefit ofspecies
in danger. BLF developed the legal strategy
for the case. The Fund for Animals is a national
non-profit membership organization commit
ted to preserving animal species in their natural
habitats.

They base their charges on a 1990 report
by the Department of Interior's own inspector
general, which concluded that the FWS "has
not effectively implemented a domestic en
dangered species program."! What we are
witnessing under the Reagan and Bush ad
ministrations, according to Carlton, is "the
killing of the biological integrity of native
ecosystems," aided and abetted by government
officials.

The Fish and Wildlife Service, the agency
to which the Department of Interior has del
egated responsibility for implementation of the
Endangered Species Act, has listed only 620
species as Threatened or Endangered in the

United States. "This is about one tenth the
number that should be listed," Carlton says.
Under the ESA, the FWS must list imperiled
species as Threatened or Endangered "solely
on the basis of the best scientific and com
mercial data." Once species have been listed,
the FWS must prevent their "taking," desig
nate "critical habitat" for them, develop re
covery plans fa- their conservation, and consult
with other federal agencies whose activities
may jeopardize their continued existence. By
delaying the listing of species, the agency
minimizes its work on these crucial tasks.

The FWS maintains lists of "candidate"
species from which it draws the species it lists
as Endangered or Threatened. The agency
places in category C-1 those species "for which
the Service has substantial information to
support the proposal to list." It places in C-2
those species "for which the Service has in
formation indicating the possible appropri
ateness of listing, but for which further
information is still needed."z Designation as
a candidate affords a species no special pro
tection. It may still be shot or trapped, and its
habitat destroyed.

continued next page
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Currently at least 600 species are desig
nated C-1 and at least 3000, C-2. FWS staff
told the inspector general that 1300 to 1800 of
the C-2 species will eventually qualify fbr
listing. At current rates of listing the FWS will
spend 38 to 48 years listing just the present C
1 species and those C-2 species that it now
thinks merit protection. Meanwhile, many of
these species will go extinct.

Moreover, these numbers greatly under
state the severity of species decline in this
country, BLF research suggests, in part be
cause invertebrates, microorganisms, and
plants have been relatively neglected. As in
vertebrate animals, which comprise some 97%
of animal species, come under closer scrutiny,
hundreds will likely qualify for listing. Carlton
warns that each one represents a Iawsu it to clog
the courts still more.

BLF offers a way to avoid this prolifera
tion of ,suits. A logical alternative to consid
ering'each of an ecosystem's myriad species
in isolation is to consider the ecosystem itself
as an integral unit. Many independent biolo
gists support this altemative. Species are not
isolated entities but interacting parts of a larger
unit, the ecosystem, such biologists say; and
when one or more species in an ecosystem
become endangered, it is a sign that the eco
system itself is in trouble.

The inspector general reported that
FWS's own records indicate that as many as
17 plant and 17 animal species that the agency
had classified as C-1 or C-2 but had not listed
as Endangered or Threatened, are considered
to have already become extinct. They include
the Texas Henslow's Sparrow and Wild
Spiderflower. The present pace oflisting "could
likely result in additional extinction[s]," the
inspector general admits. Carlton thinks the
estimate of 34 extinctions is far too low. He
believes some ten times that number of species
have gone extinct while awaiting listing.

Besides failing to protect species that it
has placed on its C-1 and C-2Iists, the FWS
has not acted on species brought to its attention
through the petition process. In response to
petitions from the public, the agency has
placed hundreds of species that it has deter
mined warrant listing in a "warranted but
precluded" category. These species include
"mammals (such as the Louisiana Black Be!lr
and Sherman's Fox Squirrel), birds (such as
the Puerto Rican Broad-winged Hawk and the
Appalachian Bewick's Wren), crustaceans,
reptiles, amphibians, sponges, insects, and
hundreds of plants." The agency "has kept
those species in that regulatory limbo year after
year," the notice of intent charges. For ex
ample, "a petition to list the Puerto Rican
Broad-winged Hawk was filed in 1980." Ev
ery year since then the FWS has designated it

as "warranted but precluded."
The ESA requires the FWS to implement

an effective system for monitoring the status
of "warranted but precluded" species. FWS
fails in this as well, the inspector general found.
Nor does FWS conduct a required annual re
view of species in the "warranted but pre
cluded" category.

The FWS cannot honestly excuse itself
for the violations by stating, as it repeatedly
does, that it lacks funds, the inspector general's
report shows. "First, a major part of the
problem [has] nothing to do with the agency's
resource capabilities, but [is] due to 'major
internal control weaknesses' at the FWS, in
cluding the fact that employee time is not
tracked, internal management reviews are not
conducted consistently, and management in
formation systems are inadequate."3 Second,
"the FWS could ameliorate the problem sub
stantially by revamping its approach to listing.
For example, the FWS could "'significantly
reduce'" the expense of listing "by either
employing 'maximum usage of multispecies
list ings,' or considering the possibility of
'listing en masse all plants and animals it
currently believes warrant official listing.'"
Third, the FWS should make the listing of
species a priority. ''According to 1989 [FWS]
budget documents, the agency spent $192
million on its sport fishing restoration pro
gram-more than 60 times the amount spent
on listing activities. Fourth, the FWS's parent
agency-the Department of the Interior-has
failed to request appropriations that would
allow the FWS to increase substantially its
listing of endangered and threatened species."
Moreover, the "Departmeni resisted efforts to
devote more resources to listing because '[a]ny
significant increase in the number of species
being listed each year ... would require a
commensurate increase in funding for recov
ery, consultations, law enforcement, research
and related.'"

The evidence that the FWS is violating
the ESA and the Administrative Procedures
Act is "overwhelming," the notice of intent to
sue states. In addition to delaying listing in
general, FWS "consistently allows" "political
and economic factors" "to guide its regulatory
decisions and agenda." Responding to the
violations, the notice of intent asks the FWS
to "undertake, within a reasonable period of
time, to list all current C-1 and 'warranted but
precluded' species," and to decide which of
the "current C-2 species should be listed." It
further requests that the FWS "discontinue its
use of the 'warranted but precluded' designa
tion" until it has "substantially increased the
number of listings of C1,C-2, and 'warranted
but precluded' species."

The plaintiffs do not expect the FWS to

mend its ways within the 60 days that must
elapse between the filing of a notice of intent
to sue and the suit itself. They are prepared to
sue, and hope their suit will awaken the public
to the fact that the FSA as now implemented
is not preventing extinctions within the United
States. Such an awakening is past due, Carlton
says. "While people worry about the loss of
species in the tropics, we face an enormous
biological crisis at home in the United States
and the Bush Administration is thwarting
implementation ofconservation laws intended
to protect natural diversity."

To support the legal expenses of
grassroots activist plaintiffs in this important
case please send financial contributions to the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation, POB 18327,
Boulder, CO 80308-8327.
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Sauntering Back the
Tallgrass Prairie
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by George F. Frazier

The ultimate irony in the environ
mental preservation movement is that wilder
ness has become a cultivated product. Pristine
ecosystems no longer survive because they
deserve to, rather these biotic islands have been
saved only because a small but growing group
of humans have glimpsed the sublime mag
nificence they extend to those of us trapped in
industrialized society's artificial, sterile envi
rons. But protecting these islands can only be
a temporary fix if our planet's natural heritage
is to survive permanently. At least in North
America, wilderness will remain only if hu
mankind en masse cultivates in itself that
which it longs to save. From within we must
rediscover and then use that wild element 
that natural essence we all possess -to help
those who are developing, deforesting, and
perniciously whittling away this country's re
maining wild areas, to see that they are in the
process destroying themselves.

As the mum overused, yet meaningful cli
che suggests, we need to think globally but act
locally. Many of us, though, don't live near a
wilderness at all. Supporting wilderness from
outside awilderness setting begins with perceiv
ing that your home region once was pristine.
Stomping through your home watershed and
showing others its subtle, if not virgin, jew
eled secrets, can do more to further the cause
of your local ecological movement than
spending months writing letters and lobbying
the city commission. You don't need a
Yellowstone or Yosemite to tum ~meone on to
wilderness. Every place, no matter how tame,
has its wild spaces. I live in eastern Kansas, an
area devoid oftrue wilderness. Yet the wildness
from which wilderness evolves is all around.

We are dulled by so-called "modern"

life-television, microwaves, automobiles,
and conveniences of all sorts which prohibit
us from directly experiencing our surround
ings. Still we can't escape our earth origins,
our spirits born of the wild places. Some
events kindle that awareness more than others.
This is the premise of all meditative traditions.
Certain times of the year also help to facilitate
a clear visualization of what our home environs
were like when they were true wilderness, and
what they will be like again some day. Here
in Kansas, the seasonal extremes occur just
after the solstices and during winter especially,
when things modern retreat into heated
buildings, cowering from the long nights and
weak, low solstice sun. Time itself seems to
freeze, slowing down and allowing the past
and future to commingle with the present. This
time, shortly after the icy Moon When the
Wolves Run in Packs, is when I most enjoy
heading outside in quest of the dormant wil
derness of Kansas.

In deep winter, when my watershed is
frozen hard beneath a thick blanket ofsnow, I
encounter imagery analogically related to the
great Ice Age, when mile-deep glaciers cov
ered much of North America and came to a
slow, literally grinding halt near here. It is
difficult for humans to empathize with the time
and events before the coming of the ice sheets.
The Pleistocene epoch (the age, beginning over
2 million years ago, of repeated widespread
glacial advances and retreats) encompasses our
evolution as a species and the heroic,
paleolithic underpinnings of our mythology
and collective consciousness.

About one million years ago the Kansas
glaciation made its southern terminus at or near
the present location of the Kaw (or Kansas)

River. The thin slice of land sandwiched be
tween the glaciated region in northern Kansas
and the geologically older, non-glaciated re
gion of ~uthern Kansas is known as the At
tenuated Drift Border, where the glaciers grew
thin and ended their southward march. When
Euro-Americans arrived in this area, more than
10,000 years after the retreat of the ice, they
found a vast tallgrass prairie. But in the late
Pleistocene when the glaciers were breaking
up, a coniferous forest rovered the Kaw Valley.

The large mammals of the Pleistocene
migrated south along the leading edge of the
glacial advance. Our excellent fossil record
shows that when the latest glacial advance was
slowing, some truly awesome mammals
roamed the muddy Kaw's banks. This primal
bestiary included the Mastodon, Woolly
Mammoth, Giant Beaver, Giant Sloth, Dire
Wolf, Saber-toothed Tiger, several extinct
species ofbison and horse, and humans. Most
were Northern species, adapted to an Arctic
climate. When the glaciers retreated and the
climate warmed, the great Pleistocene die-off
of large mammals began. Though temperature
increase probably triggered the fIrSt period of
significant species loss since the fall of the
dinosaurs, many scientists now believe that the
archaic human hunters also hoo a hand in it.

The scope of this mass extinction, how
ever, pales when compared to the scale of
species .elimination occurring today. At its
peak, the Pleistocene mass extinction claimed
a species every 250 years. Today, according
to Harvard biologist E.O. Wilson, we are los
ing 18,000 per year without the help of major
climatic change-at least not yet. Still, when
Iwander the loess bluffs north of the river and
the winds blow fierce and icy, I wonder
whether some lone mammoth still waits ner
vously in a wind break, hoping not to be dis
rovered by a plSSing packofDire \\Olves. The
mammoth inhabited this region for 25 million
years whereas Euro-American settlement

continued next page
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started only in 1854. A mere 137 years is not
enough to exorcise such massive spirits from
a place.

Some of the large mammals of eastern
Kansas did survive into historic limes. My
house sits on the east slope of a peculiar
limestone ridge christened Mount Oread by
setUers. The mound rises at the divide between
the watersheds of the Kansas and Wakarusa
Rivers. Before conquest of the area, Mount
Oread was a haunt of the American Bison,
Gray Wolf, Mountain Lion, Wapiti (American
Elk), Prooghorn, Grizzly Bear, and Black Bear.
Today, all of these animals are gone (probably;
I'll get to the probably in a bit). In the late
winter of 1844, when Kansas was still a pris
tine grassland wilderness inhabited by the most
colossal mammal herds ever to assemble on
this planet (the Bison population of the Great
Plains was once estimated at 60 million!), a
great flood joined the two rivers and Mount
Oread became a lone island. Pioneers travel
ing on the Oregon Trail were stranded on the
mound for a week. But it seems they were not
the only ones stranded by the deluge, as one
distraught pioneer documented refugee Bison,

, Bobcats, and even two albino Grizzlies!
Mount Oread retained vestiges of its

, prairie essence well into this century. Before
the Civil War, the newly arrived residents of
Lawrence-rightfully wary of pro-slavery
raiding parties from Missouri-held lookouts
from atop the mound. Trenches were dug on
Mount Oread's southeast summit. After the
Civil War, the University of Kansas built its
campus on tbe mound, where long ago Big
BIuestem, Indian Grass, Switchgrass, Prairie
Cordgrass, Little BIuestem, and the whole
roster of other prairie grasses and forbs had
usurped the Pleistocene conifers. In 1933 a
group of students and faculty recognized that
soon no part of the mound would survive as
prairie. So they cordoned off a small holding
of university land on the steepest southern
slope and named it the "Prairie Acre."

Ioften wander to this native sanctuary on
cold winter mornings.' Looking to tbe south,
the deep Wakarusa VclJley opens up against the
terminal moraine of the ancient glaciers. The
Prairie Acre, like most grassland relicts, faces
a nebulous future. Human encroachment is no
longer a problem; no condominiums threaten.

But humanity's vegetative sidekicks, the in
vading exotics, do. The more fragile prairie
plants no longer grow in the Prairie Acre-no
Rattlesnake Master, Compass Plant, Prairie
Gentian, or Mountain Mint. But Big Bluestem
doggedly persists. So does the Western
Meadowlark, a true prairie original. Once as
I sat on the prairie's enclosing limestone wall
on a frigid February morning, an Eastern
Bluebird landed in front ofme in the branches
of a Green Ash tree. For a split second, the
vivid blue of its little body dominated the
morning against the background of white
snow. Several days later, warm winds blew
up from the south, the snows melled. and I
found a single Prairie Violet, the vanguard of
tbe prairies. Getting a headstart on the invad
ing dandelions, wild garlic, and bluegrass, the
tallgrass prairie had returned to Mount Oread,
if only for a moment. Lovers of prairie soon
realize tbat its wonders are subtle and small.
I'd go so far as to wager that in terms of
magical discoveries to be made in its midst,
an acre of prairie can hold its own against a
quarter section of forest. But we must be
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careful in making this point; small is beautiful,
but too small is not beautiful for long. An acre
is not enough.

South and east of the Prairie Acre, I live
on a slope of the mound almost too steep for a
dwelling. My house is in a small grove of
Black Walnut, American Elm, and Honey
Locust, inhabited by Opossums, Raccoons,
skunks, and Red-bellied Woodpeckers. The
common undergrowth is honeysuckle,
Buckbrush, and aptly enough in Kansas, feral
wheat. Scattered around the house are gnarled
old cedars.

Throughout eastern Kansas the early set
tIers planted these trees which after a time
gained notoriety as the qUintessential pine of
Midwestern cemeteries. Most of these pio
neers came to Kansas to better themselves
economically and were essentially forest
dwellers, some descending from families that
for generations scarcely saw the light of day.
So it is not surprising that many of them wrote
home telling stories of feeling profoundly ill
at ease in the vast open spaces of the tallgrass
prairie. Beyond any symbolic connection
between evergreens and eternal life, they
planted the cemetery trees as reminders of the
civilized, comforting forests from whence they
originated. Ironically, cedars and feral wheat
now live wildly on the periphery of civilized
lawns, often providing a buffer zone between
maniOJred Kentucky Bluegrasscarpets and the
unyielding relicts of bluestem prairie. It seems
that the pioneers are trying to make amends
from the grave for the decimation of the
grasslands.

The slope my house leans into was
farmed in wheat before the tum ofthe century.
Left fallow, the wheat field quickly succeeded
into forest. However, the early settlers brought
another friend with them from the forested
East, the Trumpet Creeper. This vine produces
a bright orange trumpet-shaped bloom in July
which invited hummingbirds and butterflies to
the settlers' yards. Now the creeper vines
proliferate in the forest around my house.
Many of the Black Walnut trees have been
choked to death by the woody vine of the
creeper which is as thick as my forearm. With
woody arms ofcreeper, the pioneers cull their
forests back into the earth.

Not all of my home watershed was
dominated by Big Bluestem and Indian Grass,
however. Spanning eastward eight miles from
Mount Oread is the joint floodplain of the
Wakarusa and Kaw. Rivers. It was in moist
bottomland such as this that most trees native
to the area flourished in historical times.
Where agriculture has not yet claimed the river
banks themselves, remnants of these bottom
land forests persist. The Wakarusa's steep
banks are bordered by cottonwood, sycamore,

and willow. There are also Black Locusts,
Pecan Trees, Paw Paws, Persimmons, and Burr
Oaks. Before Euro-American settlement and
the subsequent landscape rearrangement,
groves of Burr Oak sometimes grew in pure
stands on north-facing hill slopes,-islands in
the tallgrass sea. Some believe that by the mid
19th century, the tallgrass prairie ecosystem
in eastern Kansas was succeeding into an oak
hickory biotope due to climatic forces. Though
the human interruption of natural process in
the area made that mystery into an eternal one,
Fox Squirrels and Gray Squirrels still relish the
giant Burr Oak acorns in the winter. Almost
the size ofwalnuts, these acorns are the largest
nuts of any oak.

But Mount Oread apparently did not
support such groves. Nor did its cousins, Blue
Mound and Shank HilI. These three geologi
cal formations, along with the valleys of the
rivers which carved them, constitute the prin
ciple relief in my part of the Kaw watershed.
Each hill is a place of power and a source of
stories and folklore.

Blue Mound was named by the famous
explorer John C. Fremont during his first ex
pedition out West with Kit Carson. Before
Euro-American settlement, it was a burial
ground first for the native Konza and later for
the Shawnee, who had been deported by the
federal govemment to Kansas from their native
lands in the East. In the 19708 a commercial
skiing facility on Blue Mound allowed uni
versity students to practice on the relatively
gentle incline of"Mount Bleu" before heading
to Aspen or Vail. Rising more than 150 feet
above the Wakarusa, Blue Mound is now
covered with cedars, oaks, and sycamores. I
once climbed it on an unseasonably warm
January afternoon, the low winter sun seduc
ing impatient young Redbuds and Pussy Wil
lows into opening their spring buds only to
later face a stark February kill. Vestiges ofthe
ski slope remain at the summit-a little board
outbuilding and a rusted cable spanning the
north slope. From the top, my eyes followed
the winding Kaw, the uniform gray-brown
skeletons ofwillow and cottonwood gracefully
witnessing the whims of its ever-curving path
toward the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers
and ultimately the Gulf of Mexico. Blue
Mound, Mount Oread, and Shank Hill once
were part of a single land formation, before
water, time's agent provocateur, gradually
infiltrated the softer soils separating them.
Like Michelangelo uncovering his stony David
from within a pillar of marble, the Wakarusa
River and Coal Creekslowly revealed the three
mounds. They owe their unique identity to the
special building material they share, the hard
Oread limestone which resisted the water's
erosive force over the ages.

The Wakarusa River is a gently flowing
stream, hardly deserving the title of river; but
it has an abnormally wide floodplain. The
Wakarusa's ratio of floodplain to stream width
is in fact the largest of any river in the United
States. This attests to the river's turbulent be
ginnings during the Pleistocene. When the
southern tip of the ice, during the most recent
glacial advance, reached the Kaw River and
pushed it a bit south of its previous location,
the Kaw either froze for a while or due to some
impediment temporarily became unable to
drain its basin. A subsequent diversion of
water from the Kaw turned the Wakarusa into
a site of frequent violent floods. When the
glacier retreated, the Wakarusa diminisbed to
the clear blue stream pioneers found in the
18208, but its floodplain remained enormous.
The river's inordinately wide valley is an ex
ample of a phenomenon shared by a class of
rivers called misfit streams by fluvial mor
phologists.

The Pleistocene floods ap~ntly trapped
many of the great mammals. Professor Francis
Snow, who dabbled in a mishmash of jl"eudo
scientific studies at the University of Kansas
in the late 19th century, found such an unlucky
beast once while fishing tbe Wakarusa. Snow
was fishing for Blue Catfish, a species which
weighed in as heavy as 200 pounds in the .early
days of Euro-American habitation of the val
ley. With three of his students, Snow was a
mile up from the river's mouth when he
stepped onto a log in the river. The log shifted
and sent him sprawling into the muck of the
riverbank. Grabbing it for balance, he saw that
it was no log at all, but instead the mandible
ofa great Mastodon! Snow and his students
spent the week exhuming the remains, which
for years could be viewed in the university's
natural history museum..

On a dark note, however, the Wakarusa
Valley was also the scene of one of the sad
dest events in this area's history. Gone now,
Franklin, Kansas, was once a pro-slavery
stronghold two miles north of Blue Mound.
After the Civil War, with the Indians fmagled
out of the lands tbe government promised and
most of the large herbivores and predators of
the area relegated to history, a lone Buffalo
inhabited the Wakarusa floodplain. It was of
ten seen in the Franklin vicinity and actually
would look in the window at the local school,
much to the amusement of the pupils. But one
cold January afternoon, Franklin's butcher, of
all people, killed the last Bison in the eastern
KawValley.

Is this then the sole legacy handed down
to us from 137 years of Euro-American in
habitation of the Kaw Valley, the last Bison just

continued next page
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so much meat in the window of history? Is
there no hope that at least a few modem people
can be true residents of the land? Like the
Satari of Zen Buddhism, those who would
save the planet should begin at home with
themselves, striving to find that kernel of in
herent wildness inextricably linking them to
all that is pristine, undisturbed, terra finna,
wilderness as vast emptiness.

There are humans who practice such an
ecologically correct life in the Kaw Valley, like
Edwin Smith of Baldwin. Smith lives with a
vision of our watershed as habitat for the
Cougar, which it once and perhaps still is.
Officially, the last Cougar in the state was
killed in western Kansas a few years after the
tum of the century. Cougars were observed
here in Douglas County into the 1890s. Smith,
however, knows in his heart they are still here.
His theory that Cougars hung on in relatively
uninhabited areas like the Coal Creek and
Wakarusa River valleys, and are only now
.regaining a population large enough to be
noticed by humans, is not popular with local
biologists. I was once told by a biologist with
the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
·that a lack of wilderness corridors, which the
highly mobile but shy predators would need,
and the high human population density in
eastern Kansas preclude the possibility of their
continued presence in the state. There have
been no road-kills, no Mountain Lions taken
by hunters '" but there have been sightings.
Numerous sightings. Smith is presenlly try
ing to assess the population in Douglas County.
A wildlife artist specializing in big cats, Smith
has done a series of drawings based on eye
witness a~ounts of the Cougars. He walks
the forested areas south of the Wakarusa in
winter, hoping to photograph tracks.of a wild
eastem Kansas Cougar. Whether the cats ex
ist or not, his vision of the Kaw Valley as a
home for the Cougar will help heal the eco
systems of the area.

Another local person rooted deeply here,
wilderness photographer Daniel Dancer, is
doing the very sad but vital work of visually
-documenting wildemess destruction, both here
in North America and in the rainforests far to
the south. But he is also a champion of the
tallgrass prairie. Dancer writes articles in lo
cal magazines and national environmental
joumals about the art of healing the land and
the place of Native American ceremony in thaI
healing. He builds prayer wheels on plowed
prairies and polluted beaches, focusing on the
primal relationships between Earth and sky,
time and space, death and rebirth.

Dancer also spreads Ihe vision ofanother
champion of the Kaw Valley, so-called crop
artist Stan Herd. Dancer photographs Herd's
multi-acre works, constructed from materials

.:like wheat, suntlowers, native grasses, glacial
boulders, and indigenous soils. Herd believes that
agrirullure and wilderness need not contlid.

These three as a group wonderfUlly ex
hibitthe transcendence ofdualisms necessary
if humans are ever to bring about the perma
nent restoration of our ailing grasslands. For
now, though, my treks through the Kaw
Valley's prairies and forests are marked by as
many signs ofour modem eulture-so tragically
lethal to the environment that supports it-as by
wild beauty. Roads, power lines, and cars are
everywhere within visible or audible range.

Ab, but on some rare winter mornings it
seems these trappings of the modem world
dissolve for a little while. Omens of wilder
ness rush in to fill the void left by their tem
porary retreat. Winter is marked by an
expansion of the ranges of certain things dis
tinctly antagonistic 10 the American mall cul
lure. Animals who breed in the frantic, fleeting
summers of the Arctic follow ancient migra
tion routes south. Arctic air expands to the
warmer climates in the south, chasing humans
indoors where they can do less damage.

In winter I regularly trek the 14 miles
from my house along the south bank of the
Kaw to Lecompton. Lecompton, which had a
rich pioneer history as the pro-slavery capital
of the state, was once named Bald Eagle,
Kansas, due to the large populations of the
birds which annually wintered there on the
Kaw. My route is not a proper trail but a
combined bushwhacked-trespass, deer path.
and Beaver-chewed obstacle course graciously
demanding a slow, sane pace. As I found out

-long after Istarted following it, this is the same
path used by John C. Fremont when he named
Blue Mound, got trapped by a winter stonn in
the mountains of Colorado, and was forced to
eat human flesh to survive. When I'm lucky
the Kaw is frozen up enough to make the en
tire journey on ice; this is the best way to see
Bald Eagles. They perch high in the cotton
woods waiting for dead fish to tloat down the
river and provide a easy meal. These walks
also bring me into contact with other winter
migrants such as Canada and Snow Geese,
lillie flitting Dark-eyed Juncos, and low-glid
ing Northern Harriers. As it gets colder, I see
more eagles on the Kaw, while the deepest
freezes bring out the frozen heart itself of my
slumbering wilderness. On the coldest of
January days I find myself looking for bison
and mammoth.

Many human societies preceding the
Dark Ages spent poSt-solstice weeks pursuing
the mystic bison and mammoth of the spirit.
Almost all of the major world religions have
important holidays closely associated with the
winter solstice-vestiges of the high solstice
festivals of earlier animistic and pagan tradi-

tions. While religions like Buddhism, Taoism,
and Hinduism openly embrace these older
spiritual roots, Christianity has a long history
of denying them. But the solstice traditions,
being too strong to repress completely, got
changed so that ancient winter sacraments
taken in the sacred grove were brought inside
and redirected instead into decorations on the
family Christmas tree and trimmings ofsacred
holly and mislletoe (a forb used in Druid fer
tility rituals). Early Christianity as an institu
tion may have shunned the pagan solstices, but
individual Christians, having started as pagans
themselves, weren't about to let a great party
like the winter solstice get sacked to further
the cause of advancing Christiandom. To save
both their heads and the celebrations, cool
headed, crafty souls throughout time have
mainstreamed the solstice hoedowns into
Christmas, Hanukkah, Rohatsu (the celebra
tion of Buddha's enlightenment), and even (for
summer solstice) the Fourth ofJuly.

The ancient rites have particular mean
ing for teday's environmental movement be
cause they were practiced in a time when
people still recognized their relationships with
the earth, the animals they lived with, and the
crops they planted. These festivals ara>e from
hunting and gathering and horticullural
peoples, civilizations that had not yet wholly
disassociated themselves from wilderness. If
winter is a special time for tha;e whowould save
the wild places, perhaps it is because of the
en'ergy still resounding from hundreds of
thousands of years ofcold, silent winter nights
spent making paeans with the extended clan
under moon, stars, and the Aurora Borealis,
giving thanks to the goodness of the Earth
Mother.

Unfortunately though, no matter how
hard I may work to become an integral part of
the Kaw watershed, no matter how many times
I mourn the absence of Cougar, Grizzly, and
Bison in the winter hills south of the Wakarusa,
I am ultimately taken back to the cold reality
of life in the 1990>. How is a rejuvenated sense
of place, a recultivated appreciation of prairies
and streams and birds and the wild, pulsating
life all around me going to stop the monsters
of our time-Exxon, Dow, General Motors,
the U.S. Forest Service, George Bush-from
pulling the plug on the last wildemesses of
North America? By what mechanism will the
creative visualizations of modem day wilder
ness heroes like Edwin Smith, Daniel Dancer,
and Stan Herd stop the great tide of history
from engulfing the fragile vestiges of that
which allowed humankind to evolve in the first
place? Can we reach out to the millions ofour
fellow wanderers in this mysterious, cn;mic
journey, who do not yet see why wilderness
must be saved at all cn;ts? It has been over a
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century since Thoreau prophesied that, "in
wilderness is the preservation of the world."
But look at what has happened to wilderness
since that greatest of all transcendentalists
passed from his Concord home over mystical
Mount Katadhin into the Walden Pond of
eternity.

All I can suggest is that we remain cou
rageous and work steadfastly in the knowledge
that the decisions being made today about the
future of wilderness will mean the difference
between existence and oblivion for ourselves
and the millions of wonderful beings and as
yet undreamed-of species that share our
common future. Edward Abbey said that
though it was likely that the wilderness of the
American West could not be saved, efforts to
save it, being worthwhile in and of themselves,
should continue until the last Cougar screams
and the final Desert Tortoise slowly ambles
into the purple sunset.

There are only two paths we can choose
to follow. One leads to the Silicon Prairie,
where the heritage of the land finds its last
refuge in computer terrariums, where networles
of rhizomes, roots, corollas; and biomass
which can grow, mold themselves, mutate, and
joyously commingle in the glorious dance of
life-are replaced by static information,
words, bits, magnetism, seed banles mapped
into data banles, the whole legacy of the wild
held interminably in an immutable database
where the old programs can be examined but
the biological software cannot be "run." Wil
derness is not just so much information you
can download onto a floppy disk, as rainforests
are not great pharmacological candy shops
existing so that some Harvard researcher can
find a cure for cancer. The Silicon Prairie at
best can only be a dry shadow of the only ac
ceptable path we can choose, the well-worn
deer trail which leads to the organic, rich, wet,
dirty, sexy prairie of this old yet eternally new
planet each of us woke up to find ourselves
on one day not long ago.

So ... work for the smallest morsel of
wilderness; it is importalJt no matter what its
size. Remember, we are saving these frag
ments of forest, stream, and prairie for a later
time, which is a past time, we are holding the
door of the present moment open with all our
strength. When we are finally united and
strong, that door, pulled on the other side by
the Bison, Grizzly, and ourselves (we're on
both sides) will fly open. But it won't come
easy; we've done a great deal of damage.
Relearning the ancient art of cultivating wil
derness and truly taking 'to heart the mystic
teachings of winter may be our penance for
the centuries of destruction. Our reward per
chance is to catch a glimpse of the Mastodon.

A CONVERSATION WITH EDWARD ABBEY

I heard about your death
and thought you'd be pleased to know
the news passed
from hiker to hiker
at the bottom of the world
with the roar of Hermit Rapids
(a suitable dirge)
in our ears
and the foaming brown Colorado
numbing our blistered feet. .
You would have liked it too,
I suppose,
that on the way down
the canyon threatened
to cons,ume me,
swallow me into its bedrock'
first at Supai
then Red Rock,
Blue Angel,
and finally even at
the Vishnu Zhist,
but, I think, you'd also like
how I fought back, Abbey,
in spite of unmistakable'
profanities hurled at the earth and tears which evaporated
before they reached the ground.
And you would have answered
my repeated question: ,.
How in the hell am I ever going to get out of here?
quite simply.
Don't, you'd say.
Stay.

-Janet Lowe
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Biodiversity

BIOLOGISTS, BIOPHILES,
AND WARRIORS

Note: This paper was presented at the annual meeting of the Oregon chapter
of the American Fisheries society, Gleneden Beilch, Oregon, 1-30-91.

by Reed F. Noss

For the biological scientist who cares
about the Earth, these are not easy times. The
science of biology and the plapet Earth are both
suffering. The professional demands on sci
entists are probably more intense today than
at any time in history. The field of biology is
becoming more technical, more complex, less
understandable to the general public- and to
biologists themselves- each day. Well-pay
ing joOO for field oriented biologists are scarce.
Although environmental problems are grow
ing exponentially, funding for studying and
fighting them is stagnant. Ecology, systemat
ics, organismic and field biology courses are
being removed from many university cur
ricula, reflecting a possible downturn in stu
dent interest in these subjects and, probably
more importantly, a reluctance on the part of
university administrators to support research
areas that bring in little grant money (Ehrenfeld
1989). Perhaps most perplexing, whereas
public opinion polls seem to show increased
concern for the environment, election results
indicate precisely the opposite: environmen-
tal initiatives and candidates are, for the most
part, being soundly defeated.

TIle environmental biologist faces a per
sonal and professional dilemma. The Earth is
going to hell and we who are ostensibly the
best equipped to do something about il are
failing miserably. What can we do? What
slwuLd we do? If we want to keep our jobs
and professional credibility through these

trying times, the best strategy probably is to
keep Cjuiet. Don't make waves. Keep your
head low, nose to the grindstone, and eschew
controversial issues. Stick to the facts. Strive
to be fully objective and dispassionate at all
times-in other words, become the model
scientist about which we learned in school.

Some of us, however, are cursed (or
blessed) with an ecological conscience. There
is Ihe nagging feeling thai, maybe, if we were
to speak out and act in defense of the "re
source" that we are paid to study (or to
"manage"), we might make a difference.

My major premise in this paper is that
environmental policy is too irnportantto be left
to the policy-makers, most of whom know
little and care little about all that ecologists do
and love. Those individuals who know and
care about the biota have a moral obligation
to act in its behalf. Familiarity with Nature
includes both rational, scientific knowledge
and the intuitions that all good field biologists
develop through experience. The latter type
of knowledge is what tends to be lost when
field biologists become bureaucrats and spend
too many years behind a desk. Intuitive
knowledge depends on an emotional bonding
and is renewed and strengthened by regular,
direct contact with wild Nature. Defending
wild Nature and biological diversity, in my
view, is the highest calling for biologists.

ruE BIOLOGIST AS WARRIOR

I am a conservation biologist and I con
sider conservat ion biology to be science in the
service of conservation. But conservation
biology is broader than most sciences. It has
been described as a "metadiscipline" that en-

compasses the natural resource fields (includ
ing fISheries, wildlife, range, and forestry), the
basic biological sciences, the social sciences,
philosophy, and various aspects of law, plan
ning, and other fields, as they apply to con
servation problems (see Soule 1985, JacobSon
1990). Environmental problems are inherently
multidisciplinary; although biology is the heart
of the subject, biologists have no exclusive
claim to conservation biology.

A conservation biologist may choose to
specialize and address only a small piece of a
complex problem, such as the population bi
ology ofan endangered fISh or the disturbance
ecology ofcoastal headlands, but perhaps most
needed today are true generalists.. If you are a
general conservation biologist, biological
science, strictly speaking, is only part of your
job. You must also be conversant with law,
philosophy, sociology, and politics, in order to
make sure that conservation biology is well
represented in those fields and that insights
from those fields are applied to conservation
policy without doing violence to biology.
Above all, a conserval ion biologist must be
commilled to confronting the biological di
versity crisis, the greatest global catastrophe
we have ever faced.

Conservation biologists and other applied
scientists are problem-solvers. I contend that
the role of the problem-solving scientist in
society differs from the role of the basic re
searcher and is far more crucial today. This is
not to belitllebasic research, but in a time of
crisis-indeed, a time of war-problem
solving must take precedence over knowledge
for its own sake. Basic researchers, ofcours~,
can choose to devote a portion of their work
to problem-solving, to saving the Earth. Many
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basic researchers in ecology became interested
in conservation when they saw their study ar
eas destroyed. Perhaps their interest was
largely selflsh; they did not want their research
disrupted. Or, perhaps unconsciously, they
became emotionally attached to their study
areas and organisms, and could not bear to see
them destroyed. Few scientists want to admit
this sin ofsubjectivity. But to me, and to many
psychologists and sociologists who have 
studied this problem, emotional attachment to
living things and places is no sin; it is a normal,
healthy, and- necessary response of a moral
being. To reject such feelings is to be less than
fully human.

I would guess that moot biologists grew
up fascinated by life, ecstatic about contact
with living things and wild places. As John
Steinbeck wrote in Logfrom the Sea ofCortez,
"The true biologist deals with life, with
teeming boisterous life, and learns something
from it" (Steinbeck 1951). As natural resource
biologists, we became concerned at some point
in our lives about how these resources are
managed. Traditional natural resource man
agement has been thoroughly anthropocentric,
directed toward a continued supply of trees for
logging, fish for catching, forbearers for trap
ping, and game for shooting. But a deeper,
less selflsh interest has motivated many pro
fessional resource biologists, despite the ori
entations of the agencies for which they work
or even the public that they serve. Let's admit
it; we got into this field because we love Na
ture.

We love Nature; we love life. Ed Wilson
calls this love "biophilia" and suggests that it
is inherent in all humans, although stronger in
some individuals than in others (Wilson 1984).
Unfortunately, our culture does not encourage
biophilia. The reason is obvious: biophilia
conflicts with money and power. From my
work in environmental eduCation and my ex
perience as a parent, I've become convinced
that children are born with, or develop very
early, a fascination with Nature, what Rachel
Carson called "the sense ofwonder" (Carson
1965, Cobb 1977). This wonder is subse
quently suppressed by teachers and parents, in
moot cases. Children are bombarded by hu
man-made toys and television, discouraged
from going outside and "getting dirty," and told
that wild animals are slimy or dangerous. As
the child grows older, biophilia is smothered
by technocracy and consumerism. Video
games replace snakes and salamanders.

Perhaps children who grew up to become
biologists simply had a biophilia too strong to
suppress. We are clearly a minority among
humans. As Aldo Leopold (1949) wrote in the
Foreword toA Sand CountyAlmanac, "For us
of the minority, the opportunity to see geese



is more important than television, and the
chance to find a pasque-flower is a right as
inalienable as free speech." It seems to me that
any biologist who is not also a biophile- is
emotionally disturbed; if it is not love of life
that draws us to this field, I fear it is something
pefVerse. The necessary sympathetic linkage
between subject and object has been severed,
perhaps, in those biologists who make their
livings torturing lab animals for cosmetics
manufacturers or shooting eagles or wolves
from airplanes for the sake of livestock or sport
hunters.

But loving life and Nature, and trying to
minimize your own negative impacts on the
environment, are not enough; we must also
defend wild Nature against what Andy Kerr
of the Oregon Natural Resources Council af
fectionately calls "the forces of darkness." A
biophile who fails to defend what he or she·
loves is shirking a moral duty. We are a mi
nority, but we represent the vast majority
those fellow citizens of the biotic community
who are not given a vote in our thoroughly
humanistic society. Speaking and acting on
behalf of our nonhuman kin is the most im
portant societal role of the conservation bi
ologist. Fisheries biologists speak for the
salmon, for the rivers, and for the watersheds.
This is a huge responsibility, and we can never
presume to know exactly what is best for
others. But we can see all too clearly what
happens when non humans are left with no
voice at all.

To speak and act in defense of wild
creatures and wild places is to be a warrior in
the most important war ever fought, a warwith
consequences far more profound and long
lasting than those of the perennial conflict in
the Middle East. We cannot be content to sit
back and admire or study Nature, or it will not
be there, as we know it, very much longer. Our
environmental ethic must now be a wartime
ethic, our purpose resolute and single-minded.
One of the world's great military strategists,
the samurai Miyamoto Musashi, emphasized
that while in battle, the warrior must think only
of defeating the enemy: "The primary thing
when you take the sword in your hands is your
intention to cut the enemy, whatever the
means" (Musashi 1974 (1645». We musl
banish all distracting thoughts in order to
prevail over our enemy.

Unfortunately, our enemy is not usually
as well-defined as Musashi's, and may ulti
mately be ourselves as a species. But in most
environmental battles, such as the fight to save
the last old-growth forests of the Northwest,
the enemy is clear enough. We can name
particular corporations and politicians who are
largely responsible for the destruction. It may
be overly simplistic to divide the world into

"good guys" and "bad guys" when our entire
culture is really to blame (D. Perry, personal
communication). But if you attack the whole·
system, your energy is diffuse and non-pen
etrating. A key concept of martial arts is to
focus your strikes precisely on the most vital
poirits. By so doing, the weak may overcome
the strong.

We can fight this war nonviolently and,
unlike Musashi, cut the enemy down without
drawing a drop of blood. And we can do it
well within the bounds of our professional
responsibilities; in facl, our professional in
tegrity demands that we act. As working bi
ologists, we should be uncompromising
advocates of the "resources" (and I hate to use
that word) under our care. Their continued
health and existence is, in large part, up to us.
At the very least, we can provide information
and strategic guidance to those environmen
talists who are able to mount a more active
resistance to biotic impoverishment.

THE PERILS AND PROMISES OF
ADVOCACY

No one ever said that the job ofa warrior
is safe. The mythology of purely objective and
value-free science leaves little room for wild

.eyed advocates among its practitioners. Those
scientists who choose to be advocates chal
lenge expectations about proper professional
behavior. By so doing, they potentially place
their careers at risk.

What most troubles many scientists is that
advocacy jeopardizes our cherished credibility
as objective observers, the quality that sup
posedly sets us apart from non-scientists.
Michael Soule, first president of the Society
for Conservation Biology, recently warned that
if we are seen as just another special interest
group, our opinions will receive "nothing more
than passing notice" (Soule 1990). This ac
knowledged, it is essential that we dispel the
notion that conservation of biodiversity is a
"special interest" in the same league as the
interests of the timber industry, commercial
fishermen, Elk hunters, river-runners, or
backpackers. Can anyone think of a more
general interest, here on Earth, than mainte
nance of life? Any biologist who does not
advocate this general interest has little cred
ibility as an intelligent being.

Yet, the truth remains that science func
tions best when bias is minimized; it can never
be eliminated, but we should control it to the
extent we are able. The best way to reduce
bias is to recognize it; to examine yourself,
your predilections and idiosyncrasies, and state
your premises and assumptions up-front. The
proposition that biological diversity should be
maintained is not a bias. AIdo Leopold's

(1949) famous maxim from "The Land Ethic"
('/\ thing is right when it tends to preserve the
integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic
community. It is wrong when it tends other
wise.") is a statement of moral principle, not
an expression of bias. It doeS reflect a point
ofview, of course. People who disagree with
Leopold's land ethic, such as apparently the
vast majority of our elected officials, should
state their own "moral" principles and points
of view just as clearly and honestly.

Real bias is displayed when we con
sciously or unconsciously distort the truth or
manipulate facts to support a pre-conceiVed
notion. We might, for example, overstate the
biological significance of a certain roadless
watershed or the dangers to salmonid popula
tions associated with logging it, because we
find the area attractive or spiritually inspiring.
If, in fact, the logging was done in a way that
posed little danger to the ecosystem, we were
then guilty of committing a Type I error by
claiming an effect when none exists (i.e., re
jecting a true null hypothesis of no significant
effect). But esthetic and spiritual values are
important in their own right; there is no need

.to hide them behind scientific arguments,
whether correct or dubious. Our bias toward
rationality, for left brain over right brain, per
suades us that emotion is unimportant and
leads us into deception (Ehrenfeld 1978).

There are plenty of good reasons for
protecting all remaining roadless areas, given
the premise that these areas have existence
value as the last wild, unmanipulated land
scapes of North America, augmented by the
general and factual argument that road-build
ing contributes to deterioration of natural
ecosystems. In applied ecology, Type II er
rors of falsely claiming no detrimental effects
of various developments are more dangerous
than Type I errors of claiming effects when
none exists (Noss 1986, Shrader-Frechette and
McCoy in press). Natural areas are precious
beyond estimation. Recognizing our fallibil
ity as scientists and as humans, it is far better
to err on the side of preservation than on the
side of development.

All questions ofbias aside, I acknowledge
that unless we at least try to be objective when
we wear our scientific hats, we might not be
taken seriously by the public or by decision
makers. There are pragmatic reasons why
scientists should moderate their statements in
public. The most radical ofadvocates probably
cannot function effectively as scientists in
environmental policy debates. For example,
I would not state my deepest feelings about
certain Oregon politicians while testifying
before Congress, nor would I wear a
monkeywrench T-shirt when appearing as an
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expert witness in a timber sale appeal hearing
(I might even wear a coat and tie). Pragma
tism, though, should not lead to dishonesty. If
we believe that an area should be protected
from timber harvest or other insults, we should
say so to anyone at any time, even if we lack
hard data confirming its ecological value. But
we can make our statements without screaming
hysterically.

Despite the perils of advocacy, I believe
that it is an honest and ethical behavior on the
part of environmental scientists, and, most
importantly, that it can actually do some good.
Remember that we are not just scientists, we
are also citizens and playerS in a complex
socio-political drama. In a recent exchange
in the pages of Conservation Biology, David
Orr (1990) noted that conservation biology
must not only be responsive to social settings
and political priorities, it must also "broadly
inform those priorities." We have a role to play
in environmental policy debates: to speak for
the speechless, our nonhuman kin and the wild
places they inhabit.

How many biologists regularly attend
public hearings, commission meetings, or
other forums on environmentally controversial
projects? Environmentalists usually attend,
but cannot be counted on to address ecological
issues accurately and are usually outnumbered

by local pro-development forces. It is not
surprising that ecological issues receive inad
equate attention in forest plans, public works
projects, and county land-use plans. If biolo
gists were to attend such meetings, review
documents, speak to the press, and defend
biodiversity with facts and with passion, our
nonhuman friends and natural areas would be
better off. I have personally experienced
success in such matters, previously at a state
and county planning level in Florida and most
recently as an expert witness in appeals of
Forest Service timber sales in roadless areas
in northern California and Oregon. It is a true
feeling of accomplishment to have contributed
to the proteciion of a wild area; give me that
over a peer-reviewed publication any day. Of
course, we can have both.

The risk a biologist runs in being an ad
vocate depends on his or her employer. Those
of you who work for government are probably
not free to speak your mind either on or off
the job. A government employee is considered
a second-class citizen, to whom the First

. Amendment and principles of academic free
dom do not apply. As a former employee of
state and federal government, I have been
censured, admonished, and reprimanded for
stat ing my opin ion on env ironmental matters,
even on my personal time. If your employer

cannot reprimand
you formally, be
cause you have
done nothing illegal
or unethical, he can
find all sorts of
subtle ways to make
your life miserable.
If you have a super
visor who can
shield you from bu
reaucratic attacks,
you might contrib
ute most to the
cause by working
from within the
system. Otherwise,
consider what you
might accomplish
without the shackles
of a government
job.*

Academics
seemingly have
more freedom to
speak out, but it can
be risky for non
tenured faculty.
Wildlife, fisheries,
range, and forestry
departments at land
grant universities

are often part of agricultural schools that are
controlled by powerful economic interests,
including the timber and chemical industries.
Michael Frome (1990) in his column in De
fenders magazine provides several examples
of faculty being denied tenure because they
were outspoken on environmental issues.
Aside from the tenure problem, many univer
sity scientists want to keep on the good side
of government agencies that they rely on for
grants. Moreover, many academics genuinely
believe that it is unprofessional and unscien
tific for them to advocate anything besides
their own promotions.

A greater number of biologists is being
employed by private enterprise, and they may
be paid to be advocates. What they advocate,
however, depends on their employer. Those
who work for the timber industry may be paid
to argue for continued high rates of clearcutting
on public lands. Others may be paid to argue
just the opposite.

Biologists who work as environmental
consultants may face the greatest temptation
to be dishonest. If you want to make a lot of
money as a consultant, you work for devel
opers, and developers require certain types of
findings in order to get permits for their
projects. What they need to be told by their
consultants, in many cases, is that no endan
gered species or wetlands exist on the project
site, or that the impacts of their project on these
elements will be insignificant. Hence the
market for "biostitutes." The market for con
sultants with an ecological conscience is much
smaller.

CONCLUSION

The message I want to impart most em
phat ically is that biological scientists can help
protect Nature through reasoned and impas
sioned advocacy, and that we can do so with
out sacrificing the basic tenets ofscience: clear
observation, honesty in stating assumptions
and reporting results, and rational and objec
tive interpretations ofdata. Being an advocate
does not mean being a zealot or a liar. Being
an advocate means being honest about your
feelings for the Earth, the feelings that attracted
you to this field in tbe first place, and letting
people know the way you feel. 11 means
paying a debt of gratitude to the biota that
keeps you employed.

Moreover, a rational interpretation of the
present status of biodiversity suggests that only
a dramatic departure from our usual way of
doing business can save what is left. As sci
entists, we enter this fray reluctantly. It would
be far less stressful to simply "do science" in

continued next page
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The White Pine

by Robert T. Leverett

This is the second article on identification of Eastern old-grawth forest. In this and
.succeedingarticles, we will examine individual species. Our focus will be on describing
visual characteristics, discussing superlative specimens, and providing guidance on
recognizing mature trees through visual inspection. Pinus strobus, the White Pine, is

, the subject of this article.

Profiles andbarkappearance ofyoung, middleaged, and old-
growth White Pines at ages 75, 150,225, and 300 years. continued next page

With the above description to guide us, a
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brief digression into yesteryear is in order.
Pinus strobus has a history both rich and
tragic ... tragic due to human greed,ignorance,
and wastefUlness. With its long bole of straight
grained wood, the White Pine proved an ideal
tree for building stationary structures of all
types. Its utility for other purposes, such as

I
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.,
... .,,1

A LITfLE HISTORY

stunted 125-year-old White Pines growing in
cliffenvironments that exhibit most of the old
growth characteristics described above.

I
-'~':,-'

"
"'41'

Jl.

Not all trees lend themselves to.easy age
i identification through visual observation. The
, White Pine, though, is almost an ideal choice
I to apply the ba<>ic criteria: (1) bark appearance,
I (2) root mass, (3) crown shape. (4) foliage
). distribution, and (5) bole contour.

PUws strobus, the great lumber tree of the
. 19th century, produces 5 needles per bundle
I. between 2 and 5 inches in length. Its elongated
[ light-brown cones are smooth and from 4 to 6
i inches long. Young pines have relatively
~ symmetrical thick foliage and smooth, thin,
) often greenish tinged bark. Branches grow
J upward on young trees. By contrast, mature
~ specimens exhibit moderately furrowed bark
J up to 2 inches thick and have thinner, less
~ symmetrical foliage growing from horizontal
t to slightly drooping branches except near the
t top where branches still angle upward on all
i but the oldest pines. Old-growth status in
J terms of visual characteristics is achieved for
, White Pines between 150 and 200 years. By ..~
t that age the bark is deeply furrowed. As tbe i
1 pine exceeds 200 years in age, the outer ridges ~

tl loosen and flake off, giving the bark a some- 1
" what "plated" appearance. The crown be- Po

:> comes flattened through the pruning effect of __.iL.~_
" wind and ice on tbe top branches when the pine
rl no longer sends up leaders. The pine will have
•1 lost perhaps 25-50% of its foliage as it reaches
Ii its 250th birthday. Equally conspicuous is the
Ii increasing root mass that develops with age.
2 Storm damage can produce premature old
8 growth profIles, as viewed from a distance, but a
:) clo;e inspectioo ofbark texture and root masswill
n reveal the difference. Harsh growing oonditions
:) can prematurely age a tree. I have observed

I DESCRIPTION
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ship building, was equally recognized. !
In 1688, the King of England issued a II .

decree reselVing for the Royal Navy
all White Pines possessing trunk di- I
ameters of 24 inches or more. As re- ,
cently as 15 years. ago, at least one I
place in New Hampshire retained 1
skeletons of dead pines that pUrp<Jn- t
edly were remnants of the "King's
Pines."

ECOLOGICAL NICHE

The role of the White Pine as a
permanent resident of an old-growth forest is
debatable. White Pines are a shade intolerant
species. They succeed in openings where
mineral ~il has been exposed and are par
ticularly fond of fields, in which they may
dominate for a period of time. Colonial-aged
pines that sprouted from what Qad been cleared
fields provided a lumber bona'nza throughout
much of New Eng\and.?r.oundthe tum of the
century. Today open field pines often suffer
damage from the White Pine Weevil which
attacks their terminal leader causing forked
trunks and contoned shapes~ Additionally, the
White Pine Blister Rust attacks and kills pines,
though this scourge does not threaten the ex
istence of the species.

Pinus strobus does not reproduce under
a closed canopy. Without periodic natural or
human-created disturbances, areas covered by
even the most magnificent stands gradually
reven .to hemlocks and hardwoods. This has
caused some ecologists to exclude forests of
White Pines from classification as bonafide old
growth, regardless of their antiquity. None
theless, small White Pine stands and individual
trees will always be a constituent ofOld-growth
forests in the Eastern mountains. Whether
from landslides, single or multiple tree-fall
gaps, hurricane-caused blowdowns, or fire,
sufficiently large clearings have always been
available forsucoessful propagation. So, while
pure stands are associated with large distur
bances and old field succession, the species is
a natural resident of old-growth forests.

DIMENSIONS

Some Eastern tree enthusiasts feel
cheated when contemplating those fortunate
enough to live in the long shadows of the great
conifers growing in Califomia'sSierra Nevada
and the Pacific Northwest coastal region.
Compared to those malVelous cellulose ca
thedrals, our trees reach only modest propor
tions. A numberof Westem conifers routinely
reach heights over 200 feet; and the Giant
Sequoia, Coast Redwood, Douglas-fir and
Sitka Spruce record measurements over 300

feet. Alas, our Eastem trees are considered tall
at 100 feet. However, the East had and still
has some forest monarchs. Tulip Poplars in
the Appalachian cove forests, Eastern Sy
camores in the Ohio River Valley, and Bald
'Cypresses in the Southern swamps can still all
exceed 150 feet in height, as can Pecan trees.
A few exceptionally tall specimens of each
species remain, and tall Tulip Poplars are
common in rich coves of the Southern Appa
lachians. Some residents of Smoky Mountain
coves reportedly make the 200 foot mark. But
the overall champion of height in the East has
always been the White Pine. Authoritative
sources place the limiting height of this su
perlative species at between 220 and 230 feet.
To those accustomed to 60-90 foot tall shade
trees lining the sides of a neighborhood street,
a 200 footer may sound like a plant equivalent
to the proverbial fish story, but such heights
are well documented. Because so much White
Pine growth is young, many tree books are
misleading about this conifer's height. I've
seen authoritative tree books ihat list the height
ofPinus strobus as 75 to 100 feet- an insult
to this species on a par with listing heights of
a noble Watusi as about 5 feet.

Less frequently, the White Pine can also
reach impressive proportions in girth. Older
specimens can attain circumferences of 15-20
feet and there are cases of girths near 30'. For
the most part, though, forest pines 4 feet in di
ameter can be considered large.

WHERE TO SEE TIlEM

Descriptions of the towering pines of co
lonial New England always produce an irre
pressible urge in me to glimpse the sights that
Thoreau found so enticing. Although the great
stands of White Pine that once grew in the
Northeast and in the Great Lakes region are
gone, fortunately, there are a few places where
one can see mature pines, some even of
Thoreau calibre. Let's review some environ
ments and specific locations.

One frequently can find small stands of
ancient specimens on the sides of river gorges.

Kaaterskill Falls in New York's
Catskills has some fine old-growth
pines growing from the sides of the
gorge. Some lake shores where sun
light is plentiful still harbor old-growth
White Pine. New York's Adirondacks
have many scatterings of impressive
old-growth White Pines desclVing
cataloging and measurement. The lake
boundaries provide ample opportunity
for pines to grow unhampered by

\ shade. Oddly enough wetlands can
harbor worthy specimens. Catlin
Woods in Connecticut has a few old

grow.th pines.
Most stands in New Englal1t1 t1ate from

colonial times and represent old field succes
sion. The Fisher-Scott MemorIal Pines of
Vermont may be the state's finest, reaching 120
to 130 feet in height and up to 40 Inches in
diameter. A few of Massachusetts's giant
Carlisle Pines still stand. TheSe pines also date
from colonial times. The tallest is a respect
able 136 fee't and the largest are on the order
of4 feet in diameter. Though the tallest pines
in the Bay State may be gone, there is at least
one place where one can stand in the shadows
of specimens that might have caught the eye
of Thoreau. Jack Sobon, a pioneer old
growther in western Massachusetts, and I
measured a colossal White Pine in the Dunbar
Brook watershed of the Berkshire region:
nearly 12 feet in circumference and 152 feet
in height. I fondly call this tree "The Great
Pine of Dunbar Valley". A second pine
stretched the tape to 147 feet and a third
reaches 140. Before they were toppled by a
tornado-like weather phenomenon, the Ca
th~dral Pines of Cornwall, Connecticut were
considered by many to be New England's
finest. Jack measured many of these pines at
150-160 feet, with the tallest at 172 feet.
Fortunately, a few of the Cathedral Pines still
stand to provide a taste ofwhat helped adver
tise Cornwall un.tilthat fateful day in 1988.

Other places around New England, ac
ces.';iible to those who do not mind roughing
it, have small stands of colonial-aged speci
mens. Those reluctant to bushwhack can see
old-growth While Pines on some college
campuses and in city parks. Great Barrington
and Sheffield, Massachusetts, are towns with
large old specimens.

Pennsylvania is a rich hunting ground for
old-growth White Pine. Cook State Forest in
the westem part of the state may well harbor
the best stand of all. A few pines reach close
to 200 feet, and prior to a blowdown some
years ago, there were many trees between 150
and 200' in height.

Further south, Linville Gorge in North
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Carolina's Blue Ridge Mountains and
Cooper's Creek Scenic Area in Georgia's
Chattahoochee National Forest have some 150
footers. Linville Gorge may harbor a few
considerably taller specimens. From a dis
tance, I have studied them through binoculars
and believe several exceed '160 feet. I mea
sured one trail-side specimen at 150 feet, and
other less accessible trees within a quarter of
a mile look taller.

Two small areas in the Smoky Mountains'
of North Carolina and Tennessee show
promise. I have seen no official measurements
of any Smoky Mountain specimens, and have
made none of my own, but I have spotted
White Pines at two locations that I believe
exceed 150 feet. Further south, the state cham
pion White Pine of South Carolina'is a col~

sus at 168 feet in height and 28 feet in girth.

MEASUREMENTS-GOOD AND BAD

Before leaving the topic of height, I
should point out that obtaining accurate mea
surements can be tricky, particularly in inhos
pitable, mountainous terrain. Spreading

crowns, leaning stems, obscured tops, and in
accurate baselines can produce substantial
measurement errors. There is also the under
standable wish on the part of some of us to
knight new champions. I confess that I have
been inclined to give more than one tree the
benefit of the doubt, but after I initially made
some egregious errors, Jack Sobon helped me
discipline my measurements. To my chagrin
and embarrassment, Jack's transit shrunk
several measurements I had sworn to be "on
the money." I am now careful to locate where
a plumb line from a tree's highcst point would
intersect the ground.

PAY'ING DUE RESPECT

I am an unabashed White Pine fan. This
noble conifer is the closest thing we have to
rival the "Iessers" of the Pacific, Northwest.
Many sing its praises, but more White Pine
enthusiasts are needed to generate interest in
finding worthy specimens. As a case in point,
TIle Auduboll Society Field Guide to Natural
Places of the Northeast IlIland, a highly use
ful source of information, lists a 125 foot
specimen on New Hampshire's Pine River
Esker as possibly the tallest in the state, yet I
measured a 121 foot pine on a casual outing
one day without half looking. I would be ex-

tremely surprised if the Granite State doesn't
harbor taller specimens. Accordingly, I would
appreciate hearing from anyone knowing ofor
suspecting pines in the 150 foot and over class
anywhere in the East. These relicts deserve
special attention and protection. Other trees
are honored. Why not elevate the White Pine
to a status consistent with its lofty crown?
Louisiana has a society to which only vener
able Live Oaks belong. Trees tbat have
reached their 100tb birthday and have attained
a circumference of 17 feet are automatic
members. Why not a society to which only
towering White Pines belong? I would pro
pose a title such as "The Over 150 Club."
Someone else may think of a nobler handle,
but the idea is on the table.

Write old-growth sleuth RobertLeverett at
52 FairfteldAve" Holyoke, MA 01040. Illustra
tiolls/or this article are by the author SSOil, Rob
Jr.
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Fighting for BLM
Wilderness:

I~===.JI

The Arizona Experience

by Dale S. Turner

For wilderness lovers in the western
U.S., the next few years offer a one-time op
portunity to protect big chunks of wild terrain
- the holdings of the Bureau of Land Man
agement. The campaign for Arizona's state
wide BLM wilderness bill, the first such
legislation to pass, may hold some usefulles
sons for activists in other states.

Only Congress can designate official
Wilderness Areas, and in 1976 Congress di
rected BIM to study all their land holdings for
areas worthy ofwilderness protection, as part
of the broader Federal Land Policy and Man
agement Act. They were directed to report to
th~ President by October 1991, and the Presi
dent then had two years to make recommen
dations to Congress. Out of 174 million acres
of BLM public lands in the lower 48, the
agency classified 24 million acres as Wilder
ness Study Areas and recommended a small
fraction of that for official Wilderness desig
nation. (Much of the basic Wilderness legis
lation is compiled for activists in The
Wildenzess Act Handbook, prepared by The
Wilderness Society.)

THE ARIZONA PRECEDENT

In Arizona, the BLM identified slightly
over 2 million acres of Wilderness Study Areas
and recommended designation of less than half
that. The biocentric Earth First! proposal
covered about 17 million acres, the Arizona
Wilderness Coalitibn pushed for 2.2 million,
and the final Arizona Desert Wilderness Act
set aside 1.1 million acres of BLM land. It also
protected 13 million acres of U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (National Wildlife Refuge)
land. In size, the result was far less than we'd

hoped for, but better than we'd feared.
Beyond the numbers, we had some

success in the management language of the
bill, which may have strong precedent value
for other states. The most contentious issue
was water rights-an odd fight for a bill that
covered mostly low desert lands. Pro-devel
opment forces in Congress fought hard to in
clude an explicit denial of any federal water
rights for the newly-designated Wilderness
Areas, and managed to delay action on the bill
for nearly a year. The final language includes
several small provisions stating that it has no
effect on previously established water rights
or on the operat ions of several specific dams,
but it does claim rights to "a quantity of water
sufficient to fulfill the purposes" of the legis
lation. This was the pre-existing standard.

Other areas where we held Congress to
the established guidelines include grazing and
wildlife management. Ranchers and the A:Z
Game & Fish Department each pushed for the
right to do whatever they wanted in Wilderness
Areas. Both were rejected on the grounds that
the standard management language meets all
their real needs. We didn'l get the cows out of
the wilderness, but we didn't lose any ground.

One novel portion of the Act was a
compromise that will supposedly protect wil
derness without giving it the official designa
tion. An area·ofextreme controversy, the Gila
Box was designated a Riparian National
Conservation Area. National Conservation
Area is a relatively new land status, with little
precedent behind it. Basically, an NCA is
whatever Congress says it should be. That
could mean more protection than Wilderness,
but generally means much less. Here it was
used as a way to appease the enviros without
using the dreaded "w" word on land adjacent
to a mine run by megacorp Phelps Dodge. The
NCA legislation contains a few strong points
(mining withdrawal, water rights, vehicles
restricted to existing roads) and lots of pretty
generalities but left management specifics to

the BLM, so its ultimate value remains to be
seen. Lacking the strong precedents of Wil
derness designation, it may ultimately be very
weak protection. Opponents of new Wilder
ness legislation included the standard cast of
characters offering their usual lines. Mining
companies spoke the loudest, claiming that
more Wilderness would collapse the state's
economy and bring the end of Life As We
Know It. They initially played themselves out
of the game by presenting the congressional
delegation with a seven-volume analysis
showing that all the Wilderness Study Areas
had "High" to "Very High" mineral values and
reoommending the designation ofexactly zero
(0) acres. They were told that was not a help
ful contribution (i.e., everybody laughed) and
thus came back with a prioritized list ofareas,
which heavily influenced the final legislation.
Individual mining companies fighting desig
nation of specific areas did a lot of damage.

Hunting groups were vaguely negative
but had little overall impact except in discus
sions of two large National Wildlife Refuges,
Kofa and Cabeza Prieta, famous for their
Bighorn Sheep populations. AZ Game and
Fish got more respect for their site-specific
concerns, primarily water-hole maintenance,
which resulted in a number of 4WD road
corridors being kept open.

Ranchers were also against any Wil
derness anywhere but had very lillie influence.
Off-road vehicle users were largely ignored by
all concerned.

WHAT WE DID RIGHT

One of the most important steps taken
by the Arizona Wilderness Coalition was cre
ating a detailed wilderness proposal, with maps
and descriptions of all the areas. This set the
agenda for all future discussions and was a
vital tool for organizing and lobbying. (Groups
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DESIGNATED AREAS

1 Paria Canyon-Vermilion Cliffs
2 Cottonwood Point
3 Kanab Creek
4 Mt. Trumbull
5 Mt. Logan
6 Beaver Dam Mlns.
7 Paiute
8 Grand Wash Cliffs
9 Mount Wilson
10 Mount Tipton
11 Mount Nutt
12 Warm Springs
13 Wabayuma Peak
14 Upper Burro Creek
15 Aubrey Peak
16 Arrastra Mountain
17 Tres Alamos
18 Rawhide Mountains
19 Swansea
20 Gibraltar Mountain
21 East Cactus Plain
22 Harcuvar Mountains
23 Hassayampa River Canyon
24 Hells Canyon
25 Harquahala Mountains
26 Hummingbird Springs
27 Big Horn Mountains
28 Eagletail Mountains
29 New Water Mountains
30 Trigo Mountains
31 Muggins Mountains
32 Signal Mountain
33 Woolsey Peak
34 North Maricopa Mountains
35 South Maricopa Mountains

in other states have done similar proposals
ours owed much to an earlier production by
the New Mexico Wilderness Coalition; and a
much higher standard has been set by the re
cent Utah Wilderness Coalition proposal,
which would protect over 5 million acres of
BLM land as Wilderness.)

We kept our central place in the later
discussions with a set of large maps. The BLM
prepared a set of poster-size maps of all the
areas, showing only their lines, so we drew our
boundaries and put our logo onto their maps
and printed blue-line copies for the whole
Congressional delegation. When the debate got
down to area boundaries, our version was the
one on the easel.

An essential part of writing our proposal
was to survey all the areas on the ground. Area
"adopters," who knew and fought for specific
areas, were vital organizers of local support
groups, setting up visits to the areas, cranking
out letters and pushing for press coverage.
They were also our experts on boundary
questions which often arose once an area was
"in the bill."

Also useful was the effort to gain wide
public support. We got endorsement letters
from environmental organizations,ofcourse,
but also sought out senior citizen hiking clubs,
outdoor equipment stores and elected officials.
Asupportive resolution from the Pima County
Board of Supervisors weighed far more than

WHERE IS ARIZONA BLM
WILDERNESS?

o SL George, Utah
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cranky leiters from a few recreational miners.
(But it cut both ways: lobbying by the rural
Greenlee County SupervisOrs overwhelmed all
efforts by urban activists.)

A useful factor in the water rights fight
was the position of the state Department of
Water Resources, which publicly stated that
Wilderness water rights are appropriate, and
that any new Wilderness water rights would
be junior to all previous claims and thus would
not harm existing water users. Seems pretty
straightforward, but that's a difficult notion for
some Senators to grasp and it sounds much less
radical coming from a government official.
Congress usually defers to the states on such
matters.

One other group that really helped was
Lighthawk, "the wings ofconservation". They
flew us to survey, photograph, and show off
areas that are almost inaccessible because
they're so huge and rugged. While nothing can
match the experience of getting into a wild area
on the ground, you can show a Congressman
a lot of great terrain in a morning's flight.

Finally, it helped to get a professional
survey showing that Arizonans favor wilder
ness by a four-to-one margin. The poll of 700
people, paid for by Recreational Equipment
Inc., gave solid backing to our claims of
popular support.

36 Sierra Estrella
37 Table Top
38 Coyote Mountains
39 Baboquivari Peak
40 White Canyon
41 Needle's Eye
42 Aravaipa Canyon
43 North Santa Teresa
44 Fishhooks
45 Redfield Canyon
46 Dos Cabezas Mountains
47 Peloncillo Mountains

STUDY AREAS

48 Cactus Plain
49 Baker Canyon

WHAT WE DID WRONG

We didn't think big enough, in area or
management conditions. We stuck to the
agency rules when deciding on boundaries and
acceptable human impacts. We fought for the
status quo on grazing and mining restrictions,
deferring fights to tighten restrictions for an
other day. Maybe we won more Wilderness
Areas in the process, but they're small and full
ofcow pies. The proposed Oregon High Desert
Protection Act, a visionary effort which takes
on the-whole pile, would be far more exciting
to fight for. [It would end livestock grazing in
areas designated Wilderness.]

On a related note, our proposal and
lobbying efforts never really focused on the
biological value of large clusters of Wilderness
Areas, and that showed in the results. In par
ticular, one complex of areas around the Bill
Williams River in western Arizona included
more than 719,000 acres in 16 separate units.
Many of those areas were separated from ad
jacent areas only by dirt roads or powerlines,
and the complex should be protected and
managed as a whole. Instead, Congress des
ignated about 298,000 acres in 9 areas scat
tered across the map.

One other lingering concern is that we
would have been better off to have known
more economic "fun facts" on our side early

continued next page
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in the game. When wilderness opponents came
up with several bogus studies about the billions
of dollars that were sure to be lost, we were
slow to gather the real numbers that could
answer their fantasies. 'While the true values
of wildemess - undisturbed habitat, biologi
cal diversity, the right of species to exist 
cannot be measured in dollars, economic ar
guments are inevitable and there is solid evi
dence in our favor.

THE FUTURE

Arizona's BLM wilderness effort is
no! over, as several areas were left in "Study"
status and all the newly designated areas will
have management plans prepared for them, but
our statewide bill has passed. Activists from
other states have spent years on similar cam
paigns and some, like the California Desert
effort, may be completed soon.

For gocxl and bad, these efforts face a
somewhat changed ('-Ongressionallandscape.
Mo Udall, gcxlfather of the Arizona bill, has
given up his seat. George Miller (D-CA) has
replaced him as chair of the House Interior
Committee. Whereas Udall's influence was
waning with his health, Miller is young and

vigorous, and worked hard on the Arizona bill
to oppose weakening language on water rights
and grazing. In the Senate, wilderness arch
enemy Jim McClure is gone, at long last.
Mining Law reform is finally on the front
burner, and many politicians are looking for
that green aura.

This is a great opportunity for wil
derness advocates and for the wild.

DaleS. TumerispartoftheAriwna Wilder
nessCoalitiollExecutiveCommi/tee, andformerly
served as Assistant Editor of the Earth First!
Journal.

TheChirripo-to
the-CaribbeanCorridor,
Talamanca, Costa Rica

Biodiversity

I''j Indian R~rves

.....__...1Purchase/easement areas

B:1 National Parks and similar reserves

PANAMA

ATlANTIC OCEAN

La Amistad
Intemational Park
(Panama)

.--:-

COSTA RICA

Any reader of the environmental press
can lell you that Costa Rica is known as a de
veloping country that has made a remarkable
effort to protect its wild places. The reputa-
tion is well deserved, and beginning with the
establishment of a modem National Parks
system in the 1960s by Mario Boza and Alvaro
Ugalde, a growing 'Oumber of Costa Ricans
have qualified for ~nyone's list of ecological
heros.

But just as United States history is not just
the story of Muir and Leopold, there is more
to the Costa Rican story. Alongside the statis
tics about percentage of total land protected;
it must be noted that Costa Rica currently ha<;
one of the highest rales of deforestation in the
world. Push is com ing to shove very rapidly,
and we will soon know to what extent their
famed Parks system will be reduced to a se- '"
ries of islands, and how much can be linked '"
by forest corridors to form a greater whole. PACIFIC

Probably the most valuable corridor still OCEAN "-
hanging in the balance is the Chirripo-to-the- "\
Sea Corridor, located largely within the 2500

by Bill McLarney
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STIV\TECY

207 San Pedro NE, Albuquerque, NM

ORIGINAL RANGE

MEXICAN WOLF

Soon after the suit was launched, FWS
hired a full-time Mexican Wolf Recovery C0
ordinator. There is now a detailed recovery
plan which calls for reintroduction to begin in
1994.

There remain several obstacles to wolf
recovery. Since ranchers remain a powerful
political force in New Mexico, recovery plans
need to minimize opposition from ranchers.
The main reason White Sands was chosen is
that it is the only suitable habitat in New
Mexico not currently open to grazing. The
Mexican Wolf Coalition '1Jlans to set up a fund
to reimburse ranchers who can prove depre
dation losses from wolves that are reintro
duced.

The wolf population will need to reach
70 to 100 before reintroduction can be safely
tried. Increased funding will be needed to
provide sufficient facilities to bring the wolf
population to that number. .

To help the wolf recovery effort, contact
the Mexican Wolf Coalition at 207 San Pedro
NE, Albuquerque, NM 87108 (505-265-5506).

--Marc Bedner

Mexican Wolf

Smallest of the Grey Wolves (Callis
luplLs'), the Mexican Wolf, as known to many
New Mexicans as the Lobo, was once found
in New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas, as well
as Mexico. Mexican Wolves were extirpated
from the wild in the US over twenty years ago,
and there is doubt as to whether any wild
wolves survive in Mexico. In the US, the fed
eral government, at the behest of ranchers,
eliminated the wolf.

In the 19705, six wolves were taken from
the wild in New Mexico and brought to cap
tive breeding facilities, induding the Rio
Grande Z..oo in Albuquerque. There are now
38 Mexican Wolves in captivity-29 in the US
and 9 in Mexico.

The Endangered Species Act of 1973
states that the Secretary of the Interior has re
sponsibility to bring back an Endangered spe
cies through conservation measures. The
expressed goal of the Act is to delist species
by restoring viable wild populations. In 1982
the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) pro
duced a Recovery Plan with a three-step pro
cess for delisting the Lobo: captive breeding,
site selection, and reintroduction into the wild.
Reintroduction was supposed to occur after
1985.

Tired of FWS foot-dragging, the Mexi
can Wolf Coalition, along with the Wolf Ac
tion Group, Sierra Club and other
organizations, filed suit on Earth Day 1990 to
force the implementation of a recovery plan.
Since White Sands Missile Range in southern
New Mexico is the most likely site for initial
reintroduction, the suit names both the Secre
tary of the Interior and the Secretary of De
fense as defendants.

Coalition

square mile La Amistad Biosphere Reserve.
At this writing it is still possible to hike from
atop Ml. Chirripo on the Continental Divide
(at 12,533 feet, the highest point in ('-asta Rica)
60 linear miles to the Caribbean coast, re
maining in natural tropical forests all the way.
The sheer diversity one would encounter on
such a journey is staggering. From the unique
alpine "paramo" vegetation above tree line to
mangrove swamps (and on, if one wishes, to
Costa Rica's only true coral reefs), the corri
dor contains II of the 12 Holdridge Life Z..ones
existing in Costa Rica. It is home to perhaps
80 percent of all Costa Rica's endangered
animal species.

MC6t of the corridor is included within La
AmL"tad's formally pmtected arcas, including a
National Park,the La Amistad International Park
(shared with Panama), a complex of Indian
Reservations, a Biological Reserve, and a
Wildlife Refuge. But there are two major un
protected gaps, one of them immediately threat
ened by banana companies, loggers, tourist
development, immigrant farmers and speculators.

Enter ANAl, a small Costa Rican non
profit organization which has been active in
the canton of Talamanca, where the corridor
lies, for over a decade. There ANAl works
with the rural people to enable them to improve
their standard of living without destroying the
still-rich forests in the area. ANAl has pains
takingly identified the properties that must be
protected to secure the corridor, and prepared
a proposal which combines purchase of lands
from speculators, easements for landholders
with an interest in protecting their forests,
buyouts of inholdings in Indian Reserves, land
use agreements with the tribes, and sustainable
management plans for buffer zones. With the
help of The Nature Conservancy, the Costa
Rican Ministry of Natural Resources and nu
merous small organizations, ANAl is at
tempting to protect what may be the only
Continental Divide-to-the-Sea forest corridor
in the Neotropics.

The sums ~f money involved are consid
erable- in the millions- but significant
contributions can be made with relatively
small sums by helping buy single critical
properties. Small individual donations can he
used to support ANAl's overall program (thus
reinforcing the local stake in the process) and
to cover the costs of raising the larger sum..
Tax-deductible contributions and requests for'
proposals or other information can be sent to
ANAl's one person, part-time US office-Bill
McLarney, 1176 Bryson City, Franklin, NC
28734.
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Sky-Island Alliance
1639 E. 1ST STREET, TUCSON, AZ 85719

I~===.I

"Sky islands" is a tenn used to describe
isolated mountains that rise above surround
ing desert. The Sky-lslandAlIial1cc is a group
of concemed conservationists and scientists
who have joined together to help the land
management agencies recognize and protect
the unique biological diversity of our desert
sky islands. We are responding to a US Forest
Service (FS) proposed "National Recreation
Area" for portions of the Coronado National
Forest, in southeast Ar.izona. The FS nation
wide is receiving for the next three years under
a Presidential Initiative $625 million to be used
for: 1) recreation facilities, 2) special-qesig
nation areas, 3) forest interpretation and en
vironmental education. This program is to be
supplemented with non-federal funding
sources, or cooperative funding in wildlife,
fisheries, and recreation programs; for ex
ample, green sticker monies from gas taxes for
off-road vehicle use groups.

We believe the truly outstanding feature
of the Coronado NF is its biological diver
sity-more diverse than any other National
Forest in the nalion, some biologists say. To
help protect this unique region, we are de
signing a comprehensive proposal which will
eventually transcend the borders of the
Coronado NF to include the whole chain of
sky islands in Arizona and New Mexico and
south into Chihuahua and Sonora, Mexico. An
important component of the proposal involves
preserving wildlife corridors between moun
tain ranges to pennit genetic exchange among
populat ions of migrating species.

Instead of National Recreation Area
(NRA) designation for parts of the Coronado
NF, we favor a National Conservation Area (or
other appropriate) designation. The Coronado
NF management and the Regional Forester
have recognized that the Forest has nationally
unique features. The US Fish & Wildlife
Service 1978 report for the region recom
mended protection for 8 "unique and nation
ally significant wildlife ecosystems" in
Arizona, aU but one occurring in the southeast
part of the state.

The sky islands have spawned an im
pressive number ofendemic plant and animal
species due to the isolation of one "island"

from another. According to those in the field
of island biogeography, the potential for in
sights gleaned from ecological studies and sky
island comparisons is unparalleled. These
ecosystems have finally been recognized by
the scientific community as unique and worthy
of preservation. Besides the amazing
biodiversity, the sky islands also contain pe
rennial streams, springs, tinajas, and rare
highland cienegas (wetlands), some at over
9500 feet in elevation.

Since each National Forest in the system
. will be competing for dollars, we are propa;

ing ways for the Coronado to enhance its
competitive edge and get more out of the
dollars sent this way. We are focusing on the
educational and interpretive priority of the
Presidential Initiative to provide for public
appreciation of the Coronado treasures. Os
tensibly, NRA designation for the chain of sky
islands will give priority to long-term protec
tion. We intend to develop a comprehensive

'A')
LOCATION ~~....

ARIZONA'S 'SKY ISLANDS"

plan for protection beyond just the verbal
promise.

Already, we have developed a general
proposal emphasizing protection of the
Coronado sky islands chain and the natural
corridors of exchange between them. We've
tried to anticipate problems concerning ad
ministration and opposition to our ideas. The
proposal has been sent to over 100 individuals
and groups to solicit comments, ideas, and
commitments to participate. If you're inter
ested, please write us.

--Nallcy Zierellberg
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National Off-Road
Vehicle Task Force
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POB 5784, Tucson, AZ 85703

Rest The West
POB 10065, Portland, OR 97210
503-645-6293

The National Off Road Vehicle Task
Force (NORVIF) is rising out of the academic
rubble. Now that I have my graduate educa
tion secured in a box in the closet, I intend to
resurrect myoId floppy disk and become a
serious pain in the backside of the increasingly
organized ORV lobby.

The Blue Ribbon Coalition is raising
quite a dust cloud behind the off-road vehicle
industry. But this time the alkali is not only
obscuring the clear skies of the Southwest, it
is clouding the view of our policy makers in
district, regional, and national land manage
ment offices across the country. The motor
cycle/four wheeler industry is funding groups
like the Blue Ribbon Coalition and the Na
tional Off-Highway Vehicle Conservation
Council (NOHVCC). Like a politically cor
rect "Sahara Club" (a club ofoff-roaders who
have threatened, intimidated, or viciously at
tacked anyone they perceive as interfering with
their "right" 10 trash the desert) these groups

Imagine if one day you and I bought a
fishing license, which is really nothing more
than a consumptive permit, and decided to
spend the day on a popular local trout stream.
Imagine that we toolc, not our drift-boat, wad
ers, and fL'>hing rod, but a 0-9 caterpillar and
a dump truck filled with human excrement.
Imagine that we dr<Ne that 0-9 up and down
the banks ofthe stream, scraping the vegetation

are wielding iheir baseball bats and threaten
ing to bludgeon any agency or politician that
gets in their way.

If you live east of Missouri's Black River
you may think you are entilled to a private land
reprieve. However, according to "Dirt Rider"
magazine, the NOHVCC has staff offices in
Virginia, West Virginia, New York, WISCOnsin,
Michigan, and Illinois, to name a few. The
ORV gang has found the newly blossoming
"Wise Use" movement and has slithered
aboard this steaming train with the likes of
Homestake Mining, Coors, and Exxon.
ORVers are working hard to put aside Iheir
fights with ranchers, miners, and hunters to
form coalitions, which are becoming an ever
louder voice in the management of public
lands. The people in this alliance from hell are
serious, and they have big money stuffed in
their gaudy colored riding knickers. Their most
recenl victory (still unconfmned) has been to
convince the BLM that they must reopen, once

away, tearing down the stream banks, and
burying the precious spawning gravel; then
that we drove the truck down the middle of
the stream and dumped the human excrement
into the water.

Sound ridiculous? Of course it does. If
you and I did something like that, our friends
would forget our last names before they let us
out of jail. The sad truth, however, is that the

again, the infamous Barslow to Vegas race.
Even though every EA or EIS ever produced
on this race has shown multiple negative im
pacts, the BLM is again wavering under Ihe
pressure. They are hearing only the squeaky
wheels of 4x4 pickups with Yamaha; Honda,
Kawasaki, Suzuki, and KIM stickers festOOling
their windows. It's time to rally the voices of
those fighting[or the land, not <Ner the land.

Those of you who have been around this
ORV fight for awhile might remember the
Sierra Club's "ORV Monitor". We intend to
produce a similar newsletter (hi-monthly) on
Ihe latest happenings in the ORV world. The
intent of this newsletter and the National ORV
Task Force is to function as a networking fa
cility and a clearinghouse for information on
ORVs causing harm to public or private land.
We also intend to produce a "how to" tabloid
for anti-ORV activists.

What you can do 10 help: Send photos,
slides, and information 10: Rod Mondt, Di
rector NORVTF, POB 5784, Tucson, AZ
85703.

--Rod MOIult

I~==:=.I

public lands livestock grazing industry does
just thaI every day throughout the West. While
we have been struggling these past 25 years
to preserve our natural forests, the livestock
industry has turned our Western public lands
into running-water toilets.

Public lands livestock grazing in the West
has polluted more water, eroded more topsoil,
killed more fish, displaced more wildlife, and
destroyed more native vegetation than any
other activity. Moreover, we the American
taxpayers pay the ranchers to do the damage.

The public lands livestock industry, COIl

continued next page
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sisting of fewer than 30,000 individual permit
users, is destroying over 323 million acres of
public lands to produce less than 2% of the
nation's meat.

Although the federal govemment charges
livestock graziers to use public lands, in an
average year the government spends approxi
mately $60 million to facilitate grazing pro
grams, and recovers less than $20 million in
fees. These numbers do not reflect hidden
costs such as water diversion projects, fire
protection, insect control, herbicide spraying,
brush removal and grass seedings.

Perhaps the most tragic hidden costs are
those associated with the US Department of
Agriculture's, Livestock Predator Control
program [Animal Damage Control), a program
specifically designed to protect only livestock.
In 1989, the USDA hired some 400 govern
ment hunters and trappers to kill 86,502
Coyotes, 1202 Bobcats, 7156 foxes; 237
Mountain Lions, 336 Black Bears, 80 Gray
\Volves, and countless small mammals and
bii-ds inadvertently taken or poisoned. For that
service, we taxpayers paid some $38 million.

You would think with the massive dam
age to the environment and the outrageous
economic subsidies involved, the national en
vironmental groups would demand an end.

However, they are virtually ignoring the
problem. .

Recently, Ijoined other desert activists to
set up a West-wide grassroots organization
whose main function is to end public lands
welfare ranching. We are not interested in
charging higher fees for the destruction ofour
public lands. We are not interested in ex
panding or maintaining grazing under so
called "better management," The plain truth
is, you cannot manage livestock on fragile, arid
desert lands. We are no longer willing to waste
time touring our ravaged desert lands with
Bureau of Land Management and Forest Ser
vice employees and the livestock industry,
listening to one excuse afteranother about why
nothing can be done this year.

Rest the West (RtW) believes the issue is
simple. Livestock grazing on public lands is
the equivalent of c1earcutting the land every
year. Recent agency reports indiCate that over
79% of federal Western public lands are in
unsatisfactory condition. RtW will press for
legislation that would. immediately withdraw
livestock grazing on public lands that are now
in unsatisfactory condition. These lands would
be "rested" until they are in excellent condi
tion. Thereafter, the I~nds would be evaluated
for grazing suitability, If suitable, the lands

could not be grazed beyond the good or ex
cellent condition. For those lands special
enough to warrant federal or state designation,
such as Wilderness and Wilderness Study Ar
eas, National and State Parks, National
Monuments, Natural Resource Area<>, Area<> of
Critical Environmental Concern, and Wild and
Scenic River Corridors, there is no justifica
tion whatsoever for continued grazing.

Rest the West will work to organize indi
viduals and assist existing groups in each
Western state to stop abusive public lands
grazing. We will assist those group;; in activi
ties ranging from the proposal and passage of
individual state BLM cattle-free wilderness
bills, to appeals and litigation of illegal live
stock allotment plans, to petitions for indi
vidual species protection under the
Endangered Species Act. No matter what the
strategy, Rest the West will remain proactive.
We intend to keep on pushing.

Obviously, we need your help. We need
you to join with us as a $25 Associate, $100
Founder or $250 Benefactor. We will provide
members with newsletters and action alerts.
For every dollar you contribute, we will pro
vide $10 worth of grief to those who abuse our
Western desert lands.

-Bruce Apple, Executive Director

I.===.I
Nightmare On Polk Street:
ASCMEE Acts Up

by Margaret Hayes Young

'The struggle to bring the "Big 10" groups
back to a conservation ethic continues. On No
vember 16 in San Francisco, ASCMEE, the As
sociation of Sierra Club Members for
Environmental Ethics, staged its first ever Out
ing-at Sierra Club's National Board of Directors
meeting!

Asmall horde of conservation-minded Sierra
Club members participated in this impromptu ac
tion, massing at the Club headquaters on Polk
Street and marching to the Board Meeting,
bullhorns in hand. Accompanied by press reps and
carrying banners and signs such as "Bring Back

the Spirit of John Muir" and "Put the Sierra Back
in the $ierra Club," the protesters made their as
sault on Catbedral Hill. After hanging several
banners at the site and establishing the picket line,
tbe protesters spoke to tbe gatbering crowd.

After about an hour, the Board invited the
protesters to participate in the meeting, and
ASCMEE agreed to go upstairs (witb banners and
signs). But it soon became apparent that tbey
would not be permitted to speak. (Some partici
pants suggested that the invitation was a ploy to
get them off the street.) After a short consultation,
a few dissidents returned to the street and contin
ued the demonstration.

In the meeting upstairs, the session turned to

"How to Reorganize the Club," witb input per
mitted from each discussion table. One of the
tables suggested, among otber..things, that Com
plete Financial Disclosure be required from all
volunteer office holders. Unlike previous sugges
tions, this one met witb deafening silence, followed
by low, bollow laughter from every part of tbe
room. Clearly, while we might debate the merits
of c1earculting or tbe suspension of dissident
chapters, financial disclosure by volunteer leaders
was Not On 'The Menu.

At the urging of otbers in the ASCMEE
group, I then got up to explain to the Club's man
agement why we were there. I asked them to un
derstand tbat we would not have come to tbis
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meeting if we didn't careabout the Club; in fact we
cared so much about the Club that we were will
ing to try to reform it.

I asked them to understand that to come be
fore them openly and express our sense of betrayal
was not an act of confrontation, but ultimately a
gesture of trust. I told them that we knew others
before us had found no tolerance of dissent in the
Club, and had left; but we had elected to stay. We
knew that they could throw us out, but how many
activists can they keep eliminating, and hope to
have anything left?

We then announced the ASCMEE candidates
for nomination to the Board of Directors. Among
those running to reform the Club are David Orr
from California, Tim Hermach from Oregon,
Margaret Hays Young from New York, Gordon
Robinson from California and George Russell from
Texas. They are now gathering signatures on pe
titions in hopes of making it onto the Club's Na-

tional Ballot for 1992. While incumbents are al
most always reelected to the Club's Board, these
folks have decided to take a shot at changing
the "business as usual" Club policies.

MOSCOW ON THE BAY

Nevertheless, the next day, November 17, the
Board of Directors took a drastic step: They voted
to approve changes to the National By-Laws which
would give the Board of Directors the power to
remove individually elected Volunteer Leaders
from office, and to remove any Group's or .
Chapter's Executive Committees in whole or in
part, if the Directors felt such action was "in the
best interests of' the Club. Further, such action
would not be subject to review by the Councilor
other bodies, nor would notification of the local
membership be required. (At press time we are

waiting to receive the final draft of the ballot pro
posal; some changes may have been made in the
wording, but this is the general thrust of their ac
tion.)

These proposed changes to the National By
La\Vswill most likely be on the ballot for the Club's
April 1992 election. To pass, the proposal must win
two-thirds of the vote. However, of more than
640,000 Sierra Club members, only 74,000 voted
in 1991. Most members who do vote will have no
idea of the implications of this proposal.

So next year's national election in the Sierra
Club will be interesting. If you'd like to defend
the grassroots activists in the conservation move
ment, and have been contemplating getting into
action, now would be a good time to take the
plunge ...lf you're not a Sierra Club member, you
might want to join now, and tell the Board what
you think of their policies. Your vote next April
will be important.

But the Agencies
are Worse
EPA, for instance...

I~:::==.I

by Gregory McNamee

Ronald Reagan may no longer be in
power, but the voodoo economic policies
George Bush accused him of praciticing are
alive and well at the Environmental Protection
Agency.

In a summaI)' report released in March
of 1991, "Environmental Investments: The
Costs of a Clean Environment," EPA boss
William Reilly wishfUlly projects that soon a
full 2.8 percent--nearly $161 billion--of the
United States gross national product will be
devoted to pollution control programs, as
against the 2.1% spent in 1990 and the .9%
spent in 1972, the year the agency was
founded. (Byway of contrast, in 1987 mili
tary expenditures ate up 6.9% of the GNP. In
the same year, the EPA approved the manu
facture of 8579 new toxic chemical com
pounds. Go figure.)

The report claims that this increased
spending will set the United States far ahead

of other industrial nations--notably West Ger
many, the United. Kingdom, and France--in
pollution control, The European data, how
ever, is more than six years old and does not
take into account matters like the massive
campaigns in the late 1980s to remove pollut
ants from the Rhine and Danube Rivers. The
EPA's figures are also woefully incomplete,
leading author Alan Carlin to temper Reilly's
misguided enthusiasm in the later pages of the
report: "(the data) do suggest that the United
States commitment to national pollution con
trol is al least as great as that of many of its
Western European economic counterparts."

Responding to the mandates of the
nation's· self-professed environmentalist
President, among whose re
cent accomplishments has
been a thorough weakening
of the Clean Air Act of 1990,
the EPA will offer major
polluters a menu of choices
for reducing emissions at the
lowest cost.

If you ever doubted
whost interests the EPA
serves, consider this: In
February, the agency with-

drew its popular consumer handbook from
circulation after manufacturing lobbyists ob
jected to some of its contents. Among ,the
handbook's wilder statements were a recipe for
a baking soda oven-cleaning solution, a note
that flypapers contain toxins, and a suggestion
that consumers replace throw-away cups with
ceramic mugs. The handbook will be re-re
leased this fall with such objectionable mate
rial deleted....Dn William Reilly's orders. An
EPA representative explained: "We felt we
have an obligation to provide information that
is absolutely factual: We were concerned our
credibility would be negatively affected."

We've got news for the agency: You're
way too late.
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I~~IAldo Presaged the
New Conservation Movement

by Mitch Friedman

In mId Earth number 2, Dave Foreman
traces the emergence ofwhat he calls the "new
conservation movement." Foreman describes
how this aggressive grassroots front has
clawed its way to influence, as entrenched
national groups of the old movement have
foundered with their "soft members" and
uninspired leadership.

Maybe so. But the transition may also
be ~egarded as the maturation of the existing
conservation movement, as it more firmly
embraces the values and attributes envisioned
by early luminaries. In fact, each of the factors
Dave outlines as differentiating the new
movement from the old are actualIy rooted in
Aldo Leopold's thinking.

Foreman sees the new movement grow
ing under the influence of deep ecological

--------

philosophy, a biocenlric ethic not grasped
by the national groups of the 1970s and 80s.
But well before Arne Naess and Bill Devall,
Aldo wrote that "birds should continue as a
matter of biotic right, regardless of the
presence or absence ofeconomicadvantage
to us." Even James Lovelock's contempo
rary notion of Gaia, the Earth functioning
as a living being, is predaled by Leopold's
"picture of how healthy land maintains it
selfas an organism."

A second major influence on the new
conservation movement, ofwhich Iconsider
myself a part, is conservation biology.
Major concepts from conservation biology
that the movement has embraced and rallied
around include island biogeography and
population viability analysis. In technical
literature, the formal origin of the theory of
island biogeography is attributed to
MacArthur and Wilson in 1967; and popu
lation viability analysis is traced to the Na-

tional Forest Management Act ofl976, and Mark
Shaffer's work [irsl pUblished in 1981.

However, Aldo noted that "Even the Na
tional Parks, which run up to a million acres each
in size, have not been large enough to retain their
natural predators..." Moreover, "Many animal
species, for reasons unknown, do not seem to
thrive as detached islands ofpopulation." These
were, I think, lhe seeds from which later theories
emerged.

Leopold described boldly and accurately 50
years ago what smaller minds are still quibbling
aboulloday. For instance, he recognized thaI the
best way to enhance the abilities of National
Parks to sustain wildlife would be for surround
ing National Forests to function as parks, which
he clearly realized was not occurring. Some
parochial agency biologists and industry hacks
still debate this point today.

Lastly, Dave thinks the emergence of the
new conservation movement is a product of a
reinvigorated and empowered grassrools of "in
dependent local groups." (Dave listed a fourth
faclor, too: the effect Earth First! had in
emboldening the movement. However, Isee this
and general grassroots growth as inseparable.)
This is what Leopold called "a militant minority
of wilderness-minded citizens (who) must be on
watch throughout the nation and vigilantly
available for action."

Yet agaIn, Leopold'sA Sand CountyAlma
nac. published in 1949, asserts itself as the pin
nacle work in conservation, essential reading for
all residents of this and other planets.

My analysis then, is that the new conserva
tion movement is not so new. Just as the Forest
Service's "new perspectives" is only fresh
rhetoric heaped over the agency's old identity, the
changes in the conservation movement really
indicate that we're getting not onto a new track
but simply back on the track formerly envisioned.
Conservationists come home.

Mitch Friedman is President ofthe Greater
&osyslem Alliance.
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HowEnvironmentalists
Pay--Or Don't Pay--Attention

by Lance Olsen

Thoughtful attention is as rare and pre
cious as wilderness, and as limited as abudget.
Opportunities for distraction are unlimited.
How should we as environmentalists spend our
limited attention?

Some of us-those of us in non-profit
organizations-spend much ofourattention on
the non-profit world itself. Every hour and day
spent on this specialized world within a world
is a drain on our attention budget. It leaves less
attention available to spend on our rightful in
terest-the environment itself. Each hour
spent in the hunt for dollars is an hour not spent
on, say, how the bears of India (or Canada)
may be endangered by the emerging political
chaos in that country.

Some of us--those of us in government
agencies--spend much of our attention on the
immense political pressure to conform. A bi
ologist who writes a report that higher-ups
don't like, and that is rewritten by agency ex
ecutives in Washington, quickly learns to pay
attention to the prevailing politics of the
agency. This means less attention is available
for the species or landscapes that a biologist
should be studying and describing. Each hour
a US Fish and Wildlife Service-or other
agency-biologist spends at a desk, obeying
an order to rewrite a report on some topic such
as the impact of logging on spotted owls, or
the impact of oil production on caribou at
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. is an hour not
spent on the environment that most biologists
are ostensibly hired to know.

Even as fundraising is costly, so is en
forced conformity to political pressure. These
distractions and others divert attention away
from the environment. Non-profit conserva-

tionists may find more and more of their at
tention diverted to getting money, and less and
less given to understanding the fast-changing
crises on which money must be spent. Agency
environmentalists may find more and more of
their attention diverted to avoiding crucifIxion,
and less and less given to the truth-telling that
can get them crucified. The risks of diverting
psychic capital away from the environment are
becoming increasingly intense as the envi
ronment deteriorates across the world.

Paradoxically, environmental groups that
learn the money game better than they learn
the environment can get the bulk of the money
needed to save the environment. This often
puts the needed cash in the hands ofthose least
qualified to spend it. Similar pressures divert
funds away from agency biologists who pay
more attention to good science than to "smart
politics."

Some of the world's most beloved wild
life species get caught in this deadly trap. In
Pandas (Facts on File, 1990), Chris Catton
says that conservation groups are often "re
luctant to admit to those who provide their.
funds that the measures being adopted are in
adequate." Misspending of money can create
an illusion that something important is being
done, and a non-profit that so deludes con
tributors is as guilty of fraud as the government
that deceives the public into thinking it is
taking action when it is not.

Those who provide funds can create the
very conditions that divert environmentalists'
attention away from the environment itself.
Often the most knowledgeable experts go
unfunded because contributors are simply not
interested in financing the work that really
needs to be done to save the species.

In apassage explaining the importance of
corridors that provide genetic linkage between
otherwise isolated tracts of wilderness, Catton
concludes, "Sadly, it is just this type of ex
pensive, long-term project that least appeals
to those who might fund it." Some institutional

and individual contributors thus shackle en
vironmentalists and biologists, funding them
for appealing but marginally productive-or
useless--efforts. When this happens, the im
portant work remains undone.

The problems become especially severe
when a species presents highly Complex de
mand..,> on environmentalists' attention. To
save whales, environmentalists simply focus
on prevention of whaling. The northern
spotted owl's salvation depends on rescuing
its forest habitat from logging. But the grizzly
bear is currently jeopardized by a diverse
collection of threats including poaching, log
ging, oil and gas development, hydropower
development, the spread ofspotted knapweed,
mass tourism, photography, commercial berry
picking, and subdivisions created by the de
mands of a rapidly growing human population
in the scenic areas where grizzlies still exist.

Faced with such a daunting variety of
demands on their attention, environmental
organizations that could help save the grizzly
may become confused, prone to error, or,
worse, may decide that it is not possible to
overcome the inevitable and powerful political
coalitions formed to promote the combined
invasion of wildemess. Grant-making foun
dations shy away from comprehensive con
servation efforts that they perceive as
"unfocused." Agency biologists narrow their
attention to tightly defined problems that
agencies regard as "manageable." The public's
attention is distracted by groups promising a
quick fix for a charismatic species. The re
sultant measures taken are not adequate.

Problems arise when environmentalists
start looking over their shoulders, worrying
about being called "extremist," "radical," or
"unreasonable." Fearful and ego-protective
environmentalists who cannot handle these
inevitable accusations will not keep their at
tention on what really matters. Worse, their
decisions will be tainted with self-interest.

conJinued ncrJ page
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Some environmentalists fall captive to
short-teon election p::>litics. In the typical case,
environmentalists support a pitiful candidate
because they fear a monstrous one. This guar
antees pitiful candidates in future elections.

Even when it costs us money, we cannot
afford these various distractions. The problems
are ·too urgent. For example, the oxygen
supply is in jeopardy because forests, grasses,
and phytoplankton are increasingly endan
gered by deadly ultraviolet radiation admitted
through the deteriorating ozone shield. When
John Muir observed that we and bears drink
the same waters and breathe the same air, he

did not envision an oxygen crisis. The dete
rioration of the ozone shield means the bio
sphere will receive bigger blasts of the UV
radiation that kills plants which free oxygen
that we and bears must have in the air we
breathe. Allention to money, politics, and our
own reputations is a luxury we cannot afford
as the habitability of the planet declines.

Divided allention will continue to be a
fact of life for serious environmentalists. In
cases such as the grizzly's, we must grapple
with many complex issues at once. The chal
lenge is nol to keep our attention from being

divided, but 10 sharply select how to divide it,
and to keep it from being diverted to extrane
ous matters.

Lance Olsen is editor of Bear News and
president of the Great Bear Fowuiation (POB
2699, Missoula, MT 59806). Prior to being a
professiona I writer and environmentalist, Olsen
taught university courses in psychology and
headed the now-defunct Wilderness Psychology
Group. He is concerned about how easily good
minds call be derailed in themiddle ofimportant
thinking.

Compromising
the Wilderness

.,
by Ray Vaughan

How Mainline
Environmental Groups
Sold Out Alabama

MOVEMENT
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In spring, the mountain is draped with
thin curtains of white as the dogwoods hloom
in profusion. Set amongst the gray forest
whose trees have yet to sprout their leaves, the
white of the dogwood flowers can be seen
from the top of the mountain down along all
sides, appearing from a distance to be almost
like a light dusting of snow. Soon the leaves
will he out, and then the heat of another Ala
bama summer will arrive. It is 1987, and this
is Dugger Mountain, one of the last remnants
of wilderness in the ~tate, and it will soon be
no more than a pawn in negotiations in Bir-
mingham law offices. .

I carry a badge; I am an assistant attomey_
general for the Slate of Alabama, and my job
is to save the wilderness. But my job and my
orders do not coincide. Here in th is law office
in Birmingham, my orders are to supp::>rt the
environmental groups in their negotiations
with the US Forest Service and agree to
whatever they agree to. During lunch, I watch
as a man from the Sierra Club says; "One acre
of Sipsey is worth ten acres of Dugger
Mountain." He is discussing strategy with
representatives from The Alabama Conser
vancy and the Birmingham chapter of the Na-



tional Audubon Society. What he means is that
they will give away Dugger Mountain, even
all 8400 acres ofit,just to get a few extra acres
added to the Sipsey Wilderness. The irony is
that these group> have already compromised
away 14,000 acres of the Sipsey without get
ting anything in return;. now they will throw
away Dugger Mountain just to keep from
losing any more of the Sipsey.

I think back to the first time I was in the
Sipsey. Part of the Bankhead National Forest·
in nOl1hwest Alabama, it had just been declared
a Wilderness Area in the Eastern Wilderness
Act of 1975; approximately 12,700 acres, it
contained some of Alabama's last uncut
hardwood forests. In the middle of it, in a dark,
damp canyon known as Bee Branch, stands
Alabama's champion tree, a Yellow Poplar
over 22 feet in circumference. Winning pro
tection for the initial 12,700 acres of the Sipsey
was a decades-long bailIe that started all the
major environmental groups in Alabama. Of
course, even the "major" environmental
groups in Alabama are still small and
underfunded compared to group> in states such
as California. Nonetheless, the Sierra Club,
Audubon Society, and Alabama Conservancy
got their start here fighting for the Sipsey; and
ever since the Sipsey was first protected, they
dreamed of adding more protected acres to it.

In the late 1970s and early 80s, a plan was
devised to add 29,000 acres to the Sipsey and
to create Wilderness Area in the Talladega
National Forest known as Cheaha, approxi
mately 6800 acres on the southern ridge of the
state's highest mountain (Mt. Cheaha, 2407
feet, in Cheaha State Park). The Forest Service
wanted to build a scenic highway through the
middle of Cheaha, but no one else opposed
making it a Wilderness because it was beautiful
and so steep that no worthwhile timber could
be harvested there. But the proposed 29,000
acre addition to the Sipsey was not very rugged
and had plenty of good timber on it. Due to
heavy logger and timber company opposition,
the Sipsey addition stalled in Congress while
the Cheaha went ahead, and in 1983, Cheaha
was declared a Wilderness Area. The Cheaha
Wilderness is immediately south of Cheaha
State Park, and does not contain the mountian
from which it takes its name.

Several times, the Congressman from
northern Alabama, Ronnie Flippo, introduced
a bill with a 29,000 acre addition to the Sipsey,
and each time, the bill passed the House by
overwhelming margins, but Alabama's Sena
tors, particularly Howell Heflin, listened to the
loggers and would not support any additi0n to
the Sipsey. In the mid-1980s, the Forest Ser
vice developed their management plan for the
National Forests in Alabama; they planned to
administratively protect about 10,000 acres

next to the Sipsey as a possible addition to the
existing Wilderness and 8400 acres of Dugger
Mountain. Everything else would be fair game
for the saw. The mainline environmental
groups administratively appealed the man
agement plan and got legal representation
through the Southern Environmental .Law
Center (SELC) in Charlottesville, Virginia.
Before they ever went to the negotiation table
with the Forest Service and Senator Heflin, the
environmental groups had already decided to
seek protection for only an 18,000 acre Sipsey
addition. Eleven thousand acres of hardwood
forest, canyons and clear streams were sacri
ficed for no reason other than the desire to
appear "reasonable" to the opposition. Thus
was set the course from which the mainline
groups in Alabama would never deviate:
compromise unilaterally to appear reasonable.
Time and time again, they would compromise
and get no corresponding compromise from
Senator Hetlin, from the loggers, or from the
Forest Service. .

Don Siegelman took office as Alabama's
allorney general in January 1987, and, want
ing to get his name in environmental legal
mailers, he intervened in the management plan
appeal. I had just been hired to handle envi
ronmental cases for the State and was assigned
to this case. After I wrote a brief demanding
protection for the entire 29,000 acres and for
8400 acres of Dugger Mountain, I was ordered
to go along with the environmental groups and
support them in whatever compromise they
reached with the Forest Service. I can still see
the room in that Birmingham law office where
the groups gave and gave until there was al
most nothing left to give. I see their lawyer
arguing over the maximum slope allowed for
logging roads; he is arguing over the design
of logging roads as if they were an inevitabil
ity in these areas. What happened to protect
ing the forest entirely? Although even the
Forest Service wants to protect Dugger
Mountain, I hear the environmental groups
write it off without hesitation, without ever
having seen it. Other than one of the Forest
Service representatives, I am the only person
in the room who has ever been to Dugger
Mountain; I am the only one who has ever
hiked up to its top, bealUse the Forest Service
guy drove to the top up an old jeep trail. I am
the only one who says "what about Dugger";
I am told it will be compromised away to get
more for the Sip>ey addition. But by the end
of the day, the environmental groups are talk
ing about wanting 15,000 acres protected for
an addition to the Sip>ey, none for Dugger:
3000 more acres of the Sipsey have been
compromised away and the entire 8400 acres
of Dugger Mountain have been given away
and the environmental group> are still going

backwards.
How does it all end? Once the environ

mental group> finally get down to 13,000 acres
for a Sip>ey addition, Senator Heflin agrees.
In 1988, a law passes that adds 13,000 acres
to t~e Sipsey and a few hundred acre~ to
Cheaha due to the latest version of the scenic
drive being decided. Dugger gains no protec
tion and the law contains a wicked provision
that says there shall be no more wilderness
protected in Alabama for ten years. Only now,
in 1991, have some of the environmental
groups noticed that Dugger Mountain is still
there and that it is worth protecting. Yes, it is
still there, it is steep and rugged and its forests
are mostly unfit for profitable timber harvest
ing even with all the Foresl Service subsidies.

The mainline environmental groups took
a course of action used in other wilderness
battles in other states by the same groups and
their kin. Here is the strategy: we have worked
hard to get a seat at the table and we wanl to
appear reasonable, and since protecting some
wilderness is better than protecting no wilder
ness, we can compromise away as much a~ is
possible until the other side finally agrees to a
number. So to get a 13,000 acre addition to the
Sipsey, 16,000acres ofthe Sipsey were opened
to the saw, and 8400 acres at Dugger Mountain
were tossed aside cavalierly: 24,400 acres
compromised to get 13,000. But that is not
the whole story. Prior to ever getting into a
position to compromise away those 24,400
acres, these groups gave away tens of thou
sands more. According to the initial Forest
Service inventory of roadless areas in Alabama
(part of RARE II) there were over 64,000 acres
of potential wilderness in Alabama. These
acres included Dugger Mountain and the
29,000 acre addition to the Sipsey and many
other special places that the environmental
groups never attempted to protect. Even if you
assume that the Forest Service number of
64,000 was correct [the FS omitted many
roadless areas from its RARE II estimates],
why would the folks who are supposed to
protect Hie wilderness forget so much land.
Places lost include a unique hardwood swamp
on the coastal plain surrounded by pine for
ests that are what Southern pine forests are
supposed 10 be: huge, century-plus-old Lon
gleaf Pines with a great diversity of wildlife
such as Gopher Tortoises, Red-cockaded
Woodpeckers, Eastern Indigo Snakes, and
more. Gone too are the Pitcher Plant bogs
unique to the Southern coastal plain; the
hardwood forests of the Piedmont which, in a
few more decades, would have recovered to
the state they were in prior to the coming of
white man; and Blue Mountain, just north of
Cheaha.

continued next page
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Final tally: 51,000 acres or more sacri
ficed to get protection for 13,000. In a state
lik~ Alabama, where there are only a few bits
and pieces of wilderness left, one has to won
der why the environmental groups did not fight
to save all of it. What does being "reasonable"
have to do with protecting the wilderness? TIle
opposition was not reasonable; they did not
unilaterally compromise in order to appease
the environmental groups. What is apparent,
even with small mainline environmental
groups, is that they get so caught up in being
allowed to sit at the table with the power in
terests that they will do almost anything to
keep that seat. When going to a gunfight, one
does not empty out most of the chambers in
his gun beforehand. A revolver with one bullet
in it may appear more reasonable than one with
six, but the other gunslinger will not do the
same; his gun will be fully loaded.

The 13,000 acre addition to the Sipsey
was hailed as a great victory for the environ
mental groups of Alabama. Mainline groups
and their lawyers, such as the SELC, do a great
job of making any slight progress appear to
be a major victory. But Iwas there, and it was
no victory.

It is 1991; I no longer carry that badge. I
am self-employed as an environmental law
yer and writer. Dugger Mountain is still intact
for now; most of the other places cast off by
compromise are'not. Would taking a more
uncompromising approach have resulted in
protection for more wilderness in Alabama?
One cannot say. The opportunity, like the
wilderness, is gone.

"Must the citizen even for a moment, or in the least degree, resign his
conscience to the legislator?"

-H.D. Thoreau

MOVEMENT

MUTTET?TNCS

Marc Bedner is the wildlife chair of the Ai
r

alliances only with other "respectable"lobbies.
The National Wildlife Federation and other
organizations who are trying to save wildlife
in order to shoot it are considered more re
spectable than humane associations. So the
Sierra Club takes no prnition on such bills as
Representative Green's Wildlife Refuge Re
form bill, backed by the Humane Society of
the U.S., which would ban sport hunting from
National Wildlife Refuges. And since the Oub
lobbyists take no position on the bill, the
membership never hears about it.

In short, not only does the lobbying staff
determine when and how much to compro
mise, but they do so without the knowledge
of the membership. Hence the slogan pro
posed by grassroots Sierra Club activists: "not
blinQ opposition to compromise, but opposi
tion'to blind compromise." {See ASCMEE
article in Wild Earth #2.]

The irony of these allegedly professional
lobbying campaigns is that they make no sense
even from the standpoint of trying to influence
Congress. To the extent that members of Con
gress are subject to influence from environ
mentalists, it is where they see their constituents
concerned about environmental issues. But
local chapters of the Sierra Club cannot ad
equately organize these constituencies when
the bulk of the membership dues is drained off
to support the national offIce and bbbying efforts.

Environmental organizations will nevergrow
large enough to be able to outspend mining, log
ging, and automobile interests. Many national
orga-nizations are now experiencing a decline in
contributions, forcing them to cut down theiI staffs:·
They blame this on the recession. But at a time
when the general public is growing disgusted with
members of Congress and organized lobbies, it is
not surprising that fund appeals get little response.
By concentrating on influencing Congress, the
mainstream environmental groups are setting
themselves up for defeat.

Beyond
Special Interest
Politics

by Marc Bedner

In Iheir effort to become "professional,"
the mainstream environmental organizations
have become indistinguishable from other
D.C. special-interest lobbies. Their national
offices spend much of their time and energy
issuing fundraising appeals. Although these
letters may include a modicum of information
about a particularenviroomental issue, they are
properly regarded as junk mail. Their bottom
line (in the literal as well as financial sense) is
that the environmental crisis of the moment
can be solved by sending $100, or $50, or at
least $25 to keep up the lobbying effort.

More than a financial question is involved
here. Since politics, as wc learned in school,
is the art of compromise, those who make
politics a career tcnd also 10 make compromise
a career. Lobbyists oflen compromise a pro
posal before presenting it to members of
Congress, in an attempt to appear "reason
ablc." Consequently Congressional debate
starts with an already compromised proprnal,
and the end result inevitably compromises the
bill even more. And passage of a law is only
the first step. Implementation of a law is the
result of regulatory negotiation ("reg-neg" to
the Washington insiders) among industry
representatives and officially approved envi
ronmental groups.

A case in point is the Clean Air Act of
1990, lauded by the president of the Sierra
Club as "the most significant environmental
protect ion program passed by Congress in the
last ten years." The law specifically authorizes
increased pollution levels in the officially
"clean" mountain states. Recently announced
implementing regulations provide for buying
and selling pollution credits, which will keep
the total level of air pollution at the maximum
permitted by law.

Professional lobbyists take care to form
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PROPOS/\LSWilderness Around
the Finger Lakes: A Vision

Mike Biltonen and Rick Bonney

The Finger Lakes National Forest: have you
ever heard of it? Less than 14,000 acres in size,
it's located in the rolling hills between Cayuga and
Seneca Lakes, about 20 miles west of Ithaca, New
York. Look on a state map; you probably won't
tind it. Look in a guidebook to the Finger Lakes
region, it may not even show up there. Fly over
the area in an airplane and you still might miss it
because this forest really doesn't look much dif
ferent from the surrounding countryside, a mosaic
of fields, shrubs, and small woodlands, criss
croosed by numerous roads and trails.

No, at first glance the finger Lakes National
Forest (FLNF) doesn't look like anything special.
And from an ecological point of view, it's really
not. True, it does contain some uncommon animals,
especially grassland birds. But Iike so many ofour
National Forests, most of the FLNF-about 93
percent-is intensively managed, primarily for
human resource extraction. As a result, the area
now comprises many artificial "ecosystems" de
signed by humans to create acertain desired quality
of forest "health."

Yet the FLNF could be much more. As one
of the largest public holdings in the Finger Lakes
region, it could be managed for one valuable re
source that ha~ virtually disappeared from this area:
wildness. It could be managed as an evolutionary
preserve, intended for the maintenance of healthy,
diverse, biotic communities. It could be allowed
to exist as a whole for its own sake, on Nature's
terms. And it could be an integral piece of a net
work of wild lands throughout the Finger Lakes
region, an interlaced system of wild refuges for the
plants and animals that have diminished or even
disappeared in the crush of local "development."

Let's take a closer look at New York's only
contribution to the National Forest System.

HISTORY

Before European settlers arrived in central
New York, the only human inhabitants of the area
now called the Finger Lakes National Forest were
the Cayuga Indians. one of the Five Nations of the
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Iroquois. The Cayugas had lived in peace with the
land for hundreds of years. They farmed, using
polycultural practices today recognized as integral
10 sustainable agriculture. They removed trees from
the land 10 build their homes, and they fished,
hunted, and trdpped the animals that lived on the
land and in the streams, but they seldom, if ever,
took more than they needed.

In 1779 General Sullivan's army came to
central New York. The marauding soldiers nol only
burned the villages and destroyed the farms of the
white settlers; they also vanquished the native
culture. In 1790, much of the present FLNF was
divided into military lots for Revolutionary War
veterans, who cleared the forest for farms. Before
long the area's large, contiguous, hardwood forest
had been destroyed. The land quickly became un
productive: agricultural practices were crude, re
sulting in erosion, and logged lands were not
replanted. By the early 1900s the land had become
virtually useless, an empty shell of its former self,
with only about five percent of the original forest
remaining.

In the 193Os, the federal government began
relocating many farmers to fresh, agriculturally
productive land to the west and north. More than
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100 abandoned farms were purchased and con
solidated into the Hector Land Use Area (HLUA),
which was soon placed under the management of
the Soil Conservation Service.

In 1943, the Hector Cooperative Grazing
Association was formed to manage cattle grazing
in the HLUA. By 1950, the land had been stabi
lized through the implementation of sustainable
agricultural techniques and the replanting of for
ests. In 1954 administration was transferred to the
United States Forest Service (FS), where the
HLUA became a part of the Green Mountain Na
tional Forest (GMNF), which is headquartered in
Rutland, Vermont.

In 1982, land management agencies of the U.
S. government were directed to identify "surplus"
parcels of federally owned land. The HLUA was
identified as one such parcel. However, because
of a groundswell of public support, Congress de
cided to leave the HLUA under federal control.
Finally, in 1985, Congress declared the HLUA to
be the Finger Lakes National Forest, but left it
under the jurisdiction of the GMNF. Local man
agement decisions are made by the district ranger's

continued next page
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office in Odessa, New York.

MANAGEMENT

The fLNf, like all National Forests, is man
aged under the FS multiple-usc mandate. Not
surprisingly, the current Land and Resource Man
agement Plan (LRMP) for the foLNF calls for 93
perCent of the land to be used for resource extrac
tion. If the objectives of the present LRMP are
realized, 48 percent of the total area (6400 acres)
will be managed as even-aged (EA) forest, 34
percent (4500 acres) as grazing land for livestock,
and 11 percent (1400 acres) as shrub openings for
both game and non-game edge species. Addition
ally, 4 percenl (500 acres) will be managed for the
preservation of "special areas," and 3 percent (400
acres) will be uneven-aged (UEA) fares!.

Even-aged management in the FLNF creates
large stands of similar-aged trees. This allows
maximum yields of high-quality sawtimber, pri
marily oak, and involves burning the forest un
derstory and other "undesirable" nora, preferential
stem selection of hardwood species grown for
sawtimber, and, when necessary, the building of
skid roads for logging trucks. (In practice few new
roads are built, because the FLNF already contains
a large number of maintained roads.) The main
timber harvesting techniques employed in EA
management areas are shelterwood cuts and
c1earcuts.

Land designated for grazing is used by vari
ous livestock during a specific portion of the year.
The animals belong to private farmers who con
lrac~ through lhe HCGA, to bring their slack onto
public lands. At present, the grazing levels per unit
of land area are below the maximum levels rec
ommended by the LRMP. Nevertheless, all por
tions of lhe FLNF that are committed to grazing
are fenced off. Maintenance of the grazing area
involves liming, mowing, and fence construction
and maintenance. Overall, the grazing is done
"below-cost," which means that U. S. taxpayers
are subsidizing the practice.

Shrub opening\are created to maintain a
desired population of edge species. The edges are
created by burning and mowing.

UEA management creates a forest composed
ofdifferent-aged trees.1be only logging conducted
under this system is called selection CUlling, which
involves carefully removing marked trees. In both
EA and UEA management areas, "mitigation
measures" are employed around visually or eco
logically sensitive areas, such as trails and ravines,
to reduce the impact of tree removal on the re
maining ecosystem.

Special areas are minimally managed; within
them nature is generally allowed to take its course.
Special areas may be old-growth forests, riparian .
areas and watersheds, ravines, or areas of histori
calor cultural importance. Many of these areas are
designated "special" because they poosess unique

charncter, are inaccessible, or lack easily extractable
resources.

WILDERNESS IN THE FINGER LAKES:
THE NEED

Wilderness is required for the evolutionary
integrity and survival of the planet Earth. Why?
The preservation of biodiversity has been recog
nized as a major concern in the past few years.
Many state natural resource agencies are beginning
"wildlife diversity programs" that will replace·
more traditional nongame programs. So far, actual
management for the enhancement of biodiversity
is more idea than reality, but the idea is gaining
acceptance about as fast as can be expected in a
bureaucratic world. And significantly, wilderness
supports the preservalion of native biodiversity
better than any other type of landscape.

Let's define wilderness as very large,
roadless, unexp!oiled trac!lj of land. As pointed
out by Reed Noss in a recent article (mid Earth,
#2), at the most basic level, wilderness supports
large genetic pools within speCies. Populations of
species poorly adapted to the humanized landscape
are best able to maintain themselves in large wild
areas. And at the regional level, the variety of
habitats within wilderness supports many different
associations of species.

Unfortunately, wilderness is a disappearing
treasure. In their landmark book, The Big Out
side, Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke point out
that in the contiguous 48 states only 1.8 percent of
the total land base is presently designated a') federal
Wilderness (the total for all of the United States is
4 percent). The largest Wilderness Area outside of
Alaska is the Frank Church River of No Return in
Idaho and Montana, which, counting both desig
nated Wilderness and adjacent roadless areas, totals
over 3 million acres.

In New York, lhe percentage of land desig
nated by the state as Wilderness is only about three
percent. And all of this land is in the Adirondack
Park, where Wilderness totals just a little over one
million acres. In west-central New York, wilder
nes..') is absent.

Does this mean we should write off the area
as a place fpr wilderness? Not at all. What it means
is that we must rewild west-central New York, by
identifying the largest tracts of undeveloped land,
securing their permanent protection, connecting
(hem with corridors, halting disruptive manage
ment activities, and proviping ~uffer,zone~ around
them where only limited human activity is per
mitted.

Yes, we know this is a tall order. Many ob
stacl~s ~tand in the way of creating a wilderness
network within which genetic material can flow
freel y and the processes of natural selection and
evolution can continue undisturbed. But we·already
have the potential core of such a system, the FLNF.
In most parL') of the United States, our National

Forests contain our largest Wilderness Areas, our
best hopes to maintain native biodiversity, our best
chance to perpetuate naturally functioning eco
systems. Thus we must ask: how well does the
.FLNF function in meeting these needs?

WILDERNESS AND BIODIVERSITY IN
THE FINGER LAKES NATIONAL
FOREST: THE PROBLEM

As we have seen, most of the FLNF is in
tensively managed and fragmented at many levels.
Although a forest proclamation boundary does not
exist, were it to be hypothetically drawn, many
private inholdings would be contained within it.
These prevent the formation of a contiguous
holding of public land. Unless they are kept un
developed, the inholdings could fragment the forest
ecosystem even further. In addition to the
inholdings, crisscrossing town roads, miles of
grazing fences, and the Forest Servict;'s own
ma·\lagement areas have chopped the area into
many artificial "ecosystems."

Furthennore, in relation to New York's des
ignated wilderness in the Adirondacks and some
de facto wilderness in the Catskills and Allegany
regions, the FLNF is an island. It is isolated by
Cayuga and Seneca lakes to the east and west,
respectively, and by agriculture and urban devel
opment to the north and south. This fragmentation
from other wild areas forces it to function as an
isolated ecosystem.

The FLNF's present contribution to the
preservation of biodiversity depends on how
biodjversity is measured. The FLNF is actually
quite diverse when the total number of plant and
animal species in lhe forest is considered. For ex
ample, studies have shown that the FLNF has a
rich bird community, which includes approxi
mately 50 percent of the breeding birds found in
New York. In addition, the FLNF'provides habitat
for many species of grassland birds that seem to
be declining elsewhere in the state. Nevertheless,
considering the openness of the surrounding.
countryside and the fact that many of these grass
land species do not require large tracts of wild land,
we question whether the FLNF is the best place to
provide habitat for them.

Furthennore, the existing diversity within the
FLNF is a result of manipulation of the land and
its inhabitanL'), both by early settlers and by present
managers. True preservation of biodiversity in
volves the consideration of the species of p1an!S,
animals, and other organisms present in lhe region
before the intervention ofhumans. Grassland birds
may never have been common in New York.

Unfortunately, little is known of the natural
history and biodiversity of the area before the
settlers arrived. We are unsure of the native flora
and fauna and of the natural processes Ihat occurred
300 years ago, except that Kuchleffi map of p0

tential natural vegetation shows Appalachian oak
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forests and northern hardwoods forests in the area.
The nature of the Olyuga Lake Basin flora

has been drastically altered through the interven
tion ofhumans over the course of time. Work based
on floral remnants of the late 19th century suggests
that the area was heavily forested with large tracts
of Eastern White Pine,American Elm, oak, spruce,
Beech, and American Chestnut, interspersed with

/ numerous clearings maintained by the Cayuga
Indians. Except for the American Elm and the
American Chestnut, most of these large trees still
thrive in the managed forests. Recent floral in
ventories of the FLNF reveal abundant species of
trees, shrubs, grasses, forbs, and ferns, but most
of the species identified belong to early succes
sional plant communities.

Because of the maintenance of clearings by
the Olyuga Indians and their expansion by the
Europeans, little of the original forest remains.
Still, what fragments of old-growth forest do sur
viy-e can be the "seeds" for a forest progressing
through its successional stages to become Finger
Lakes old growth.

During the 19th 'century, reports of
Black Bear, Eastern Cougar, and Timber Wol fwere
common. Obviously, it would take a tremendous
amount of wild land to bring these species back.
But these large, charismatic mammals are probably
not the only native species that have been extir
pated or severely diminished. Perpetuation of the
highest degree of biodiversity includes mainte
nance ofall populations of local species that would
exist in the area without human interference, in
duding fungi, moss, bacteria, protozoa, and viruses

For this reason we feel that the FLNF must
not be managed primarily for any extractable re
source, be it logs, milk, beef, or birds. Instead the
forest should be managed as an evolutionary and
ecological preserve that will stand as an example
of the undisturbed ecology of the Finger Lakes
region. Traditional management techniques should
be replaced by techniques that will help the forest
recover. We don't advocate a return to "native
ecology," since we don't know exactly what that
is, and since it is unlikely that it could ever be
completely replicated. Instead we say, let this area
be what it will be. Let\ allow the Finger Lakes
National Forest to once again stand on its own.

WILDERNESS IN WEST·CENTRAL NEW
YORK: THE PLAN

Reestablishing large tracts of wilderness in
west-<:entral New York will be a Herculean task.
It will involve not only the FLNF, but also many
other undeveloped lands in the region. Let's start,
however, by examining what ste~ must be taken
within the FLNF.

First, to reduce habitat fragmentation, many
of the roads, all of which are owned and maintained
by the surrounding towns, must be closed, de
stroyed, and reclaimed by vegetation. Such clo-

sures will obviously require the cooperation of
nearby residents, who will have to be sold on the
value of the perceived inconvenience. New roads
must not be built, and remaining roads should be
maintained in a state that will not preclude future
closure.

Second, a contiguous base of undeveloped
land should be created within the present FLNF.
This can be accomplished only through conser
vation easements, FS land acquisitions, and do
nations. Further development on National Forest
land should be prohibited, and land reclamation
and restoration should be initiated.

Third, many of the management areas must
be restructured. This can -onfy be accomplished
through public involvement to the highest degree.
Developmentof the new LRMPmay begin as early
as 1996. Determined public input can shape the
FLNF into the wilderness so needed in west-central
New York.

For example, a significant reduction in the
amount of land managed as EA ~orest or shrub
openings willvgive the land a c~ance to proceed
through ecological succession and thus allow the
eventual reestablishment of old-growth forest. At
the same time, timber management areas should
be placed outside a buffer zone surrounding the
proposed FLNF wilderness core. Likewise, the
removal of grazing fences and livestock will allow
succession to a natural ecosystem.

As we have mentioned, restoration of the
FLNF is just the first step in reestablishing wil
derness in west-central New York. Many state
lands must also be managed for biological diver
sity. Furthermore, to really restore wild ecosys
tems, the FLNF must be connected to these other
lands, such as the nearby Connecticut Hill Wildlife
Management Area. Such connections can be made
by land acquisition and conservation easement and
through the cooperation of other government
agencies, such as the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation and the New York
State Office of Parks and Recreation, as well as
local residents and other concerned individuals.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Finger Lakes Wild!, an Ithaca, New York
based environmental group dedicated to the eco
logical restoration of west-central New York, is
devising a plan for rewilding the Finger Lakes.
Three major steps need to be accomplished.

First, the group is developing maps of the
Finger Lakes region that will show all the land
under federal and state ownership, and all remain
ing wild lands under private ownership. These
ma~ will be used to identify lands that could be
part of a wild lands system. Once the lands are
identified, a plan for the management of each
parcel, such as the Newfield State Forest, will be'
developed. All plans will focus on management for
native biodiversity.

Second, because implementing the plans will
be far more difficult than devising them, we will
hold a workshop on our west-central New York
wilderness restoration strategy on 3- 5 April1992,
at the Olyuga Nature Ceriter in Ithaca. The work
shop will begin with a rousing speech by Dave
Foreman, executive editorof Wild Earth Then, we
will present our wilderness recovery stategy and
rationale to all attendees, including representatives
of the US Forest Service and the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, as
well as citizen's groups. Next we will ask those
present, especially the government officials, for
their help in proceeding with implementation.

This Finger Lakes Wilderness Strategy will
detail the corridors that these officials need to help
establish between the wilderness cores, and iden
tify flora and fauna that should be reintroduced to
the region. The Strategy will describe how to
connect the Finger Lakes Wilderness Preserve with
larger tracts of designated and de facto wilderness
in the Oltskills and the Adirondacks, so we will
be seeking the the assistance of Catskill and
Adirondack State Parks officials. The Strategy will
also explain how the New York Wilderness Pre
serve network will be integrated into the larger
North American Wilderness Recovery Strategy.

Third, we will begin the long and tedious
process of working with local, state, and federal
officials, as well as local citizens, to actually de
velop the wilderness network. The studies,
monitoring, and restoration work needed to make
the Finger Lakes wild again will provide more than
enough work for everyone.

Anyone interested in helping with our map
ping project or wilderness restoration plans should
contact: Finger Lakes Wild!, POB 4542, Ithaca,
NY 14852; (607)257-<i220.

Mike Biltonen and Rick Bonney are vice
president and treasurer, respectively, of Finger
Lakes Wild!. Both live in the Finger Lakes region.
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OLYMPIC HIGH
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by PJ Ryan

Olympic National Park is one of the very
few parks in the system that is worth anything.

Now, buckaroos, before you arrive at my
door with flaming torches, ropes and tar bar
rels, let me clarify the above statement.

I do not mean to imply that your park is
not beautiful, or that God doesn't love it.

However, I am not talking about the last
golden pink alpine glow on snowy crests, or
Harlequin Ducks flying through the morning
mist, or the way the desert smells after a rain,
or any of the rest of the undeniable poetry; I
am talking about net worth.

Olympic National Park is actually worth
something.

Most mountain top, desert, and cut over
National Parks had to undergo intense scrutiny
by the local gentry in order to prove their
worthlessness for "practical" purposes before
they could be relegated to the role of tourist
traps.

The farsighted decision on the part of the
Sequoia giganteas to produce "inferior" wood
probably had as much to do with their salvation
as John Muir or any other conservationists.
Had the Sequoia giganteas chosen a wood fi
ber like that ofsay, the Bald Cypress, chances
are that we would be looking at the last of the
gigallteas in antique furniture stores rather than
Yosemite or Sequoia National Parks.

Indeed, the fatal error of Sequoia
gigalltea's flashy coastal cousin in producing
"good" wood led to a classic example of what
happens when you try to create a national park
around something that is actually valuable.

To be sure, Redwood National Park was
established, but after 'a ~nockdown drag out
batt Ie Ihat made il Ihe mosl expensive park on
record.

Olympic National Park, like Redwood, is
genuinely valuable. It has more than 70 IT!illion
board feet of prime Old-growth Western

Hemlock, Douglas-fir and above all, Sitka
Spruce: Irees, whose very sight causes Pav
lovian salivation in loggers and lumber com
panies.

Like your park it is also quite beautiful;
like your park it is also quite controversial, not
so much because of being overcrowded (it is
not) but rather where it is and what it contains.

Olympic National Park has always been
controversial, sort of an island in the most
productive industrial forest in the world.
Rocky Mountain forests have always been
somewhat marginal both in species and mar
ket. Not so the forests of the Pacific Northwest;
the best timber trees in the world growing close
to the cheapest transportation known to man
deep salt water. You couldn't ask for anything
better.

Olympic National Park has from its be
ginning been somethingnf a reproach to the
local folks.

More than fifty years ago, when President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was being driven
past clear cuts on his way to dedicate Olympic
National Park, he remarked that he "Hoped the
people responsible for this sacrilege were 
burning in helL"

Now, buckaroos, that was a bit
unChristian ofFDR, as clearcutting is a proven
scientific forest management 1001, a bil like
rape, duplicating natural processes such as fire
or storm blowdowns. (Again, farsighted
thinking on God's part to come up with natu
ral processes thai jusl happen to duplicate the
most economic form of large-scale logging
clear cutting.)

Now, more than fifty years laler, Olympic
is not just another old-growth foresl; it is rap
idly getting to be Ihe only old-growth forest
in the woods. I suppose that a National Park
should stand out, but Idon't think its founders
intended this to be Iilerally the case; Olympic
National Park is rapidly becoming an island
in a sea of"new, growing forests" as the For

.est Service signs interprellhe clearculs.
As I nOled, Olympic has always been both

a reproach and a scandal of waste to the 10-
dis.

The first attempt to log the park and turn
il into just another mountain top park occurred
during Ihe Second World Warwhen the lumber
companies practically gurgled with patriotism,
and for a price, were going to save us from
the "Japs" by logging Sitka Spruce which was
invaluable in the building ofwooden airplanes.
(Do not chuckle, buckaroos, the British came
up with an excellent twin-engine fighter
bomber, the Mosquito, which was built of
plywood, and until recently, the largest plane
in the world was Howard Hughes famed
Spruce-Goose-which was actually built of
non-rhyming birch.)

World War II was a period of great hys
teria and hoopla in which everybody collected
tin cans, rubber, paper, frying grease, and do
nated aluminum pots and pans for the war ef
fort. Aside from a morale factor, it is doubtful
if any of these scrap drives affected the out
come of the war, but they did create a climate
of super-patriotism which made it a bit risky
to oppose a lumber company's efforts to obtain
old-growth Sitka Spruce to "Help Our Boys
Wh-ip Those Japs."

Fortunately, there were some folks who
were both brave and well connected enough
to forestall this timber grab even though it was
wrapped in the American Flag.

One has to give the lumber people credit
for dogged persistence. After the "boys" came
home from beating the "Japs," the lumber
companies spent much money in slick adver
tising during the 1950s suggesting that our
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"boys" should have homes made from timber
wastefully locked up in Olympic National
Park. I was always curious about those ads
Olympic National Park is big, but not that big,
and its old-growth forest is not lHAT vast. I
suppose that it was the principle of the thing,
that and the growing reproach as Olympic
National Park gradually became an island in a
sea of clearcuts.

What about the "Japs," who were such a
threat? Oh, they're still around, transformed
into Japanese and the best customer of the
lumber folks. One company even built a
Japanese style guesthouse for visit ing Japanese
executives and cuts its lumber into metric sizes
to meet their specifications. (John Wayne must
be revolving in his grave.)

I had not seen Olympic for more than ten
years and was curious to see how it was doing.
(A journey to Olympic National Park requires
certain ritual preparations; one must first buy
a full length rain suit, preferably Gore-Tex, but
God will accept coated nylon. If you do this
and make your pilgrimage in July, it will not
rain-it didn't.)

I was pleased to find Olympic just as
beautiful as ever-and just as controversial as
ever.

As always in a National Park, I attended
the campfire talk, as they are the sort of multi
generational, All American, Norman Rockwell
sort of thing one does in a National Park. Be
sides, they're free.

I was startled to fmd that tonighl'sspeaker
was none other than the Assistant Superinten
dent, Roger Rudolph.

I was a bit curious as to why Roger was
giving the campfire talk.

It seems that it was his own damn fault.
He had arrived some three months previously
and in a burst of eager-beaver enthusiasm
blurted out a suggestion to the superintendent
that he thought management should occa
sionally give campfire talks to demonstrate
their solidarity with the troops, and keep a
fmger on the public pulse: A noble sentiment
that one should keep to one's self lest one's
superintendent take you up on it.

At any rate, he didn't and she did. So here
was Roger standing beside the campfire 30
miles from his house, at 9:00 at night and ex
empt from overtime, serves him right!

Roger would not be talking about
"Friendly Fungi of Olympic National Park" or
"Fun with Rain" or the usual campfire topics
at Olympic National Park. Instead he would
be, discussing management problems at
Olympic and requesting input from the group
on possible solutions.

A rather daring approach as one of the
"solutions" could possibly be throwing
something heavy at Roger. Olympic National

Park ranks number one in violent controversy,
at least in the lower 48. On July 16, 1988,
disaffected persons burned the Elwha Entrance
Station. On June 23, 1990, they burned the
Soleduck Entrance Station, and attempted to
bum the park headquarters at Port Angeles. On
February 1, 1991, they bumed the Fairholm

Ranger Station and, again, the unfortunate
Soleduck Ranger Station. The NPS is offering
a $10,000 reward for these desperados.

In addition, the barflies in the logging
town of Forks, outside the park, have threat
ened to fire the old-growth forest in the park,
and cut large, difficult to repair holes in park
rangers.

Roger was understandably nervous ad
dressing this group, as unlike Yellowstone or
Glacier campfires, where everyone is from
somewhere else, at least half of the people
would be from the Puget Sound area.

After introducing himself, Roger got right
down to the four main problems, the first of
which was Mountain Goats.

Not that they were endangered, mind you;
that was the problem, they were doing all too
well. The Rocky Mountain Goat is an exotic
species here, introduced in the 1920s before
the area became a National Park in the fond
hope that hunters would have something more
than Elk or deer to shoot at.

Unfortunately, the local plants did not
evolve with the Rocky Mountain Goats and
proved very sensitive to their habits.

The Park Service instituted a program to
dart the goats and transplant them to the North
Cascades or any place else where anybody
needed Mountain Goats.

There were a thousand of the beasts in the
park, and about 600 of the more klutzy goats
were captured rather quickly. However, around
400 of the more athletic beasts headed for the
high country pinnacles where it was very dif
ficult and dangerous for rangers to dart them,
and dangerous to the goats as well, as a darted
goat would simply fall to its death; so the goats
had to be carefully maneuvered into a rela
tively flat area before being darted.

The audience suggested that old cure-all,
the reintroduction of wolves.

However, Roger pointed out that wolves
are just as smart as rangers, and don't fancy
leaping from ledge to ledge in pursuit ofa goat,
when food can be obtained in a more normal
manner by waiting for an elderly Elk to come
along a flat safe meadow.

The final solutjon of shooting had been
proposed, and was certainly cost effective,
about $30 to $60 per beast compared to $500
- $1000 for darting and helicopter transport.
Naturally, the animal rights groups, particu
larly Cleveland Amory's Fund for Animals,
would go ballist ic at the prospect of killing the

animals, and as Roger pointed out "It would
start a bad precedent in the park."

However, during the course of the dis
cussion, Roger may have inadvertently hit
upon the solution; he said that darting and live
capturing goats on the pinnacles "Would take
a rare cOmbination of hunting and mountain
eering skills."

Roger just may have hit upon a use for
mountain climbers.

Until Ihis moment, the only known use
for a mountain climber was to rescue other
climbers who did something dumb-like
climb mountains.

Roger may have invented a new Yuppie
sport, "goat bagging" which will provide the
thrills of hunting, mountaineering, and tax
evasion.

The hunter-mountaineer would be trained
for a day or two in the use of the dart gun and
sent out after the goats, no bag limit. the only
rule being that the goats must be taken alive.
The hunter-mountaineer could then deduct the
cost of the hunt from his income tax. All that
is needed is an article in OlJfSIDE magazine
and the goals will be on their way to the Cas
cades.

The second managerial problem involved
dams on the Elwha River. The two dams were
put in before the park was established to pro
vide hydro-electric power for a sawmill lo
cated beyond the present park boundaries. The
dams would be coming up for license renewal
soon and there was some doubt renewal would
be granted as the dams, of course, interfere
with salmon spawning in the Elwha. Removal
of these dams would pn<;sibly mean the first
restoration ofa major Washington river along
its entire course. This would be a great victory
for salmon, fishermen, the environment, and
humankind, as it would show that we could
undo environmental damage.

This one looked like a win-win situation
as even the owners of the dams had no par
ticular objection to their removal; since they
could get all the power needed from
BonnevilJe, a source thai didn't exist when the
dams were built.

Nothing is a sure thing, however, as this
one drew the only dissent of the evening. A
local got up and said he didn't think the dams
were the problem. _

Roger did an excellent double-take, and
asked the man if he dido't think taking out a
couple of dams might, well. improve the
salmon's chances of getting upstream?

The local chap didn' t believe that was th~
trouble at all, the real trouble was the Indians,
but the federal government wo.uldn't admit it.

Yes, buckaroos, 500 hundred years after
Columbus and 100 years after Wounded Knee,

cOfItinued next page
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-Gary Lawless, from Sitka Spring (1991, by Gary Lawless with art by Li Ching;
Blackberry Books, RR 1 Box 228, Nobleboro, ME 04555)

trying to find the language
of ravens,
we are late for the tide,
late for mass, late for the
sunrise, late for the mountain
the trails are covered with snow,
or fast moving water, wind
language falls from treetops,
from nets pulled up from the
bottom - a raven feather on
the rock - a shell in your
hand - something flies over 
conversation drifts

king in the Puget Sound area are definitely
limited. As mills become more and more au
tomated, the number of jobs will drop. The
future scems to be in small diversified indus
tries attracted to the Pacific Northwest by the
quality of life; a quality that is not enhanced
by endless c1earcuts.

It is difficult to explain this to someone
who has spent his life in the rugged but color
ful job of a Paci fic logger, and the resentment
runs high in Forks and other logging towns.
One of the best books on the subject is Fragile
Majesty by Keith Ervin, which gives a sym
pathetic treatment to all hands in the contro
versy, though it is obvious that his heart is with
the old-growth and the Spotted Owl.

I congratulated Roger for a fine talk and
for surviving yet another day at fascinating,
controversial, cantankerous Olympic National
Park, surely one of the best assignments in the
system, wouldn't mind working there myself.
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gers believe that it is all a plot to put the entire
Olympic Peninsula, or at least all the remain
ing old-growth forests, into the National Park.
Although this is not the case, extremists nail
Spotted Owls to the Olympic Park entrance
sign and commit acts of arson against the park.

Surprisingly, no one in the audience
wanted to talk about the Spotted Owl. (One
man wanted very much to talk about increas
ing the length of pad space for motor homes
in the campground.)

The SpOiled Owl question is complex.
The bird appears to be a signature species for
Old-growth forests; if the old-growth is totally
removed, the owl will go the way of the Ivory
billed Woodpecker of the South, which was
also dependent upon old-growth forests which
were removed by the lumber industry.

There appears to be some indication that
the Spotted Owl can survive on Forest Service
land that is managed to somewhat duplicate
old-growth forest (ie: selective logging).

At any rate, the days of logging being the

those pesky Redskins are STILL giving us a
hard time!

It seems what the local fellow was ob
jecting to was that back in the 19th century,
after we had separated the Northwest Indians
from most of their lands, we were feeling
rather expansive and generous and allowed the
Indians to practice some of their traditional
fishing techniques, such as dip netting; in fact
we gave them exclusive right. Our generos-

. ity was not exactly overwhelming as those
were the pre-pollution, pre-dam, pre-popula
tion explosion days when salmon were as
common as dirt and twice as cheap; letting
them catch fish was sort of like letting some
body·collect aluminum cans today; there was
an apparently endless supply.

Now, however, with plenty of dams, pol
lution, and demand, the Whites are whining
that the Indians got the better bargain in the
deal.

Roger allowed the man to vent his rage,
and invited him to stop off after the program
for more discussion. (He didn't.)

The third problem is that there are sum
mer homes along the shores of the three mag
nificent park lakes on land held before the area
became a National Park. The NPS would like
to have them, and if you saw the view, you
would see why many ofthe owners would like
to hang onto them. The NPS plans no con
demnation proceedings, despite some paranoid
thoughts to the contrary. Apparently there were
no homeowners in the audience, as this one
provoked about as much interest as today's jute
market quotations.

Roger saved the best for last, the
Specialite de La Maison, the Great Spotted
Owl Controversy.

A federal judge has ordered the cessation
of logging in the Olympic National Forest until
the U.S. Forest Service comes up with a plan
to protect the Northern Spotted Owl. The owl
seems to require old-growth forest, and lots of
it, for survival, as it is a cavity dweller and
nester and needs plenty of dead trees. Exactly
how many dead, standing trees are required is
the main bone of contention.

Olympic National Park is sort of caught
in the middle on this one as some of the log-
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Year End Report:
The Doctor Gets Depraved
(Further evidence of Dioxin's Toxic Effects)

wildlife in Lay Lake continue bioconcentrating
dangerous levels of dioxin and other chlori
nated compounds.

4. Cate Jenkins, an EPA official in Wash
ington, submits an affidavit in the United
States District Court for the Eastern District
of New York which spells out a litany of
ghastly health borrors associated witb expo
sure to dioxin. This affidavit blows a serious
hole in recent EPA mumbling about tbe safety
of dioxin.

5. EPA officials acknowledge that dioxin
is becoming a political issue. Said agency de
cides to postpone any decisions on dioxin
standards until a review of the risk associated
with exposure to dioxin can be completed.
Unidentified sources express fears that tbe in-

contifUled next page

Dr. Dioxin and unidentified female on the Toxic Trail
in New Orlealls' famous French Quarter

torneys refuse to allow ADEM officials to re
spond to queries involving policy decisions
about dioxin. These attorneys cite Executive
Privilege as the reason why ADEM should be
shielded from public scrutiny where dioxin is
concemed (Shades of Nixon!'?). Lawyers for
the Sierrd Club file separate suit on tbe issue
of executive privilege in Circuit Court.

3. Kimberly Clark Corporation, in a
clever attempt at public relations, flies in Dr.
Ronald E. Gats of the National Medical Ad
visory Service to assure the residents of Lay
Lake, Alabama, that their fears about dioxin
are simply the result of "environmental
alarmism". Local newspapers print the story
without rebuttal from competent scientists in
the field. Meanwhile, several species ofaquatic

Cool, refreshing, air finds me as dusk
settles along Louisiana's shore. An antique
paddle-wheeled riverboat prepares to set off
into the night; it is brightly decorated with
lights, reflecting merrily upon the waters of the
Mississippi River-The Old Man. Across the
River, on the far shore, a yellow-painted hulk
of a building (restaurant? club?) issues forth a
continuous blast of jazz music. Behind me
looms one of America's largest cities- New
Orleans. I am here to discover new evidence
concerning 2,3,7,8-TCDD's effects upon
living organisms. It is a sleazy job. Someone
has to do it and they chose me. I am Dr. Di
oxin and this is the Toxic Trail.

I catch the trolley up SI. Charles to the
campus of Tulane University, home of the
Green Wave football team. It is the last week
end of September; young, eager, collegiate
faces dominate the landscape. Somewhere
nearby, aconference is being convened by the
Deep South Network concerning the pulp &
paper industry's proclivity to contribute
organo-chlorines to the World's aquatic eco
systems. Many speakers will testify as to the
ill-effects of such pollution. Organic bran
muffins will be available. A long day is
planned. When all is said and done, the Doc
tor plans to investigate pollution on his own,
up close-in America's version ofHeaven and
Hell: the greatest outdoor, non-stop sidewalk
CArny Freak Show on Earth-the famous
French Quarter.

lnese things have happened since last we
met:

1. The Alabama Department of Environ
mental Management (ADEM), sued over its
new dioxin water quality standard, is discov
ered to have failed to complete ANY studies
of dioxin's effects upon people, wildlife, or
endangered species.

2. In the above referenced suit, State at-
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famoas Council on Competitiveness (aka the
~ 0

Quayle Council) will intervene in the EPA re-
evaluation of dioxin, thereby further politi
cizing the issue, possibly skewing the results
of the study.

6. A citizens' dioxin conference convenes
in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and denounces
what is coming to be known as "the Dioxin
Fraud". Said fraud involves industry's reliance
upon so-called scientific studies, now sus
pected of being anything but scientific, pur
porting that dioxin is much safer than once
suspected.

7. The Doctor survives various and sun
dry contract disputes, to emerge slightly more
independent, substantively and figuratively.
New batteries are purchased for the micro
cassette recorder; checks are cashed; it's off
to the Big Easy.

Dioxin is becoming suspiciously sexy.
Reporters drool over dioxin facts and fanta
sies, allowing other serious environmental
trave!ities to go unreported. The Wall Street
Journal has covered dioxin. So has National
Public Radio and CNN. Tabloids harp on
fOdder regurgitated by toxic-eelebs such as Dr.
Vernon Houk of the CDC in Atlanta: the Di
oxin Dweeb. The truth vaporizes between
paragraphs in the local paper. Industry touts
the best experts money can buy, leaving the
public to buy the farm.

oj notice a sad state of affairs en route to
New Orleans: dozens of logging trucks pass
me as my truck bisects the heart of Mississippi;
a glance in any direction reveals a landscape
of pine plantations, never a biologically ma
ture pine in sight; a distinct lack of wildlife is
apparent. The southern United States is be
coming a Land of Weeds. Where are the giant
hardwoods ofa few years ago? Where are the
spectacular Long Leaf Pines? Where the
Pitcher Plants which Bartram described as
stretching for miles? Where the shiny Red
Wolf, the Ivory-billed Woodpecker, the huge
cYpress swamps? The natural legacy of Dixie
is shriveling into oblivion. The Industrializa
tion of the South has taken a devastating toll
upon the Wild. But tbe costliest toll may be
invisible......

Someone at the Tulane conference com
ments that virtually no studies of the effects
of dioxin upon wildlife exist. Not so. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service has released stud
ies. They illustrate that TCDD is anathema to
reproductive success in a host of aquatic crit
ters. Bald Eagles have been shown to be par
ticularly sensitive to TCDD. The chemical,
which is ingested via fish, adversely affects the
bird's eggs. The stuff is moving up the food
chain. Trout demonstrate a strong tendency to
accumulate dioxin. Trout are considered deli
cacies by an assortment of carnivores, in-

cluding people.
One can only surmise that many species

ofamphibians are being subjected to constant
exposure to TCDD. Think of a tadpole, or
various water-dependent insects. And the fish
that depend upon such species for their liveli
hood. And the avian predators: Osprey, her
ons, gulls.

But not to worry. Your Government has
everything under control. Polluters receive
official permits to discharge Death into
America's waters. It is part of the Clean Wa
ter Act's policy "that the discharge of toxic
pollutants in toxic amounts be prohibited." It
is part of the plan "which provides for the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish
and wildlife..." Not to fret. Your State officials
have standards for dioxin. Never mind that
industry devises the science behind the stan
dards; your State is selling you and what is left
of the Wild down the river. It is all regulated.
All is well in The Land of Weeds.

A speaker at the conference gets my at
tention, a member of the Bar. He is reading
from William Blackstone's Corru7Ientaries :

"The principal aim of society is to protect
the individual in the enjoyment of those ab
solute rights which were vested in him by the
immutable laws of nature."

Dave Foreman'8

The speaker asserts that we have a con
stitutional right to a clean and natural envi
ronment. That we have a vested right to have
rivers free of poison. He says we should take
back that which has been illegally removed
from us: provided by the immutable laws of
nature. The crowd responds. They understand
this talk. It's simple; it's real. They are hear
ing the basic premise of American law: a law
worth fighting for. The right to the pursuit of
happiness and health. The Law ofNature.

The conference slugs through many top
ics. Bran muffins disappear.

As seen through the eyes of the Doctor,
America's rivers, bays, and estuaries appear
on the brink of virtual extinction. Oh, there will
continue to be rivers. There will be bays. But
the immutable laws of Nature have been bro
ken so consistently, so extensively, that ir
reparable harm has occurred. Ask the blue
gills, the suckers and carp, the gators and frogs
and turtles, the caddis flies. Ask folks about
the fishing in southern Mississippi; Mobile
Bay; Arkansas's Red River; the Fenholloway
in Florida; salmon runs in Oregon and Wash
ington.

1hen ask your government what has gone
awry. Why are our vested rights being system
atically violated? Who is to blame? It is us.
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Exceptional Excerpts

LAST STAND: LOGGING, JOURNALISM
AND THE CASE FOR HUMILITY

1991, by Richard Manning. Reprinted with.
permission of the publisher: Peregrine Smith
Books, POB 667, Layton, Utah 84041; 179pp.,
$19.95 cloth. Orders may be placed by calling 1
800-421-8714. This excerpt is from Chapter 4.

ed. note: Anyone interested in corporate
journalism or corporate logging should read
Last Stand. If you haven't already read about
Richard Manning's de facto dismissal from the
Missoulian-which closely followed his
devastating series ofarticles on timber cutting
on private lands in Montana, and preceded the
newspaper's receipt of an award for those
articles-see High Country News, 9-23-91.
Or, even better, see this book.

Discussions of environmental dilemmas in
voke the rule of the trngedy of the commons: when
all members of a community are given common
access to a resource, even overwhelming sentiment
to protect the resource will not ensure protection.
One person can always gain by exploiting the re
source and will use his right of access to do so. A
commonly held grazing area at the center of a
village generally is cited as the best example of
the tragedy of the commons. The will of the vast
majority of farmers to conserve the grass will not
ensure its protection as long as some are willing
to overgraze the common plot. And some people
always are, Abetter example still of this tragedy
is the handling of Montana's timberlands, espe
cially those clearly common, public lands overseen
by the U.S. Forest Service.

Gallacher and I flew that day away from the
Seeley-Swan Valley and over the Mission Moun
tains, across the broad Flathead River Valley and
then to the lower Clark Fork River Valley just west
of Missoula. The Cessna banked up a tributary of
the Clark Fork called Fish Creek. The Forest
Service manages much of the land there. It is our
land, logging administered in our name. The
commons. Yet in some places our land is cut every
bi tas hard as the corporate land, c1earcuts swatched
hard and square. There is a reason for this: the
Forest Service, not the corporations, pioneered the
use of the c1earcut as a "legitimate" logging prac
tice in the West. The experiment began not far
from Fish Creek on the Flathead National Forest.

People think of the Forest Service as a sort
of collection of overgrown Boy Scouts, rangers
sheltering trees, flowers, and Bambi from errant

campfires and carelessly flicked butts, the proto
typical Smokey Bears. In the West, though, where
most of its domain lies, it is difficult to consider
the Forest Service anything but a branch of the
timber industry. Nationally, the agency superin
tends enough land to fill the states of California,
Washington, Oregon, about two hundred thirty
million acres. Each year it sends to mills enough
timber to build about 1.2 million houses. It has
not always been so. When the Forest Reserve Act
of 1891 established what are now the national
forests, they were considered just that: reserves.
They were what was left of once far larger public
holdings sold or traded to the timber companies.
It was assumed that the companies would cOnduct
the timber business and the government would
protect forests and the watersheds the forests
sheltered. Even Gifford Pinchot, father of the
Forest Service and the social engineer modern-day
environmentalists love to excoriate, did not envi
sion the national forests as forage for mills.

THE UNFORESEEN WILDERNESS

by Wendell Berry with photographs by Ralph
Eugene Meatyard. Text copyright (c) 1991 by
Wendell Berry. Published by North Point Press
and reprinted by permission,

editor's note: Thefollowing is from chapter 2of
The Unforeseen Wilderness. This book waS"
originally published in 1971, when Kentucky's
Red River Gorge was threatened by a dam.
Wendell Berry's words are as timely and
inspiring now as they were 21J years ago, when
they helped stop the dam.

And then consider the river itself. Even now
there are stretches of it that look as wild and
unspoiled, you imagine, as they did a hundred years
ago. That, to be sure, is something to be thankful
for-but so far you are only looking at the surface ..
Step into the stream and wade down it for a few
hundred ste~. And notice that wherever the cur
rent slows you are walking, not over the clean
rocky or weedy bottom of a healthy stream, but in
mud. In places the mud is more than knee deep.
It is the soil of the ridges and slopes upstream, the
wasted flesh of a living creature stricken by a
deadly disease.

To anyone standing in that mud, aware of

what it means, the idea of the proposed "flood
control dam" is a giddy fiction, a fairy tale that
reduces science to the level of the crudest super
stition. For what the dam will be, if the misuse of
the watershed continues, is the first step in the
creation of a swamp. It will have nothing to do
with the control of anything, but will be only an
other manifestation of the lack of moral and social
and economic control that made the need for "flood
control" in the first place.

The proponents of the dam in the Red River
Gorge are the most recent heirs of John Swift in
that part of the country. They have been entranced,
as Swift was, by the dream of ease-of easy
wealth, easy answers, easy fulfillments. And the
dream is accompanied, necessarily, by the as
sumption that such ease is not destructive.

It almost always is destructive. For the work
of preserving the life of the world, of which our
lives are a part and on which they depend, is dif
ficult and complex and endless. In nature all that
grows is finally made to augment the pa;sibility
of growth, and so nothing is wasted. This year's
leaves decay and enter the intricate life of the soil,
which assures that there will be more leaves an
other year. It is this pattern and only this-not any
that we may conceivably invent-that we must
imitate and enter into jf we are to live in the world
without destroying it.

The task of preserving the life of the world
has little to do with the present of American soci
ety. It has almost nothing to do with our concepts
of wealth and profit and success and luxury and
ease. It has nothing at all to do with short-term
investments, or short-term anything else. It is not
recognizable to a short-term intelligence. It in
volves us in work that we can neither live to finish
nor imagine the end of. It is humble work, often
involving the use of the hands. It requires respect
for mystery. Its model figures are not to be found
among the great figures of our history; our artists,
inventors, soldiers, statesmen-but among humble
people whose lives were devoted laboriously and
ceremoniously and lovingly to the life of their land:
tribal people and peasants.

Postscript (9-91): Thanks to the efforts of
the people of the Red River, other good citizens,
and the Cumberland chapter of the Sierra Oub, the
Red River Gorge is still free of the Army Corps of
Engineers' intentions to "improve" it with a dam.
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BOOK REVIEWS

TAKING STOCK: ANIMAL FARM·
ING AND mE ENVIRONMENT

Alan Durning and Holly Brough; Worldwatch
Institute; $5. Available from Worldwatch
Institute, 1776 Massachusetts Ave. NW,Wash
ington, DC 20036.

Some ecologists, myself included, .
have suggested that if all the environmental
costs associated with livestock production
were fully considered,the production of live
stock would rate as one of the most environ
mentally destructive activities on Earth. 1bose
skeptical of such a conclusion should read the
Worldwatch Institute's latest paper, Taking
Stock: Animal Farming and the Environment
by Alan Duming and Holly Brough.

In this small but well documented publi
cation, the authors give a global ecological
perspective of the numerous environmental
"costs" associated with livestock production.
It is full of statistics that will make even the
most fervent cow lovers reconsider their stance
and likely make the rest of us into vegetarians.
Consider a few of the many important facts.

Half of the land area of the entire planet
is grazed by domestic livestock. Nearly 70%
of the grains grown in the United States are
fed to livestock. Thus among the uncounted
coots ofAmerica's love affair with a meat diet
are topsoil loss resulting from cropland pro
duction, pollution of underground aquifers by
fertilizers and pesticides, and the consumption
of fossil fuels neceSsary to operate the farm
equipment. All told, half of the energy used in
American agriculture goes into the livestock
sector.

. Nearly half of the grain and hay fed to
American beef comes from irrigated
lands--prirnarily in the arid West. Thus dewa
tered rivers, construction of dams and reser-'
voirs,and the subsequent flooding of
free-flowing rivers and degradation of aquatic
ecosystems are additional uncounted coots of
the livestock industry.

The authors even suggest that dense
concentrations of livestock may cause acid rain
as a result of ammonia released from manure.
They cite a report by the Netherlands National
I~titute of Public Health and Environmental

Protection which concluded that livestock in
dustry dischargeS into the air are the single
greatest source of acid deposition on Dutch
soils--doing more damage than the country's
cars and factories.

Unfortunately, the environmental damage
is not restricted to rangelands. According to the
authors, more than 1/3 of the rainforests in
Central America have been cleared to produce
livestock pasture. Similar destruction of
tropical rainforests in Brazil and elsewhere is,
in part, due to livestock production..

After enumerating the many environ
mental "costs" associated with livestock pro
duction, the authors review government and
cultural policies contributing to the imbal
ances. Finally, they discuss some innovative
solutions to make livestock production less
environmentally destruct ive.

-Reviewed by George Wuerthner

Antarctica: Beauty in the Extreme

by Jonathan Chester; 1991; Running Press
Publishers, 125 South 22nd St., Philadelphia,
PA 19103; 136 oversize pages.

The polar regions, both north and south,
hold an irresistible fascination for HotrW sa
piens. Something in the vast and unrelenting
harshness of the landscape evokes wonder in
our collective imagination. Powerful images
of Polar Bears, penguins, or icebergs come to
mind for virtually everyone, yet very few of
us will see these things firsthand. Barry Lopez,
in his superb book, Arctic Dreams, explored
the relationship of place and perception using
the phrase "the country ofthe mind." Whereas
Lopez's book was devoted to the natural his
tory and anthropology of the far North,
Jonathan Chester's book,Antarctica: Beauty
in the Extreme, expfores the polar region that
holds limited appeal to anthropologists.

Chester, who lives in Sydney,Australia,
operates a commercial stock photography li
brary and clea~ly is a photographer of great
skill. In 112 pages, appendices, and hundreds
of color photographs, he presents an infor
mative overview of the last wild continent,
including chapters devoted to the geography,

wildlife, aquatic and terrestrial ecooystems,
and human exploration of the region. Addi
tionally, he discusses the creation of the Ant
arctic Treaty and the prospects for the future
ofAntarctic conservation.

While the book does contain much basic
information, anyone seeking more than an
elementary understanding of Antarctica's
natureil history will be disappointed. Further
more, Chester's writing mirrors his subject
matter somewhat in its starkness. This section
on penguins is a good example:

Penguins are the signature speciesofthe
Antarctic. VleYplay the sanle role in the minds
of the public as polar bears do in the Arctic.
u-itJz their comical andendearing appearance
and Ju~manlike behavior, it is not surprising
that penguins have become the favorites of
cartoonists, illustrators, and photographers.
In the wild, however, the pungent odor of a
large penguin colony is milch less appealing.

Penguins are flightless birds that have
adapted to swimming in the sea and are
thought to have evolvedfrom petrellikeflying
birds some fifty million years ago. They have
a very streamlined body and wings that func
tion asflippers. These are usedaspaddles and
their feet and stubby tails combine to form a
rudder.

Though Chester's prose may not be
majestic, it is certainly adequate and his pho
tography is spectacular. Included are the
obligatory shots of penguins and icebergs, but
they are often framed with such skill as to
make fresh and novel images. Particularly
striking are Chester's images of such un
photogenic subjects as krill and plankton.
Again, as a coffee table book, its text clearly
supports the photography rather than the op
posite.

Though the author's stated intent is to
promoteAntarctic conservation by bringing to
a wide audience the beauty of the place, his
failure to address in any detail the negative
impacts generated by the research facilities
there and his approval of increased tourism
seem contrary to his purpose. "Uncontrolled
tourism may bring environmental problems to
sensitive areas, yet scientists and bureaucrats
ultimately depend on popular support (in the
democratic world) for governments to fund
their national expeditions, research, and
bases." This is a dangerous notion, albeit one
that is widely promulgated by supporters of
eco-tourism. Thoughtful persons do not need
to visit areas of ecological merit to know that
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they should be preserved. Indeed, many will
adamantly oppose human visitation to such
areas because of the disturbance such visita
tion inevitably causes.

Furthermore, this statement assumes that
continued government funding of research
bases and expeditions is worthwhile. Argu
ably, many scientists are doing important work
in Antarctica which should be supported. In
some ;;ases, however, governments maintain
facilities on the continent largely to support
their land claims, though these claims are held
in abeyance under the Antarctic Treaty. In
particular, Chilean and Argentinean stations
are more colonial outposts than research fa
cilities, being peopled by families who
"settle" there for extended tours.

Antarctica: Beauty in the Extreme is
likely to accomplish the author's goal of
helping readers"...gain a greater appreciation
of the unique qualities of the Antarctic and why
it should remain as it is-a pristine, untamed
wilderness." lis striking images should earn a _

-~ide audience and further his noble aim.
-Reviewed by Tom Butler

Strangers Devour the Land

by Boyce Richardson, 1991; Chels~ Green
Publishing Company, POB 130, Post Mills,
VT05058-013O; 361pp, $14.95.

II's fortunate that another publisher is now
reprinting this book, after its initial publication
in 1976 by Alfred A. Knopf Company. It has
lost none of its power or relevancy in de
scribing the early contlict surrounding the
James Bay projects between the government
of Quebec and the Cree people. A" a refer
ence tool it is valuable; as a document of the
Cree way of life and the changes Ihe James
Bay I project has wrought, it would be hard to
surpass.

In the five years Richardson worked on
this story, he spent much time with the Cree:
with elders and children, trappers, hunters,
traders-traditionals-and those with a
"modem education:" He traveled to villages,
into hunting territories, and to Quebec City
where the first legal challenges to the su
premely arrogant dam scheme were argued. It
is a story coming from all comers of the world
these days, but well worth the time for its
closeness to home. As Farley Mowat said of
this book, "Read it and rage."

-Reviewedby Brian Carter

NATURE'S METROPOLIS: Chicago
and the Great West

by William Cronon; 1991 W. W. Norton
& Company, New York; 530 pp.; $27.50
hardcover.

In tracing how people of European de
scent settled the North American land, histo
rians have all too often focused on the people,
and given short shrift to the land, treating hu
man deeds almost as a universal drama that
could have played anywhere. William Cronan,
in Nature ~Metropolis: Chicago and the Great
West, helps redress that imbalance by telling
an ecological history of the Midwest-or is it
an historical ecology'? In any case, his grant
ing of equal time to humans and their sur
roundings makes reading this often grim tome
rather refreshing.

Cronon, a history professor at Yale, pub
lished his first ecological history, Changes in
the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology
ofNew England, in 1983. This time around
he poses the question: Why did Chicago be
come the metropolis-the major city- of the
region that stretched from the eastern edge of
the prairie to the Rocky Mountains? In other
words, why did the course of white selllemenl
progress as it did? How were endless prairies
turned so quickly into cornfields, old-growth
White Pine forests into clearcut wastelands?
To answer those questions, Cronon traces the
history of three of the major-goods that flowed
through Chicago and made it a mercantile
center: grain, lumber, and meal. His focus on
resources allows Nature sMetropolis to tran
scend merely regional interest, for the book
examines the way our society views and uses
the very products of the Earth that keep u~

alive.
The first part of the answer to Cronon's

question lies In the land itself. Chicago became
a grain-handling center because the prairies to
the west could yield astonishingly rich crops
ofcom and wheal. The cily became a lumber
center because the forests that cloaked the
northern shores of the Great Lakes were heavy
with virgin White Pine. And the land was
free- not uninhabited, for Native Americans
had lived there for millennia, but the resources
were there to be taken.

Cronon's hypothesis, though, is that a
simple wealth of resources does not build a
city, does not explain why Chicago became the
regional metropolis, rather than Milwaukee,
say, or SI. Louis. 1be city's growth was, of
course, detennined by human factors-- by an
underlying belief in Manifest Destiny, and by
a conviction that the riches ofnature were there
to be used by humans. The boaiters of Chi
cago were convinced that their city had access

to unlimited resources- the North Woods
went on forever, the saying went, as did the
fertility of the prairie loam. The first claim
proved false by the turn of the century; current
figures on soil erosion tell us that the second
is equally illusory.

What really built Chicago was technol
ogy- innovative new technology that enabled
people to convert prairies, trees, and other
products ofthe Earth into money more quickly
than ever before. The quintessential example
is the railroad, which allowed crops to be
moved to market year-round, over greater
distances than had previously been practicable,
and at a much greater speed. Railroads cen
tralized trade, since they relied on a massive,
immovable infrastructure of rails. Chicago, as
the southernmost port on Lake Michigan, was
ideally situated to be a center for rail trans-
portation. _

A more overlooked innovation, and one
that emphasizes how technology fuels the
process of resource exploitation, was the
steam-powered grain elevator. Traditionally,
wheat had been sold in sacks: when a miller
bought wheat, he was buying a particular sack.
ofwheat; he could evaluate it and know where
it came from, before buying. In Chicago's
grain elevator, wheat from many different
farms was mixed together in huge vertical
warehouses, ready to be loaded onto ships. A
farmer who delivered 100 bushels of wheat
received a receipt for that amount; in tum, he .
might sell that receipt to a miller, rather than
the grain itself. The miller could then take
delivery of 100 bushels of wheat, but what
came out of the elevator was mixed, "generic"
grain. The receipt became a substitute for the
actual produce. Soon a commodities market
sprang up, in which dealers speculated in re
ceipts that represented grain to be delivered
today, or next month, or in six months. For
tunes were made and lost by dealers who never
touched a grain of wheal. Living plants be
came resources, which in tum became com
modities.

The tragedy of the Midwest's ecosystems
was that the logic of the commodity ran
counter to the logic of ecology. Making a
quick profit took precedence over, say, creat·
ing a sustainable economy in lumber towns
to say nOlhing ofsustaining the e<n>ystem that
supported the towns. One senses that the
power of the marketplace dwarfed the efforts
of individuals to alter it or change its course;
even the entrepreneurs who put into use such
innovations as the grain elevator, and, later, the
refrigerator car, are not major figures in
Nature ~ Metropolis. During the 19th century,
the idea of holding back, of deliberately pre
serving any part of an ecosystem in a wild

continued next page
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state, was almost unheard of.
That situatioo has improved some, though

not enough. What has not changed are the
essential mechanics Cronon lays out: the 19th
century saw the growth of a food distribution
system that was centralized as never before.
As resources were commodified, the eventual
consumer was distanced- geographically and
figuratively- from the products he or she was
using. The city and the country were tied to
gether with numerous economic links that
made each increasingly dependent on the
other; ironically, the links became more and
more obscure as they proliferated. It's no
different today- in the Midwest you can still
buy old-growth timber grown thousands of
miles away, and it's easy to feel OK about
using the timber if you don't know whal a
c1earcut looks like. Cronon's book is a con
sciousness-raiser that exposes how the basics
ofour modem economic system evolved and
affected a particular region. It will be good to
see works of ecological history about other
times and places appearing in bookstores; it
will be better by far if politicians,
businesspeople, and consumers alike care
about the impacts of their decisions in the
present, rather than a hundred years later.

-Reviewedby Peter Friederici

HELPING NATURE HEAL: An
Introduction to Environmental Restora
tion

Richard Nilsen, Editor; 1991; Ten Speed
Press, POB 7123, Berkeley, CA 94707;
$14.95 paper, 16Opp.

Though ecological proponents are al-
. ready wallowing in anthologies, Richard

Nilson, a Whole Earth Review editor, de
serves accolades for this excellent collection
of ecOlogical restoration writings. Ecological
restorntion is a new field, still needing the types
ofgeneral summaries that seem over-abundant
in some fields, and Nilson's book will draw
many more people into the work of restoring
abused lands.

Fully aware of the dangers of touting
humanity's ability to restore natural systems,
Nilson draws together divergent, sometimes
critical, views of restoration work, and offers .
his own valuable insights on how, when, and
where active restoration efforts are appropriate.
Nilson's book makes clear that the potential
to restore damaged lands should not be used
as a justification for allowing development of
natural areas.

A general theme of Helping Nature
Hen1-ronveyed with especial grace by Barry
Lopez, William Jordan III, and Seth

Zuckerman-is that, along with actually
helping return ecosystems to a state of nor
malcy, restoration work helps return partici
pants' relationship with Nature to a slate of
normalcy, that is, health. Several of the writ
ers in this anthology have enjoyed great suc
cess in leaching children about their
watersheds by having them plant native trees
or hatch and release native salmon.

Several authors caut ion would-be
restoralionists against hubris. We must beware
our human tendency to manipulate, and gen
erally only intervene where Nalure has been
so befouled by human activity that the ele
ments alone will not suffice to effect a recov
ery. Often, the most appropriate course of
action will simply be to remove the impedi
ments to natural recovery: roads, buildings,
dams, exotic species and such. Somelimes, tree
planting, species reintroductions, reseeding,
riprapping stream banks and the like will also
be needed. Susan Davis skillfully reflects
these lessons in her essay, "Natural Restora
tion," in which she describes how the demili
tarized zone between North and South
Korea-a "no-man's land"-has already
produced a healthy mixed hardwood forest less
than 40 years after the biotic community there
was razed to the ground.

Again, though, some areas will not
except perhaps on a geological time scale
recover to anything like their original condition
without active human work to undo the dam
age we or our forebears wrought. Steve
Packard's remarkable story of the rediscovery
and restoration of prairie savanna, or oak
grasslands, in l11inois is testimony to the urgent
need for, and amazing potential of, carefully
researched restoration efforts. Through study
of historical documents, experimental
plantings of native seeds, manual removal of
exotic shrubs, and judicious use of fire,
Packard and comrades rediscovered a forgot
ten habitat type and restored it in small pre
serves near Chicago.

Likewise attesting to the importance of
careful research before and during a restoration
effort is Freeman House's account ofsalmon
restoration in northern Oilifornia's MalloJe
watershed. There a strain of King Salmon
adapted to the river, is being restored by wa
tershed residents. These innovators are shor
ing up eroded stream banks, removing log
jams from streams running near c1earcuts, and
hatching native salmon for population aug
mentation. The work will require decades but
already they've greatly increased salmon
stocks and returned greenery to areas denuded
by logging.

David Wingate's description of the res
toration of the Oihow- a petrel from Ber
muda and nearby islands, long thought

extinct-- and of Nonsuch Island is equally
encouraging. Over the last few decades,
Wingate and friends have helped restore this
burrow-nesting bird to a position of relative
security, even while replanting the native forest
on the once ravaged 15-acre island.

Packard, House, and Wingate (and a bi
ologist unfortunately not included in this book:
Dan Janzen, who is restoring tropical dry forest
in Costa Rica's Guanacaste National Park)
exemplify another theme of Helping Nature
Heal: 1 small group, or even 1 individual, can
make an enormous· difference. Nature has
tremendous restorative powers and sometimes
just a lillIe help from us can work wonders.
Nilsen's book willinspire such wonders.

Reviewed by John Davis.

SHANTYBOAT, A River Way or Lire

by Harlan Hubbard; Univ. Press of Ken-
tucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0024; $10.00
paper, 352 pp.

SHANTYBOAT ON THE BAYOUS

By Harlan Hubbard; 1990; Univ. Press of
Kentucky; $19.95 paper, 141 pp.

PAYNE HOLLOW

by Harlan Hubbard; 1974; Gnomon Press,
Frankfort, KY 40602-0475; paper, 167 pp.

HARLAN HUBBARD, Lire and Work

by Wendell Berry; 1990; Univ. Press of Ken
tucky; $23 hard, 108 pp.

Harlan Hubbard (1900-1988) was a
Kentucky painter, writer, and farmer little
known outside ofhis region, who will be much
better known thanks to Wendell Berry's bi
ography of him, an excellent work much en
hanced by the inclusion of 20 color plates.
Before we examine Mr. Berry's book, it is
appropriate to sketch the life and work of
Harlan Hubbard and to look at his view of
nature, this "wild earth," as he once called it.

Although trained as a painter, Hubbard
earned his living for a number of years as a
carpenter, learning skills that enabled him to
maintain his independence. After their mar
riage in 1943, he and his wife Anna spent two
years building a shantyboat and preparing for
an adventure. They set out on a trip of several
years, drifting down the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers and traveling through the bayous of
Louisiana. Their trip was punctuated by
lengthy stops to gather, raise, and store food.
After a few months interim of automobile
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travel, they settled at Payne Hollow, on the
Kentucky side of the Ohio River, building their
house and most of their furnishings and
equipment. There they passed the rest of their
lives, over 35 years, producing all of their own
food, cUlling wood for fuel, reading, and
making music. H9rlan also painted, and he
wrote the three books which recount their
travels, describe their life at Payne Hollow, and
express his view of nature and philosophy of
life.

Why did this couple who read in three
languages and enjoyed concerts in Cincinnati
cut themselves off from society? The answers
are to be found in the characters of the indi
viduals as well as in the constitution of the
society. Hubbard explains that he had always
loved nature, and that while very young he had
realized that modern civilization, with its di
vision of labor, was not for him. He desired
the joy of providing for himself as completely
as possible, directly from the earth, while
treating it with love and respect. "The woods
and river would supply fuel for the hearth and
food for our table. We would plant and im
prove the soil through the years by good hus
bandry until it regained its original fertility"
(Payne Hollow, p. 46). Anna shared this in
tention and his joy in its realization. They saw
no contradiction between this life and cultural
or even material refinement. "Surely refine
ment of Iiv ing does not consist in gadgets and
machinery, but in such elements as leisure,
contentment, lack ofconfusion, small niceties"
(SJzantyboat, p.316). .

Harlan Hubbard's view of nature or the
earth is a composite of utilitarianism, aesthet
ics, and perhaps mysticism. His concept of
wilderness is liberal, including areas used but
relatively unharmed by humans, in which na
tive vegetat ion has been allowed to regenerate.
It also includes lifestyles, such as drifting in a
shantyboat, foraging, and gardening only with
handtools in which one submits to natural
forces. He had unlimited faith in the ability
of nature to survive: the Earth will never be
subdued by man. He was tom, however, be
tween true wilderness and a rural setting, such
as the Kentucky hill farms as they existed
around 1900: he yearned for "the wild" and
for "absolute solitude," yet he doubted that he
could remain content in them (Payne Hollow.
p. 166). While he advocated and practiced the
gathering of wild edibles, the way of "natural
man," he believed also in responsible cultiva
tion methods, i.e. organic gardening. He is
obliged to allow some human impact on the
earth, admitting that his woodcutting has
considerably changed the hillside around their
house, with the resultant loss of plants that
thrive in the shade (Pt':."lIe Hollow, p. 87).
Furthermore, he had no qualms about the

consumption of fish and meat that he or his
dogs caught; he even butchered selected
members of his goat herd and explicitly de
fended the practice, no doubt in response to
questions thereon (Payne Hollow, p.127).

While not damning all machines (he
loved the old steamboats and occasionally
gave grudging approval to some small ma
chines), Hubbard was inevitably very critical
of modern technological society with its di-

- vision of labor and its abundance of contrap
tions which are wasteful ("The com-picking
machine is a boon to shanty-boaters, crows,
mice, and such foragers."-Shtmtyboat, p.
109), which interfere with natural processes,
and which rob people of the joy ofworking in
direct contact with the earth and the elements.

In a compact yet thorough treatment of
Harlan Hubbard, Wendell Berry surveys and
analyzes the life and work of this singular in
dividual. Giving only the essential bio
graphical details, he deals in chapler 1, '~New
Life," with the basic pattern of Harlan's and
Anna's life during their shantyboat days, in
cluding their principal activities: drifting,
reading, writing, painting, music, and
"economy" (the procurement of their liveli
hood).

In chapter 2, "Much in Little," he treats
the following period of their life and makes
the necessary comparison with Thoreau, the
primary influence on Hubbard's life and
thought. Berry makes several crucial obser
vations here. One is that Thoreau stayed at
Walden for only two years, whereas the
Hubbards remained at Payne Hollow for over
35 years. Consequently, Hubbard's economy
was more elaborate than Thoreau's. Hubbard
adopted a manner of existence that we call
"simple living," but paradoxically, it was
highly "complex," combining many labors and
skills which are divided and specialized in
modern society: On the other hand, it was not
"complicated," a word implying disorder. No
life could be more orderly than that of the
Hubbards. Thoreau, moreover, tended to as
ceticism; the Hubbards did not. Their diet was
abundant and varied, and they cultivated the
pleasures of literature, painting, and music.
Anna even had a grand piano at Payne Hollow.
Berry also touches on the differences in writ
ing styles of Thoreau and Hubbard, the latter
utilizing a plainer prose (for which we are
gratefUl) with more attention to domestic de
tails.

In the area of religion, treated in the third
chapter, Berry discusses Hubbard's expressed
desire for "a more direct revelation" than thU'lC
purveyed by the Bible or by other persons. His
religious vocation was really "making the malt
of what the earth offers" (Berry, p. 38); and
his faith was a belief that above the materials

and mechanics of the world is an "unknown,
unknowable, mysterious spirit ...n (Berry., p.
43).

Succeeding chapters include an excellent
discussion of Harlan's painting, a brief portrait
ofAnna, and some observations about Harlan's
life after her death. Berry's very perceptive
impressions of the couple form perhaps the
best chapter in the book. We long to get into
the mind of Anna more than Harlan permits
us to in his writing. Thus the few personal
observat ions of Berry are a welcome addition
to the rather hazy picture of this strong and
sensitive lady.

One of the principal reasons for Berry's
interest in Hubbard is the consonance of their
views of nature, of domestic economy, of ag
riculture. Berry believes that the life of the
Hubbards in Payne Hollow is a model for ru
ral residents of the Ohio Valley, perhaps for
other areas as well, because of their respect for
the integrity of the place and because of their
rejection ofgenerally accepted contemporary
values. He seems to foresee for Hubbard a
place in American history and letters compa
rable to that of Thoreau. "I can think of no
one else who has so purposefully, so fully, and
for so long a time immersed himself in any
American place. Harlan sought to live and
work in just response to this intimacy. This is
his revolution and his rare Americanism, and
this is why his life is as important to us as his
work" (Berry, pp. 88-90). He further sees
Hubbard's life as an antidote to much that is '
wrong in the land, and he uses their example
as a warning to a society smitten with de
structive impulses. "Such a life can be dis
missed as inconsequential only by thale who
refuse to see the overriding irony ofour present
economic life: that 'growth' is inescapably
shrinking us. We are living within ever-wid
ening margins of abandoned or abused or de
spised or ruined land-the 'fringes' of our
society, which our children will have to inhabit
and make the best of, if they can. They must
either make the best of them as Harlan and
Anna did-by poverty ofmeans, by great skill,
by love-or endure them at their worst"
(Berry, p. %).

Wendell Berry's book on Harlan Hubbard
is reverent without being unduly adulatory. It
is discreet, respecting the privacy of the
Hubbards while recognizing that their life and
work (for Anna should be recognized as an
essential and equal partner in this adventure)
will be influential, thus entering the public
domain. A timely warning of grave societal,
economic, and environmental ills, it also
suggests a {mtial cure in the example ofHarlan
Huboord. Berry's and Huboord's bocksshould
be read and pondered.

Reviewed by Robert M. Davis
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NOTEWORTHY
Readings

A Look at Conservation Literature

ARTICLES

by John Davis

"The Land Ethic and Pilgrim Leopold,"
by Eric Freyfogle; University of Colorado
Law Review, vol.61 #2, 1990, p.217-256. Law
professor Eric Freyfogle has written an in
sightful account of the importance of Aldo
Leopold-both his words and his actions---':for
conservat ion ists and legal scholars. Freyfogle
tells how people in legal fields might begin to
incorporate Leopold's wisdom, including his
famous Land Ethic, into their work. Reprints
of this article are available from the author:
Eric Freyfogle, U of IL College of Law, 209
Law Bldg, 504 E Pennsylvania Ave,
Champaign, IL 61820.

''Arousing Biophilia," by Alfred Barten;
The Myrin InstiJute newsletter, winter 1991.
The Myrin Institute (136 E 64th St, NYC
10021), publisher of Orion quarterly, recently
convened a colloquium called "Arousing
Biophilia: How can scientists, nature writers,
educators, and other communicators inspire a
new cultural commitment to the environ
ment?" Among the luminaries present were
George K. Russell, Robert Finch, E.O. Wilson,
and Gary Nabhan. Some of the many good
ideas from the gathering also appeared in the
winter 1991 issue of Orion.

''Ten Species Proposed During April for
Listing Protection," Endangered Species
Technical BuUetin, 5-91, p.l,6-1O. Endan
gered Species Technical Bulletin is produced
by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
and reprinted regularly within Endangered
Species Update. Serving as the biodiversity
obituary pages, the Bulletin regularly tells what
species have ben proposed, what species have
been listed, and what the threats to them are.
Always the situations are grim, desperate, and
anthropogenic, particularly so in this issue.
Consider, for example, the plight of one of
Puerto Rico's endemic evergreens, Styrax
portoricensis, or palo de jazmin: "Only one
individual tree is known, and it was damaged
in 1989 by Hurricane Hugo." FWS has thus

seen fit to propose listing this species as En
dangered-along with 4 other endemic plants
in northeastern Puerto Rico's Luquillo
Mountains, within the Caribbean National
Forest and thus threatened by road-building.
Given the proclivities of the present adminis
tration, however, we may reasonably fear that
more studies will be demanded prior to listing.

The Bulletin itself is hard to find and hard
to read (due toan absurdly convoluted lay-out)
but Endangered Species Update has done
conservationists an important service by res
cuing it from obscurity. Ask your librarian to
subscribe to the Update: $23, 10 issues/yr;
Endangered Species Update, School ofNatural
Resources, U ofMI,AnnArOOr,MI 48109-1115.

"Non-Anthropocentrism in a Thoroughly
Anthropocentrized World," by Anthony
Weston; The Trompeter, summer 1991, p.108
112. Sometimes the most profound lessons are
also the most obvious ... after they've been
revealed .by someone else. This will be the
experience of many readers of this article.
Weston shows that anthropocentrism is so
deeply ingrained in our culture that it frames
even the arguments against it. He notes the
irony of critiquing anthropocentrism from a
position wholely removed from Nature (e.g.,
a lecture hall). He notes also the irony of a
worldview that holds as unreasonable any idea
that does not debase all living things other than
humans. He suggests that we cannot fully
develop a non-anthropocentric ethic from
within a totally humanized context; but we can
begin to renew a relationship with Nature
which will allow non-anthropocentric
worldviews to evolve. One way to do this is
to establish quiet zones-places where no
machines intrude. This last is an idea all wil
derness proponents should consider. Why not
advocate that all public lands be declared quiet
zones, where people may not bring their mo
tors, guns, or other technology that separates
us from Nature and overflights are banned.

The Trumpeter: Journal of Ecosophy
(Lightstar Press, POB 5853, Stn B, Victoria,
BC V8R 6S8 Canada) is Canada's best envi
ronmental ethics periodical and should be in
every university library. While perusing the

summer number, the theme of which is "En
vironmental Crisis, Education, and Deep
Ecology," note especially "What Is Education
For'?" by David W. Orr, "The Psychology of
Environmentalism" by J. Donald Hughes,
"Integrating Science and Passion in Conser
vation Education" by Thomas Flei<;chner, 'The
Educational Implications of Aldo Leopold's
Land Ethic" by Kathie Bishop, and editor Alan
Drengson's editorial.

"Water Hyacinths and Darwin," by
George Cook; WUdj70wer, Summer 1991, p.l9.
Hlildflower, "North America's Magazine of
Wild Flora," is the quarterly of the Canadian
Wildflower Society, a group dedicated to
conservation and study of North America's
plants and fungi ($25/yr membership; 1848
Liverpool Rd, Box 110, Pickering, Onatrio,
Canada UV 6M3). This article discusses "the
world's worst aquatic weed," which humans
purposely and accidentally "have carried from
its native range in the tropical lowlands of
South America to Africa, Asia, Australia, and
North America." Also in this issue see "Sex and
Fluids: Pollination in Aquatic Vascular Plants."

"Notes and Abstracts," Restoratwn &
Management Notes; summer 1991, p.32-61.
R&MN is the magazine of the Society for
Ecological Restoration. The magazine ($15/yr
Journals Division, 114 N. Murray St, Madison,
WI 53715) and the organization (SER, 1207
Seminole Hwy, Madison 53711; membership
$25 includes R&MN) are leaders in the
growing field of ecological restoration. Twice
a year (possibly to increase soon to 4/yr) edi
tor William R. Jordan III compiles huge
amounts of information on attempts to restore
degraded landscapes. The Notesand Abstracts
section, especially, offers valuable lessons for
those wanting to protect or restore natural
grasslands, forests, wetlands, and other eco
system types. Some of the reports clearly
come from what might be called tbe mitigation
school of restoration ecology: people who
create wetlands to replace those ravaged by
developers. Most, however, come from true
restoration ecologists: people seeking to re
store extirpated species and natural processes
for Nature's own sake, not the sake ofdevel
opers constrained by section 404 of the Clean
Water Act.

This issue of R&MN also includes fine
editorials by William Jordan III and Gary
Nabhan, and "Restoration of Santa Catalina
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Island, California" and "Comparisons of
Constructed and Natural Sal! Marshes of San
Diego Bay." The latter conveys a lesson im
plicit in several of this issue's reports: Con
structed ecosystems do not adequately mimic
natural ecosystems. Artificial wetlands, for
instance, do not perform the many ecological
functions of wetlands (sediment removal, Oo<X1
mitigation, etc.) as well as original wellands.

"Japan Bashing Reconsidered," by Ted
Williams; Audubon, 9-10191, p.26-36. Wil
liams presents 3 premises: "1. Japan, now
closing in on the United States as the world's
leading economic power, is the most important
single factor in detennining whether or not
humankind will succeed in delaying the onset
of mass extinctions. 2. Japan is by far the
world's leading illicit trafficker in endangered
wildlife. 3. Unlike developing nations, Japan
has no real need for any of the wildlife it ex
ploits." In this context, and given Japan's
sensitivity to outside criticism, some interna
tional conservationists are now saying it's time
to stop pulling punches. As long as Japan re
mains recalcitrant, bash it, as well as the US.

'This, anyway, is my biased interpretation
of the author's message. While stressing that
Japan is only following the lead of the US
with much greater efficiency-I'll add another
suggestion inspired by Williams's provocative
article: International conservationists (WWF,
Greenpeace, etc.) should shame Japan into
compliance with environmental laws and
ecological ethics. for example, run ads in
Japanese newspapers ridiculing men who need
hear gall bladders, rhino horns, and other pu
tative aphrodisiacs to prove their manliness.
("Real men don't need gall bladders.") Spread
rumors about how Japanese tourists who wear
jewelry made of sea turtle shells, or other
products of rare wildlife, are the laughing stock
of the civilized world. Or ask Japanese soci
ologists about other ways to turn the Japanese
public against consumption habits that destroy
foreign wildlife and habitat.

"Ground Zero: The American Military vs.
The American Land," by Tom Turner; Wil
derness, fall 1991, p.lO-1S,31-33,36. Tom
Turner, staff writer [or the Sierra Club Legal
Defense Fund, describes here a few of the
military's many assaults on public lands:
hombingof Bravo 20 near Fallon, Nevada, and
Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana; flights
over Mt. Jefferson Wilderness, Oregon and
Adirondack Park, New York; training in Car
ibbean National Forest, Puerto Rico. Turner
is not altogether convinced by Defense Sec
retary Dick Cheney's recent announcement
that he wants the Defense Department to be
come the federal leader in environmental

protection. In the wake of the Persian Gulf
disaster, the military seems to be finding di
minished opposition to its expansion plans. It
wants to increase flights over the Adirondacks,
expand fort Irwin in California into surrounding
roadless lands, and develop a training area in
Idaho's Owyhee country, among other evils.

"How North America's Bats Survive the
Winter," by Merlin TUllle; Bats, fall 1991, p.7

. 12. "Bats are at their most vulnerable during
hibernation and migration ..." Bat Conserva
tion International (BCI) founder Merlin Tuttle

. makes clear here why bat populations are
vulnerable to rapid extermination. For in
stance, almost all Gray Bats (Myotis
grisesccllS, an Endangered species) from
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Ten
nessee and Virginia hibernate each winter in
only 4 caves. Many cave-dwelling bat species
can tolerate only very narrow temperature and
moisture ranges during winter. Human dis
turbance of any sort during their hibernation
can cause them to expend so much energy
during arousal that they are subsequently un
able to survive the winter. Bel (POB 162603,
Austin, TX 78716) has ensured protection for
many bat hibernacula, but the possibility still
remains in places for some thoughlless bloke
to stumble inlo a cave and seriously disrupt a
major portion of the population of an imperiled
species.

"Cryptic Cacti on the Borderline," by
Gary Nabhan; Orion, autumn 1991, p.26-31.
Gary Nabhan, an ethnobotanist and Nature
essayist who seems to have won in the last few
years almost every award a naturalist can win,
here describes his search for the rare and de
clining Night-blooming Cereus Cactus. His
narrative reveals much about Sonoran Desert
ecology and cr~s-boundary conservation or
lack thereof. Livestock grazing, cutting of the
cacti's nurse trees by Ironwood gatherers ca
tering to US consumers' craving for "Seri"
w(x:x1 carvings, and illegal collection for export
to Japan and elsewhere ... these and other
factors make the prospect of seeing a cactus
blooming at night dubious at best.

This issue of Orion also includes impor
tant articles on rainforest ecology, and stirring
essays by Terry Tempest Will iams and Brenda
Peterson. David Ehrenfeld's column is, as al
ways, insightful.

Science, 8-16-91. The US-based weekly
Sciellce, like its British counterpart Nature,
regularly prints articles important for advo
cates of the natural world. Both, though, offer
such a wide range of science coverage (much
of it obscure for us simpletons) that most
conservationists do not regularly peruse these

periodicals. However, conservationists should
see the August 16 number, which focuses on
biodiversity loss and includes excellent over
views of the subject by Michael Soule, Paul
Ehrlich, and E.O. Wilson. The article by en
tomologist Terry Irwin, on setting priorities in
conservation efforts, will prove very contro
versial. He argues that rare and endemic
taxa-favored targets of many present pres
ervation efforts-may be Jess important to
save than more general taxa, which are more
apt to be undergoing rapid adaptation and
speciation. Irwin may be overstating the
likelihood of rare and endemic taxa being
evolutionary cul de sacs.

Unfortunately, this series of biodiversity
articles is introduced by a journalist who frtes
to make it sound like there is growing dispute
among scientists as to whether or not the
biodiversity crisis is as serious as Soule,
Ehrlich, Wilson, and others claim. This jour
nalist does not acknowledge that even if con
servation biologists are overestimating species
extinction rates several-fold, we are still in the
midst of the most severe extinction episode in
the planet's history.

"Pantheism and Biodiversity," by Harold
Wood; Pantheist Vision, 9-91, p.1-6. "The
Universal Pantheist Society [POB 265, Big
Pine, CA 93513] is a non-profit religious
corporation" whose purposes include stimu
lating "a revision ofsocial attitudes away from
anthropocentrism and toward reverence for the
earth ..."; and their quarterly newsletter reflects
these noble aims. Pantheist Vtsion editor
Harold Wood discusses in this excellent article
lessons from leading conservation biologists,
including Michael Soule, Paul Ehrlich, Harold
Morowitz, E.O. Wilson, andAldo Leopold,as
well as from the late self-avowed Pantheist
Joseph Wood Krutch, whose thoroughgoing
rejection of anthropocentrism in The Voice of
the Desert (1955) anticipated conservation
biologists' warnings by 3 decades.

"Dismal Green Science," by Larry
Lohmann; The Ecologist (c/o MIT Press
Journals, 55 Hayward St, Cambridge, MA
02142),9110-91, p.194-19S. An Ecologist
associate editor effectively argues against the
advocates ofenvironmental economics--tha;e
who say that appropriate market incentives,
prices on ecosystems, true cost-benefit analy
ses and such can solve our environmental ills.
Lohmann says the language of the market is
not, and should nol be, universal.

See also in th~ issue Richard Hirxlmarsh's
"The Flawed 'Sustainable' Promise of Genetic
Engineering" (p.196-205). Hindmarsh focuses
on agriculture, but his warnings apply equally

cOlltinued next page
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to natural ecosystems. He decries environ
mentalists' failure to perceive the serious and
unprecedented threats to natural life that re
combinant DNA technology presents.

"Planting for Disaster: How
Restorationists Can Plan for Global \\arming,"
by Marylee Guinon and Margaret Alkon;
Whole Earth Review (27 Gate Five Rd,
Sausalito, CA 94%S), fall 1991, p.S6-S9.
Whole Earth Review is publishing some im
portant articles on restoration ecology. This
one stresses using the right local varieties of
each native species, not simply the right spe
cies, when revegetating damaged lands.
Planting trees from a different area can con
taminate a local gene pool, weakening the
adaptiveness of a population. Protecting ge
netic diversity, as well as preserving migration
corridors, will be increasingly important as
humanity's pollutants cause or accelerate
global warming.

"Pocket Gophers and Mirna Terrain in-"
North America," by George Cox and Victor
Scheffer; Natural Areas Journal (320 S Third
St, Rockford, II... 61104), 10-91, p.193-198.
George Bush has not bothered to falsely pro
claim a "no net loss of mima terrain" policy
because the mounded landscapes, apparently
shaped by pocket gophers, have very few ad
vocates. All confirmed mima terrain in North
America lies west of the Mississippi River.
Western states and The Nature Conservancy
protect some mima sites, but most are vul
nerable to developers. California has already
lost 80% of its mima terrain to developers and
their ilk. Thus far, philosophers have shown
little inclination to accord intrinsic value to
mima mounds.

"What's Good for the Corporation is Bad
for the Children," by Jim Berry; Center For
the Reflection on the Second Law, Circular
#140,10-20-91. Jim Berry, the equally radi
cal brother of the famous "geologian" Thomas
Berry, heads a small group nominally devoted
to contemplation of the law ofentropy, though
actually applying itself very practically to
critiquing industrial civilization. In this essay,
Jim Berry says that our society raises children
to be consumers, when what is needed-for
Nature's sake as well as our own-is to raise
them to be virtuous. CFRSL can hi: joined by
:-vriting 8420 Camellia Dr, Raleigh, NC 27613.

"Wilderness Recovery: Thinking Big in
Restoration Ecology," by Reed Noss; The
Environmental Professional, vo1.13, p.22S
234. It's encouraging to see a staid periodical
like this run an article in which a leading
conservation biologist suggests that restoration

ecologists must begin to think BIG so that we
can return half of this country to a wilderness
condition. It's discouraging to see in the same
issue criticism of the wilderness concept by a
prominent environmental ethicist, Baird
Callicott. Read the latter to see the types of
arguments conservationists will increasingly
face as they defend the concept and the reality
of wilderness. Read the former for a brilliant
exposition on how we might make North
America habitable again for even the most
vulnerable of species.

"Under Green Guise, Multi-use Groups
Work Against Environment," by Fred
Baumgarten; Audubon Activist, 11-91, p.1 &
4. TheAudubonActivist (9S0 Third Ave, New
York, NY 10022) editor here explains the
threat posed by the apparently growing num
ber of know-nothings touting "wise use,"
calling themselves "grassroots," and joining
People for the West, the Blue Ribbon Coali
tion, Timber Employees for Responsible So
lutions, the Blue Line Council, National
Inholders Association, and other reactionary
groups. Baumgarten offers good advice on
how to counter the miners, ORY riders,
ranchers, and allies who think all public lands
should be open for their exploitive activities.
Amazingly, politicians are taking these clowns
seriously, so we must too. (Here in the
Adirondacks, the Blue Line Council, and
groups even more averse to life, have suc
cessfully pressured Governor Cuomo into
backing .down on promises to slow develop
ment in the Park.)

"Court Jester" by Bill McKibben; Mother
Jones, 12-91. With good reason, many people
have been dissatisfied with newspaper reports
on the famous Arizona S trial outcome, and
wonder where they can read reports not biased
in favor of the prevailing powers. Bill
McKibben's is a humorous and insightful trial
report, in which government figures rightfully
emerge as buffoons. Sierra (11-12-91) ran a
short, clear report by Christine Keyser. High
Country News and Forest Watch (Vol. 12, #2)
have explained well the trial's befuddling de
nouement. Earth First's articles by Karen
Pickett (8&9-91), and Michael Lacey's series
in New Times (an alternative Phoenix weekly)
have offered the most thorough assessments
of the trial, both before and after its sudden
end. The latest Outside (12-91) offers an
other perspective.

"Questioning Technology," WhQle Eat1h
Review, Winter, 1991. That's the themeOCthis
thought-provoking issue of WER. Pay spe
cial attention to the excellent critiques by Jerry
Mander, Langdon Winner, and Ivan Illich.

AnnOlinCel11ents

SUBSCRIBE TO A NEWSLEITER,
CREATE A WILDLIFE REFUGE

The Wild Ranch Review is a new, home
based newsletter offering profiles of the work
being done by individual activists and com
munity based environmental groups at the
opposite end of the size scale from the eco
behemoths like Greenpeace and the Sierra
Club. At this level, people are finding imagi
native responses to major problems. The pur
pose of the newsletter is to spread the word
about their ideas and accomplishments.

Issue 1, available now, has two profiles.
First is Wild Ranch, where 107 acres of former
ranchland have been purchased, and wildlife
habitat is being restored. Eventually a pri
vately owned wildlife refuge will be carved out
of this southern Colorado cow country. A
portion of every subscription to The Wild
Rnnch Review will support the purchase and
restoration of land for the refuge.

Mission: Wolf is the subject of the sec
ond profile. It is a wolf education center and
a refuge for 25 wolves and wolf-dog hybrids.
Mission: Wolf's traveling education program
has given people across the United States an
opportunity to meet a wolf.

On the lighter side, issue 1 also details
how you can nominate your favorite bureau
crat or politician for the James What?!? Me
morial Bonehead of the Year Award.

The subscription price is $lS for 4 quar
terly issues, with at least $S from every sub
scription going directly to purchase and restore
land at Wild Ranch. Or send $4 for a sample
issue. Checks and money orders can be sent
to The Wild Ranch Review, c/o Tim Haugen,
POB 81, Gulnare, CO 81042.

MUSICIANS SING FOR WILDLIFE
IN SCHOOLS

This summer, Janet De La Olivia and I
put together an educational program that
teaches environmental awareness through
music and hands on experience with wild
animals. We have begun in the Pensacola
schools, and are scheduled for schools in
Alabama and Mississippi. We hope to reach
"as wide an area as is physically possible.

If there is any hope at all, it is with the
children. They have a willingness to face this
crisis that most of their parents do not share. Our
children are not locked into denia~ and after all,
facing a problem is the first step in solving it. We
try to instill a sense of responsibility for and an
appreciation of the web of life.
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Name, _
Street, _
City Slate Zip, _

__Please send me the following back issues: ~ _
(US: $7/copy; Canada and Mexico: $8/copy; others $9/copy--air mail.

• Wild Earth has applied for (non-profit) 501(c)3 status from the IRS.

__Please send a gift subscriptionto the person below ($20).
Name _
Street _
City State Zip _

SUBSCRmE TO WILD EARTH

PO Box 492
Canlon, NY 13617

__Here's $20 for a one-year subscription (4 issues) to Wild Earth.
__Here's $20 to resubscribe.
__Here's an additional $__ donation to support Wild Earth.·
__Here's $25 (US funds only) for a subscription to Canada or Mexico.
__Here'S $30 (US funds only) for an overseas subscription via surface mail.
__Here's $35 (US funds only) for an overseas subscription via air mail.
__Please change my name & Address. Myoid zip code was, _

April 11-12 at Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania a symposium will be
held on Conservation Biology, Applied Ecology,
and Neotropical Songbird Conservation. The first
day will be devoted to conservation biology and
its application in the field and in activism. The
second day migratory songbirds will be the subject
of a case study. For further information conlact
Eric Sievers, 400 Walnut Street, Swarthmore, PA
19081 or Buck Young, PAW, POB 52A, Bondville,
vr 05340 (802-297-1022).

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY, AP·
PLIED ECOLOGY, AND NEOTROPI
CAL SONGBIRD CONSERVATION

land Recovery, will be held April 24-6 at the Uni
versity of Colorado in Boulder. The conference is
sponsored by the CU Wilderness Study Group and
will join wilderness activists and conservation bi
ologists to define and implement an ecosystem
protection and restoration strategy for the Southern
Rockies. Tentative agenda topics include defining,
preserving, and restoring Southern Rocky and
North American ecosystems, training workshops
for grassroots activism, and talks by Dave Fore
man, Chris Maser, and Reed Noss. Registration
costs $20. For information contact the CU Wil
derness Study Group, Campus Box 207, UMC
183, Boulder, CO 80309 (303)492-6870, or the
CU Environmental Center (303)492-8308.

A Finger Lakes Wild Conference will be
held the first weekend in April. For details see
the article on the Finger Lakes in this issue.

SOUTHERN ROCKIES CONFERENCE

The Southern Rockies Ecosystem Confer
ence, Working Toward the Vision of Native Wild-

Wild Earth wheellhrown earthenware
cups are still available: $14 each (plus $3.50
shipping). See WE 3 (pg. 3) for details.

FINGER LAKES WILD CONFER·
ENCE

WILD EARTH MUGS

ticular ecosystems.
4) A Native Forest Action Plan prepared by

environmentalists rather than the timber industry
and the multinational development institutions.

NFN is looking for campaigners and NGOs
who are prepared to get involved. Please write to
us if you'd like to join the network, receive the
newsletterandlor come to Tasmania next year. lim
Cadman will be the international coordinator based
in Jackeys Marsh, Tasmania. He can be contacted

. at the above address or on pegasus (computer
mail). Jake Jagoff is headed back to the United
States where he will follow up with North Ameri
can activists and groups. He will then be in Eu
rope for the winter taking part in an Earth First!
"Fate of the World's Forests" Roadshow which will
enable Europeans to participate in NFN. All pre
liminary enquiries should go to lim in Tasmania.

Post Office Meander Tasmania 7304 A us 
tralia

Phone (003) 695 150 E-mail: peg: cadwood
Having just returned from an inspiring six

days in the Blue Mountains and the dry
schlerophyll forests of the Kanangra-Boyd Wil
derness, we have concluded that there is a need
for a more planetary approach to protecting the
world's forests. Specifically, we believe that na
tive forests could be beller preserved by linking
activists, NODs and scientists in the North and the
South whose common aims are to prevent the
continued loss of the world's native forest eco
systems.

We feel that there are good networks within
the tropical rainforest movement and that asimilar
approach is necessary to deal with the growing
plagues ofclearcutting, woodchipping and pulping
which also threaten the temperate zones. We hope
to establish a strong global network to challenge
the existing policies and practices destroying the
Earth's native forests.

The Native Forest Network is planning the
following:

1) A quarterly newsletter dealing with tem
perate and tropical forest issues, biodiversity,
profiles of multinational corporations, and forth
coming actions and conferences.

2) An annual conference to be held in native
forest hot spots around the world. The first will
be held in Tasmania in November of 1992with the
goal of adopting a Temperate Forest Action Plan.

3) Concerted, hard-hitting international
campaigns targeting specific companies and par-

Wildlife Damage Review has put together
an activist tabloid on Animal Damage Control
(ADC) activities and how to stop them. These
are ilvailable in quantity for distribution. Drop
us a postcard with your street address on it for
UPS shipment, or call us at 602-882-4218.
Thanks for helping to !>pread word.

-Nancy Zierenberg, C\aIke Abbey, Marian
Baker-Gierlach, Usa Peacock, W~dlife Damage
Review, POB 2541, Tucson, AZ85702

ADCTABLOID

NATIVE FOREST NETWORK

Our program, while sponsored by SAVE,
Inc., Musicians for Environmental Education,
and the Lower Alabama Wildlife Rescue Ser
vice, receives no financial assistance, and is
handled on a voluntary basis. If you would like
to arrange for the program in yoursdlools, phone
CX>4-492-5220 in Flcrida, 205-586-1721 in North
Alabama, and 205-962-2616 in LowerAlaooma.
Donations are glooly accepted.

-Joe Billups, Musicians for Environ
mental Education, 5208 Choctaw Ave.,
Pensacola, FL 32507
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Wild Earth
P.O. Box 492

Canton, NY 13617

United States

Idaho

ECOSYSTEMS
DEFENDING!

GREATER
WORTH

Oregon

With your $25 (U.S. or Canadian) membership fee you will
receive our excellent quarterly, Northwest Conservation, and
help support the Alliance's vital work.

Greater Ecosystem Alliance is dedicated to preserving the
wildness of the Pacific Northwest -- equal rights for all species!
Facing the biodiversity challenge means conserving viable
greater ecosystems. The Alliance works for the North and
Ce~tral Cascades, Selkirk, Olympic and Monashee
ecosystems ofWashington and British Columbia.

To protect wildness and diversity across the Northwest, we:

P.O. Box 2813, Bellingham, WA. 98227
Phone: (206) 671-9950; Fax: (WS) 671-8429

* Develop proposals for interconnected big reserves;
* Work for grizzly and lynx recovery in the North Cascades;
* Published a strategy for wolf recovery in Washington;

*~~mk~RC~~o~~oo~ ~-~----~-------~~-~-----------~
transboundaryecosystems.

, .,,--

concerns;
* Initiate appeals and law suits over

federal and state/private forest
management.

To protect forests we:

* Lobby Congress for ancient forest
protection;
*Workwith small mill owners on common

. We also coordinate the Wild Salmon and
Trout Alliance, a coalition ofconserva
tionists, fishers, Nat>'e Americans and
scientists in western Washington.
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